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Gestural Structures and
Phonological Patterns*

Catherine P. Browman and Louis Goldsteint

INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we present a particular view of phonology, one in which lexical items
are construed as characterizing the activity of the vocal tnct (and its articulators) as a
sound-producing system. Central to this characterization is the concept of dynamically
defined articulatory gestures. Such gestures are, we argue. useful primitives for
characterizing phonological patterns as well as for analyzing the activity of the vocal
tract articulators. Gestural structures can function as lexical representations because
distinctiveness is captured by these structures and phonological plocesses can be seen
as operating on them. In addition, the gestural approach has two benefits: it serves to
analyze phonological patterns according to their source (articulatory, acoustic,
perceptual, etc.), and it captures the underlying unity among apparently disparate
patterns, not only within phonology but also among phonology, perception, and
production. These benefits lead to a simpler, more general account of a number of
phenomena.

A gestural lexicon is part of the computational model of speech production that we
are currently developing with Elliot Saltzman, Philip Rubin and others at Haskins
Laboratories (Browman. Goldstein. Kelso, Rubin, & Saltzman. 1984; Browman,
Goldstein, Saltzman. & Smith. 1986; Saltzman. Rubin, Goldstein. & Browman, 1987).
Our notion of gesture i.^ based on the concept ..: coorainative structures (Fowler, Rubin.
Remez, & Turvey, 1980) as developed in the task dynamic model (Saltzman, 1986;
Saltzman & Kelso. 1987), and Is consistent with the view of Liberman and Mattingly
(1985) that "gestures...have characteristic invariant properties...as the more remote
structures that control the [peripheral] movements* tp. 23). Briefly, the basic
assumptions are (1) that a primary task in speaking is to control the coordinated
movement of groups of articulators (rather than the individual movements of
individual articulators), and (2) that these coordinated movements can be characterized
using dynamical equations. Each gesture has its own characteristic coordinative
pattern.

The hypothesis that the lexicon is composed of dynamically specified gestures has
several implications for the motor theory and modularity claims. First, since the same
lexicon is assumed to be accessed when an individual is speaking or listening, the
hypothesis implies that a listener ultimately recovers the set of gestures that are part of
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a given lexical entry. However, the motor theory is a specific proposal about the
mechanism of recovery (among several possible proposals, see for example, Fowler and
Rosenblum, in press) and the arguments for a gestural lexicon should not be construed
as supporting this or any other specific proposal. Second, we should note that the use of
dynamical equations is not restricted to the description of motor behavior in speech,
but has been used to describe the coordination and control of skilled motor actions in
general (Cooke. 1980; Kelso, Holt, Rubin, & Kugler, 1981; Kelso & Tuller, 1984a,b; Kugler,
Kelso, & 'fumy, 1980). Indeed, in its preliminary version, the task dynamic model we
are using for speech was exactly the model used for controlling arm movements, with
the articulators of the vocal tract simply substituted for those of the arm. Thus, in this
respect the model is not consistent with Liberman and Mattingly's (1985) concept of
language or speech as a separate module, with principles unrelated to other domains
However, in another respect, the central role of the task in task dynamics captures the
same insight as the 'domain - specificity" aspect of the modularity hypothesisthe way
in which the vocal tract articulators are yoked is crucially affected by the task to be
achieved (Abbs, Gracco, & Cole, 1984; Kelso, Tuner, V.- Bateson, & Fowler, 1984).

In this paper, in which we focus on larger language patterns (lexical and phonological
structure), we will be demonstrating that many of the patterns observed both in
inventories and in alternations can be understood in terms of their articulatory and
dynamic structure. The general principles governing motor behavior also interact with
other principles, such as articulatory-acoustic relations, in a task-specific way to giv e
rise to a variety of different patterns.

2. LEXICAL ORGANIZATION

In this section, we discuss how gestural structures can fulfill one of the most
important functions of lexical representationdistinctiveness. We will examine how
contrastive words (or morphemes) differ from one another in terms of their component
gestures and their organization. In addition, the same gestural structures have an
inherent physical meaning: they directly (without mediation of any "implementation"
rules) characterize the articulatory movements of those words.

2.1 Gestures and Distinctiveness
A dynamically defined articulatory gesture characterizes the formation (and release)

of a constriction r' (thin the vocal tract through the movement of (1) a particular set of
articulators, (2) towards a particular constriction location (3) with a specific degree of
constriction, and (4) in a characteristic, dynamically-described manner. Gestures are
not the movements themselves, but rather abstract characterizations of the mov ments
(see Brownian & Goldstein, 1987, and Saltzman et al., 1987, for more detailed
descriptions of gestures). Contrastive gestures can be distinguished on the basis of the
values of these four attributes.

Because the gestures characterize movements within the vocal tract, they are
effectively organized by the anatomy of the vocal tract. For example, at the coarsest
level, gestures may differ in the major articulatory subsystems (velic, laryngeal, and
oral) employed (attribute (1) above). These choices correspond to contrasts in nasality,
voicing, and place. The oral subsystem can be further divided into three distinct
articulator sets (or synergies), one for the lips, one for the tongue tip, and one for the
tongue body. This (hierarchical) articulatory organization is also incorporated in a
number of recent approaches to phonological features (e.g., Clements, 1985; Ladefo&ed &
Halle, 1988; Bogey, 1986). Contrasts in the familiar oral place of articulation involve
one of these articulator sets moving to a particular constriction location (attribute (2)).

10 Brannon &Goldstein
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Gestures may also contrast in the degree Df such constriction (attribute (31).
corresponding, for example. to stop-fricative-approximant contrasts. Within our
computational model, these three attributes determine the set of "tract variables"
(Figure 1). Each oral gesture is represented as a pair of tract variable dynamical
equations (one for constriction location. the other for constriction degree). each for the
appropriate articulatory synergy. Velic and glottal gestures involve single tract
variable equations (Browman & Goldstein, 1987: Saltzman et al.. 1987). These
dynamical equations include (in addition to specification of target value) dynamic
descriptors such as stiffness (related to the rate of movement) and damping. Contrasts
in these parameters (attribute (4)) may be relevant, for example. to the distinction
between vowels and glides.

Thus, contrasts among gestures involve differences in the attributes (1-4) discussed
above. We may ask. however, how the discreteness associated with lexical contrasts
emerges from these differences in attributes. First. it should be noted that gestures
involving movements of different sets of articulators (attribute 1) differ in an
inherently discrete way and are thus automatically candidates for distinctiveness
(Liberman, Cooper. Shankwefler, & Studdert-Itennedy. 1967). The importance of this
anatomical source of distinctiveness can be seen in the fact that. for the 317 languages
reported in Maddicson (1984), 96.8% have nasals. and about 80% use voicing
differences among consonants Moreover. 98.4% have a contrast among gestures of the
lips, tongue tip. and tongue body.

With respect to the other attributes, however. gestures may not differ discretely from
an articulatory and/or dynamic perspective (although our knowledge about possible
principles governing the control and coordination of speech gestures is. at present.
quite limited). In these cases. other forces will tend to create discreteness (and hence the
automatic potential for distinctive use). For example. as Stevens (1972) has argued, the
potential continuum of constriction degree can be partitioned into relatively discrete
regions that produce complete closure or turbulence, based on aerodynamic
considerations. The stability of these regions is reflected in the fact that all the
languages discussed in Maddieson (1984) he"e stops: 93.4% have fricatives. For wider
constriction degrees. as well as for constriction location for a given set of articulators).
articulatory-acoustic relations (Stevens. 1972) and the predisposition to maximally
differentiate the gestures and sounds of a language (e.g.. Lindblom. MacNeilage, &
Studdert-Kennedy, 1983) will help to localize the dletinctive values of these variables in
fairly well-defined, stable regions for any one language. These regions may. in fact.
differ from language to language (e.g.. Disner. 1983: Ladefoged. 1984; Lindblom. 1986).indicating that there is some nondeterminacy in the distribution of these regions. Thus
the distinctiveness of individual gestures is a confluence of general articulatory.
accustic, and perceptual pressures towards discreteness. with a certain amount of
arbitrariness resolved in language-particular ways.

2.2 Gestural Organization and Distinctiveness
Gestures capture distinctiveness not only individually but also in their organizationwith respect to each other. Here the fact that gestures are both spatial and temporalbecomes crucial. That is. because gestures are characterizations of spatiotemporal

articulatory events,. it is possible for them to 3verlap temporally in various ways. Thisfact of overlap. combined with the underlying anatomical structure. gives rise to
different organizations that can be used contrastively. and also leads to a variety of
phonological processes. The distinctive use of overlap will be discussed in this section.
its role in phonological processes in section 3.

Gestural Structures and Phonological Patterns
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tract variable articulators involved

L P lip protrusion
L A lip aperture
TTCL tongue tip constrict location
TTCD tongue tip constrict degree
TB CL tongue body constrict location
TB CD tongue body constrict degree
V rL velic aperture
GLO glottal aperture

VELA,
it

NdliBC

TBCD

GLO

upper & lower lips, jaw
upper & lower lips, jaw
tongue tip, body, jaw
tongue tip, body, jaw
tongue body, jaw
tongue body, jaw
velum
glottis

41:....TCL

TTCD tLA 4. LP -E.0

Figure 1. Tract variables and associated Articulator used in the computational model of phonology and
speech production described in the text.
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.11.1=11,

2.2.1 Gestural Scores

A lexical item typically consists of a characteristic organization of several gestures.
Within the computational mcdel being developed, the concept of phase relations (Kelso
& Tuner, 1985) is used to coordinate the set of gestures for a given lexical item. This
results in a representation that we call a gestural score. (Browman et al., 1986). Figure
2a shows a schematic gestural score fnr the item "spam." The five separate rows can be
thought of as 'tiers": one each for the velic and glottal subsystems, and three for the
oral subsystem, representing the three articulatory synergies. Each box represents a
single gesture, its horizontal extent indicating the interval of time during which it is
active. (For more details on gestural scores and their use. see Browman & Goldstein,
1987.)

Figure 2 compares two gestural scores. one for "spam" (a) and one for "Sam" (b). There
are two additional aspects of distinctiveness that appear when these scores are
compared. The only difference between the scores is in the presence of the first bilabial
closure gesture in 'span." The first implication of this Is that distinctiveness can be
conveyed by the presence or absence of gestures (Browman & Goldstein. 1986a;
Goldstein & Browman, 1986), which is an inherently discrete property. The second
implication is that distinctiveness is a function of an entire constellation of gestures,
and that more complex constellations need not correspond to concatenated segment-
sized constellations. That is. the difference between "span'' and "Sam" is represented
by the difference between two gestures (alveolar fricative and bilabial closure) vs. °lie
gesture (a:veolar fricative), in each case co-occurring with a single glottal gesture. This
contrasts with a segment based description of the distinction as two segments vs. one
segment, where each segment includes both a glottal and an oral constriction
specification (see Browman & Goldstein, 1986a, for further discussion). In this sense,
the gestural structures are topologically similar to autosegmental structures postulated
on the basis of evidence from phonological alternations (e.g., Clements & Koyser, 1983:
Hayes, 1986). Note that. in contrast to segmentbased theories, which effectively
require simultaneous coordination among all the features composing a segment, there
are no a :wtori constraints on intergestural Geganization within the gestural
framework (other than anatomical structure). The relative 'tightness" of cohesion
among particular constellations of gestures is a matter for continuing research.
2.2.2 Gestural overlap

The gest:a-ha scores in Figure 2 show substantial temporal overlap among the various
gestures. In this section, we examine how differences in degree of overlap can be used
distinctively in the case of two gestures, each Nlth approximately the same extent in
time as could occur with some "singleton" consonants, for example syllableinitial (n)
(velic and oral gestures) and (t) (glottal and 'real gestures)- The different possibilities for
overlap of such gestures are exemplified in Figure 3. where (as in the gestural score .4 of
Figure 2). the horizontal extent of each rectangle represents the temporal interval
during which a particular gesture is active. There is a potential continuum ranging
from complete synchrony (displayed in row (a)) through partial overlap (row (b)) to
minimal overlap (row (c)). Depending on the particular articulatory subsystems
involved (shown in the different columns In the figure), as well as the amount of
overlap, these gestural combinations have been categorized (by phonologists and
phoneticians) as being very different phenomena, as indicated by the labels for each
example in the figure. Various. and in some cases ad hoc, phonological features have
been employed to capture contrasts in overlap patterns (see Browman & Goldstein,
1986a). We would propose, however, that direct analysis of these organizations in terms
of degree of overlap leads to a simpler and more explanatory description of the
distribution of these structures in phonological inventories and of their role in
phonological processes.

Gestural Structures and Phonological Patterns



(a)

(b)

6

vello

oral: tongue
body

tongue
tip

lips

glottal 444 glottal 1,4

444 opening closing ;4,
4

trek

oral: tongue
body

tongue
tip

lips

glottal
4 '4 -- .4'4.4 4. .4 4
444 glottal !44

444 opening - closing '444k :4

Figure 2. (a) Gestural score for the wordspent. (b) Gestural score for 11 word Sam.
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vellc

(a) oral

glottal

vellc

(b) oral

glottal

ikAikrifYsirel

nasal

[n]

prenasalized

friai

A A AAAA A A AA A A AA AA A A A A A

voiceless
unaspirated

[t]

voiceless
aspirated

[th]

(C)

vellc

oral

glottal AA AAAAA A A
AA AA A A
A A A

nasalization + oral

[Pd]

oral + /h/

double
articulation

ris]

secondary
articulation

[gi

consonant
cluster

[gb]

Figure 3. Examples of gestural overlap. Each box represents the temporal interval during which a
particular gesture is active. (a) Complete synchrony. (b) Partial over' p. (c) Minimal overlap. The leftmost
column crz.trasts degrees of overlap for velic plus oral gestures, the middle column for glottal plus oral
gestures, and the rightmost column for two oral gestures.
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The simplest case is when two gestures from different articulatory subsystems
overlap completely. both having approximately the same extent in time ( Figure 3a, left
and middle). This case, which (in some sense) maps in a 1-1 fashion onto a
segmentation of the acoustic signal. is often analyzed as a segmental unit. for example.
(initial) nasal stops or voiceless unaspirated stops (velic plus oral or glottal plus -Ira'.
respectively).

What happens to this simple case. however. when one of the gestures is slid slightly so
that the overlap is partial rather than complete (Figure 3b. left and middle)? An
aspirated, rather than unaspirated stop. for example, maps onto a sequence of two
distinct acoustic eventsvoiceless stop and aspirationleading to difficulties. in a
purely temporal acoustic measure, in assigning the aspiration to the preceoing stop or
the following vowel. From an articulatory point of view, however. there are still two
gestures simply organized slightly differently. such that there is not complete
synchrony between the two (see Lisker & Abramson. 1964; Lofqvist, 1980). About 50
languages in Maddieson's (1984) survey contrast these two patterns of organization
(voiceless unaspirated vs. voiceless aspirated). The similar overlap differences between
the velic and oral gestures are contrastive in 15 of the 18 languages with prenasalized
stops. i.e.. prenasalized stops contrast with nasals (see also Browman & Goldstein,
1986a; Herbert, 1986).

The status of overlap between two gestures within the same articulatory subsystem
(oral-oral: Figure 3. right column) differs in several respects from that of overlap
between gestures from different articulatory subsystems (oral-glottal or oral-velic).
Overlapping oral (consonant) gestu-es are relatively rare. and seem to be restricted to
two types. First, synchronous double oral articulations (Figure 3a: right) involving
stops are possible. although tney occur in only 6.3% of the languages surveyed by
Maddieson (1984); moreover, they are apparently restricted to labial and velar closure
gestures. Relatively synchronous alveolar and velar closure gestures also occur. albeit
rarely. but appear to be assof1ated with a different airstream mechanismveiaric
suctionthat produces clicks (Trani, 1985). (In fact. Marchal 119871 suggests the
possibility that the suction associpted with clicks could develop automatically from the
increased (Ater lap of sequential velar and alveolar closures. as he observes currently in
French.) Labial-alveolar double articulations have been reported for such languages as
Bura and Margi, but the data ui Maddieson (1983) show that the gestures involved
display, at most, only partial overlap (but cf. Sagey. 1986. for further discussion of the
phonological status of these structures). Second, stops may show at least partial overlap
with a gesture of constriction degree wider than stop or fricative (Figure 3b: right). For
example. labialization of stops is observed in about 13% of the languages in Maddieson
(1984) and roughly the same proportion of languages show palatalization. Other than
these cases. the possibilities for overlap of oral closure gestures with other constriction
degrees (e.g.. fricatives) is controversia. (see Sagey. 1986). Thus, while it is clear that
languages can have two synchronous oral closure gestures. and can also have two such
gestures with minimal overlap (that is, consonant clusters as in Figure 3c: right). it is
not clear whether any single language contrasts degrees of overlap for oral stops and
fricatives.

Thus. when we examine contrast in terms of gestures and their organization. we find
restrictions or *gape in phonological inventories. These restrictions involve the
distinctive use of overlap among oral gestures (compared to the relatively freer use of
overlap contrasts across articulatory subsystems) and can probably be accounted for by
a combination of anatomical and acoustic factors. Labials and velars. for example, use
different sets of articulators (lips and tongue), so that it is possible to produce them
simultaneously (see Halle. 1985); they also have similar. mutually reinforcing ..acts
on the acoustic signal, both having comparatively more energy in the lower rather than

16 Br.nontan &Goldstein
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upper end of the spectrum (Jakobson. Fant. & Halle. 1969). Ohala and Lorentz (1978)
argue that no other combination of constrictions foamed with independent articulators
shows this type of acoustic compatibility. and that this could account for the
predominance of labiovelars among "double" articulations. Constraints on
overlapping of gestures with different constriction degrees can also be understood in
terms of the aerodynamic or acoustic interaction of the two gestures. It is simply not
possible to have the oral tract simultaneously completely closed and also open enough
to permit. for example, frication, even if the two constrictions involve different
articulator sets and different locations. The acoustic consequences of the oral tract as a
whole will be dominated by the narrowest constriction. Note that this points up an
inherent difference between the use of two gestures within the same or within different
articulatory subsystems. It is perfectly posstble, for example, to have the oral tract
closed while the nasal tract remains open: the acoustic consequences of the open nasal
tract will not be obscured. As Mattingly (1981) points out, this type of conflict may
constrain the organization of oral gestures in order to maintain the perce,ival
recoverability.

More generally, we may ask. as we did in the case of gestural attributes. how the
potential continuum of intergestural overlap (particularly when involving different
articulatory subsystems) is partitioned into the three discrete contrasting overlap
patterns exemplified in Figure 3. While the answer here is quite speculative, again a
combination of dynamic articulatory and acoustic factors may be involved. Recent
research on bimanual rhythmic movements has den-onstrated discrete, stable
coordinative modes (in phase vs. out of phase) whose properties can be understood in
terms of differential coupling a non-linear oscillators (e.g.. Kay. Kelso. Saltzman. &
Schoner. 1987: Turvey. Rosenblum, Kugler. & Schmidt. 1986). To the extent that the
coordination of different speech gestures can be analyzed in a similar way, it may be
possible to discover analogous coupling modes that correspond to contrastive patterns
of gestural overlap. In addition. while the overlap between two gestures forms an
articulatory continuum. certain qualitative acoustic events may emerge at some
critical degree of overlap. For example. 'us the glottal gesture slides further to the right
between rows (a) and (b) of Figure 3 (middle column), at some point perceptible
aspiration will be generated. Such emerging acoustic properties could also contribute to
the partitioning of the overlap continuum.

In summary, lexical distinctiveness can be represented in gestural structures in three
different ways: differences in gestural attributes, presence vs. absence of particular
gestures. and differences in gestural overlap. In many cases, the gestural framework
provides a natural basis for discrete categorization. particularly when supplemented
with additional aerodynamic, acoustic. and perceptual principles. In addition. certain
general tendencies found in the phonological inventories of human languages can be
rationalized when the elements of these inventories are described as gestural
structures.

3. PHONOLOGICAL PROCESSES

The role of gestures and gestral overlap in phonology is not limited to their ability
to capture the distinctions among lexical items. Gestural overlap. in particular. can
help explain much variability observed during speaking. For example. as argued in the
early formulation of the motor theory (Liberman et al., 1967). much coarticulation can
be explained in terms of the overlap of vowel and consonant gestures ("parallel
transmission"). and this idea has been incorporated into our gesture-based
computational model (Browman & Goldstein. 1987: Saltzman et al.. 1987). In addition,
as will be exemplified below, simple changes in gestural overlap can account for more
extreme forms of variation such as apparent segment assimilations. deletions, and
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insertions (Browman & Goldstein, 1987). The explanatory power of gestural overlap
springs from the fact that gestures are abstract characterizations of the actual
movements of the articulators. movements that occur in space and over time. When two
gestures using the same articulator set co-occur, the movement i of the articulators will
be affected by both gestures. Even when two co-occurring gestures use different sets of
articulators, the nature of their overlap can lead, as we will see, to interesting
discontinuous effects on the acoustic signal..

The consequences of overlapping gestures are particularly clear in casual speech
(Braman & Goldstein. 1987). where casual speech is defined as that fluent subset of fast
speech in which reductions typically occur (Gay, 1981; Lindblom, 1983). Indeed,
Brownian and Goldstein (1987) have proposed that all variability in casual speech may
be due to gestural reduction and/or changes in gestural overlap. The same patterns that
°cur in casual speech are also observed in "natural" phonological processes (e.g., Sloat,
Taylor, & Hoard. 1978) and in many types of historical change (Brownian & Goldstein,
1986b; Pagliuca. 1982). In section 3.1, we discuss these common patterns. exemplifying
how gestures and gestural overlap can contribute to cur understanding of the patterns
in each of these areas. In sections 3.2 and 3.3, we discuss synchronic and diachronic
patterns (i.e., phonological alternations and historical change) that do not correspond
to casual speech processes, showing how in many cases the gestural framework clarifies
the nature of the patterns.

3.1 Synchronic and Diachronic Patterns Attributable to Casual
Speech Processes

If we assume that a speaker's knowledge of a lexical item includes a specification of
its gestures and their organization, it is possible to provide an explanatory account for
many (synchronic and diachronic) patterns of phonological and phonetic variation.
First, many kinds of variation that have been described by allophonic or low-level
phonetic rules can be modeled as the automatic consequence of talking, in which
overlapping gestures are produced concurrently. Second. additional kinds of variation
can be modeled as consequences of two general principles governing the realization of
gestures in casual speech: reduction and increase in overlap. For both of these types of
variation, no explicit changes in the talker's representation of the items need to be
assumed. In addition. for many kinds of variation that cannot be modeled in this way,
we can nevertheless establish a relationship between specific casual speech processes
and the development (over ! ,torical time) of parallel changes in the talker's
representation of the gestural structures themselves (how this might occur is discussed
below). Such changes to the gestural structures may either be limited to only some of the
environments in which a morpheme occurs, which would be a synchronic alternation
that can be described by a gestural phonological rule, or the change may affect an item
in all its environments, which would be an example of lexical change in a gestural
structure. In this section, then. we will discuss patterns originating in the speech
production mechanism. We will look first at reduction of individual gestures, and then
at consequences of overlapping gestures, noting different consequences for overlap
when gestures employ the same or different sets of articulators. Each type of pattern
will be exemplified in c ..ual speech, phonological alternation, and historical (lexical)
change.

Brown (1977) discusses a class of weakenings, or lenttions, in casual speech in
English, where typical examples involve stop consonants weakening to corresponding
fricatives: ''because pronounced as Ipxozl, *must be pronounced as ImAsfkl. These
changes are reductions in the magnitude of individual stop gestures such that there is
incomplete closure, and are an instance of the general tendency in some types of fast
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speech to reduce the movement amplitude (e.g., Lindblom, 1983). Such reductions can
occur as regular alternations and therefore be identified as phonological rules in non-
casual speech. For example. Spanish voiced stops are pronounced as fricatives when
they occur intervocalically: diccion ('diction') pronounced with RA in la diction; guerra
(wear') pronounced with hi in la guerra (Sloat et al., 1978). And finally, such reductions
may occur not just as alternants but as the sole pronunciation of the word. thereby
changing the constriction degree of the gesture in the lexical item. For example, Latin
intervocalic /b/ is lenited to a fricative in modern Romance languages, e.g., Latin
habere (have". Italian avere. French avail. (Lass. 1984).

We may inquire specifically how the articulatory or acoustic output of a casual speech
process (in this case reduction) can lead to more permanent or "regular" changes in the
gestural structures that underlie the articulatory movement. One possibility is that
some speakers become attuned to particular instances of casual speech variation (e.g.,
reduction in the output magnitude of some gesture), and actually shift (slightly) the
value of the constriction degree parameter (CD) for that gesture in that direction. In the
stop/fricative cases noted above, reducing the CD of a stop gesture will increase the
likelihood that casual speech processes will result in an output that would be
categorized as a fricative as opposed to a stop. The greater preponderance of fricative
outputs could lead to a further reduction in CD, and. in general. to a systematic drift in
this parameter value until a new stable value is reached (the value for a fricative. in this
case). and thus, an effective recategorization is achieved. Such stable values would
coincide with the discrete parameter ranges discussed in section 2.1. While appeals to
drift have been made in other accounts of sound change (e.g., the ''allophone" drift of
Hockett. 1965). the interaction of this mechanism with the nature of gestural structures
increases the range of phenomena to which it may be relevant. In particular. drift may
be found not only in the parameters of individual gestures. but also in their overlap,
leading to a variety of different articulatory and acoustic consequences. These
consequences can be related to phonological processes.

Gestural overlap plays a large role in the formation of phonological patterns. (Indeed,
it is conceivable that gestural reduction is partly due to the overlap between vowels and
consonants, with their opposite requirements for constriction degree.) The
consequence of gestural overlap when two gestures involve the same pair of (oral) tract
variables !or. as described in Brownian & Goldstein, 1987, they occupy the same
articulatory tier) follows automatically from the fact that both use the same
articulators. leading to blending of the movements of the two. This kind of
assimilation occurs in the following examples of casual speech (some from British
English): eight things pronounced as fell 1'0104; come from pronounced as (kAnfrarn)
also; this year pronounced as (' airjra) (Brown. 1977; Catford, 1977). Such blendings may
also occur in the canonical form of words. particularly because the initial consonant
and vowel gestures of a syllable may overlap (Brownian & Goldstein, 1987; Fowler,
1983; Ohman. 1966). Such canonical blendings are traditionally described
phonologically as instances of allophonic variation. e.g.. between front and back /k/ in
Englishkey vs. caw (Ladefoged. 1982)and can =tribute to sound changes: (pre-)Old
English ceap (presumed to begin with 114) becoming Modern English cheap, but Old
English cuman (also presumed to begin with (14) becoming Modern English come
(Arlotto. 1972).

When overlapping gestures use different tract variables (and therefore different nets
of articulators). they do not affect each other's movements but rather both contribute to
the overall vocal tract shape. acoustic output. and perceptual response. One
consequence of increasing the overlap between oral gestures from different articulatory
tiers (i.e., using different tract variables) is (perceptual) assimilation. Various authors
(Barry. 1985; Brovman & Goldstein, 1987; Kohler, 1976) have presented articulatory
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evidence that alveolar articulations can occur (possibly reduced in magnitude) in
assimilations such as "seven plus" pronounced as I' sevmplAst (Brownian & Goldstein,
1987). In this example. the following labial gesture overlaps the alveolar gesture to such
a degree that the alveolar gesture is effectively "hidden' in the acoustic signal. In
addition. the labial gesture also partially overlaps the velic lowering gesture. The result
is an apparent assimilation of the place of the nasal to the following consonant (from
In] to Imil an assimilation that involves no change in the individual gestures, but
simply increased overlap among gestures.

Another. more striking, consequence of increasing the overlap between gestures is
the percept of deletion rather than assimilation. Apparent deletions, which are
common in syllable-final position in fluent speech (Brown. 1977), can result from two
gestures. on different articulatory tiers. sliding with respect to each other so that one
gesture is effectively hidden. Articulatory evidence for sliding has been observed in the
utterances "perfect memory's pronounced as Is p s-faksm em on) and *nabbed most
pronounced as rnaebmows1 (Brownian & Goldstein. 1987). In these utterances, all the
gestures were present: the final alveolar closures in *perfect" and "nabbed" were
observed in the movements of the tip of the tongue. However, because of the increased
overlap between "perfect' and "memory" (and "nabbed" and "most% these final
alveolar closures were acoustically hidden by the initial labial closures of the following
word. resulting in an apparent deletionacoustically and perceptually. but not
articulatorily.

In addition to the casual speech examples above. increased overlap of gestures using
different tract variables may also be the source of regular phonological alternations
and lexical simplifications. In particular, we hypothesize that an oral gesture may be
hidden an increasing proportion of the time through drift in the parameter(s)
controlling intergestural phasing. Eventually, a regularly hidden gesture may be
deleted from the gestural score, either in particular environments (leading to a
synchronic rule), or from the lexical entry entirely. Oral gesture deletion may occur
regardless of whether, from a strictly segmental point of view. the perceptual
consequences of the increased overlap are partial (Le., corresponding to casual speech
assimilations) or total (i.e., corresponding to apparent deletions) in nature. Examples
of both types of gesture deletion can be found. where the likely source of the deletion is.
in all cases. hiding due to increased gestural overlap.

An example of oral gesture deletion leading to assimilation involves the
assimilation of nasals to the place of the following consonant. Such regular synchronic
alternations occur commonly in languages of the world: e.g., Yoruba (an African
language) to r9 fo) 'he is Jumping', to 91,31 'he is going', to 9 ket 'he is crying' (Bamgbose.
1969, in Sagey. 1986). Nasal place assimilation can also be seen in lexical changes in
English, for example in the change from Old French comforter to Modern English
comfort (Arlotto, 1972). Oral gestural deletion of the total type may be seen in
phonological rules that delete word-final consonants. For example in Lardil. an
Australian language. all non-tongue tip consonants are deleted word - finally: Diehl]
('story') vs. (aaluk-in) ('story' nonfuture suffix) (Kenstowicz & Kisseberth, 1979). Word-
final deletions may also occur in lexical simplifications. for example. Ancient Chinese
/fap/ ('law') and /pat/ ('eight') becoming Mandarin /fa/ and /pa/ (Arlotto, 1972).

The hypothesized association between increased overlap and oral gesture deletion
can also be seen as underlying the inventory restrictions on the distinctive use of
overlapping oral consonantal gestures noted in section 2.2.2. While units consisting of
two oral obstruent gestures can arise from overlap. for example in Margi (Hoffman.
1963, in Sagey. 1986). it is clear that there is a strong tendency against such a
phenomenon in languages of the world.

20
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Finally, variation in overlap among a whole constellation of gestures can lead to a
percept of segment insertion. Several authors (e.g.. Anderson. 1976; Maki. 1974) have
analyzed the epenthetic stop in nasal-fricative sequences such as something I' sAmpenA
and Samson l' saempsonl as arising from variation in the relative timing of the velic
closure gesture and the oral closure gesture. In particular. if denasalization precedes the
release of the closure gesture. then a short interval of oral closure will be produced.
Such variation can lead to historical change. as in the Old English nimle becoming
Modern English thimble. Note that in these cases. no gesture is ever added. Rather. the
categorical historical change involves drift in the gestural organization to a different
stable pattern of overlap.

3.2 Other Types of Synchronic and Diachronic Patterns
In the previous seaion. we discussed synchronic and diachronic patterns whose

explanation required reference only to the mechanism of speech production. as
indicated by their correspondence to casual speech patterns. In this section, we explore
some synchronic and diachronic patterns that do not correspond to casual speech
variation; that is. they cannot be completely accounted for by the principles of gestural
reduction and increase in overlap. A number of these cases have been analyzed as being
acoustically or perceptually based. Yet. as we will see, these factors do not appear to
operate independently of the articulatory and gestural structures involved, but rather
interact with these structures to produce the change (or synchronic alternation). In
particular. two additional principles are hypothesized to account for these cases: re-
assignment of gestural parameters among temporally overlapping gestures (3.2.1) and
misparsing of articulatory movements into their underlying discreto gestural regimes
(3.2.2).

3.2.1 Reassignment of Gestural Attributes

The ability of listeners to recover the intended gestures from the 'single aspect of the
acoustic signal" (Liberman et al.. 1967. p. 455) that results from gestural overlap is as
important in its occasional failure as in its more frequent success. That is, while in the
normal course of events. listeners use coarticulatory information as information for
the Influencing segment. and ... do not integrate it into their perceptual experience of
the segment with which it co-occurs in time" (Fowler. 1984. p. 365). the failure of this
ability can lead to changes in the lexical gestural structure (as has been proposed by
C: iala. 1981). Such a failure may be exemplified by the change from (x) to Ifi in English
words such as "cough" and "tough." whose vowels were diphthongs with rounded
offglides at the time these changes took place. This sound change has typically been
attributed solely to the acoustic similarity of labials and velars (e.g.. Jonasson. 1971).
However. Pagliuca (1982) shows that most such (x)-(fl changes rre not purely acoustic.
but rather are conditioned by labial and velar articulations occurring in close
proximity prior to the change. That is, in many cases the (x) -(f] change consists of a
change in the overlap and constriction degree of the gestures. rather than the insertion
of a completely new articulation.

For the English examples like "cough" and "tough." Pagliuca (1982) describes the
change as due to the gradual coarticulation of decaying x with the adjacent rounded
diphthong" (p. 171). For words undergoing the (x) -(f] change. the rounded diphthong
apparently changed to an unrounded monophthong at the same time that the (x) was
changing to (11 (Dobson. 1968. in Pagliuca. 1982). In the gestural framework. all these
changes might result simply from an increase in overlap (drifting over time) between
the second element of the diphthong (M) and the following velar fricative. Figure 4(a)
shows the hypothesized gestural score before the change. for the VC portion of the word.
Both (o) and (u) describe two gestures: a tongue body gesture (uvular narrow or velar
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narrow, respectively), and a narrow bilabial gesture for rounding. Increasing overlap,
as shown in Figure 4(b), would automatically shorten the preceding vowel from a
diphthong to a monophthong. As shown in the figure, it would also mean that the lip-
rounding gesture for WI co-occurred with the frication from the velar gesture. Only one
additional step would then be needed: the attribution of the frication (presumably on
the part of the listener) to the labial gesture rather than to the tongue body (velar)
gesture. This re-assignment of the constriction degree parameter value appropriate for
frication would result in a bilabial fricative (and a velar gesture which subsequently is
deleted), leaving the structure in 4(c). The monophthongal vowel also lowers at some
point to [oh and the bilabial fricative becomes neither of which is shown in the
figure.

Ohala (1981) also argues for the importance of (partially) overlapping articulations
in historical change, although his emphasis is on the explanatory role of the listener
Miter than of articulatory overlap, per se. For example, Ohala (1981) attributes many
examples of assimilation to the (rni.$)attribution of some acoustic effect to the segment
temporally coincident with the effect rather than to segments in the environment: 8th
century Tibetan /nub/ 'west' becoming /nu: / but /lus/ 'body' becoming /1y:/
(Michailovsky, 1975, in Ohala. 1981). In this example. Ohala proposes that, became of
coarticulation, /lus/ is auditorily UP). and therefore the lexical change to a front vowel
in /1y:/ results from a re-assignment of the acoustic effects of the overlapping /s/ to the
vowel articulation. as the /s/ is deleted. (An analysis along these same lines for similar
changes in the history of Lisu is presented in Javkin, 1979). In gestural terms, the
situation in Tibetan can be represented as in Figure 5. When the alveolar fricative
gesture in (a) is deleted (in (b)). the constriction location of the tongue body gesture is
recategorized as palatal. rather than velar, in order to account for effects that were
originally due to the overlapping alveolar gtsture. As Ohala notes, the acoustic effect on
the vowel in flys) (in (a)) need not result from an articulatory fronting of the tongue body
itselfa partially overlapping tongue tip constriction will produce the same auditory
effect as a fronted tongue body constriction. This is consistent with the analysis of
overlap presented in section 3.1. That is, since the alveolar and vowel gestures are on
separate tiers, they interact through the acoustic effect of the gestures ocnurring
simultaneously, rather than through actual blending of constriction targets. Finally,
note that the Increased length of the vowel in /1y:/ is also automatically accounted for
by this analysis. As shown in the figure. the duration of the vowel gestures (tongue body
and lips) are assumed to not change (from (a) to (b)), but the part of their duration that is
hidden by the overlapping alveolar gesture at the earlier stage is uncovered when the
alveolar is deleted. This type of explanation for *compensatory lengthening"
phenomena was proposed by Fowler (1983).

Thus, while acoustic and perceptu l factors are relevant in accounting for the
changes described in this section, the overlapping of two gestures and their interaction
are also crucial to the account. Note that these changes do not involve adding
articulations that were net there to begin with; rather they involve changes in the
parameters of gestures that are already present.

3.2.2 Gestural Misparsing
Other examples of historical change appear to involve introduction of a gesture that

was not present at an earlier stage. One such apparent example, is the historical
introduction of nasalized vowels in words without a nasal consonant in the
environment: Sanslait /sarpa/ ('snake') becoming Hindi /sip/. Sanskrit /gvgsa /
(breath') becoming Hindi /sgs/ (Ohala & Amador, 1981). As analyzed by Ohala and
Amador (1981), such spontaneous" nasalization is acoustically and perceptually
based. The acoustic effects on the vowel of high air flow through the open glottis
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Figure 4. Hypothesized gestural scores for three stages of sound change for English cough. Only the VC
portion of the word is shown. (a) is the earliest stage and (c) is the latest.
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Figure 3. Hypothesized gestural scores before and after Tibetan sound change: /lus/ /1y:/.
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(especially for fricatives) are re-interpreted by the listener as nasalization, leading to
the introduction of a velic opening gesture (in gestural terms). However, there is an
alternative (or perhaps complementary) articulatory account suggested by Ignatius
Mattingly ;personal communication). In general, for oral constriction gestures that are
not nasalized, the associated velum height has been found to vit.), directly with the
gesture's constriction degree. decreasing in the series: obstruentshigh vowelslow
vowels (Bell-Berns 1980). A relatively low velum position is found during non-nasalized
low vowels, even in a language (such as Hindi) that contrasts nasalization on low
vowels (Henderson, 1984). Thus, in the normal production of utterances like /sa/, the
velum will lower rapidly from the consonant to the vowel of this utterance. This rapid
change in velum position may be misinterpreted by a listener (or by a child learning the
language) as an explicit velic lowering gesture. This account would be most plausible I../
the case of low vowel nasalization (as in the cited Hindi examples), and to accept it, we
would need to know how often such spontaneous nasalization is associated with low vs.
high vowels. To summarize this proposal. if we hypothesize that the continuous
articulatory movement (velum lowering) associated with a word is parsed by the
language learner into the discrete gestures (and organization) of the gestural sem:, then
this case involves a misparsing: velum lowering is assigned to an explicit gesture. Note
however, that in this view, the "new* added gesture is based on an articulation that is
already present, rather than being "suddenly* introduced by listeners with no
articulatory basis.

This kind of misparsing is very similar to that proposed by Ohala (1981) to account
for various kinds of historical dissimilations. An acoustic (or articulatory) effect is
attributed to coarticulation with segments in the environment rather than to the
segment itself. For example, in the case of pre-Shona /ku-nwa/ becoming Shona
/kumya/ (Guthrie 1967-70 and Mkanganwi. 1972, in Ohala, 1981). Ohala proposes that
listeners attribute the labiality of the /w/ to the preceding labial consonant, and
therefore factor it out, leaving the velar component /y/. Ohala's analysis translated
into gestural terms is shown in Figure 6. In (a), the superimposed curve illustrates the
waxing and waning of lip constriction (over time) that might be expected when the lips
are under the control of the two successive lip gestures shown in the score. In (b) we see
that roughly the same lip constriction curve would be expected even if there is only a
bilabial closure gesture. As in the nasalization case above, we can view this change in
terms of how the observed articulatory movements are parsed into the gestures that
could give rise to them. The pattern of lip movement is attributed to a single gesture
rather than to a pair of overlapping lip gestures. In this case, the misparsing results in
too few gestures (thus deleting one). while in the nasalization case, the misparsing
results in a additional gesture.

A related pattern of labial dissimilation occurs synchronically in Cantonese. As
described by Yip (1988). labial dissimilation in Cantonese operates on both labial
consonants and rounded vowels, that is, on gestures involving the lips. A co-occurrence
restriction prevents more than a single gesture using the lips from occurring in the
same syllable (except that a back rounded vowel may co-occur with a preceding. but not
following, labial consonant). Moreover, this co-occurrence restriction is used
productively in a Cantonese "secret language* called La-mi. As discussed in Yip (1988).
this secret language uses a form of reduplication in which /C IV(C2)/ becomes
/1V(C2) C1i(C2)/. e.g.. /yat/--- /lat yit/. /kei/-- /lei ki/. However, /sap/ does .got
become/lap sip/ but rather /lap sit/: similarly. /Vim/ becomes /lim t'in/. That is. the
co-occurrence restriction includes the entire two syllables in this secret language. so
that a final labial stop is replaced with an alveolar stop in order to preserve the general
restriction on labial gestures within a unit. Note that in this secret language. a
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(a) /kumwa/

(b) /cum era/
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lips

body
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Figure 6. Hypothesized gestural scores before and after Shona sound change: /kumwa/ /kumwa /.
The curve superimposed on the bilabial gestures shows expected the degree of lip constriction over
time resulting from these gestures.
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distinctive gesture is neither deleted nor added (as in earlier examples of this section).
but rather is replaced by another oral gesture that uses a different set of articulators
(i.e.. is on a different tier). Moreover. the example shows that a dissimilatory pattern.
once set up. can be extended beyond the original misparsed environments that
presumably led to the change.

3.3 Patterns Not Attributable to Gestures or Gestural Overlap
Some phonological alternations are so complex as to not permit an adequate

description using gestural principles (even with the acoustic and perceptual
interactions described in the previous sections). Kenstowicz and Kisseberth (1979)
describe a morphophonemic process in Chimwi:n1 (a Bantu language spoken in
Somalia) that exemplifies the degree of complexity that languages can attain. The
process imrol.res an interaction between the perfective suffix for verbs and the final
consonant of the stem. The form of the perfective suffix for verbs either contains the
voiceless lateral alveolar fricative 1I1, or, if the stem-final consonant is (s.z.f.fi). it
contains s(x]. This appears to be a kind of assimilatory process. But the class of Is.s.J.fil
is not a natural class articulatorily: while they are all central. and all use the front part
of the tongue. other central tongue tip consonants (1(11. Inn occu 141 rather than tzl

The behavior of the stem-final consonant adds to the eye-glazing complexity of the
perfective form. Stem-final consonants that are stops in the infinitive form generally
correspond to the central alveolar fricatives (s) and (z) in the pc, ective form. That is.
the oral gesture can use different articulators in the two forms (for example. IP1/181). as
well as having a different constriction degree (voicing is unchanged). However. (h)
corresponds to 111 not 1s1. thereby showing some slight hint of articulatory conditioning.
either of the specific articulator or front/back constriction location.

While the Chimwimi example displays a certain amount of articulatory patterning. it
is not possible to provide a general statement of the patterns contributing to the
alternations. even using highly abstract projections of gestures (or their acoustic
consequences). At some point in every language. the pattern beam to take on a life of
their own, loosened from their articulatory and/or acoustic underpinnings. and
perhaps respecting other sets of principles (cf. Anderson. 1981). Phonologists have
attempted to describe these patterns (e.g. "crazy rules.* Bach & Harms, 1972) as
emerging from the interaction of a number of independent rules. each of which. by
itself. can be simply understood. (Rule telescopy (Wang. 19691 and rule inverson
(Vennemann. 1972) are examples of such interaction).

In summary, we have attempted to show how lexical representations can be viewed as
gestural structures. and to show that to view them thus contributes to an understanding
of phonological inventories and processes. While other principles and sources of
constraint are no doubt required to completely explicate patterns in phonology. we
have been surprised by '..ne range of phenomena that can be handled with the relatively
simple assumptions that we ire making: that phonological structures consist of
temporally overlapping. dynamically defined Aural units. that the output of these
structures may be systematically altered (in h1/4.illy constrained ways) in casual veech.
and that variations in output of these structures can lead (historically) to chang,s in the
values of gestural parametersboth through drift and through mechanisms such as re-
assignment and misparsing. Indeed. several of the cases that we present in this paper
were initially chosen by us to illustrate here the gestural approach would fail. Once
the gestural analyses were made explicit, however, they were more insightful than even
we expected. We suggest that it Is interesting and important to see just how much such
simple structures and principles can contribute to understanding phonological
patterns.

Gestural Structures and Plionologiril Patterns
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The Cricothyroid Muscle in
Voicing Control*
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Initiation and maintenance of vibrations of the vocal folds require suitable conditions of
adduction, longitudinal tension, and transglottal airflow. Thus, manipulation of
adducdonlabduction, stitfeningIslackening, or degree of transglottal flow may, in principle,
be used to determine the voicing status of a speech segment. This study explores the control
of voicing and voicelessness in speech with particular reference to the role of changes in the
longitudinal tension of the vocal folds, as indicated by cricothyroid (CT) muscle acdvity.
Electromyographic recordings were made from the CT muscle in two speakers of American
English and one speaker of Dutch. The linguistic material consisted of reiterant speech made
up of CV syllables where the consonants were voiced and voiceless stops, fricatives, and
affricates. Comparison of CT activity associated with the voiced and voiceless consonants
indicated a higher level for the voiceless consonants than for their voiced cognates.
Measurements of the fundamental frequency (FO) at the beginning ofa vowel following the
consonant show the common pattern of higher FO after voiceless consonants. For one
subject, there was no difference in cricothyroid activity for voiced and voiceless affricates; in
this case, the consonant-induced variations in the FO of the following vowelwere also less
robust. Consideration of tinting relationships between the EMG curves for voiced and
voiceless consonants suggests that the differences most likely reflect controlof vocal-fold
tension for maintenance or suppressio4 of phonatory vibrations. Thesame mechanism also
seems to contribute to the well-known difference in FO at the beginning of vowels .following
voiced and voiceless consonants.

INTRODUCTION

For sustained vibrations of the vocal folds to occur, some physiological and
aerodynamic conditions must be met (cf. Stevens, 1977; Titze, 1980; van den Berg, 1958).
In the larynx, the vocal folds must be adducted to a suitable degree and the longitudinal
tension of the folds must be adjusts within an appropriate range. In addition, a
transglottal air flow is required. This flow is induced by a transglottal pressure drop
and it in turn induces variations in pressure within the glottis, depending on the shape
and configuration of the vocal folds. When conditions for phonation are met, these
variations in pressure and the movements of the vocal folds that they cause interact
with each other to produce sustained vibrations (cf. Titze, 1986).
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Manipulation of the conditions that are necessary for vibrations to occur can, in
principle, also be used L.-) control the cessation of voicing during periods of
voicelessness in speech. Thus adduction/abduction and stiffening/slackening of the
vocal folds and facilitation/inhibition of transglottal flow are all potential
mechanisms for determining the voicing status of a speech segment. The roles of
adduction/abduction and facilitation/inhibition of air-flow are relatively well
understood. However. there is no general agreement whether control of longitudinal
tension of the folds is actually used to control voicing status. The present work is aimed
at clarifying the role of this potential mechanism.

Vocal-fold abduction is the mechanism most often associated with voicelessness in
speech. The glottal abduction gesture is phased with respect to oral articulations to
produce contrasts of aspiration. and its amplitude and duration also vary with
consonant type (e.g.. Llifqvist. 1980; Lafqvist & McGarr, 1987: Lafqvist & Yoshioka,
1980. 1984). However. glottal abduction in itself may not always be sufficient for
preventing laryngeal vibrations.

Glottal abduction during speech production is usually combined with a decrease of
the air flow through the glottis due to a supraglottal constriction. For voiceless stop
consonants. there is a build-up of oral air pressure behind the supraglottal occlusion
and the pressure drop across the glottis is thus decreased. The glottal vibrations cease as
the transglottal flow decreases and the glottal opening increases (cf. Hirose & Niimi,
1987; Yoshioka, 1984). Venting the vocal tract during the period of stop closure, thus
restoring the transglottal flow. may sometimes result in glottal vibrations (Perkell,
1976; Vencov, 1968). For voiceless fricatives. where the supraglottal constriction is
incomplete, there is greater airflow than for stops, but the decrease in transglottal
pressure drop in combination with the glottal abduction gesture may cause cessation of
glottal vibrations. On the other hand, for the laryngeal fricative /h/, an abduction
gesture is often found but the vibrations may still continue; in this case, no supraglottal
constriction is made and the transglottal flow continues uninterruptedly. Thus, the
laryngeal abduction gesture may not in itself arrest glottal vibrations but may do so
only in combination with aerodynamic factors (cf. Yoshioka. 1981). The interaction
between glottal abduction and aerodynamic factors results in a subtle difference
between the voicing offsets of voiceless stops and fricatives. Vibrations generally end at
a larger glottal opening for fricatives than for stops (Hirose & Niimi. 1987). This fact
could be related to the different aerodynamic conditions prevailing at the onset of stop
closure and fricative constriction. respectively. In the former case, the vocal tract is
completely sealed off, and the air flow through the glottis decreases abruptly. Fur
fricatives, on the other hand. transglottal flow continues throughout the period of oral
constriction even though the oral pressure is increased behind the constriction. Even
during stop occlusion, aerodynamic factors may be used to facilitate or inhibit glottal
airflow, thus contributing to the voi 'Fig distinction. This is accomplished through
control of supraglottal volume. Active .... passive expansion of the vocal tract facilitates
voicing while tensing it or actively constricting it inhibits voicing (cf. Bell-Berti, 1975;
Mining, Abbe. Tarlow, & Kwaterski. 1974; Westbury, 1983).

Muscular control of the abduction gesture for devoicing involves suppression of
activity in the interarytenoid, lateral cricoarytenoid, and thyroarytenoid muscles. And
activation of the posterior cricoarytenoid. In comparison, for (unaspirated) voiced
consonants, there may be some suppression of the adductors, but the posterior
cricoarytenoid is not active.

While glottal abduction is the laryngeal gesture commonly associated with an arrest
of glottal vibrations, its opposite, increased glottal adduction, can also be used for the
same purpose. In this case, a tight closure is produced, preventing transglottal flow.
Such an adjuatment occurs for glottal stops and also for voiceless ef.tctive and
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ingressive consonants (cf. Fre Woldu, 1985: Hirose & Gay. 1973). Electromy4graphic
recordings of intrinsic laryngeal muscles suggest that the thyroarytenoid muscle is
active in this case, adducting the folds and increasing the tension of their bodies.

While changes in glottal abduction/adduction and transglottal flow are certainly
used for arresting glottal vibrations, it is more uncertain if the remaining possible
mechanismincreased longitudinal tensionis used in speech for the same purpose.
This mechanism was suggested by Halle and Stevens (1971) on theoretical grounds, but
the evidence supporting it has been equivocal.

Physiological studies have shown that the cricothyroid muscle is most consistently
associated with changes in the longitudinal tension of the vocal folds. This muscle
controls the length and tension of the vocal folds by rotating the cricoid and thyroid
cartilages relative to each other (e.g.. Sonesson, 1982). Changes in vocal-fold tension
result in changes of fundamental frequency during phonation, and thus cricothyroid
muscle activity is highly correlated with fundamental frequency.

Another muscle that could also be involved in the control of the tension of the vocal
folds is the vocalic muscle. EMG recordings from the vocalls indicate that it is active for
both adduction of the vocal folds and changes in tension (cf. L0fqvist, McGarr. & Honda,
1984): in particular, it adjusts the relative tensions of the vocal fold body and cover.
Although the experimental evidence is unclear, the vocalls most often shows aluced
activity for voiceless consonants.

While the experimental results are conflicting, some EMG studies have suggested that
the activity of the cricothyroid muscle is higher for voiceless than for voiced
consonants. Dixit and MacNeilage (1980) reported that the cricothyroid was more
active during voiceless than during voiced stops, fricatives, and affricates in Hindi.
Lofqvist. et al. (1984) showed that the cricothyroid was more active just before the
beginning of the oral closure/constriction for voiceless as opposed to voiced
consonants in Swedish. Other studies reviewed by Sawashima and Hirose (1983) also
suggest a similar difference. However, Hirose and Ushijima (1978) suggested that these
observed differences in CT level could have been associated with differences in the
intonation patterns for the utterances involved. Several other im estigators report no
difference in the Cr activity level associated with voiced-unvoiced pairs (e.g., Collier,
Linker. Hirose, & Ushijima, 1979; Kagaya & Hirose, 1975). If such a relative increase in
cricothyroid activity for voiceless consonants occurs, it could be related to the well-
known higher fundamental frequency of a vowel following a voiceless consonant as
compared to a vowel following a voiced consonant (e.g., Hombert, Ohala, & Ewan. 1979:
House & Fairbanks. 1953; Lehiste & Peterson, 1961: Ohde, 1984). This phenomenon
served as the impetus for hypothesizing a role for laryngeal tension in the voicing
distinction. However. the lack of experimental evidence showing a systematic
difference in CT activity has led investigators to seek alternate explanations for this
phenomenon, such as articulatory and aerodynamic explanations.

There is thus conflicting evidence concerning the role of variations in the
longitudinal tension of the vocal folds in the control of voicelessness. The present study
was therefore designed to investigate further the activity of the cricothyroid muscle in
voicing control usir electromyographic techniques.

I. METHODS

Electromyographic recordings were obtained from the cricothyroid muscle in three
subjects.1Wo of the subjects, one male (TB) and one female (NSM), were native speakers
of American English: the third subject (LB), was a male native speaker of Dutch.

The Cricothyroid Muscle in Voicing Control
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The linguistic material consisted of reiterant speech modeled after the sentence The
man went to market.* (The underline indicates main lexical stress). Different CV
syllables. drawn from 16 consonants and 3 vowels. were reiterated to form 48 different
utterance types. The vowels used for the reiterant syllables were /i a u/ and the
consonants were voiced and voiceless stops (/p b t rl k 9/). fricatives (If yetis z f 3/).
and affricates ( /ti d3 /). Orly stops and fricatives were used for the Dutch subject. For the
analysis of voicing contrasts. we used the consonant occurring in the syllable carrying
the sentence stress in the utterance. that is. the second syllable in the sentence. Five to
ten repetitions of each utterance type were obtained.

Hooked-wire electrodes were inserted percutaneously under topical anesthesia of the
sldn. Verification of electrode position was made by having the subject perform selected
speech and nonspetzh gestures. such as pitch changes. vocal attacks. jaw movements.
and swallowing. Placement into the CT was verified by showing activity correlated with
FO but not with adduction. abduction. or jaw opening. and a characteristic pattern of
activation and suppression during swallow. After amplification and high-pass filtering
at 80 Hz. the signals were recorded on an FM tape recorder together with the speech
signal. For averaging. the signals were full-wave rectified. integrated over a 5-ms
window. then sampled and digitized. resulting in a computer sampling rate of 200 Hz. In
the averaging process. the signals were aligned with reference to a predetermined.
acoustically defined line-up point. and also further smoothed using a 35-ms triangular
window. The line-up point for fricatives and affricates was the apparent end of
frication. The line-up point for stops was the release burst. This point was chosen
because it clearly marks the end of the period in which differing activity would he
expected. if it were associated with the voicing distinction. Alternatively.. we could have
chosen the point of stop closure or onset of frication. However. in the present study. we
have Chosen to .^..icentrate more on the CV rather than the VC junction.

In order to obtain a single numerical value for the level of cricothyroid activity. the
area under the EMG curve for each token was calculated during a short time window.
This window was chosen so as to cover the period of consonant occlusion and part of the
preceding vowel; its end always coincided with the line-up point. The duration of the
window was chosen individually for each subject and consonant type based on acoustic
measurements. Typical values were 125 ins for stops. 175 ins for fricatives. and 150 ins
for affricates. The position of the window was based on theoretical and empirical
considerations. If an increase in the tension of the vocal folds is used to suppress glottal
vibrations, the neuromuscular events ought to occur within this window. They would be
expected to begin near the transition from the voiced vowel to the voiceless consonant.
This is also the point at which Lofqvist et al. (1984) found an increase in cricothyroid
activity for voiceless consonants.

Measurements were also made of the fundamental frequency at the beginning of the
vowel following the consonant. For this. the duration of the first 10 pitch periods of
each token were measured interactively on a computer. To keep the measurement task
manageable. these measurements were only made for utterances containing the vowel
/a/.

II. RESULTS

A. Electromyography

The averaged electromyographic curves for each of the three subjects are shown in
Figures 1-3; in these averages. the utterances containing different vowels have been
pooled. since there were no systematic differences across vowels. For the present
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analysis and display purposes, data have also been pooled across place of articulation
for the stops and fricatives. Average audio amplitude envelopes are also shown in
Figures 1-3. The audio envelope curves provide a rough indication of consonant/vowel
boundaries, though it must be remembered that the tokens contributing to these
averages displayed a range of temporal characteristics so that alignment of segment
boundaries is imprecise except near the line-up point.

English (TB)

Vo leekoss

Voiced

Figure 1. Average EMG and audio .signals for subject TB. (n = 47 for the stops and fricatives, and 15 for
the affricates.)

The plots of CT activity shown in Figures 1-3 all share a common feature. In the left
half of each figure. covering a period associated with the preceding vowel, the
transition, and the consonant occlusion. the curves for voiced and voiceless
consonants begin at the same level, diverge from each other with the voiceless one
showing higher activity. and then' reconverge in the vicinity of the line-up point.
Qualitatively, where the curves have separated, they are clearly at visually distinct
levels in all cases, except, perhaps, for the affricates of subject TB, shown in Figure 1.
The divergence of the two curves is due mostly to an increase of activity for the voiceless
consonants; activity for the voiced consonants remains roughly constant, increasing
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later, so that when the curves reconverge at the consonant release. they are at a higher
level than for the preceding vowel, in accordance with the stress pattern of the
utterance. The curves also appear to diverge in the right halves of each figure, for the
following consonant, although the timing is more variable.

English (NSM)

VV

300

EMO

Audio

Affricates

Voiceless

Voiced

Figure 2. Average EMC and audio signals for subject NSM. (n is 89 for the stops, 120 for the fricatives,
and 28 for the affricates.)

It is useful to consider the timing relationship:, ail somewhat greater detail. For
example, we consider the timing demonstrated in the top panel of Figure 1, which shows
the data for stops for subject TB. The audio envelope curves indicate that timing was
similar for the voiced and voiceless consonants, since the curves follow sbout the same
course except during the period associated with aspiration for the voiceless cor.,onants.
The EMO levels are the same during the nucleus of the preceding vowel, but the curves
begin to diverge shortly before the rapid descent of the audio envelope, which indicates
the beginning of the transition period. The difference between the two EMG curves
reaches its maximum about when the audio envelope curves approach the baseline, the
point at which stop closure has been achieved for almost all tokens. The curves then
approach each other again, meeting shortly after the line-up point; they are at
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essentially the same level through the following vowel, diverging again a4 the audio
envelope begins its descent for the following consonant.

For fricatives, shown in the middle panel, .a similar pattern is observed, although the
pattern is a little less clear because the voiceless fricatives have longer durations than
their voiced counterparts. Here the EMG curves begin at the same level, during the
preceding vowel. The curve for the voiceless consonant begins to increase almost
immediately, however, shortly before the corresponding audio envelope begins its rapid
descent. The maximum difference occurs when the audio envelope for the voiceless
fricative nears its minimum, and the curves converge again, this time somewhat before
the lineup point rather than after it as in the upper panel. The curves diverge again from
each other in the right half of the figure, at about the same place within the cycle for the
voiceless consonants (i.e., at about the lead before the rapid dc:cent of the audio
envelope).

Dutch (LB)

Volatiles

Voiced

Figure 3. 1 verage EMC and audio signals for subject LB. (n = 45 for the stops and 29 for the fricatives.)

All the curves for the other two subjects, shown in Figures 2 and 3, exhibit
qualitatively the same type of behavior as Figure 1. The EMG curves diverge roughly
where the audio envelope for the voiceless consonant begins its rapid descent. The
maximum difference between the two EMG curves occurs around occlusion for the
voiceless consonant (although not so closely for the fricatives and affricates for subject
NSM in Figure 2). and the curves converge again in the vicinity of the lineup point.
Subject NSM also differs somewhat from the other subjects in the right halves of the
plots, in that the curves for voiced and voiceless consonants separate much earlier,
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during the vowel in the preceding (stressed) syllable. The results for subject LB in Figure
3 show the same timing of CT activity as those for subject TB in Figure 1.

The difference in the EMG curves was tested quantitatively using the integrated area
under the curve measure. described in Methods. Figure 4 shows the integrated value of
cricothyroid activity averaged over all tokens for each condition. Standard deviations
are also indicated. In all cases except one, the affricates for subject TB, the difference
between the voiced and voiceless consonants is highly significant (p < 0.001). For the
affricates of subject TB. the difference was not statistically significant (t29 = 0.43.
p > 0.5).

1

I

I

I
I

20-

10-

0

30

20

10

0

T Subject TB

Slop FrkoPso MOM,

__ Subject NSM

i in
Slop Nog* Allfogo

Voiced

Voiceless

20

Subject LB

N.
10

0
Stop FAWN*

Figure 4. Mean and standard deviation of cricothyroid activity level. *"" al p < 0.001.

The audio envelopes in Figures 1-3 suggest that the vocal folds were vibrating for the
voiced consonants produced by subjects NSM and LB. On the other hand, the voiced
stops for subject TB in Figure 1 would seem to have been produced at least partly
devoiced. This can be deduced from the amplitude of the audio envelope during stop
closure, which is aLmost similar for the voiced and voiceless cognates. The vibrations
seem to stop during the later part of the oral closure for the voiced stops.
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B. Fundamental Frequency

The measurements of fundamental frequency at the beginning of the vowel following
the consonant are shown in Figures 5-7 for the stops and fricatives for the three
subjects and in Figure 8 for the affricates. As expected. the FO at this point of the vowel
is higher after a voiceless consonant. In this voiceless context, the fundamental
frequency generally starts at a high level and drops during .the first periods. In the
voiced context. FO at the onset of the vowel is lower and may remain at the same level,
rise. or even fall slightly. The difference in FO following voiced and voiceless
consonants was in most cases highly significant for all the ten periods measured. The
only emeption to this general trend consisted of the affricates for subject TB in Figure 8.
Here, the difference disappeared at pitch period number 7 (tas =1.26, p > 0.1) and also for
the preceding pitch periods the difference was less robust. Recall that for this speaker
the difference in cricothyroid activity between the voiced and voiceless affricates was
not significant. cf. Figures 1 and 4.

170

Subject TB

Fricatives

TN

A

Ems
2 4

Pitch period
10

Voiced

Voiceless

Voiced
-o. Voiceless

Figure S. Mean and standard deviation of FO during the first ten pitch periods of the vowel following
stops and fricatives for subject TB. (n =15.)
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Figure V, Mean and standard deviation of FO during the first ten pitch periods of the vowel following
stops and friatives for subject LB. (n =15 aa4 10.)
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Overall, the consonant induced variations in FO appear to be less robust following
affricates. cf. Figure 8. As already noted, the difference disappeared at pitch period
number 7 for subject TB. For subject NSM, the difference was highly significant for the
first 6 pitch periods and significant for periods 7 through 10. It is evident, however, that
for this subject. NSM, the absolute difference in Hz at the tenth period after the
affricates is much smaller than at the same period following the stops and fricatives in
Figure S. Furthermore, given the higher FO of subject NSM, her tenth pitch period
occurs approximately at the same point in time after vowel onset at pitch period
number 7 of subject TB.
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170

leo

150

140
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120

Subject NSM - affricates

2 4 10

Pitch period

Subject TB - affricates

2 4

Pitch period

10

44- Vo laid

VolClsu

.49- Voiced

Volt:less

Figu,.. 8. Mean and standard deviation of FO during the first ten pitch periods of the vowel following
affricates for subjects NSM and TB. (n gi 10 and 15, respectively.)

Th% relationship between the activity of the cricothyroid muscle during theconsonant an') the fundamental frequency at the beginning of the following vowel isillustrated in Figure 9. This figure plots the average levels of the cricothyroid (cf. Figure4) against the FO at the onset of the following vowel; the %Prime of FO represents the meanof the first three pitch periods. A positive relationship is found with Pearson product
moment correlation coefficients of .64. .85. and .92 for subjects TB. NSM. and LB.respectively.
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Figure 9. Plot of cricothyroid activity level versus FO at the beginning of the folk.- th.g vowel.

III. DISCUSSION

The results of the present study show that the cricothyroid muscle increases its
activity for voiceless consonants for all three subjects. This activity would act to
increase the longitudinal tension of the cover of the vocal folds and should contribute
to the inkaition of glottal vibrations. This was found for speakers of two languages
with different stop systems. In both American English and Dutch, the stops are either
voiced or voiceless. However, the Dutch voiceless stops are unaspirated with a VOT of
about 10-15 ms in the present study while the American English voiceless stops are
aspirated with a VOT of 60-80 ms (cf. LLsker & Abramson, 1e14).

The present measurements of fundamental frequency at the beginning of the vowel
following the voiced and voiceless consonants are in good agreement with published
results (cf. Ohde, 1984; Silverman, 1986). That is, FO is higher after a voiceless than
after a voiced consonant irrespective of the manner of production. that is, stop,
fricative, or affricate. This is true also for the Dutch data in Figure 7 where the voiceless
stops are unaspirated; this has also been shown for French stops when the voiceless
series is unaspirated (Fischer-JOrgensen, 1972) Similarly, Ohde (1984) found that the
FO of a vowel was similar if the preceding consonant was a voiceless aspirated or
unaspirated stop. Thus, it appears that the conditioning factor for the FO difference is
voicing any not aspiration. This conclusion is further strengthened by the fact that
studies of FO after voiceless aspirated and unaspirated stops have shown conflicting
results where interspeaker and interlanguage differences seem to occur to a great extent
(cf. Candour, 1974; Hombert & Ladefoged. 1977; Jeel, 1975; Kagaya, 1974; Kagaya &
Hirose, 1975; Zee, 1980). Presumably, aerodynamic factors are also involvtd. However,
the results presented by Hutters (1984, 1985) suggest that the cricothyroid nas a higher
level of activity in Danish aspirated than unaspirated stops.
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If there is thus a distinct difference in the level of FO after voiced and voiceless
consonants, the patters; of pitch change at the beginning of the vowel may differ. After
voiceless consonants, FO generally drops, although this is not clear for the vowels
following stop consonants for subject NSM, cf. Figure 6, or for those following
affricates for subject TB, cf. Figure 8. After voiced consonants, the fundamental
frequency may either rile, fall, or stay level; all these three patterns can be found in
Figures 5-8. The FO change at the beginning of the vowel thus aepends not only on the
preceding consonant but also on the overall intonation pattern of the utterance (cf.
Silverman. 1986).

We thus argue that an increased longitudinal tension of the vocal folds is associated
with voicelessness. The difference in tension between voiced and voiceless consonants
is still manifest at the beginning of a following vowel thus accounting for the
commonly found consonant-induced variations in FO, ca. Figure 9 that shows a positive
correlation between the cricothyroid activity during the consonant and the FO level at
the beginning of the following vowel. According to the present results, there is no clear
difference in cricothyroid activity during the vowel following the consonant. If
variations in cricothyroid activity are associated with the voicing distinction, they
should occur at the transition between the vowel and the consonant, given the fact that
the electrophysiological events lead the resulting mechanical effects with the latency
depending on the contraction and relaxation time of the muscle. If CT activity were
meant only to control FO and not to contribute to devoicing, it might be expected to be
initiated later relative to stop closure and fricative constriction. Although somewhat
conflicting, studies by Baer (1981) and by Larson and Kempster (1985) of sing: tor
units in the human criceitliyroid muscle and by Atkinson (1978) of the _AG
interference pattern during utterances with various intonation patterns indicate that
the effective contraction time tactually the latency between EMC and the onset of pitch
increase) is in the range of 20-80 ins, and relaxation times are somewhat longer than
contraction times. The present results would also rationalize why the voicing status of
a consonant appears .to r ffect the fundamental frequency of a preceding vowel,
independently from the prosodic structure of the utterance, to a lesser extent than it
affects the following vowel.

While we would thus suggest that the well-atteatea Ft. difference between vowels
following voiced and unvoiced consonants is 31, z. to a change in vocal fold tension
caused by the cricothyroid muscle, it is obviou.g that other factors may also be involved.
As reviewed by Hornbert et al. (1979) thLae factors may include aerodynamic effects
during stop closure and releKse and changes in the vertical position of the larynx that
can affect the tension of 1. ocal-fold tissues. While we have concentrated on the
cricothyroid muscle, our reading of the literature suggests that the other adductor
muscles of the larynx are suppressed for voiceless consonants; thus the body of the folds
would be relaxed as the activity of the vocalis muscle decreases for voiceless
consonants.

Kingston (1986) has suggested an alternate explanation for the consonant-voicing
pitch effect. Analysis in differ eht languages suggests that the pitch effect consistently
accompanies the phonological voicing distinction, regardless of whether or not the
vocal folds are actually vibrating. He suggests, then, that the pitch in the neighborhood
of obstruente may be controlled independently as a cue to phonological voicing, rather
than being a by-product of the gestures that control vibrations of tile vocal folds and
presence of aspiration. Although the present experiment did not specifically address
this hypothesis, we would argue that the timing of increased CT activity for the
voiceless consonants suggests that it is related to devoicing rather than to pitch control;
if CT activity was only related to FO control, the increase in activity should occur closerto the onset of the vowel folic wing the consonant. Furthermore, the perceptual
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effectiveness of these FO variations in cueing consonant voicing appears to be debatable
(cf. Abramson & Lisker. 1985; Silverman. 1986).

Perhaps the most compelling evidence in favor of the line of reasoning that we have
presented here is the finding for the affricates of subject TB. In this case, there is no
significant difference in cricothyroid activity between the voiced and unvoiced
cognates. Nor is the FO difference in the following vowel clear-cut and robust in the
context of the affricates. Taken together, these results, together with a review of the
literature, suggest that control of laryngeal tension by means of the cricothyroid
muscle is a mechanism that may be used to supplement abduction and reduction of
transglottal flow as devoicing mechanisms. Though it is evidently not an essential
component of the mechanism. there is converging evidence that it is used frequently. at
least in prestressed position. The. FAG curves suggest that the CT is also used to
contribute to consonant devoicing in unstressed syllables. but further analyses are
required to determine whether the timing relationships are similar to those for
stressed syllables.
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Growth of Surface Waves with
Application to the Mucosal Wave
of the Vocal Folds

R. S. McGowan

The initiation of surface waves over a layered structure is discussed. The analysis
is done on a plane layered strudur.: consisting of flowing air, epithelium, Reinke's
space, and muscle. Only after the problem is solved for the homogeneous planar
structure is a length scale imposed to determine a preferred wavelength, and the
conditions for instability derived. Although the layered structure is a highly
idealized version of the vocal folds, this analysis illuminates one type of
instability allowing for the initiation of the mucosal wave. This same linear
analysis can help us understand some of the dynamics of vibration during various
parts of the glottal cycle. The method used is similar to that found in the linear
analysis of flutter of aircraft panels.

INTRODUCTION

The analysis performed here takes the mucosal surface wave observed during
phonation to be a surface wave of a solid, elastic epithelium. The initiation of surface
waves on solid or fluid surfaces over which air is flowing is analyzed in many places in
the physics and engineering literature. The simplest of this type of analysis is a linear
one done on layered structures when the boundaries between the layers are planar. The
layers are supposed to be in some initial configuration, for example, with air at some
speed flowing over an elastic surface. A time dependent disturbance is added to the
operating point, the equations of motion in each layer are linearized with respect to the
disturbance, and then solved with boundary conditions between the layers enforced.
Because the disturbance is assumed small the linearized equations are supposed
adequate to describe the physics well initially. If the disturbance is found to grow in
time the system is unstable and a surface wave can be expected to result.

Rayleigh performed linearized planar analyses to study the stability of jets (Rayleigh,
1945). The layers he used were slabs of air moving at different speeds. Lamb, in his
monograph on hydrodynamics, shows how linear analysis might apply to the
initiation of wind waves over water (Lamb. 1945). Miles has discussed the instability in
connection with wind waves over water and oil (Miles. 1959). Engineers have studied
linear stability in the context of flutter of aircraft panels during flight (Miles. 1956).
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These latter studies are the most relevant to vocal fold vibration. The analysis here
closely parallels the analysis of flutter performed by Miles (1956).

The Initiation of the mucosal wave is considered when the vocal folds are assumed to
have a planar, layered structure (Figure 1). The layers are based on Hirano's description
of the layered structure of the vocal folds. (Hirano 1981, Hirano et al., 1983). The layers
going from the midline of the glottis are air, epithelium, Reinke's space, and the deep
layer of ligament and muscle. The variations normal to the corona' plane are not
considered. Each of these layers has bulk mechanical parameters associated with it,
such as density, elasticity, temperature. and so on. It is hoped that from this
idealization and with some known values of the mechanical parameters that some
aspects of mucosal wave growth can be understood.

center line

Air U

Ligament and Muscle

Epithelium

z-axis

Figure 1. Layered structure of the folds. (The layers are understood to extend along the x-axis to infinity.)

'the idea of using a layered structure to model the mechanical properties of the folds
is similar to Titze's approach to modeling the vibration of the vocal folds (Titze, 1988;
Titze & Strong, 1975: Titze & Talldn, 1979). An important difference is that a complete
model along the lines of Titze's is not proposed here. This note is only intended to
explore the initiation of the mucosal wave from a layered structure point of view. To
this end, the analysis here takes a detailed view of the outer layers, with epithelium and
Reinke's space treated as separate layers instead of then being grouped into a single
mucosal layer.

Before going on to develop the equations, some limlations of the analysis should be
noted. This analysis, initially, does not take account of the inhomogeneity of
conditions that really do prevail in each of the layers. For instance, the speed of the air
increases substantially through the glottal constriction, which means that there is a
natural length scale associated with the flow of the airthe vertical length of maximum
glottal constriction. Further, the layers of the folds are inhomogeneous in the vertical
direction. Only the portion of the squamous epithelium covering Reinke's space will be
considered capable of supporting waved. This suggests the vertical length of Reinke's
space as another length scale. We will assume that the maximum glottal constriction
length is shorter than the length of Reinke's space. It will be seen that the greater the air
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flow and the longer the surface wavelength, the more likely that instability results.
(The shorter wavelength disturbances are more stable because the bending stiffness
increases as the fourth power of wavenumber.) As a result, a surface wave is most likely
to appear in the glottal constriction with a fundamental wavelength equal to twice the
constriction length. (The bulge created in the epithelium wall have the glottal
constriction length as its length scale, so that the fundamental wavelength of this bulge
will be twice the glottal constriction length.) So, while the analysis is initially done on
an infinite layered structure, a length scale is imposed later to choose a wavelength to
calculate stability regimes. Although not completely consistent, this type of analysis is
common and does give us insight to the physical mechanisms responsible for surface
wave initiation. Also, the viscous shear stress is neglected in this analysis.

The analyeis performed here is a linear analysis, where the equations of motion have
been linearized about some assumed initial configuration. Ifwe are willing to make the
quasi-steady apprcodmation, the same analysis can be used to describe the dynamics of
the vocal fold vibration, Locally, in different parts of the glottal cycle.

ANALYSIS

A linear stability analysis Is applied to the idealized model about an operating point.
The operating point to be considered includes uniform airflow at speed U, much less
than the speed of sound, at). The density of air is pa and the viscosity of the air is
neglected. The epithelium is supposed to be une tension T per unit breadth (dimension
into the paper in Figure 1). and have bending stiffness, D, per unit breadth. The
epithelium is presumed thin compared to any disturbance wavelength, and it has mass
per unit area. m. Reinke's space consists of an incompressible fluid of density, p, and
viscosity is neglected here. The muscle is immovable. This later condition can be made
a little more realistic with a general impedance boundary condition. Given this
operating point, the lines : equations of motion for a small disturbance can be written.

With the neglect o. fiscosity, the velocity field of a small disturbance in the air can be
described with a velocity potential. 0,, that satisfies the convected wave equation,

(1-
Dt2

V9 0 0,
where

+Ua
Dt at az

(1)

If C denotes the inward deflection of the epithelium from rest position z = 0, (position
when there is no pressure difference across the epithelium), then the equation of
motion is,

a2 a4 - Taa= -6p,
at2 ax4 ax2

where

AP.. P4-0 - P1,44
pressure of the air,

p pressure in Reinke's space.

(2)
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Because the fluid of Fteinke's space is assumed to be inviscid and incompressible.
small disturbances in this layer can be described by a velocity potential satisfying,

V2
(3)

The boundary conditions help to determine how the disturbances in each layer
interact with one another. Because there is no flow across the midline of the channel.
z II ho,

astalz.az ho =0

Similarly, the muscle is assumed to be immovable, so.

ta =dr ,
At the epithelium. the velocity at the surface is continuous.

a's LDlirt ' az

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

The smallness of the disturbance in comparison with the wavelength of the disturbance
was used to linearize these boundary conditions, at the plane of equilibrium z = 0. (A
Taylor series expansion is used to write the boundary cenditlims on the physical
surface at the z = 0 plane. Linearization allows all but the first term of the series to be
neglected.)

Finally, the relationships between the pressures and velocity potentials are given by
linearized Bernoulli's relations,

Pa = -Pa y PaUa-a-rt 2-- -Pa$a

and

a4)
P = -Pat

(8)

(9)

The set of equations (1) through (9) forms a closed set.

To find a solution to the above set of equations, assume,

= C0exP NO x)) (10)

where k is the wavenumber and c is the phase speed.
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Because of the boundary conditions equation (6) and equation (7), the velocity
potentials must be of the form,

41. = 4(z) exp (tk(ct - x))

and

= ;IA exp (tk(ct - x))

Substituting equation (11) into equation (1) gives,

AV

d2.a - kil (c U-)2] ,a = 0dz2 4

The solution is.

is = A' dicz + Ble-Ilkz

where

02= .(c Ur

(12)

(13)

(14)

and le constants A' and B' are determined by the boundary conditions. Applying
equation (4) to the solution equation (14) gives,

4a = Afe-213khcePkz 4. e-picz)
(15)

In a similar way. substituting equation (12) into equation (3), and using the boundary
condition expressed In equation (5) gives.

4) = B(e2khrekz + e-kz)

Combining equation (6) with equation (8) and (7) with equation (9) gives,

aL
D20 -Pa 1 t2

and

(16)

(17)

(18)
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Impedances at the epithelium can be found by using equations (8). (9). (15). and (16).

- 1

ISO
13k ianibkhO)

az

and

Pros
aP I k ianhOchm)
az Lo

(19)

(20)

Using equations (17) through (20) a homogeneous differential equation replacing the
inhomogeneous equation (2) can be written.

2Pa D2 + (in+ k tanIP4khm)rat2
ax4

_Ta 1 =0
ax2ok tanibich°) Dt2

Substituting equation (10) into equation (21) gives.

(21)

[1. + P c2 + Pa 1(c 1.1)2 - =0
km tailh(klim) plan tanh(131ch0) (22)

where

(Dk2 + Tym

Let gm 1 + (p/km) tan.h(chm) and k = (pa/km) tankfilcho). g is, essentially, the ratio of the
inertial coefficient of the epithelium plus the inertial coefficient of Reinke's space fluid
to the inertial coefficient of the epithelium. ga is, essentially, the ratio of the inertial
coefficient of the air to that of the epithelium. Equation (22) can be written.

(g + g.) 0 - (24.0) c + (g.,U2 - c) = 0 (23)

In the following it is assumed that U/ao, c/ao « 1. The air is considered to be
incompressible, both because the Mach number of the mean flow is small, and because
the length scale of the glottal constriction is small compared to any acoustic
wavelength under consideration. (The length scale of concern is the length of the glottal
constriction because this is where the maximum velocity occurs. This will be shown to
be the most likely place for an instability.) The assumption of incompressibility means
that is approximately equal to one, and that a simple closed form solution for the
surface wave speed can be obtained. Otherwise, only approximate solutions are
available.

Solving for the phase speed.

=
N. u +.440,+14)- wau2

(24)
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co is the natural phase speed of surface waves on the epithelium without the interaction
of the air and Reinke's space. The larger co the greater the tension of the epithelium. The
effect of airflow is to decrease the ambient pressure (the Bernoulli effect), and hence
counter the tension of the epithelium. As the speed of the air increases, the
discriminant in equation (24) becomes negative, the phase speed becomes complex, and
there is exponential growth in time.

At the point where the discriminant goes to zero, the critical point, the stiffness of the
epithelium is just large enough to balance the inward force providcu by the air. The air
speed at the critical point Is given by,

Ucrit =VIA +1Ch co

At the critical point the surface wave phase speed Is given.

Ccrit = 1 Ucrit
1+ A

Pa

(25)

(26)

The real part of the phase speed can be sketched as a function of fluid speed, U (Figure
2). Below the critical fluid speed there are two real values for the phase speed. These
have opposite signs for U small enough, so that there is both a stable upstream al id
stable downstream surface wave. However, just below the critical point both stable
waves are moving downstream, and at the critical point there is onlyone phase speed.

unstable branch

Figure 2. Stability Diagram.

'Sr
..-

ligu: U.1 U

air speed

IIP
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It is interesting to note the dependence of the c. ical point on the geometric
parameters and on the wavelength. These quantities appear in the inertial coefficients
g and Lia. As t and Lia increase the critical air speed decreases (see equation 25). Also, g
and ga are increasing functions of wavelength, so the longer wavelengths require less
air speed for instability. Further, as the air channel gets narrower, that is as kho gets
are -11er, the critical air speed becomes smaller. A similar effect occurs to a mucn
tar.aller magnitude with the thinning of Reinke's space. (The magnitude of the effect is
much smaller because g is so much larger than Lir as is shown below.)

Based on some estimates of the parameters appearing in equations (25) and (26), the
critical speeds can be estimated. The air speed is large only through the glottal
constriction, and because instabilities depend on the air speed being above a particular
critical value, the glottal constriction length is the length scale of interest. L'urther, the
longer wavelengths are the most likely the ones to be 7-.cit,d, so that a wavelength twice
the glottal constriction length is a reasonable estiinate of surface wavelength. The rest
of the parameter ire set as follows:

vertical length of glottal constriction = 1 cm
p = 1 g/cm3
na =104 gime;
imsity of epithelium = 1 g /cin3

thickness of epithelium = 5 x1C a cm (Titze & Durham, 1987)
this implies m = 5 x104 g/cm2
ha, = 5 x104 cn.i(Hirano, et al., 1983)
ho =10-1 cm
T = 5 x 103g/sec2 (Titze & Durham, 1987)

The bending stiffness of the epithelium is neglected and +1.±e tension is taken to be
that measured at 20% strain.

With these parameter settings equation (25) gives U= 2000. cm/sec and equation (26)
gives emit 1. cm/sec. The critical air speed shown above can be attained in the glottis

Adicating that the type of instability derived here can 'end to the initiation of the
mucosal wave. However, the surface wave speed at the critical point shown above is a
cot ,le of orders of magnitude less than that observed by Baer (1975) (The surface wave
speed reported by Baer was about 1 iris.) This indicates that other mechanisms are also
contributing to surface wave growth.

DISCUSSION

It is interesting to compare this layered structure approach to the familiar two-mass
model. The analysis of the two-mass model shows what needs to be included into this
layered structure approach to make it a complete model of mucosal wave instability.
Also, it wi)1 be seen that the analyses given here can provide insight into the mucosal
wave itself and the dynamics of the two-mass model.

The layered structure approach i., a continuum mechanics approach, while the two-
mass model takes a lumped element approach. The latter hoe the advantage of easily
incorporating the changing properties along the vocal-tract axis, although in a
discontinuous way. With the layered structure approach, it is less nature, to include
these inhomoger eities, but it can be done. The premier advantage of the layered
structure approach is the straightforward correspondence between the parameters of
the actual folds and the structures in the layers.
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It has been shown that mechanical loads must be included in any mode' of vocal fold
vibration to account for the energy exchange between the air and the folds (Stevens,
1977). These loads are necessary to provide for differences between the closing
movement and opening movement of the folds in the relation b.4--.-Ten pressure and
surface position. This accounts for the net energy input to folds from the air. The
mechanical loads can be inertial loads of the vocal-tract air or the nonlizar
resistances resulting in pressure head losses at the entrance and exit of the glottal
regions ( Titze, 1988). The two-mass model incorporates both loading effects. A layered
structure approach can incorporate both effects also (Titze & Tallcin, 1979). Therefore, a
layered structure approach in the study of mucosal wave initiation can incorporate
these loading effects.

After filling in the noted deficiencies, the resulting layered structure model would be
a more complete liner picture of the initiation of the mucosal wave. In fact, the linear
instability derived above is not necessary for the initiation of the mucosal wave. All
that is needed for linear instability is that there be a negative damping coefficient, but
positive restoring force during some part of the glottal cycle. (This instability is
analogous to what Llay be called a dynamic instability in a mass-spring system with
negative damping and positive spring constant (Miles, 1959).) In this paper a more
catastrophic type of instability has been derived, where the effective restoring force of
the epithelium and air system is negative. (This is analogous to what may be called a
static instability in a mass-spring system with negative spring constant (Miles, 1959i
In the first case of the dynamic instability, exponentially growing oscillation are tile
result, and in the latter case of static instability, exponential growth without
oscillation results. Titze has shown hov the dynamic instability works on a layered
structure picture of the vocal folds without "...the underlying mechanisms of surface-
wave propagation." (Titze. 1988, p 1540). These mechanisms h.-ve been c 3nsidered here,
but with the more severe static instability caused by the Bernoulli pressure overcoming
the epithelium tension.

The static instability has not been considered to be important in the analysis of
models in the past. Ishizaka & Matsudaira (1972) could have found an instability with
an effective negative spring force on the lower mass in their analysis of the two-r.
model if had used a slightly greater subglottal pressure, slightly more compliant
springs, and a smaller rest area then the one they used. Titze (1988) recognizes the
possibility of such an instability, but removes its consideration from linear problems.
It has been shown here that static instabilities can be considered in a linear analysis,
where, in fluid mechanics, it is known as a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
(Chandrasekhar, 1981).

This linear analysis can be applied to the parts of the glottal cycle making the quasi-
steady approximation, and linearizing the eq......ions of motion about the operating
point of instantaneous glottal opening and air velocity. The static instability is most
likely to a,. rear in such an analysis during the closing phase of the glottal cycle. The
severity and duration of the static of instability may be used to distinguish some voice
types. For instance, the conditions of relatively loose epithelium and small (but
positive) rest area may describe pressed voice. One would expect that the static
instability is more severe and takes a greater portion of the closing phase in the pressed
voice than in a chest voice. This offers an alternative explanation to Stevens' account
of some of the aspects of pressed phonation, when he assumes that the rest area is
negative for pressed voice to obtain the abrupt closure (Stevens, 1988).

To conclude, this layered structure approach may find application in other areas of
communicative sound production such as syringeal vibration and trills of various
articulators in the vocal tract.

Growth of Surface Waves with Application to the Mucosal Wave
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Effects of Preceding Context on
Discrimination of Voice Onset
Times*

Bruno H. Repp and Hwei-Bing Lint

When discriminating pairs of speech stimuli from an acoustic voice ems time
(VOT) continuum (e. g., one ranging from /ba! to 1,1a1), English-speaking
subjects show a characteristic performance peak in he region of the phonemic
category boundary. We demonstrate that this "category boundary effect" is
reduced or eliminated when the stimuli are preceded by Isl. This suppression
does not seem to be due to the absence of a phonological yoking contrast for stop
consonants following /s /, since it is also obtzined when the /sl terminates a
preceding word and (to a lesser extent) when broadband noise is substituted for
the fricative noise. The suppression is stronger, :toweocr, filen the noise has
the acoustic properties of a syllable-initial Isl, everything else equal. We
hypothesize that these properties make the noise cohere with the following
speech signal, which makes it difficult for listeners to focus on the VOT
differences to be discriminated.

INTRODUCTION
One of the most reliable findings in speech perception research is the so-called

category boundary effect for stimuli varying in voice onset time (VOT) (Wood, 1976):
Subjects find it easier to discriminate syllables that fall on opposite sides of the
phonemic category boundary on a VOT continuum than stimuli that, although
acoustically different to a similar degree, are drawn from within a phoneme category.
Such a peak in the discrimination function along an acoustic speech continuum is one
of the hallmarks of categorical perception (Studdert-Kennedy, Liberman. Harris, &
Cooper. 1970). Two alternative explanations of this effect have been proposed (see
reviews by Howell & Rosen. 1985, and Repp. 1984). According to one, there is a
psychoacoustic discontinuity along the .VOT dimension that gives rise to the
discrimination peak and also determines the location of the phonemic categoryboundary (usually between 20-40 mn of voicing lag for English-speaking listeners).
According to the other explanation, untrained listeners base their discrimination
judgments less on auditory qualities than on the phonemic categories assigned to the
stimuli. In this view, the discrimination peak is not due to a psychoacoustic
discontinuity but to subjects' attzntion to a higher-level, discrete representation of theinput, and the location of the category boundary is determined by language-specific
factors, not universal auditory ones.

Haskins Laboratories SR-97/98
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There is some evidence that attention to phonological categories plays a role in VOT
discrimination tasks. For example, listeners trained to pay attention to the auditory
properties of the stimuli in a low-uncertainty task tend to show a reduced category
boundary effect or none at all (Carney, Widin, & Viemeister. 1977; Kew ley-Port, Watson,
& Foyle. 1988; Sachs & Grant, 1976; Samuel, 1977; Soli, 1983; however, see also
Macmillan. Goldberg. & Braida. 1988), and speakers of languages whose stop consonant
voicing contrasts differ from English may show P category boundary effect at a
different VOT than is characteristic for English listeners (Williams, 1977). However,
there is also a history of experimentation concerning possible psychoacoustic
discontinuities on VOT continua (reviewed by Repp. 1984; Howell & Rosen. 1985; Rosen
& Howell. 1987a. 1987b), which culminated in findings that nonhuman animals show
enhanced sensitivity to VOT differences in the region of the English phoneme boundary
(Dooling. Okanoya, & Brown, 1989; Kuhl, 1981; Kuhl & Padden, 1982). The 'newt recent
contributions to this issue stem from Kew ley-Port et al. (1988) and Macmillan et al.
(1988). Kew ley-Pon et al. found that trained human listeners in a low-uncertainty task
exhibited no discrimination peak along a VOT continuum; they concluded that the peak
has a phonological origin. However. Macmillan et al. sampled the continuum more
finely in an otherwise similar experiment and found a clear peak at about 18 ms of VOT.
Thus the category boundary effect in that region of a VOT continuum does seem to have
a psychoacoustic underpinning. At the same time. it is also clear from Macmillan et
al.'s work that subjects do make use of "context coding" or labeling in high - uncertainty
tasks such as the frequently used ABX paradigm. Such attention to phonological
categories might magnify the psychoacoustic discrimination peak (if psychoacoustic
and phonological effects are additive) or substitute a p lak of different origin (if
psychoacoustic and phonological effects are mutually exclusive, resulting from
attention to independent internal representations).

The present series of experiments began as an attar of to eliminate the contribution
of phonemic labeling to VOT discrimination performance in a high-uncertainty
discrimination task. The method. explained below in more detail, entailed preceding
the test syllables with a fixed precursor that neutralized the phonological vo; eing
contrast on the following stop consonant. This procedure also raised the question,
however, to what extent the precursor might interfere with the auditory processing of
VOT through some form of forward masking or interference in auditory memory.
Several additional experiments were conaucted to address this issue. It was expected
that an investigation of the relative sensitivity of the VOT category boundary effect to
preceding context would provide new information about its origins in phonemic
labeling and/or in the auditory representation of VOT.

EXPERIMENT 1

Well-known methods for manipulating the category boundary effect in speech
discrimination include the substitution of analogous nonspeech stimuli, the use of
listeners with different instructions or auditory skills, and the use of discrimination
tasks with varying memory demands. In Experiment 1, however, the same stimuli were
presented to the same listeners in the same task with the same instructions. The
critical manipulation concerned the presence or absende of immediately preceding
phonetic context. In one condition, the VOT differences to be discriminated were often
phonemically distinctive, whereas in the other they were not. This was achieved by
first presenting stimuli from a standard (pa) -lphal (phonemically, /ba/-/par
continuum varying in VOT, and by then preceding these stimuli with a constant (s1
noise plus silence appropriate for a labial closure interval. In English there is no
phonemic voicing distinction for stops after tautosyllabic /s/, and although stop
consonants are prouuced without aspiration :rt these clusters, the conventional
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orthographic transcriptionand the phoneme category assigned by linguiststs
/p,t,k /, not /b,d.g/ (see Lisker, 1984). is fact was exploited previously by Sawusch and
Jusczyk (1981) in a study of the auditory versus linguistic origins of selective
adaptation and contrast effects along a VOT continuum. For our present purpose the
transcription is relevant in so far as it preempts the `voice:ass" symbols and thus
impedes a categorical distinction between unaspirated and aspirated stops following
/s/, at least for listeners without phonetic training. To the unsophisticated listener,
lioth [spa) and fsphal are /spa/.

The predictions were thus very straightforward: When asked to discriminate stimuli
from the (pal -Iphal series, subjects should exhibit the typical category bounchry effect;
but for the (spat-(sphal stimuli the discrimination peak should disappear if it is due to
subjects' attention to phonemic categories.' If, on the other hand, the category
boundary effect is partially or entirely due to a psychoacoustic discontinuity (such as a
"temporal order threshold" for VOTsee Pisoni, 1977, but also Rosen & Howell, 1987b).
the category boundary effect should persist. This could be either because listeners
always make auditory discriminations and phonological categories are merely grafted
onto the auditory representations, or because listeners' attention is drawn to auditory
differences in the absence of phonological contrast.

Two methodological precautions were taken against possible complications in this
simple design. First. a category boundary effect might be obtained for the (spa)-fsphal
series because subjects fail to integrate the' Is) noise with the rest of the syllable. This
might occur because. in the rapid successive presentation of stimulus triplets for
discrimination, the (s) noises may form a separate acoustic stream (Bregman, 1978:
Cole & Scott, 1973). Indeed, Diehl, Kluender, and Parker (1985) argued that such
streaming occurred in the aboye-mentioned study by Sawusch and Jusczyk (1981), and
may have invalidated some of their conclusions. Sawusch and Jusczyk had used an
interstimulus interval (ISI) of 300 ms. To counteract stream formation, a relatively
long (1 s) interstimulus interval was used in the present discrimination task. Since, in
addition, there was a 3 s response interval after each stimulus triplet, auditory
streaming was considered quite unlikely under these conditions. That listeners would
be able to ignore the /s/ deliberately seemed unlikely in view of Repp's (1985)
demonstration that, fo, untrained 11-' iers at least. it is very difficult to segregate an
initial (al noise intentionally from foLowing phonetic context.

Second, it is possible that an NI noise preceding Ipal-Iphal stimuli interferes with VOT
perception at a strictly auditory level, through some form of forward masking or by
increasing the load on auditory me.Lory and thereby making small stimulus
differences less accessible. Although it would be surprising if such interference removed
the psychoacoustic category boundary effect completely, a lowering of discrimination
performance and a consequent reduction of the boundary peak might occur. To assess
this possibility, a third condition was included in the experiment, in which a burst of
white noise preceded the Ipal-(phal stimuli. The white noise was chosen to be at least
equal in energy to the NI noise arrow the whole frequency spectrum, so that its auditory
interference with VOT perception would be at least equal to that caused by the Is) noise.
The subjects, however, were expected to hear these stimuli as a nonspeech noise
followed by AO or /pa/, so a phonological category boundary effect should be obtained,
perhaps attenuated by auditory interference, which indirectly would hamper labeling
accuracy. Any additional reduction in the category boundary effect in the Is) noise
precursor condition relative to the white noise precursor condition may then be
attributed specifically to the neutralization of the phonological contrast, and hence to
subjects) ..7ttention to linguistic stimulus attributes.

VOT Discrimination
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Methods

Subjects

Twelve Yale undergraduates were paid to participate. They were all native speakers of
American English.

Stimuli
The IpaHphal CV continuum wart constructed on the IV.-:dns software synthesizer in

its serial configuration. Using conventional procedures, VOT (i.e., the duration of the
initial aperiodic excitation) was varied from 0 to 70 ms in 10 ms steps, .resulting in 8
stimuli. The syllables did not have any release bursts. In the (spaHsphai, or (sJ -CV,
continuum the stimuli were prented with a 58 ms natural-speech Is) noise.2 A 60-ms
silent interval intervened between the constant (s1 noise and each synthetic syllable. In
the n( 'se-CV condition. a 58-ms noise burst preceded each syllable by 60 ms. This noise
burst was excerpted from broadband noise recorded from a General Radio 1390-A noise
generator, and its amplitude was adjusted until its flat spectral envelope (obtained by
Fourier analysis) completely subsumed the typical S-shaped envelope of the (s] noise,
obtained at its most intense point. Consequently, the two noises were similar in energy
around 4 kHz, but the white noise had stronger low-frequency components than the (s1
noise. In addition, the white noise had an abrupt onset and offset, whereas the Is( noise
was naturally tapered. These differences were thought to enhance any auditory
interference due to the white noise. relative to that caused by the Is( noise. The test of the
phonological hypothesis was thus rather conservative.

All stimuli were digitized at a 10 kHz sampling rate with appropriate low-pass
filtering at 4. 9 kHz. In each of the three stimulus conditions, all two-step (i.e., 20-ms
VOT) pairings of the stimuli were presented in an AXB format. This led to 6 (stimulus
pairs) x 4 (arrangements within an AXB triad) = 24 stimulus triplets, which were
recorded three times in random order on magnetic tape. The ISIs were 1 s within
triplets, 3 s between triplets. and 10 s between blocks.

Procedure

The tapes were played back binaurally over TDH-39 earphones in a quiet room at a
comfortable Intensity. Each s .bject listened first to the CV series, which was preceded
by four easy practice trials. The task was to listen carefully to the onsets of e
syllables, and to write down "A" or "B" depending on whether the second stimulus in an
AXB triplet matched the first or the third, which were known to be always different
from each other. Subr.....quently, half the subjects listened to the (sl-CV series and then to
the noise-CV stzies, and the other half listened in the reverse order. They were told that
exactly the same differences were to be discriminated, but that all syllables would be
preceded by a constant is] or noise burst, which was to be ignored.

Results and Discussion
The mulls, averaged across subjects, are shown in Figure 1. As expected, the

discrimination function for the CV continuum exhibited a pronounced peak. suggesting
a category boundary at approximately 24 ms of VOT. By contrast, in the (4-CV
condition, there was no peak at all; the discrimination function was fairly flat and
performance was poor. though above chance (except for the 50/70 stimulus paiz
Finally, in the noise-CV condition, there was a peak, but it was lower and narrower
than the peak in the CV condition, mainly because of a large reduction in correct
responses for the 10/30 pair. Note that, with the exception of the 50/70 stimulus pair,
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the performance decrements were restricted to the region of the original peak, even
though there was some room for decrements elsewhere.
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43 noise- CV
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I I I I

0/20 10/30 20/40 30/30 40/60 50/70

STIMULUS PAIR ( VOT in ms)

Figure 1. Discrimination performance as a function of stimulus pair in the three conditions of
Experiment 1.

A repeated-measures analysim of variance was conducted on the response percentages,
with the factors stimulus pair and condition. Both factors had significant main effects,
F15,55) = 9. 71, p < .0001, and F12,22) = 6.33, p = .0067, respectively, and their interaction
was significant as wel, F(10.110) = 3. 02, p = .002. Separate analyses of pairs of
conditions revealed that, although the difference between the CV and noise-CV
conditions was statistically reliable, that between the noise-CV and (s) -CV conditions
was not, due to considerable variability among subjects.3

It is clear from these results that a preceding nonspeech noise interferes with the
discrimination of VOT near the category boundary. If this interference takes place in
auditory processing, then the (s) noise presumably generates a similar auditory
disturbance. Tire complete disappearance of the category boundary effect in the (s) -CV
condition is conszoient with the phonological hypothesis, which claims that when no
phonemic contrast is perceived, there '0 to category boundary effect. However, the
absence of a statistically reliable differs_ 1 between the two precursor conditions
raises the possibility that both types of noise had their effects at auditory levels of
processing. Alternatively, it is possible that subjects interpreted (consciously oruncol_niously) the white noise as a fricative (e. g., (f1). or perceptually "restored" africative noise potentially hidden in the white noise (see Warren, 1984), which alsowould have attenuated the difference between the two precursor conditions. In that case,the results would be entirely consistent with the phonological hypothesis.
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In addition to this ambiguity o. interpretation, the comparison between the [s) -CV
and noise-CV conditions was inherently problematic because the noises differed in a
number of acoustic properties. These difficulties are endemic to studies using
nonspeech substitutes for speech sounds. It was decided, therefore, to conduct a second
experiment in which the difference between two precursor conditions was in the context
preceding the /s/.

EXPERIMENT 2

In this experiment the syllables carrying the VOT variation were preceded by exactly
the same (s) noises in both precursor conditions, but in one condition preceding context
made the /s/ the initial phoneme of the test word while in the other the context made it
appear to be the final phoneme of a preceding word. In the first context the phonemic
voicing contrast thus was neutralized, whereas in the second it was not. The prediction
of the phonological hypothesis was, therefore, that the category boundary effect should
be absent in the first condition but not in the second. The auditory interference
hypothesis, on the other hand. predicted similar performance in the two conditions,
worse than in a control condition without preceding (sj.

Methods
Subjects

Twelve new Yale undergraduates were paid to participate. All were native speakers of
American English.
Stimuli

This experiment, and all following ones, used stimuli constructed entirely from
natural speech. A female speaker was recorded saying the phrases A crazy spin, Take
this bin. and Take this pin. The speech was digitized at 20 kHz with low-pass filtering at
9. 8 kHz. With the help of a waveform-editing program, the bin and pin syllables were
excerpted from the 712ke this context, and a VOT continuum was fashioned by replacing
initial waveform segments of bin with corresponding amounts of aperiodic waveform
from pin, proceeding in steps of two glottal cycles. This resulted in stimuli with VOTs of
10, 18, 27, 36, 44. 53, and 61 ms (rounded to the nearest ms). An additional stimulus
with zero VOT was created by excising the 10 ins release burst of bin.

The pin portion of A crazy spin was excised and discarded. leaving A crazy s. To make
the (s] noises in the two precursors identical, the is) of A crazy s. 148 ms in duration, was
excerpted (without deleting it) and substituted for the shorter (94 ins) Is) noise in Take
this. When the precursors were recombined with bin/pin, this was found to result in
more naturally-sounding stimuli than the reverse substitution. Thus the Is) noises in
both precursors had phonetic properties characteristic of syllable-initial /s/. The Take
this precursor used derived from the bin context; the other Take this carrier phrase was
discarded.

Each of the three stimulus conditions contained five biocks of 24 AXB triads
presenting two-step discriminations (here corresponding to differences of about 17 ms
of VOT). In the CVC condition. the bin-pin stimuli occurred in isolation with ISIs of 1 s
within triads. In the A crazy s, or #[s -1CVC, and Take this, or Is-VCVC, conditions, Ur.;
were )receded by the respective constant precursors.4 The silent interval between the
end of the Is) noise and the CVC word was 77 ms, which equalled the original closure
interval in A crazy spin. The iSIs within triads were 500 ms, to compensate for the
longer stimulus durations. The ISIs between triads were 3 s.
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Procedure

The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1, with the CVC condition first and the
order of the other two conditions counterbalanced across subjects.

Results and Discussion
The results are shown in Figure 2, which is analogous to Figure 1. In the CVC

condition, a pronounced peak in discrimination performance ward obtained, suggesting
a category boundary around 28 ms of VOT.5 The only unusual feature of this
discrimination function is the elevated performance for the first stimulus pair. This is
likely to be an artifact of stimulus construction: It will be recalled that the zero VOT
stimulus was generated by a different methodremoval of the release burstwhich gave
it a "softer" onset that some subjects found very distinctive, while others did not seem to
notice it. As to the Cs ICVC and (s -PICVC conditions, it is ev!dent that the
discrimination peak was severely reduced or absent in both, and that thtre was little
difference between them, except perhaps for the anomalous first stimulus pair.
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Figure 2. Discrimination performance as a function of stimulus pair in the three conditions of
Experiment 2. The precursors are A crazy s (circles) and Take this (squares).

The statistical analysis revealed significant effects of stimulus pair, P15,55) = 12. 40,
p < .00011 and of condition P12,22) = 34. 79, p < .0001, as well as a significant interaction,
F(I0,110) = 4. 62, p < .0001. When the CVC condition was omitted, however, only the
effect of stimulus pair was significant, FI5,55) = 5. 02, p = .0007. The #Is -ICVC and Is-
1 #CVC results thus were statistically equivalent.

These results replicate the earlier finding that a preceding fs1 noise severely reduces
or even eliminates the VOT catei,viy boundary effect. However, there was no indication
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of any effect of linguistic structure: A preceding /s/ had the same detrimental effect,
whether it initiated the test word or whether it terminated the preceding word. This
seems to disconfirm the phonological hypothesis and support the auditory interference
hypothesis, although the total disappearance of the boundary peak is somewhat
surprising from an auditory perspective.

Tliis interpretation of the results assumes that the phonological structure was
perceived in accordance with the context but proved irrelevant to VOT discrimination.
It is possible, however. that the subjects never perceived the intended difference in word
boundary location and heard Take this bin as Take the spin, even though the
instructions said that the precursor was Take this. If this seems implausible, it is still
possible that VOT discrimination is performed at a prelexical level of phonological
coding that depends solely on the phonetic properties of the speech segments and
precedes the assignment of lexical word boundaries. The fact that aspiration noise
following a stop closure is a word boundary cue (Christie, 1974) is not in contradiction
with this hypothesis: Discriminativi of relatively long VOTs was not affected by
precursors. Thus the phonological hypothesis is still alive.

EXPERIMENT 3

To the extent that the phonetic properties of the speech segments forced a particular
phonological structure on the speech signal, which took precedence over contextual
constraints, Experiment 2 did not achieve its purpose. It mc,.ely confirmed the basic
finding that a preceding (s) noise with syllable-initial phonetic properties eltminatel
the category boundary effect. Would an WI precursor that unambiguously teratnates a
preceding word still interfere with VOT discrimination? And if so, is the interference
due to the /s/ at all? Pcrhaps any preceding context would interfere with VOT
perception.

Experiment 3 examined these two questions. Like Experiment 2, it included twee
discrimination conditions, one in which the test stimuli occurred in isolation and cwo
in which they were preceded by a carrier phrase. In one instance, the carrier phrase was
unambiguously /like this, while in the other it was Take the.

Methods
Subjects

nirteen new Yale undergraduates were paid to participate. All were native speaktrs
of American English.

Stimuli
The stimuli and test sequence in the baseline cvr condition were the same as in

Experiment 2. In the Take this, or (-sl#CVC, condition, the original syllable-final Is]
noise (94 ms long) and the original silent closure duration following it (115 ins long)
were reinstated, which made this context qvite unambiguous. A new carrier phrase was
recorded for the Mike the condition. To avoid closure voicing, it was produced as Take
the pin by the same female speaker, with a silent closure duration of 84 ms. The stimuli
from the bin-pin continuum were substituted for the original pin.

Procedure

As in Experiments 1 and 2, the baseline condition was always presented first, and the
order of the two precursor discrimination conditions was counterbalanced across
subjects.
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Results
The results are shown in Figure 3. The CVC condition again yielded a pronounced

peak in the. short VOT range. This time. both precursor conditions also showed peaks,
but they were somewhat lower and shifted towards longer VOTs. The peak for the Take
the precursor stimuli was at a longer VOT than that for the Take this precursor b. 1U11.6
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Figure 3. Discrimination performance as a function of stimulus pair in the three conditions of
Experiment 3. The precursors are Take this (circles) and Take the (squares).

The ANOVA yielded a significant effect of stimulus pair. F(5.60) = 31. 01, p < .0001,
and a significant stimulus pair by condition interaction, F110,120) = 8. 31, p < .0001, but
no significant main effect of condition. Comparing only the two precursor conditions.
the two significant effects remained significant, F15.60) = 14. 60. p < .0001, and F15.60) =4. 56, p = .0014, respectively. Thus there was reliable evidence only for shifts in peak
location (which we will not attempt to explain here). not for a general performance
decrement caused by precursors.

The results of this experiment, when compared with those of Experiment 2, show that
an /s/ that unambiguously belongs to a preceding word interferes much less with VOT
discrimination (if at all) than does an /s/ that has phonetic characteristics appropriate
for word-initial position, everything else equal. This is entirely consistent with the
phonological hypothesis. However, the auditory interference hypothesis is by no meansruled out. For one thing, the silent closure duration following the syllable-final (s)
noise (itself a cue to a syllable boundary) was longer than that following the syllable-
initial (s) noise. Naturally, this may have reduced any auditory interference. Then there
were also acoustic differences between the two 151 noises in duration. amplitude
envelope, and spectral detail that could have played a role. Moreover, the comparison
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between syllable-initial and syllable-final (4 noises was made across experiments,
which is always problematic. Therefore, another experiment was conducted.

EXPERIMENT 4

The purpose of Experiment 4 was to assess independently the roles of 14 noise
characteristics and silent closure duration in the precursor effect on VOT
discrimination.

Methods

Subjeds
Twelve Yale undergraduates. some of whom had participated also in Experiment 3,

were recruited and paid for their services.

Stimuli
There were five conditions, three of which r zplicated those of earlier experiments:

isolated CVC stimuli; CVC stimuli preceded by Take this. with the original 94-ms
syllabln-final Is] noise plus a 115-ms silent closure (as in Exp. 3); and CVC stimuli
preceded by Take this, with the spliced-in 148-ms syllable-initial Is] noise plus a 77-ms
closure (as in Exp 2). The two additional conditions represented the other two possible
combinations of (s) noise and closure duration. Because of the increased number of
conditions, the two extreme stimulus pairs (0/18 and 44/61 ms of VOT) were dropped to
reduce test length, leaving only four two-step VOT contrasts. Each condition thus
contained 16 different AXB triads, which were repeated five times.

Procedure

As usual, the CVC condition was presented first, and the order of the other four
conditions was counterbalanced across subjects. The subjects were told that the
precursor was always Take this: the phonetic differences among the precursor
conditions were not mentioned in advance.

Results and Discussim:
The results are shown in Figure 4. The discrimination function for the isolated CVC

stimuli replicates that obtained in Experiments 2 and 3. The ..unction for the precursor
condition with syllable-final (s) and long closure also resembles that found in
Experiment 3, showing but slight interference. The function for the precursor condition
with syllable-initial (s) and short closure is quite different in shape from that found in
Experiment 2, for unknown reasons. However, it does replicate the much greater
interference obtained in that condition. The remaining two conditions, with
mismatched (s) noises and closures, yielded results rather similar to the syllable-final
Is] plus long closure precursor condition.

Alternatively, the data can be summarized as follows: All precursors interfered with
VOT discrimination, though only at the shorter VOTs. Within the four precursor
conditions, the combination of syllable-initial -I and short closure led to much more
interference than any of the other combinations. Thus, for the syllable-initial (81 noise.
lengthening of the closure reduced interference considerably; for the syllable-final Is)
noise, there was only a slight reduction. Similarly, at the short closure duration, a
change in is] noise made a large difference: at the long closure duration, only a small
one.
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Figure 4. Discrimination performance as a function of stimulus pair in the five conditions of Experiment
4. The symbols (3-1 and C-s1 represent fricative noises from originally syllable-initial and syllable-final
position, respectively. The numbers in parentheses are the closure durations. All precursors were
intended to be perceived as Take t.i.....s.

The statistical reliability of these effects was examined in two ANOVAs. The first
analysis included only the four precursor conditions. with noise type. closure duration.
and stimulus pair as factors. Apart from the expected main effect of stimulus pair.
F(3.33) = 12. 79. p < .0001. there were a significant main effect of noise type. F(1.11) =
9.47. p = . 0105. a marginally significant main effect of closure duration. F(1.11) = 4. 85,
p = . 05. a marginally significant interaction between closure duration and stimulus
pair. F13.33) = 2.96. p = .0465. and a significant triple interaction. F13.33) = 3.68. p =
.0217. The noise type by closure duration interaction was not significant. The triple
interaction reflects the finding that the discrimination function in the long-
noise/short-closure condition had a different shape than the functions in the other
three conditions. The marginal significance levels indicate considerable variability
among subjects.

A second ANOVA compared the isolated CVC condition with the precursor conditior.
closest in performance level (syllable-final noise. long closure). The main effect of
condition (i.e.. the difference in average performance level) was not significant. but the
stimulus pair by condition interaction (i.e.. the difference in shape of the
discrimination functions) was highly significant. F(3.33) = 6. 39. p = .0016.

In summary. these results confirm the earlier finding that preceding (s) noises
interfere with VOT discrimination as long as the VOTs compared are relatively short
(40 ins or less). but not if they are relatively long. In addition. the results show that the
interference depends both on (s) noise type and closure duration: The phonetic
constellation appropriate for a syllable-initial /s/ leads to more interference at short
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VOTs thin any other noise-closure combination, thus substantially reducing the peak
in the discrimination function.

These results are still compatible with both a phonological and an auditory
interference account. From the perspective of the phonological hypothesis. they show
that only the complete phonetic pattern characterizing syllable-initial /s/ leads to
(overt or covert) Is/-stop cluster formation and phonological neutralization of the stop
voicing contrast. From the auditory perspective, the two types of Is] noise generated
different amounts of auditory interference because of their different acoustic properties
(duration, amplitude. etc.), and this differential interference was reduced at longer
temporal separations because of a ceiling effect on discrimination performance.

In a parallel study, we (Repp & Lin, 1989, Exp. 1) collected identification data for the
very same stimuli, with five different closure durations ranging from 45 ; n 150 ins.
Subjects labeled the stop consonants as "8" or "P" less accurately when the syllable-
initial Is) noise preceded them. with a strong bias towards P. responses, than when the
syllable-final (s) preceded them. This difference decreased only slightly as closure
duration increased and was still present at the longest closure. This pattern diverges
from the present discrimination results, which already show a close convergence at a
closure duration of 115 ms. Thus, as closure duration increased, discrimination
performance exceeded what would be predicted on the basis of phonemic labeling in the
syllable - initial (s) precursor condition. Here is a suggestion that the category boundary
effects in that condition, at least. did not derive directly from attention to phonological
categories, though it is also possible that covert labeling in the AXB task did not follow
the same pattern as overt labeling in the identification test (cf Repp, Healy. & Crowder,
1979).

As a final attempt to distinguish between the two alternative accounts of the
precursor interference effects, Experiment 5 returned to the method cf nonspeech
analogs, in defiance of its inherent problems.

EXPERIMENT 5

In this experiment, the entire precursors of Experiment 4 were replaced with
broadband noises having exactly the same durations, overall amplitudes, and
amplitude envelopes (cf. Salasoo & Pisoni, 1985; Gordon. 1988). Only spectral structure
was eliminated. Thus, Experiment 5 also partially replicated Experiment 1, where a
more primitive kind of nonspeech noise precursor had been used. To shorten the
experiment. only the short-closure conditions of Experiment 4 were incl "ded. The
prediction was that, if the different amounts of interference gerated by the two kinds
of Isi noise in ixperiment 4 were due to differences in their acoustic properties (other
than spectral differences:. then the two nonspeech noises likewise should generate
different amounts of interference, similar to those produced by the (s) noises. If, on the
other hated, the difference between the two (s) noise conditions in Experiment 4 was due
to spectral or specifically phonetic factors (i.e., /s/-stop cluster formation at some
prelexical Itvel in perception), then the two nonspeech noises should have equivalent
effects, similar in magnitude to the effect of the syllable-final (s) noise in Experiment 4
or even smaller.

Methods
Subject3

Tvelve subjects from the same pool participated. Some of them had also been subjects
1,_ cperiment 4.
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Stimuli

Ea Ai of the two entire Take this precursors was converted into envelope-matched
broadband noise using a computerized procedure first described by Schroeder (1968).
which randomly reverses the polarity of digital sampling points with a probability of 0.
5. The resulting noise has a flat spectrum but retains the amplitude envelope of the
speech.? It thus sounds vaguely speechlike but is not identifiable as an utterance. The
stimuli from the bin-pin continuum were presented in isolation and preceded by either
of the two noise precursors, with intervening silent intervals of 77 ms. The stimulus
sequences were the same as those of the corresponding conditions in Experiment 4.
Pror.:dure

As in previous experiments, the two precursor conditions were presented aft "r the
isolated CVC condition. in counterbalanced order. The subjects were told that the words
would be preceded by a noise, which they should ignore.

Results and Discussion
The results are shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that the noise precursor derived from

Take this with syllable-final (s) interfered minimally with VOT discrimination, but
that the other precursor, which had the amplitude envelope of Take this with syllable-
initial (s], did reduce performance at the shorter VOTs. This pattern was quite similar to
that obtained with the corresponding speech precursors, though the absolute amount of
interference was less. There was also considerable variability among subjects. In the
ANOVA including all three conditions, there was a significant main effect of condition,
F(2,22) 21 3. 87. p = . 0364, and a significant condition by stimulus pair interaction,
MAW = 2. 42, p = . 0354, both of which were obviously due to the more effective
precursor condition; the stimulus pair main effect was, as always, highly significant.

These results suggest that the different amounts of interference caused by syllable-
final and syllable-initial (s1 noises (Exp 4) are at least partially due to acoustic
differences between the two noises. Since spectral differences were eliminated in the
nonspeech precursors. and the duration differences between the original (s) noises were
less well defined in the nonspeech analogs because of the absence of spectrally marked
segment boundaries, this leaves differences in absolute amplitude and amplitude
contour at noise offset as possible factors. This weakens the phonological account of
the differences observed in Experiment 4. Also, the possibilities (mentioned in
connection with Experiment 1) of hearing the nonspeech noise as a fricative or
perceptually restoring a hidden fricative noise seem less plausible here, where the
whole precursor phrase was transformed into noise. As in Experiment 1, however,
nonspeech noise (Exp 5) interfered less with VOT discrimination than did (s) noise (Exp
4). This may also reflect acoustic differencesviz., the different spectral composition ofthe noises. Why a noise with predominantly high-frequency c;omponents (the natural
WI) should interfere more with the auditory processing of VOT than a broadband noise is
not clear, however. Alternatively, the difference may have been caused by a reduced
perceptual coherence of the nonspeech precursors with the following speech, compared
to all-speech stimuli. A similar explanation was proposed by Gordon (1988) when he
failed to find an effect of exnplitude-modulated noise precursors on the perception of
speech stimuli differing in closure duration. This explanation presumes that part or allof the interference takes place at an auditory level beyond the periphery, where theallocation of perceived sources plays a role. An acoustic factor disrupting sourcecontinuity may have been the presence of relatively strong low-frequency aperiodic
energy in the nonspeech precursors, which was absent from the following sptecb.
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Figure 5. Discrimination performance as a function of stimulus pair in the three conditions of
Experiment 5 The [-noise) precursor was derived from Take this with syllable-final (s1, and the (noise-1
precursor was derived from Take this with (spliced-in) syllable-initial (s1 Filled symbols are used to match
the corresponding speech precursor conditions in Figure 4.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The present series of experiments started with an attempt to suppress the category
boundary effect on a VOT continuum by preceding the eiinuli with /s/ and thus
neutralizing the phonological voicing contrast (Experiment 1). This manipulation was
highly successful in that the discrimination peak indeed disappeared. However, a
control condition with a nonspeech noise precursor also yielded some interference.
Experiment 2 showed that the into- Terence caused by an (Si noise was not affected by
whether a word boundary preceded .. followed the /s/. Experiment 3 suggested that an
(si noise with syllable-initial phonetic properties interferes more than one with
syllable-final properties, and this was confirmed in Experiment 4, though only when
the intervening closure duration was relatively short. Experiment 5 indicated that this
difference was due to acoustic differences among the (si noises, since amplitude-
matched nonspeech noise precursors showed a similar difference, though less
interference in absolute terms.

The results of gems' of these experiments could be intarpreted as lending support to
the hypothesis that the VOT discrimination peak (the "category boundary effect")
originates at a phonological level of speech processing, not at the level of basic auditory
se,Itivities. Kewley-Port et al. (1988) m:ently arrived at the same conclusion when
they observed that the discrimination peak was absent in a low-uncertainty
discrimination task with trained subjects. Their conclusion has been challenged.
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however, by Macmillan et al. (1988) who did find a discrimination peak in a similar
experiment that sampled the VOT continuum more finely and concluded that there if a
psychoacoustic boundary on a VOT continuum. The present results are consistent with
that interpretation as well. This amoiguit, of interpretation pervades Experiments 1-4,
but Experiment 5 tends to favor a psychoacoustic account of the precursor effects
studied here. That is, the results suggest that the effect of a preceding /s/ on
discrimination performance was caused not so much (or not at all) by the
neutralization of the phonological voicing contrast in the following stop consonant as
by interference with the auditory processing of VOT. This interference may then be
considered a possible reason for why phonological neutralization of voicing contrasts
ilk /s/-stop clusters is common in the languages of the world. (See Footnote 1, however. )

The mechanism of this interference is not known. It would require a whole series of
further studies to disentangle the many possibilities. Voice onset time discrimination
may rely not only on purely temporal diffeiences but also on differences in F1 onset
frequency (Soli, 1983), in the relative strength of aspiration (Repp, 1979), and in the
amplitude envelope at voicing onset (Darwin & Seton, 1983). A preceding noise could
interfere with the processing of any or all of these. How such interference could result in
the complete elimination of the psychoacoustic boundary around 20 ms of VOT is still
not clear.

One way in which a noise precursor might affect auditory processing is through
peripheral frrPward masking or adaptation. It is not clear, however, why adaptation of
nerve fibers sensitive to the high frequencies characteristic of (s) noises should
interfere with the perception of spectral and temporal signal properties in the low-
frequency region. which VOT discrimination mainly relies on (voicing onset, F1 onset
frequency). A more plausible interpretation is that the presence of a precursor simply
increased the complexity uf the stimuli and thus made it more difficult for listeners to
focus on the acoustic properties relevant to the task. This interference then may have
taken plsce largely in auditory memory, rather than in peripheral auditory processing.
This hypothesis is supported by the finding that nonspeech noise precursors generally
interfered less with VOT discrimination than did speech precursors. Although speech
and nonspeech precursors differed in spectral content and thus were not fully equated
in their acoustic pr.:. perties, the main difference between them may have been that the
speech precursor "cohered" with the following word while the nonspeech precursor did
not to the same extent. A parsing of the auditory input into likely sources probably
precedes storage in auditory memory (cf. Bregman, ) 978; Crowder, 1983), and alistener's knowledge of what constitutes a likely speech source may influence this
parsing.
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FOOTNOTES

*Perception & Psychophysics, 45, 323-332 (1989).

tAlso, University of Connecticut, Storrs. Now at the Lexington Center, Jackson Heights, NY.

Ili should be kept in mind that these predictions concern the discriminability of small VOT differences
in the region of the original discrimination peak. Few listeners would fail fo discriminate the extreme
tokens of (spal and (sphal, despite the phonological neutralization.

2This noise was excised from a male speaker's production of the word spectacular in a sentence context.
This rather short noise was used for no better reason than that it happened to be readily available in
digitized form when the stimuli were constructed. As will be seen, howe mr, it served its purpose well.

3This variability was apparently not due to effects of test order, which were nonsignificant in a separate
analysis. That analysis also employed an arcsine transformation of the response proportions, which left
the pattern of the results unchanged. Subsequent analyses did not include these two refinements.

41n the abbreviations for the cor.ditions, the number sign (*) stands for a linguistic word boundary, and
the dash (-) following the [s] represents the fact that the (51 noise had syllable-initial phonetic properties.

5The shift in the peak to a longer VOT value relative to Experiment 1 could be due to any of the many
acoustic differences between the synthetic and natural stimuli: presence versus absence of a release
burst, different amplitude envelopes, different vowels, different syllable structure and duration. It is
well known that the VOT category boundary does not "stand still" but is influenced by a variety of
extraneous variables (see Repp & Liberman, 1987).

6A corresponding difference in phoneme boundaries for the same stimuli was obtained in a labeling test
administered to the same subjects. This boundary shift became the subject of a separate investigation
(Repp & Lin, 1989) and *111 not be discussed further here. Suffice it to note that it cannot have been due
to coarticulatory cues to the original following /p/ in the Take the precursor, because this should have
caused a boundary shift in the opposite direction. Repp and Lin (1989) also showed that the difference
in closure duration was not responsible.

7Actually, the noises presented to the subjects had a sloping rather than a flat spectrum. This was
because the speech had been digitized with high-frequency pre-emphasis (of about 6 dB per octave
above 1 kHz), and the digital noise files and the speech had to be (re)converte 1 into sound in the same
stimulus sequence, for which the computer demanded compatible specifications. Thus, even though
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the nonspeech noises in the computer files had a at spectrum, high-frequency de-emphasis was
applied at output. This could have been circumvent td by first re-digitizing the speech without pre-
emphasis, but it was not considered enough of a problem to warrant the effort.

Repp & Lin
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Can Speech Perception be
Influenced by Simultaneous
Presentation of Print?*

Rain Frost,t Bruno H. Repp, and Leonard Katztt

When a spoken word is masked by noise having the same amplitude envelope,
subjects report they hear the word much more clearly if they see its printed
version at the same time. Using signal detection methodology, we investigated
whether this subjective impression reflects a change in perceptual sensitivity or in
bias. In Experiment 1, speech-plus-noise and noise-only trials were accompanied
by matching print, nonmatching (but structurally similar) print, or a neutral
visual stimulus. The results revealed a strong bias effect: T matching visual
inpat apparently made tit, amplitude-modulated masking noise sound more
speechlike, but it did not improve the detectability of the speech. However,
reaction times for correct detections were reliably shorter in the matching
condition, suggesting perhaps subliminal facilitation. The bias and reaction time
effects were much smaller when nonwords were substituted for the words, and they
were absent when white noise was employed as the masking sound. Thus it seems
that subjects automatically detect correspondences between speech amplitude
envelopes and printed stimuli, and they do this more efficiently when the printed
stimuli are real words. This supports the hypothes. , much discussed it the
reading literature, that printed words are immediatety translated into an
internal representation having speechlike characteristics.

In the process of recognizing spoken words the listener must generate from the
acoustic signal an internal representation that can make contact with the entries in the
mental lexicon. A question of great importance for contemporary theories of speech
perception is whether or not the generation of that representation is independent of
lexical processes. One possibility is that the perceptual anal:, 318 of the speech input is
completed before any contact with the mental lexicon occurs. Alternatively, some or allstages of the perceptual analysis may be interactively influenced by lexical processes
that have been set in motion by partial information, prior context, or expectations. (See
Frauenfelder & Tyler, 1987. for a review.)

Researchers concerned with auditory word perception generally take it for granted
that the representations of words in the mer'ql lexicon are phonologic in nature. (A
notable exception is alatt, 1980.) InvestIgat.s of visual word perception, too, often
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assume that phonological representations are accessed, although sometimes they
postulate the existence of a separate visual-orthographic lexicon. While there are
results indicating rapid visual recognition of written words prior to phonological
analysis in certain tasks, there is much ev'denco that reading involves a phonological
lexicon at some stage. (See McCusker, Hillinger. & Bias. 1981, for a review.) Theoretical
parsimony dictates that this lexicon be the same as the one accessed in auditory word
recognition. If so. then the process of speech perception might be penetrable visual
influences (as well as the reverse): If earlier stages of auditory word perception can be
affected by lexical processes. and if those same lexical processes can be activated in
parallel by a visual presentation of print. then perception of words in the auditory
modality could be influenced by words presented in the visual modality.

Evidence for lexical top-down effects within the auditory modality has been obtained
in tasks involving phoneme restoration (Samuel, 1981; Warren, 1970), detection of
mispronunciations (Cole & Jaldmik. 1980). and shadowing (Marslen-Wilson & Welsh,
1978). It is not known. however. whether similar effects on speech perception can be
elicited by visual input. That visual and auditory speech information can interact at a
rather early level in perception has been demonstrated by McGurk and MacDonald
(1976): The visual presentation of articulatory gestures (a speaker' s face) can affect
subjects' perception of speech segments. even whet, the auditory input is unambiguous.
However, because speech gestures are fundamental correlates of phonetic cat2gories,
their effect on speech perception takes place even before phonetic categorization, and
certainly before lexical access (see Summerfield, 1987). The mapping cf print into
speech is far less direct and must be mediated by a lexical phonological level. Can a
simultaneous presentation of printed words nevertheless influence the perception of
speech?

A recent study by Frost and Katz (1989) suggests that it might. These authors
presented printed and spoken words simultaneously and asked subjects to judge
whether the words were the same or different. The experiment included a condition in
which the speech was degraded severely by added signal-correlated noise (a broadband
noise with the same amplitude envelope as the stimulus). Nevehieless, the subjects
found the task fairly easy; the average error rate was only 10%. In a subsequent pilot
study, the same authors presented the subjects simultaneously with both degraded
speech and degraded print. Here. subjects' performance was close to chance. The
subjects' phenomenolcgical description was that they often could not hear any speech
at all in the a iditory input, whereas previously, when clear print matching a degraded
auditory word .. ___ presented simultaneously, they reported no difficulty in identifying
the degraded word. Thus, it seemed as if the presence of the printed word enabled the
subjects to separate the speech from the noise, and hence to perceive it much more
clearly. There is another possibility, however: Subjects' introspections may have
reflected merely an illusion caused by the correspondence between the print and the
amplitude envelope of the masking noise, which was identical with that of the speech.
That is, subjects might have thought they heard speech even if the masking noise alone
had been presented accompanied by "matching" print; however, no such trials were
included.

The following experiments were conducted to determine whether simultaneous
presentation of a printed word can truly facilitate the detection of a speech signal in
noise. A positive answer to this question would provide strong support for the
hypothesis that visual and auditory word perception are ft.nctionally interdependent.
On the other hand, even the finding of a pure "response bias" elicited by the
correspondence between the print and the noise amplitude envelope would be
interesting. as it, too, represents an effect of print on speech perception, though of a
different kind.

Frost et al.
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EXPERIMENT 1

In Experiment 1, subjects were presented with either speech plus noise or with noise
alone, and their task was to detect the presence of the speech signal. In conjunction with
the auditory presentation. the subject., saw on a computer screen a matching word, a
nomnatching word. or a neutral stimulus 00000C). The purpose of the experiment was.
rirst, to confirm our pilot observations that simultaneous presentation of matching
print makes subjects hear speech in the noise and. second, to examine whether that
effect reflects an increase in sensitivity to speech actually present. or a bias to interpret
the masking noise as speech. The signal detection paradigm we used enabled us to
compute independent indices of sensitivity and bias.

It is important to keep in mind that even on noise-only trials there could be a
(partial) match between the visual and auditory stimuli. since each spoken word had its
individual envelope-matched masking noise. Another way of framing the question.
therefore, was to ask whether matching print would enhance the detectability of the
spectralfeatures of speech hidden in the noise, or whether it would have an effect on the
subjects' responses because the auditory amplitude envelope corresponds to that of the
spoken form of the printed word. These two effects are not mutually exclusive and mayoperate simultaneously.

Methods
SuOeds

Thirty-six undergraduate students, all native speakers of English, partici'. _..1 in theexperiment for payment.
Stimulus preparation

The stimuli were generated from 24 regular. disyllabic English words that had a stop
consonant as their initial phoneme. All words were stressed on the first syllable. The
number of phonemes in each word ranged from four to six, and the word frequencieo,according to Kueera and Francis (1967). ranged from 0 to 438. with a median of 60. Thewords were spoken by a female speaker in an acoustically shielded booth and wererecorded on an Otari IV005050 tape recorder. They were then digitized at a 20 kHzsampling rate. From each digitized word, we created a noise stimulus with the sameamplitude envelope by randomly reversing the polarity of individual samples with aprobability of 0.5 (Schroeder, 1968). Such signal-correlated noise retains a certainspeech-like quality, even though its spectrum is flat and it cannot be identified as aparticular utterance unless the choices are very limited (see Van Tasell, Soli. Kirby. &Widin. 1987). he speech-plus-noise stimuli were created by adding the waveform ofeach digitized word to that of its matched noise, applying scaling factors to vary the
speech-to-noise (S/N) ratio while keeping the overall amplitude constant. Six different5111 ratios were used: -9.5 dB. -10.7 dB. -12 dB, -13.2 dB. -14.4 dB. -16.5 dB. All theseratios were well below the identification threshold, according to earlier observations.(A ratio of -7.5 dB was used in the pilot study referred to in the introduction.) Becauseeach word had its own amplitude - matted masking stimulus, any given S/11%1 ratio wasexactly the same for all words, and t. al for different phonetic segments within eachword.

The visual stilt uli were presented on a Mac' 'osh computer screen in bold faceGeneva font. They subtended an average visua. ....Je of approximately 2.5 degrees.Their presentation was triggered by a tone recorded at the onset of the auditorystimulus, on a second audio channel. The onsets of the spoken words were determined

Can Speech Perception be Influenced by Simultaneous PresentatO Eif Print?
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visually on an oscilloscope and were verified auditorily through headphones. The onset
was defined as the release of the initial stop consonant in all cases.
Design

There were three experimental groups of twelve subjects each. Each subject was tested
at two of the six different S/N ratios: relatively high (-9.5 and -10.7 dB), medium (-12
and -13.2 dB), or low (-14.4 and -16.5 dB). At each S/N ratio there were 144 trials. Each of
the 24 noise and 24 speech-plus-noise stimuli was presented in three different visual
conditions: (1) a matching condition (i.e., the same word that was presented auditorily,
and/or that was used to generate the noise, was presented in print), (2) a nonmatching
condition (I.e., a different word having the same number of phonemes and a similar
phonologies,. structure as the word that was presented auditorily, or was used to
generate the rise, was presented in print; e.g. PERSONBASKET), and (3) a neutral
condition in which the visual stimulus was 10000C.

Procedure and apparatus

The subject was seated in front of the Macintosh computer screen and lister
binaurally over Sennheiser headphones. The task consisted of pressing a "yes" key
speech was detected in the noise, and a "no" key if it was not. The dominant hand was
used for the 'yes" responses. Although the task was introduced as purely auditory, the
subjects were requested to attend carefully to the screen as well. They were told in the
instructions that, when a word was presented on the scrcen, it was sometimes similar to
the speech or noise presented auditorily, and sometimes not. However, they were
informed about the equal proportions of "yes" and "no" trials in each of the different
visual conditions.

The tape containing the auditory stimuli was played on a two-channel Crown 800
tape recorder. The verbal stimuli were transmitted to the subject' s headphones through
one channel, and the trigger tones were transmitted through the other channel to an
interface that directly connected to the Macintosh, where they triggered the visual
presentation and the compute? s clock for reaction time measurements.

The experimental session began with 24 practice trials, after which the first 144
trials were presented in -me randomized block. starting with the higher S/N ratio. Then
there was a three-minute break before the second, more difficult block employing the
lower S/N ratio.

Results and Discussion

Response percentages

For each subject we determined the percentages of "yes" and "no" responses to speech-
plus-noise and noise-only stimuli in each of tee three visual conditions. Table 1 shows
the average percentages of "yes" responses (i.e., of hits and false alarms); the
percentages of "no" responses (misses and correct rejections, respectiv-t!) are their
complements. There was an extremely high rate of false alarms in all conditions, due to
the speechlike envelope of the signal-correlated noise. It is evident that hits decreased
and false alarms increased with decreasing S/N ratio, as expected. Most interestingly.
we see that the percentage of correct detections was higher in the matching print
condition than in the other two conditions. This replicates the pilot observations that
led to the present experiment. However, the percentage of false alarms was highest in
the matching condition also. Apart from the issue of statistical reliability, this raises
the question of whether we are dealing here with an increased bias to say "yes" in the
matching condition, regardless of whether spectral features were present or not, or
whether detectability of spectral properties of speech was in fact increased in the

4)' .79
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matching condition. To address this question. we turn to an examination of
independent discriminability (or sensitivity) and bias indices.

TABLE 1. Percentages of hits ar.d false alarms (Exp. 1).

S/N Ratio Hits False alarms

Match Nomatch )00( Match Nomatch )00(

-9.5 dB 96 92 93 a7 19 14
-10.7 dB 97 92 90 41 26 17
-12.0 dB 90 77 77 43 27 21
.13.2 dB 89 80 77 48 29 32
-14.4 dB 74 61 51 56 44 33
-16.5 dB 72 58 45 59 46 34

IAverage 86 77 72 47 32 25

Discriminability and bias indices

Indices of diseriminability and bias were computed following the procedures of Luce
(1963). Lice' s indices were preferred over the standard measures of signal detection
theory, d' and Beta, because they are easier to compute and do not require any
assumptions about the shapes of the underlying signal and noise distributions.
Moreover, earlier comparisons have shown that results couched in terms of signal
detection and Luce indices tend to be very similar (see. e.g., Wood. 1976). The Luce
indices, originally named -1n(Eta) and 111(b), but renamed here for convene -*ice cl and b.
respectively, are:

d = (1 /2)1n(p(yes1S+N)p(nolN) /p(yes I N)p(no I S+N)j

and
b= (1 /2)ln(p(yes I S+N)p(yesIN)/p(no1S+N)p(noIN))

where S+N and N stand for speech-plus-noise and noise alone, respectively. Thedisc iminability index d assumes values in the same general range as the d'of signal
detection theory, with zero representing chance performance. The bias index b assumes
positive values for a tendency to say "yes and negative values for a tendency to say"no."1

The average indices are sho vn in Table 2. Each index was subjected to a three-way
analysis of variance with the factors subject group (actually, S/N ratio between groups),
S/N ratio (within groups), and visual condition. The d indices confirm that subjects'performance deteriorated as the S/N ratio decreased. At a S/N ratio of -16.5 dB,performance was almost at chance level. The main effect of subject group wassignificant, P(2,33) = 24.8, p < 0.001, though the main effect of S/N ratio within subjectgroups was not. The latter finding probably represents a practice effect: The moredifficult S/N ratio always came last in the experimental session and thus received thebenefits of practice. The most important result, however, is that subjects' sensitivitywas not increased in the matching condition. On the contrary, the average d index waslowest in that condition and highest in the neutral condition, though the main effect ofvisual condition was not s jnificant, F(2,66) = 1.53, p = 0.2. These differences among
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visual conditions seemed to be reliable at the two highest S/N ratios only, as suggested
by a significant interaction of visual condition and subject group. P12,66) = 3.21, p =
0.02. We have no explanation for this finding at present. However. our hypothesis that
simultaneous matching print might facilitate the detection of the spectral features of
speech in noise is clearly disconfirmed.

TABLE 2. Discriminability (d) and bias (b) Indices (Exp. 1).

SR4 Ratio d b

Match No match )00( Match Nomatch )00(

-9.5 dB 2.06 2.36 2.68 1.36 0.27 0.36
-10.7 dB 2.05 2.21 2.32 1.51 0.63 0.22
-12.0 dB 1.42 1.38 1,53 1.06 0.10 -0.04
-13.2 dB 1.46 1.55 1.38 1.24 0.21 0.19
-14.4 dB 0.48 0.44 0.40 0.70 0.05 -0.45
-18.5 dB 0.37 0.30 0.23 0.87 0.09 -0.52

Average 1.30 1.37 1.42 1.13 0.22 -0.04

Turning now to the bias indices, we see a striking difference among the visual
conditions: Overall. there was a strong tendency to say "yes" in the matching condition,
but little or no bias in the other two conditions. The main effect of visual condition was
highly significant. P12,66) = 57.1. p < 0.001. In addition. it appears that the overall
frequency of ayes" responses decreased with S/N ratio in all visual conditions. but this
tendency did not reach significance. due to considerable between-subject variability.

The increased frequency of "yes" responses when matching print was present,
without a concomitant increase in signal detectability. was obviously caused by the
speechlike qualities of the masking nclse. In the matching condition, the amplitude
envelope of the noise was appropriate for a spoken version of the printed word. and
therefore it seemed to the subjects that the word was presented auditorily, whether or
not it was in fact hidden in the noise. In retrospect, this c--plains the subjective
impressions of "hearing* words in noise accompanied by print, that led to the present
series of experiments. Our data thus reveal that subjects, even when they are not
explicitly instructed to do so, automatically detect the correspondence between the
amplitude envelope of a nonspeech signal and a sequence of printed letters forming a
word. with the consequent illusion of actually hearing the word. This illusion seems
akin to the phoneme restoration phenomenon. where surrounding speech context leads
subjects to "hear" single phonemes whose acoustic correlates have been replaced by
some suitable masking noise (Samuel, 1981; Warren, 1970). The effect revealed in our
research suggests that all the phonemes in a word may be restored, at least to some
extent, when the speech amplitude envelope carried by noise is accompanied by
matching print. Since there cannot be a direct connection between the printed letters
and the auditory amplitude contour, this might be a top-down effect mediated by a
speechlike internal representation of the printed word. Although a global phonetic
representation could be envisioned that contains envelope information without a more
detailed segmental coding, the striking difference between the matching anc:
nonmatching visual conditions suggests otherwise: The nonmatching printed words
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were in fact fairly similar to the matching ones in syllabic stress pattern and
phonologic structure, so that a detailed knowledge of the segmental structure would
seem to have been necessary to discrimh. tte between them envelopes (see Van Tasell et
al., 1987). We conclude, therefore, that printed words are automatically transformed
into a detailed phonetic representation, which is probably generated from a more
abstract phonological representation stored in the mental lexicon.
Reaction times

Although measures cf discriminability and reaction times are usually highly
correlated. they may reflect different phases of the cognitive processes involved in the
task. While discriminability indices tap into the conscious decision stage. latencies
reflect subjects' confidence in reaching their decisions (see Luce. 1986). Therefore, an
examination of reaction times may reveal additional information about subjects'
processing of the stimuli.

In calculating the average latencies for each subject. outliers beyond two standard
deviations from the mean were eliminated. Outliers accounted for less than two out of
the 24 responses per condition. on the average. The average reaction times are presented
in Table 3. At the higher S/N ratios, there were not enough misses ("no' responses on
S+N trials) for meaningful averages to be calculated. Separate analyses of variance were
conducted on hits, false alarms. and correct rejections.

Looking at the hits first. we see that the average latencies increased as the S/N ratio
decreased across subject groups. F12.33) = 6.73. p = 0.003. But no reliable decrease was
found within subject groups. probably due to the aforementioned practice effect. As to
the effect of visual presentation, we see that the average reaction times were some 100
ms faster in the matching condition than in the other two conditions. This difference
was highly significant. F12.66) = 43.08. p < 0.001. and extremely robust: Every single
subject showed it. even at the lowest S/N ratios.

The false alarm latencies were significantly slower than the hit latencies across all
S/N ratios. as confirmed in a separate comparison. 171.33) = 13.38. p = 0.001. This is
consistent with the common finding of slower reaction times for incorrect than for
correct responses. However, there was no significant difference among the three visual
conditions, nor was there a main effect of S/N ratio.

The correct rejection latencies, too, were slower than the hit latencies. They
decreased with the S/N ratio within subjectgroups. Ff1,33) = 7.78. p = 0.009. presumably
due to practice. The magnitude of that decrease was largest at the lowest S/N ratios,
which caused a subject group by S/N ratio interaction. P12.33) = 3.73. p = 0.03. There was
no difference between the matching and nonmatching onditions. However, reaction
times were faster in the neutral condition. This effect of visual condition was quite
consistent across different S/N ratios and was highly significant. F12.66) = 23.71, p <0.001.

The very reliable speeding up of hit. responses in the matching visual condition could
be explained in terms of the bias to respond 'yes* in that condition. However, the falsealarms did not show the same decrease even though they were subject to the same
response bias (see Table 2). Also. correct 'no* responses might have been expected to
show longer latenciws in the matching condition. Thus. the reaction time patterns offalse alarms and of correct rejections suggest that it was not just the match of print and
noise amplitude envelope that caused faster latencies for hits. Rather, it seems that
spectral speech information had to be present in order for responses to be speeded up bya match. The faster hit latencies in the matching condition then may reflect, after all.
an increase in subjects' sensitivity to the spectral features of the speech signal itself.
even though overt detection was not enhanced. and even though the reaction time effect
persisted at S/N ratios where detectability of the speech approached chance level. Thus.

Can Speech Perception be Influenced by Sinitataneous. Presentation of Print?
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the latencies may tap an earlier level of processing that preceded the conscious decision
about presence or absence of the speech signal. This would explain the absence of a
similar effect for false alarms, because there was never any signal present for these
responses. This interpretation remains speculative, however.

TABLE 3. Reaction Times (Exp. 1).

*YES" Responses

SiN Ratio Hits False alarms

Match Nomatch )C0( Mat& ion.atch )00(

-9.5 dB 667 769 740 920 303 750
-10.7 dB 624 735 724 873 854 775
-12.0 JB 749 843 865 933 1057 1115
-13.2 dB 745 858 834 1015 876 948
-14.4 dB 910 1029 982 1003 1031 1094
-16.5 dB 838 967 951 874 1019 1054

Average 755 867 850 936 940 952

"NC' Responses

Misses Correct rejections

.latch Nomatch )00( Match Nomatch )00(

-9.5 dB 914 902 814
-10.7 dB 884 855 808
-12.0 dB (insufficient data) 974 1024 896
-13.2 dB 1007 989 876
-14.4 dB 1125 1099 1024 1084 1124 987
-1S.5 dB 961 988 904 913 977 909

Average 963 978 882

EXPERIMENT 2

The strong response bias caused by the match of print and noise amplitude envelope
represent .11 influence of print on speech perception, a kind of "word restoration"
illusion. The main purpose of E.Q4...iment 2 was to inves+ a whether this is a lexical
or a pre-lexical influence. The phonetic representation generated from the print may
haw, been derived from a phonological representation following lexical access or,
alternatively, it may have been generated directly from the print via spelling-to-sound
conversion reties. One possible method for distaiguishing between these two
alternatives is to present subjects with nonwords instead of words. Although some
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authors have argued that nonwords are pronounced by referrL, to related lexical
entries for words (c.g.. Glushko. 1979). this route is selfless direct than that available
for real words. Therefore. if Lae word restoration effect is lexical in origin, it should be
reduced or absent for nonwords. If it is prelatical, on the other hand. it should be
obtained for no-words just as for words. Ir addition, we wondered whether the
intriguing and ex..re.r.lely consistent reaction time facilitation for correct detection of
words in the matching condition would be obtained for nonwords as well.

Methods

Subjects

Twelve undergraduate students. all native speakers of English. participated in the
experiment for payment.
Stimulus preparation

The stimuli were generated from 24 disynat ..c English pseudowords formed by
altering one or two letters of real words having the same stress pattern. They had a step
consonant as their initial phoneme, and the number of phonemes ranged from four to
six. The written and spoken forms of all nonwords exhibited a regular spelling-to-
sound correspondence. according to Venezky (1970): that is. each printed nonword had
only one plausible pronunciationthe one spoken. The method for constructing the
auditory and the visual stimuli was identical to that of Experiment 3.

Design

Design. procedure. and apparatus of Experiment 2 were identical to those of
Experiment 1, except that only one group of subjects was used. Each subject was tested at
two S/N ratios: -12 dB and -14.4 dB. in this order.

Results and Discussion

Response percentages

The average percentages of hit ) and false alarm... are presented in Table 4. When
compared to the results obtained for words with the same Si s: ratios (Table 1). it is clear
that subjects' performance was worse with nonwords: The percentage of hits was lower.
and the percentage of false 0.:ann.s was higher. In addItlin, the effect qf me 'ling print
was much smaller in the nonwords: The percentages of correct detections in the.
matching and nonmatching conditions were almost identical. and the false alarm
percentages showed only a small difference. To examine these effects further we
calculated the discriminability and bias indices.

TABLE 4. Percentages of hits and false alarms for nonwords (Exp. 2).

WI Ratio Hits False alarms

Match Moinatch )00( Match Nomatch )00(

-12.0 OD 76 69 64 47 41 30
-14.4 dB 38 69 61 53 47 39

Average 71 69 62 50 44 36
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Discrimhtability and bias indices
The average d and b indices are presented in Table 5. The d indices show that subjects'

performance deteriorated as the S/N ratio decreased. This main effect was significant,
F(1,11) - 9.3, p < 0.01. At the higher S/N ratio, the d values were lower than those
obtained for words in the previous mcperiment, suggesting that detection of nonwords
was more difficult than that of words. At the lower S/N ratio, discriminability was low
for both words and nonwords. Apparently, in the present experiment, subjects did not
show any effect of practice. As with the words in Experiment 1, the different visual
conditions did not affect subjects' sensitivity The main effect of visual condition was
nonsignificant. F(2,22) = 0.09.

TABLE 5. Discrirninability (d) and bias (b) indices (Exp. 2).

S/N Ratio d b

Match Nomatch )00( Match Nomatch )00(

-12.0 dB 0.86 0.73 0.76 0.63 0.24 -0.02
14.4 dB 0.39 0.51 0.56 0.51 0.34 -0.05

Alarms 0.63 0.62 0.68 0.57 0.29 -0.03

Analysis of the bias indices revealed a significant effect of visual condition F(2,I1) =
10.0. p < 0.001. Although the direction of the effect was similar to that obtained for
words, its size was much smaller for the nonwords. Moreover, - rukey post-hoc
analysis revealea that the bias indices in tht catching and nonmatching condition did
not differ significantly. In order to assess directly whether the bias effect in the three
visual conditions interacted with the lexical status c" the stimuli, we conducted a
separate analysis in which the nonwords of Experiment 2, and the words of Experiment
1 (for comparable S/N ratios) were combined. The interaction of word/nonword and
visual condition was significant, F(2,92) = 6.97. p < 0.001. This outcome demonstrates
that the bias effect was indeed different for words and nog swords.

Reaction times

The average reaction times are presented in Table 6. The slow latencies, especially at
the higher S/N ratio, suggest again that detection of nonwords was more difficult than
detection of words. We conducted separate analyses for hits, false alarms, correct
rejections, and misses. The pattern of the hits revealed no effect of visual presentation,
F(2,22) = 0.3, in sharp contrast to the results for words. Thus, for nonwords, matching
print did not facilitate -orrect "yes' responses. Also, neither the effect of S/N ratio nor
the interaction of S/N ratio and visual condition were significant. The significance of
the word-nonvord difference was again assessed in a separate analysis :n which data
from Experiment 1 and 2 were combined. The interaction of word/nonr-ird and visual
condition was indeed significant. P12.4) - 3.27, p = 0.04.

The false alarms analysis revealed no significant effect of visual presentation. The
analysis of correct rejections, however, did show such an effect, F12,11) = 13.8, p < 0.001,
due to faster responses in the neutral condition. This unexplained effect is very similar
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to that found for words. The aver age reaction times for misses were relatively slov-',
without any significant effects.

In summary, in contrast to the results previously obtained for words, the bias to say
"yes* in the matching condition (the 6nonword restoration* effect) was much smaller,
and reaction times for correct detections were not faster when the print matched the
speech signal. These results support the hypothesis that the word restoration illusion is
lexically mediated. Because nonwords are not represented in the mental lexicon, their
covert pronunciation is either generated prelex!cally from the print, or indirectly by
accessing similar words ir. the lexicon. Apparently, either process is too slow or too
tentative to enable subjects to match the resulting internal phonetic representation to a
simultaneous auditory stimulus before that stimulus is fully processed.

TABLE 6. Reaction Time; (Exp. 2).

'YES` Responses

WI Ratio Ms ( aloe alarms

Match Nomatch )00( Match Nomatch )00(

-12.0 dB
-14.4 dB

972
1005

1019
909

1005
1017

1149
1020

1092
1071

1245
1081

Average 988 1009 1011 1084 1082 1163

`NO' Responses

Misses Correct rejections

Match Nomatch )00( Match Nomatch )00(

-12.0 dB
-14.4 da

1269
1120

1265
1070

1053
1055

1129
1048

1116
1091

100
983

Average 1195 1167 1054 1088 1103 993

One unexpected finding was that overall performance was much worse for nonwords
than for words, even though the stimuli were presented at exactly comparable S/N
ratios. Had the task required identification of the stimuli, this difference would not
have been surprising, since superior recognition performance for real words has been
demonstrated in many studies of visual and auditory word perception. However, our
subjects could not identify the masked speech, and in most cares they could hardly say
if any speech was pre4ent at k U. How, then, is the poorer pnfornr.u.ee with nonwords to
be explained?

Can Speech Perception be Influenced by Simultaneous Presentation of Frin: e
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One possibility is that. because words are represented in the lexicon. they are better
detected by the perceptual system. This hypothesis was disconfirmed in a recent study
reporter' in detail elsewhere (Repp & Frost. 1988): When masked words and nonwords
were randomly presented. without simultaneous print. they were detected equally well.
Another possibility is that our subjects adopted different perceptual strategies in
Experiments 1 and 2. The instantaneous presentation of the print occurred at the
beginning of the speech. which unfolded over the next several hundred milliseconds.
Almost certainly, processing of the print was completed ',Afore that of the speech.
Because of this. and also because only words or nonwords were included in each of the
experiments. the subjects always knew in advance whether the auditory stimulus was
going to be a word or a nonword. We suspect that this foreknowledge was responsit' for
the observed differences in performance.

EXPERIMENT 3

The purpose of Experiment 3 was to examine the effects of matching print on
detectability of words and nonwords in white noise. instead of signal correlated noise.
In white noise, the amplitude envelope fluctuates less. and randomly. rather than in a
speechlike fashion. Thelfore. the "word restoration" edect caused by the match of
auditory amplitude envelope and print should disappear completely when white noise
is used. and with it any difference in bias indices.

Even though signal detection theory treats sensitivity and bias as independent
parameters. it is conceivable that. in the absence of 1 strong response bias due to
speechlike noise. any effect of matching print on detectability of speech might emerge
more clearly. particularly since both spectral and amplitude features can now be
utilized by subjects for speech signal detection. Counteracting this possible advantage
of using a white noise masker was the possibility that the separation of speech from
white noise is much easier. and perhaps rest.; on more peripheral processing of the
inoat. This in turn might reduce any potential op-down effects on sublects' sensitivity.
IIevertheless. we wondered whether at least the reaction time difference found for words
in licperiment 1 could be replicated in white noise.

Methods

Subjeds

Twelve psi:. undergraduate subjects participated. All were native speakers of English.
Stimuli

The same words and nonwords as in Experiments 1 and 2 were used. To make the S/N
ratio comparable for all stimuli. an individual white-noise masker was constructed for
each speech stimulus as follows: First. white noise produced by a General Radio 1:90-A
random noise generator was sampled at a rate of 20 kHz and stored in a file. Next, a
segment of exactly the same length as the speech was excerpted from that Me, Then. 5-
ms amplitude ramps were put at the beginning *.nd end of the noise to avoid abrupt
onsets and offsets. Subsequently. the wierage dB levels of the speech and of the white
noise segment were determined. and the white noise (whic.n. as recorded. was from 2 to 7
dB more intense than the speech) was attenuated digitally to exactly the same average
amplitude as t.7..e :speech. The S/N ratios. therefore. were specified relative to the
average. not the peak. speech signal level. To obtain the speech-plus-noise stimuli. the
speech and white noise waveforms were added digitally at a S/N ratio of -28 dB. keeping
the overall aniplitude c.,nstant. This ratio was ..,ased on previous data Repp & .Prost.
1988) and was intended to yield a level of performance around 75 percent correct.
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Design and Procedure

Design. procedure, and apparatus were similar to those of Experiments 1 and 2, except
that each subject was tested in both the word and the nonword conditions Half the
subjects received the word condition first, and half the nonword condition. The
playback level was calibrated for each tape using white noise record d at the beginning
of the tape. The level was set so the calibration noise registered 0.1 V on a voltmeter,
corresponding to 90 dB at the subjects' earphones. The average level of the stimuli was
from 2 to 7 dB lower.

Results and Discussion

The average percentages of hits and false alarms are presented in Table 7. The results
..eveal that matching print did not increase either the hit rate or the false alarm rate for
either words or nonwords.

TABLE 7. Percentages of his and false alarms (Exp. 3).

Stimulus Hits False alarms

Match Nomatch )00( Match Nomatch )00(

/ords
Nonwords

78
78

75
78

69
74

21
22

21
22

21
14

Table 8 presents the d and b indices. The d indices for words and nonwords were very
similar. without any significant effects of the different visual conditions. Overall
performance in the experiment was relatively good, so the above findings do not result
from the inability of subjects to detect the speech in noise.

Table 8 also reveals that, as predicted, the bias effect found in the previous
experiments had disappeared. However, t ere was a significant tendency to give "no"
responses in the neutral condition, for both words and nonwords P12.22) = 4.48, p = 0.02.
Apparently, the absence of a printed word influenced the subjects' decision crite-ton.

TABLE 8. Discrimlnability (d) and bias (b) Indices (Exp. 3).
IMINIIMIMOIIIIII

Stimulus d b

Match Nomatch )00( Match Nomatch )00(

Wordi
Nonw. ds

1.36
1.34

1.30
1.32

1.25
1.83

0.02
-0.01

-0.12
0.05

-0.38
-0.45

The reaction times of hits and correct rejections are shown in Table 9. The numbers
of false alarms and misses per subject were insufficient for statistical analysis. Hitlatencies did not differ aigntftcantly across the different visual conditions, or betweenwords and nonwords, This result is consistent with all of the above findings. RTs for
correct rejections revealed a significant interaction of visual conditions and stimulus

Can Speech Perception be Influenced by Simultaneous Presetaion of Print?
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type P12.22) = 10.4, p < 0.001. However, this interaction is uninterpretable because the
"match* on noise-only trials concerned solely the average amplitude and duration of
the noise. It seems unlikely that such "matches" had any influence on subjects'
responses. The variability in reaction times may just reflect differentia: responses to
the *matching' and 6nonmatching* visual word stimuli.

TABLE 9. Reaction Times (Exp. 3).

"YES' Responses "NO" Responses

Stimuk s Ms Correct rejections

Match Nomatch )00( Match Nomatch )00(

Words 706
Nonwords 720

731
722

717
762

818
909

891
882

804
857

In summary, as we hypothesized, when the masking noise did not in.:luck the
envelope information, the effect of matching print on response bias disappeared.
However, the detection of speech was not enhanced by matching print. Moreover,
matching print did not affect reaction times of correct word detections, perhaps because
the detection of speech in white noise rests on different criteria than detection in
signal-correlated noise.2 Speech detection in white noise may be a superf sial task that
does not require a detailed analysis of the auditory input, and therefore is *. it of reach*
for top-down effects. The absence of an overall p rformance difference between words
and nonwords is also consistent with this interpretation.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

In the present study we used a signal aetection task to investigate whether
simultaneous presentation of matching print can affect the detectability of speech in
noise. In Experiment 1 we found no evidence for an enhancement of subjects'
sensitivity to the spectral features of the speech. However, the reaction time analysis
revealed that subjects' confidence in their decisions was increased by the match, but
only when spectral information was indeed present in the noise. There was also a
strong bias toward "yes* responses, caused by the correspondence of print and not ,e
amplitude envelope. From Experiment 2 we learned that printed nonwords elicit a
much smaller bias effect and shnw no facilitation of reaction times. Finally,
Exper;.4kant 3 demonstrated that there is no influence of print even for words when
white noise is used as the masking sound.

The results of Experiment 1, together with earlier phenomenological observations,
suggest that, when signal- cc-,elated noise is employed, the presentation of -,1!.- _hing
print generates a perceptual illusion: Subjects believe they hear speech, even when no
speech Is present in the noise. That the bias is mediated by the amplitude envelope of
the noise was confirmed in Experiment 3, where the effect was totally absent with white
noise.

The bias effect suggests that the printed words were immediately recoded into an
internal Oonetic form. In order for subjects' responses to be affected by the match
between print and noise amplitude envelope, the information generated from the visual
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and the auditory modalities must have been in the same internal metric. The amplitude
envelope of the auditory stimulus was almost certainly insufficient to generate a
detailed abstract phonologic code that could have been compared to phonologic
information accessed from print. Therefore, it is the print that must have been
converted internally into a phonetic representation. What our findings teach us is that
a phonetic code is generated from printed words automatically, even when the task does
not require it. After all, our subjects were never instructed to match the print to the
auditory stimuli, and were specifically info-med of the equal distribution of speech-
plus-noise and noise-only trials in the different visual conditions. It is unlikely that
amplitude envelopes are stored as such in the lexicon, since they are contingent on
phonetic structure. Their availability from print implies that a segmental phonetic
representation is generated. Thus, our results provide further confirmation for the
notion of obligatory and fast phonetic coding in reading, suggested by a large literature
on visual word perception but sometimes challenged by those who find evidence for
rapid lexical access based on orthography alone. We suspect that phonetic coding takes
place regardless of what information gets to the lexicon first.

How was it possible for matching print to influence ruction times only for correct
detections. without an apparent increase in sensitivity to spectral speech features? A
possible explanation of this pattern of results L that matching print had a
confirmatory effect at a processing stage following the extra *ion of partial spectral
features from the noise. Thus. the subjects' confidence ;ri correct detections was
increased in the matching condition without any actual increase in the amount of
spectral information extracted.

The strong Dias effect and the fac..il! .ation of reaction time were not obtained for
nonwords. Therefore the influence 4 'Z' printed words on speech processing appears to be
lexically mediated. That Is, the int..nal phonetic representation is probably generated
from a more abstract phonological code stored in the lexicon. rather than by applying
spelling-to-sound conversion rule J. Nonwords are clearly at a disadvantage in such
process.3 Whether this disadvantage consists merely of a longer processing time could
be tested by presenting the visual information somewhat in advance of the onset of the
auditory stimulus. so that there is sufficient time to recast nonwords into an internal
phonetic code. Tha observed difference between words and nonwords might then
disappear. At this time. we can only conclude that the covert naming of printed
nonwords is not as efficient as that of words, which certainly agrees with previous
results obtained in overt naming tasks.

No bias or facilitation of reaction time were obtained for words or nonwords in white
noise. Whereas the signal-correlated noise masker forced subjects to extract speech-
specific spectral information. essentially phonetic features, the white noise masker
permitted use of simple auditory strategies: Any deviation from the random noise
background. whether speechlike or not, could be used in the decision process. Given the
very low Sill ratios used, the information on which the subjects' decisions were based
probably was not speechlike enough to interact wit phonetic top-down information.

In conclusion. lie find support in our results for an interactive view of the process sof visual and auditory word perception. even though the early auditory processes ofspectral feature extraction appear to be impermeable to top-down Influences. Theinteraction of the visual and auditory word processing systems (in the direction we
investigated. viz., from visual to auditory) seems to take place because of a rapid
recoding of printed words into Internal speech comparable in all respects to the output
of the auditory phonetic module.

Can Speech Perception be Influenced by Simultaneous Presentation of F int?2i '
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APPENDIX

Words and nonwords used in the Experiments.

PUBLIC TEAMON

BODY DEEMY

CLOSET KETTER

BABY BAXI

DOLLAR DALIK

PICTURE PIRTON

PAPER PAM ET

TEMPLE TRISIN

PERSON TILBER

PARENT BEALTY

CARGO PINOW

TABLE TARNET

CANYON TONKOR

CORNER DORIT

TOTAL PROSOR

CANVAS BOOMER

DANGER QUEMPLE

KITCHEN BOTCHEN

PUPIL PUNIL

DIMPLE TUNY

PANIC PAGER

PRISON PROSOR

GARDEN GASNET

PENCA, CALVAS
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1Civen a maximum of 24 responses per subject and condition, values of 0.5 and 23.5 were substituted for
response frequencies of 0 and 24, respectively, so as to obtain finite d and b indices.

2Note alio that the S/N ratio for white noise was much lower than that for signal-correlated noise at a
similar performance level. The ratios are not exactly comparable, however, because they have a
different reference. S/N ratios would have been more similar if the white noise had been specified with
reference to peak, rather than average, speech signal levels. (See Horii, House, & Hughes, 1971.)

The claim that the generation of phonetic structure from print, is faster postlexically then prelexically
does not imply that fast lexical access for words is achieved by a "visual mute." Access to the lexicon
may be achieved when sufficient phonologic information for determining a specific lexical entry has
accumulated prelexically. However, such information may not be sufficient for the generation of a
detailed phonetic structure.
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Detectability of Words and
Ncnwords in Two Kinds of
Noise*

Bruno H. Repp and Ram Frostt

Recent models of speech perception emphasize the possibility of interactions
among different processing levels. There is evidence that the lexical status of an
utterance (i.e., whether it is a meaningful word or not) may influence earlier
stages of perceptual analysis. To test how far down such "top-down" influences
might penetrate, we investigated whether there is a difference in detectability of
words and nonwords masked by amplitude-modulated or unmodulated broadband
noise. The results were negative, suggesting either that the stages of perceptual
analysis engaged in the detection task are impermeable to lexical top-down
effects, or that the lexical level was not sufficiently activated to have any
facilltive effect on perception.

INTRODUCTION

In experimental psychology it is now common to conceptualize percer.tual andcognitive processes in terms of parallel interactive networks. These models have alsobeen applied to speech perception (e.g., Elman & McClelland, 1986: Samuel, 1986). Theirarchitecturea hierarchically layered system of interconnected informational unitscapable of being activated in varying degreespermits rapid and parallel interchange ofinformation between lower and higher levels in the hierarchy. Thr:e models thusassume that lower levels of perceptual analysis are not independent of higher levels:The input activates low-level units, which activate connected higher-level units, whichin turn boost the activation of all lower-level units they are connected to, and so onuntil the system reaches some state of equilibrium.
An unconstrained version of such a model pre 'icts interactions among all processinglevels in the system. The task of experimental psychologists thus is to determinewhether specific kinds of interactions do occur, and if they do not, to introduceconstraints into the model. Thus, for example, there is evidence that influences ofsemantic do not penetrate to earlier levels of analysis in speech perception

(Conine & Clifton, 1987, Samuel, 1981). On the other hand, studies of phenomena such
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as phoneme restoration (Samuel. 1981) and the category boundary shift along word-
nonword continua (Connine & Clifton. 1987) have suggested that the lexical status of an
utterance (i.e.. whether it is a meaningful word or not) may affect the extraction of
phoneme information from an impoverished or ambiguous stimulus. It is not known,
however, whether even earlier levels of perceptual analysis. such as the extraction of
phonetic features from speech, can be affected by lexical status. In this study. therefore.
we asked whether lexical status can affect the detectability of speech in noise.1

We were alerted to this possibility by our findings in a recent study (Frost et al.. 1988).
in which subjects were required to detect the presence of speech signals in amplitude-
modulated (AM) noise whip watching printed stimuli on a computer screen. In one
experiment, we used disyllabic words: in another. disyllabic nonwords (i.e..
pronounceable pseudowords) similar in structure. Subjects' detection performance was
much worse with the nonwords. at exactly comparable speech-to-noise (S/N) ratios.
Although this result could have been caused by the accompanying visual stimuli. it
could also reflect a genuine difference in the auditory detectability of words and
nonwords. Such a difference. if confirmed. would provide the strongest possible
evidence for lexical "top-down" effects on speech perception. because a detection task
taps into the earliest levels of perceptual processing. On the other hand, a
demonstration that these early levels are immune to lexical influences would place a
further constraint on interactive models of speech perception. and thereby would help
reveal the interna. architecture of the speech perception system.

The level of perceptual analysis employed in a speech detection task may depend on
the kind cf masking noise employed. In our earlier study. the masking noise always
had the same amplitude envelope is the speech to be detected (cf. Horii et al.. 1971).
Subjects thus had to detect spectral evidence of speech against a background of
appropriate speech envelope features (I. Van Tasell et al., 1987). The spectral features
in combination with the envelope features may have provided sufficient information
for activation of A narrow range of lexical candidates. not enough for accurate
identification (according to informal observations) but perhaps enough to generate a
facilitative top-down flow to earlier perceptual stages. In unmodulated (UM) white
noise. on the other hand. any kind of auditory evidence can be used for detection of
speech. so that very little information enters the perceptual system from near-
threshold stimuli. Nevertheless, we wondered whether effects of lexical status might be
obtained even under those circumstances.

In the present experiment. then, we compared the detectability of structurally similar
words and nonwords. presented randomly intermixed to the same subjects in either AM
or UM noise. Apart from the issue of lexical effects. the comparison of speech
detectability in AM and UM white noise was of some methodological interest (see Horn
et al., 1971). In particular, we wondered whether the slope of the detectability function
(percent correct detection as a function of S/N ratio in dB) would be shallower in AM
than in UM noise (in view of the seemingly greater difficulty of detection in AM noise)
or the reverse (in view of the matched amplitude envelopes of speech signal and AM
noise, which may enable the speech signal to emerge suddenly as the S/N ratio is
increased).

Methods

Subject

Twelve paid undergraduate subjects participated. All were native speakers of English
and reported having normal hearing.
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Stimuli
We used the same words and nonwords as Frost et al. (1988). Each set comprised 24

disyllabic stimuli beginning with a stop consonant, each containing from four to six
phonemes and being stressed on the first syllable. The word frequencies ranged from 0
to 438, with a median of 60, according to Kueera and Francis (1967). The nom. ords were
generated from a different set of disyllabic words by changing one or two phonemes.
without violating the phonotactic rules of English. All stimuli were spoken by a young
woman in a sound-insulated booth and were recorded using high-quality equipment.
The utterances were digitized at a 20 kHz sampling rate, low-pass filtered at 9.6 kHz,
and stored in separate computer files.

An AM noise masker was generated for each individual utterance by a computer
program that reversed the polarity of sampling points with a probability of 0.5 (see
Schroeder, 1968). Each masking noise thus had exactly the same amplitude envelope
and overall level as its speech mate, but it had no spectral structure.2 A UM masking
noise was obtained for each individual stimulus by excerpting a segment of exactly the
same duration from a longer file of white noise (sampled from a General Radio 1390-A
random noise generator), applying 5-ms amplitude ramps to avoid abrupt onsets and
oftset.s. and attenuating the noise until its average level ma`ched that of the speech.

Speech-plus-noise stimuli were obtained by digitally adding the waveforms of a
speech stimulus and each of its two matched noise maskers. Each masking noise thusbegan and ended with the speech. In the waveform-adding procedure, weights wereapplied to both digitized files to vary the S/N ratio while keeping the overall level of theadded stimulus constant. Thus, the level of the speech decreased as that of the noise
increased. Five S/N ratios, spaced 2 dB apart, were chosen on the basis of pilot data foreach noise condition. They ranged from -18 to -10 dB for the modulated noise, and from-32 to -24 dB for the UM noise.3 Since these ratios were all negative, changes in S/Nratio entailed primarily changes in tae absolute level of the speech signal, and oilynegligible changes in noise level.

Each of the two stimulus sets, words and nonwords, was divided randomly into twosets of 12, v, inch were then combined to form two parallel stimulus sets. each
contair."4 12 words and 12 nonwords. Each of these two sets was presented in each ofthe two noise conditions. The corresponding four stimulus sequences were recorded onaudio tapes. Each of the tapes began with 36 familiarization trials, which were followedby 5 blocks of 24 experimental Ws's. The familiarization trials used a singe word(powder), which was not contained in the experimental set. Signal-plus-noise andnoise-only trials were presented in strictly alternating fashion, and no responses wererequired. Six groups of six familiarization trials represented S/N ratios of increasingdifficulty, the first one being very easy, and subsequent ones being those use-' in theexperimental trials. Each of the following experimental blocks contained one instanceof each stimulus, at a fixed S/N ratio. Successive experimentalblocks repeated the samestimuli in a different random order and simultaneously increased the S/N ratio by 2dB. The task thus started with the most difficult condition and became progressivelyeasier. The reason for this was to reduce practice effects, since the stimuli were the samein each block; however, there was only a slim chance of actually identifying any wordor nonword at even the most favorable S/N ratio.

Procedure

Each subject listened to one AM noise tape and one UM noise tape containingdifferent speech stir-uli. Half the subjects listened to one pair of tapes and half to theother. Half the sut As received one noise condition first, and half the other. Allsubjects 1Ltened biradurally in a quiet room over TDH-39 earphones. The instructionsemphasized that detection, not identification of the speech was required, and that it
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was a good idea to guess and use *yes* and one responses about equally often. The
playback ',wel was calibrated on a vol meter using white noise recorded at the
beginning of the tape. The average levels of individual stimuli at the subjects'
earphones ranged from 83 to 88 dB SPL.

Results

The results are shown in Figure 1. Performance (percent correct detections) increased
steadily as S/N ratio increased, from near chance to between 85 and 90 percent correct
in each noise condition. There was no difference between words and nonwords in either
AM or UM noise. The slopes of the detectability functions were also s' ..filar in the two
noise conditions.

8
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I- 2 -.. NONWORDS
0
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Figure 1. Percent correct detections as a function of S/N ratio for words and nonwords in two noise
conditions.
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Because the speechlike features of the AM noise may have caused a response bias to
say "yes," the results were also analyzed in terms of separate indices of
discriminability (sensitivity) and bias, following the procedures of Luce (1963). The two
indices, referred to here as d and b, are defined as

d (1/2)hlp(yes I S+N)p(no I N)/p(yes I N)p(no I S+N))
and

b (1 /2)ln(p(yes I S+N)p(yes I N)/p(no I S+N)p(no I Nil

where S+N and N stand for speech-plus-noise and noise alone, respectively. The
discriminability index d assumes values in the same general range as the d' of signal
detection theory, with zero representing chance performance. The bias. index &b
assumes positive values for a tendency to say 'yes" and negative values for a tendency tosay 4no.4

The indices, averaged over subjects, are shown in Table I. The d indices confirm that
performance was similar for words and nonwords, in both noise conditions. In arepeated - measures analysis of variance on these indices (with the factors noise type,
S/N ratio, and lexicki status), no effect except the obvious one of S/N ratio evenremotely approached significance.

Table 1: DIscrIminability and bias indices as a function of lexical status, noise typo,
and S/N ratio.

SIN ratio (dB)

Mirth, UM noise

-18 -16 -14 -12 -10 -32 -30 -28 -26 -24

Discriminablay
Words ' 26 0.33 0.56 1.46 2.01 0.12 0.28 0.71 1.43 2.05Nonwords -0. )3 0.38 0.76 1.41 1.96 0.19 0.18 0.78 1.49 2.40

&as
Words -0.40 -0.03 -0:08 -0.15 0.30 -0.52 -0.31 -0.14 -O.. -0.11
Nonwords -0.38 0.09 -0.03 0.34 0.20 -0.27 -0.04 -0.27 0.1e -0.04

The b indices show that subjects had a tendency to say 'ince. at the lowest S/N ratio,but as soon as performance rose above chance, there was no clear response bias ineither direction. There were no differences in bias between words and nonwords orbetween noise types. This was confirmed in a-i analysis of variance on the b indices,which revealed only a significant effect of S/N ratio, F(4.44) = 5.95, p = 0.006.

DISCUSSION

Our results show that structurally -,1211ur word3 and nonwords are equallydetectable in noise, even when the noise provicivls a background of appropriate speechenvelope features. Thus it appears that lexica: Lifluenees did not penetrate to the levelsof perceptual analysis required for the detect'an teak. The difference between word and

=1,
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nonword detectability in AM noise found in our previous study (Frost et al., 1988) must
have had a different origin. probably related to the simultaneous visual presentation of
words or nonwords. We conclude tentatively that the earliest stages of speech analysis
are not permeable to lexical top-down effects, and that this needs to be taken into
account in interactive models of speech perception.

Our conclusion is tentative because there are two other possible reasons for our
negative results. First, stimulus information may have been too limited to lead to
lexical activation that was sufficiently constrained to have a facilitative top -drvn
effect. This was especially true in the UM noise condition. although in the AM noise
condition. because of the combination of spectral and envelope features, there was a
good chance of more focused lexical activation, especially at the higher S/N ratios.
Even so. there was considerable uncertainty about the possible lexical choices, which
contrasts with other tasks in which lexical top-down effects have been observed
(Conine & Clifton. 1987; Samuel, 1981).

The other possible reason for our negative findings is that subjects in the detection
task may have employed a purely auditory strategy. Even in AM noise. detection of the
voice fundamental, for example, may have been sufficient. The subjects were not forced
to detect phonetic features or phonemes as such. It is, of course. a matter of theoretical
viewpoint whether or not early auditory analysis is considered to be part of the speech
perception system. If the lowest level units are assumed to be phonetic features (as in the
TRACE model of McClelland & Elman. 1986). then it may be argued that lexical top-
down effects do not occur in a detection task because the speech perception system is
not engaged.

In addition to the main finding of no difference between words and nonwords, our
results reveal that the detectability functions in AM and UM noise are rather similar,
despite the apparent difference in S/N ratios and the different task demands. Horii et
al. (1971) examined the intelligibility rarticul.s.tionl functions for consonants and
vowels embedded in a constant phonetic context. and also found similar functions in
AM and (continuous) UM noise. It is interesting to note that. in their study, the
recognition thresholds (70 percent correct) for both segment types were at a S/N ratio of
approximately -13 dB in bot . types of noise. after adjusting the S/N ratios for UM noise
by taking into account the different absolute levels of consonants and vowels. In the
present study. the detection threshold for words and nonwords in AM noise was at
about -11 dB. Even though the two studies are not directly comparable because of
differences In materials and other factors. the comparison nevertheless suggests that
there is only a small gap between the detection and recognition thresholds in AM noise.
Since envelope features derived from the masking noise reduce the number of possible
segmental alternatives (Van Tasell et al.. 1987). any spectral features detected may be
sufficient for homing in on the correct segment. In UM noise, on the other hand, there is
a clear discrepancy between the detection and recognition thresholds, as was
demonstrated long ago by Hawkins and Stevens (1950).
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FOOTNOTES

'A shorter version has appeared in the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 84, 1929 -1932 (1988).
Now at the Department of Psychology, Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel.
1It is well known that familiar words are identified better than unfamiliar words in noise (e.g., Howes,1957).Although this "word frequency effect" may reflect an influence of lexical representations on earlyperceptual processes, an interpretation in terms response bias has generally been consideredsufficient (see, e.g., Broadbent, 1971).

2After the random sample-reversal procedure, the noise had a flat spectrum, like white noise. However,because it had to be converted into sound at the same time as the speech, which had been input withhigh-frequency pre-emphasis, the noise underwent high-frequency de-emphasis at the output stage.Thus the AM noise, in contrast to the UM noise, actually had a sloping spectrum (about 6 dB per octaveabove 1000 Hz, and less belowl.

3The S/N ratios for the two types of noise were not directly comparable because the former were exact(i.e., they remained constant with changes in speech level within a stimulus), while the latter related tothe average speech level only (i.e., they varied with local changes in speech level). They would havebeen more similar, had the UM S/N ratios been specified with respect to the peak level of the speech.(See Horii et a1.,1971, for discussion of these issues.)
4CIven a total of 12 responses per subject and condition, values of 0.5 and 11.5 were tn-ostituted forresponse frequencies of 0 and 12, respectively, so as to obtain finite d and b indices. See Wood (1976)for an earlier application, of these indices in a speech perception task.
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Discovering Phonetic Coherence
in Acoustic Patterns*

Catherine '1'. Best,t Michael Studdert-Kennedy,tt Sharon
Manuel,ttt and Judith Rubin-Spitztttt

Despite spectral and temporal discontinuities in the speech signal, listeners
normally report coherent phonetic patterns corresponding to the phonemes of a
language that they know. What is the basis for the internal coherence of phonetic
segments? On one account, listeners achieve coherence by extracting and
integrating discrete cues; on another, coherence arises automatically from general
principles of auditory form perception; on a third, listeners perceive speech
patterns as coherent because they are the acoustic consequences of coordinated
articulatory gestures in a familiar language. We tested these accounts in three
experiments by training listeners to hear a continuum of three-tone, modulated
sine wave patterns, modeled after a minimal pair contrast between three-formant
synthetic ...leech syllables, either as distorted speech signals carrying a phonetic
contrast (Speech listeners), or as distorted musical chords carrying a nonspeech
auditory contrast (Music listeners). While the Music listeners could neither
integrate the sine wave patterns nor perceive their auditory coherence to arrive at
consistent, categorical percepts, the Speech listeners judged them as speech almost
as reliably as the synthetic syllables on which they were modeled. The outcome
is consistent with the hypothesis that listeners perceive the phonetic coherenceof a speech signal by recognizing acoustic patterns that reflect the coordinated
articulatory gestures from which they arose.

INTRODUCTION

To master their native language, children must learn not only to listen, but to speak.In the speech signal. they must discover information that not only distinguishes amongthe words they hear, but also specifies how the words are to be spoken. This dualfunction of the speech signal has been largely disregarded in research en speechperception. Researchers have generally accepted the linguist's description of speech as asequence of syllables or phonemes, compounded from *bundles of features." and havethen looked in the signal for the -information-bearing elements" or *cues" thatcorrespond to the linguist's abstract descriptors, without considering whether or howthese cues might specify the articulatory gestures that give rise to them. The strategyhas been successful to the extent that we now have detailed lists of cuespitch contours.
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formant patterns, silent gaps, patches of band-limited noise, and so onthat may be
mimicked by terminal analog synthesis to render intelligible speech.

Such synthesis typically proceeds, however, without appeal to general principles of
either auditory or articulatory organization, or of their interrelationship. Even if an
experimenter follows certain "rules for synthesis,' the rules are rarely more than a
summary of previous experimenters' prescriptions for copying spectrograms within the
constraints of a particular synthesizing device (but see Mattingly, 1981). The criterion
for a successful copy is simply a listener's judgment as to whether or not the
synthesized pattern renders an acceptable phonetic form (Le., an acceptable acoustic-
articulatory pattern of sound) in the language under study.

What is the basis for listeners' phor etic percepts? What do they listen for in the
signal? From the facts of speech synthesis, we might suppose that they listen for
discrete acoustic cues. However, the notion of cue extraction poses a logical puzzle of
definition, as noted by Bailey and Summerfield (1980). To establish that a particular
piece of acoustic `stuff' deserves the status ofa cue, researchers commonly use speech
synthesis to set all other portions of the array at values that will ensure perceptual
ambiguity. They then manipulate the potential cue, so that particular settings resolve
the ambiguity. However, when the ambiguity is resolvedthat is, when listeners
consistently identify the pattern as an instance of a particular phonetic category
which is the cue? Is it the element that was manipulated or is it the context? The context
without the cue is ambiguous, and the cue without its context is typically heard as
nonspeech (e.g., Mattingly, Liberman. Syrdal, & Halwes, 1971). We have no grounds for
preferring one to the other as an effective or necessary component of the pattern.

If neither cue nor context (itself composed of an indefinite number of other cues) can
independently and unambiguously specify the speech sounds we hear, the functional
unit of speech perception must be the entire acoustic pattern that the acoustic cues
compose. What is this pattern; and why do the diverse "cues" that compose it cohere
perceptually?1

According to one account listeners extract discrete cues, but Judge them only in
relation to each other, so that the phonetic segment is a result of their perceptual
integration (e.g., Cutting, 1976; Jusczyk. Smith, & Murphy, 1981; Pastore, 1981;
Schouten. 1980). The reason why isolated cues are often heard as nonspeech is that
perceptual categorization depends on the relations among cues, and these relations are
destroyed when a cue is removed from context. A variant. of this view treats the
supposed cues as independent "features" to which listeners assign weights on the basis
of their representation in the signal. Listeners then sum or multiply the weights and
compare the integrated outcome with a stored -prototype to arrive at a probabilistic
estimate of the percept (Oden & Massaro, 1978). We will refer to the mechanism
proposed by these accounts as cue integration.

According to another account, cues have no functional role in determining the sound
pattern of speech. Rather, the pattern coheres according to Gestalt principles analogous
to those in visual form perception, such as proximity, similarity, good continuation
and closure (Bregman. 1981). Thus, the melodic coherence of vowel sequences, essential
to prosody, may be maintained across consonantal constrictions by the smooth
contour of their fundamental frequencies (Bregman, 1981). The harmonics of a vowel
forniant may cohere by virtue of temporal proximity, that is, of their simultaneous
onsets and offsets (Darwin. 1984). Temporal proximity may also account for coherence
of the spectrally diverse cues to voicing in consonant-vowel (CV) syllables, discussed
below. Good continuation and spectral similaritymay be at work in a CV syllable when
a stop consonant release burst effectively conveys information about place of
articulation only if it is spectrally continuous with the following formant transition

i02
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(Dorman, Studdert- Kennedy, & Raphael, 1977). Finally. formant transitions mayperform not only segmental functions, but also syllabic functions, by eliminating fromthe signal abrupt discontinuities that might excite an unwanted increase in neuralfiring (Delgutte, 1982). The transitions would thus assure syllabic coherence and,incidentally. correct perception of the temporal order of syllabic components in rapidspeech (Cole & Scott, 1974; Dorman, Cutting & Raphael, 1975). If this account is correct,phonetic forms emerge from the signal by virtue of their 2uditory coherence. Noticethat this account, unlike that based on cues, has nothing to say about the units oflinguistic information that the speech signal conveys. Principles of auditory coherenceare presumed to apply not only to phonetic segments, but to every other unit of
linguistic analysis, from the feature to the prosodic contour.

A final account invokes a principle that we will zall phonetic coherence. The basisfor perceptual coherence, according to this account, is said to be the coordinated patternof articulatory gestures that produced the signal. The principle is implicit in the well-known explanation offered over 20 years ago by Abramson and Lisker (1965) for thespectral and temporal diversity of covarying cues to voicing distinctions in manylanguages: release burst intensity, degree of aspiration and first formant (F1) onset
frequency. They proposed that all these cue!, arise from the relative timing of laryngealand supralaryngeal gestures in stop-vowel syllables:

"Laryngeal vibration provides the periodic or quasi-ptriodic carrier thatwe call voicing. Voicing yields harmonic excitation of a low frequencyband during closure, and of the full formant pattern after release of thestop. Should the onset of voicing be delayed until some time after therelease, however, there will be an interval between release and voicing
onset when the relatively unimpeded air rushing through the glottis willprovide th : turbulent excitation of a voiceless carrier, commonly calledaspiration. This aspiration is accompanied by considerable attenuationof the first formant, an effect presumably to be ascribed to the presence ofthe tracheal tube below the open glottis. Finally, the inte:.1sIty of theburst, Ulu.- is, the transient shock excitation of the oral cavity uponrelease of the stop, may vary depending on the pressures developedbehind the stop closure where such pressures will in turn be affected bythe phasing of laryngeal closure. Thus it seems reasonable to us tosuppose that all these acoustic features (cues), despite their physicaldissimilarities, can be ascribed ultimately to actions of the laryngealmechanisms." (Abramson & Lisker, 1965, pp. 1-2).

Variations in voice onset time underlie voicing distinctions in many, if not all.languages. and this elegant account of the articulatory origin of the diverse cues tovoicing has been widely accepted. What is important here, however, is the generalprinciple that the model proposes: the speech signal coheres not because of (perhapseven in spite of) its auditory properties, but because coordinated patterns of gesture (i.e.,of phonetically functional articulatory actions, such as lip closure. velum lowering,tongue raising, etc.). give rise to coordinated patterns of spectral and temporal change.By adopting the articulatory gesture, and its acoustic correlates, as its linguisticprimitive, this account proposes an objectively observable unit common to bothproduction and perception. Gestures thus form both the patterns of information thatlisteners listen for in synthetic speech, and the patterns that children must discover innatural speech if they are to learn how to talk. Thus, the phonetic coherence account isthe only account discussed here to offer a direct, concrete basis for the perception-production link, and hence, for imitation. This gestural account is compatible with any
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level of abstract linguistic unit from the phoneme (Fowler & Smith, 1986; Studdert-
Kennedy, 1987) to the word (Brownian & Goldstein. 1986).

To summarize, each of these accounts offers a view, implicit or explicit. of (1) the
information (i.e., the linguistic structure) that a speaker encodes in the signal, and (2)
the mechanism by which a listener recovers that structure. Both the simple cue
extraction and the cue integration accounts propose that the information is a
collection, or sequence, of abstract linguistic elementsfeatures, phonemes. or perhaps
syllablesand that the recovery mechanism entails the simple extraction. or the
extraction and integration. of discrete 'cues" to those elements. The auditory coherence
account. the least linguistically oriented, is neutral on the nature of the linguistic
information. but proposes that listeners perceive the sound patterns of speech
(whatever they may be) according to general principles of auditory form perception.
Finally. the phonetic coherence account proposes that the linguistic structure of the
signal is articulatory, a pattern of gestures, and that listeners recover this structure
because it is implicit in the acoustic signal to which it gives rise. Whether the
articulatory gestures are grouped and segregated so as to specify abstract units at an
intermediate phonological level (phonemes. syllables) or only at the level of lexical
items (morphemes. words) is a separate issue. not considered here.

The following three experiments were designed to test these accounts of speech
perception. First. they bring further experimental evidence to bear on the arguments
presented above concerning the role of cues in speech perception: They ask whether
listeners can better learn to identify, and discriminate between. contrasting acoustic
patterns by focusing attention on a discrete acoustic cue. or by focusing on the entire
acoustic pattern of which the cue is a part. Second, if attention to the entire pattern
yields superior performance. the experiments are so designed that we can ask further
whether the contrasting patterns emerge according to principles of cue integration or
auditory form perception, or from listeners' directing attention to their potential
phonetic coherence.

We compared the perceptual effects of an attentional focus on a phonetic contrast, In
vs. /1/. with the effects of attention to a discrete acoustic cue signaling that contrast,
both in and out of context. Our stimulus materials were a continuum of sine wave
speech syllables. Sine wave speech can be heard either as distorted. though
recognizable, speech, or as sounds unrelated to speech (e.g., distorted musical chords or
bird-like chirps) (Best, Morrongtello. & Robson, 1981; Remez. Rubin. Piaoni, & Carrell.
1980). This dissociation allowed us to compare perceptual responbes to the same signal
under nonspeech (auditory) and speech (phonetic) modes of attention.

EXPERIMEN T 1

The first experiment investigated which of the views outlined above best accounts for
the discrete perceptual categories in a minimal pair speech contrast: simple cue
extraction, cue integration. auditory coherence or phonetic coherence.

To test these possibilities. we developed a sine wave syllable continuum based on the
time-varying formant frequencies characteristic of American English /ra/ vs. /la/. The
members of this continuum differed only in the direction and rate of the third formant
(F3) transition. which varied systematically in approximately equal steps. Two
additional series were developed for control comparisons: synthetic full-formant
versions of the syllable continuum and frequency-modulated single tones
corresponding to the F3 elements of the sine wave syllable series. Listeners participated
in one of two conditions: speech bias or music bias. Pre-test instructions and perceptual
training tasks were designed to focus the speech listeners' attention on hearing the sine
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wave syllables as distorted versions of /ra/ and /1a/, the music listeners' attention onhearing them as carrying a binary contrast (steady vs. rising) on the transition of theF3 tone, the highest tone in a distorted three-tone musical chord.
If the speech categories depend on extraction of a single cue (F3 transition), bothgroups of listeners should perform identically in categorizing both the sine wavecontinuum and the full-formant continuum: the 50 crossover points on theiridentification functions (i.e.. their category boundaries) and the slopes of thesefunctions should be the same. Moreover, both groups should categorize the isolatedsingle tones (F3) exactly as they categorize the sine wave and full-formant syllables.
If the speech categories depend on the extraction and integration ofacoustic cues. wewould expect that music listeners, trained to attend to the sine wave F3 transition.should be able to e.ctract and integrate that transition no less consistently than speechlisteners. They may assign a different weight to the transition in the overall structure.and thus discover a somewhat different perceptual organization with a different

category boundary from that of the speech listeners, but the consistency (i.e.. the slope)of the sine wave categorization functions should be roughly the same for the two groups.
Similarly, if the speech categories reflect the operation of general Gestalt principlesof auditory form perception, music listeners should be able to discover at least someconsistent pattern (either the same as or different from that of the speech listeners) inthe sine wave stimuli. Thus, on the auditory coherence account, we would again expectthe slopes, if not the category boundaries, to be essentially the same for both groups.
Finally, if the speech categories depend on phonetic coherence. the two groups shoulddiffer in their judgments of the sine wave syllables. The speech listeners shouldrecognize the phonetic coherence ofthe sine wave syllables and should categorize themas they categorize the full-forma/it versions, with perhaps aomewhat shallower slopes(i.e.. greater response variability) for the sine waves, due to the phoneticallyimpoverished and unfamiliar patterns of the sine wave "dialect." By contrast, theMusic listeners (unable to suppress the perceptual influence of the lower tones, orperhaps to reject the automatically given auditory coherence of the sine wave patterns)should have difficulty in separating the F3 tone perceptually from its chordlike frame,and therefore in categorizing the sine wave syllables on the basis of the F3 binarycontrast. Their difficulties should be evident in flat sine wave syllable slopes, or at leastin significantly shallower slepes for these patterns than the speech listeners show.Thus, the main test of the competing hypotheses lies in the effects of instructioncondition on the slopes of the sine wave; syllable functions.

Method
Subjects

Twenty-four subjects were tested in a between-groups design, with 12 subjects each inthe speech bias group (3 males. 9 females) and in the music bias group (7 males. 5females) (Experiment la). In addition, 5 of the music subjects returned for a secondsession under speech bias conditions, permitting a partial within-group test(Experiment lb). It was not possible to conduct a full within-group study. with conditionorders counterbalanced, since our own and other researchers' experience with sinewave speech indicates that once subjects have perceived the stimuli as speech, it isextremely uncommon for them to be able to revert to hearing them again as norAspeech.
All subjects were young adults with normal hearing, and with negative personal andfamily history of language and speech disorders. Each was paid $4 per test session.Based on their answers to posttest questionnaires (see Procedure), one female subject
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was eliminated from the speech group for failure to hear any of the sine -Nave syllables
as speechlike. and one female was eliminated from the music group because she had
heard the sine wave syllables as "sounding like r," thus reducing the n of each group to
11. This was necessary because evaluation of the hypotheses depended on consistent
group differences in hearing the sine wave syllables as either speech or nonspeech.
Stimuli

The full-formant Ira / - /la/ series was developed first, using the OVE-Ific serial
resonance synthesizer. The continuum contained 10 items. differing from each other
oily in the onset frequency, and in the duration of the initial steady-state portion, of
the FS transition (see Figure 1). These F3 properties were varied in nearly equal steps
(slightly constrained by the step-size limitations of the synthesizer). Each stimulus was
330 ms in duration. The series was designed to be biased toward perception ofmore /la/
than /ra/ tokens. This was done so that the phonetic category boundary should fall
neither at the perceived shift from steady to rising F3 transitions nor at the continuum
midpoint, since these physical properties were two likely foci for a psychoacoustically-
based category distinction.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the center frequencies of the three formarts in each of the sinewave
syllables, and each of the full-formant syllables, in the 10-item stimulus continua.
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The /1/ biasing was accomplished by using a rapid F1 transition. a long-duration
steady-state at the onset of F 1. and a steady-state F2. in the portion of the stimuli that
was kcpt constant throughout the series. and by including one stimulus (the first on thecontinuum) with a slightly falling F3 transition. These formant characteristics are
associated with natural tokens of /1 /; natural /r/ typically has short steady-states atthe onsets of the formant transitions. a relatively slow Fl transition. a slightly risingF2 transition, and a clearly rising F3 transition (MacKain. Best. & Strange. 1981). In allstimuli FO began at 119 Hz and fell steadily to 100 Hz by the end of the stimulus. In theconstant portion of the stimuli. F1 onset began at 349 Hz. remained there for 75 ms.then rose linearly to 673 Hz by 100 ms where it remained to the end of the syllable. The
steady-state frequency of F2 was 1297 Hz. The constant portion of F3 was a steady-state2870 Hz in the final part of the stimulus, beginning at 125 ms into the syllable. The F3
onset frequencies for the 10 stimulus items were 3019 (at the /la/ end of the continuum).2870 (a flat F3). 2729. 2576. 2431. 2278. 2119. 1972. 1821. and 1670 Hz (at the /ra/ end ofthe continuum). In the first stimulus (/10). the steady-state onset ended and the F3transition began at 65 1213 into the stimulus. In the tenth stimulus (/ra/). thisbreakpoint occurred at 20 ms into the stimulus. The temporal position of thebreakpoint was varied systematically in 5 ms steps for the intervening stimuli.

The sine wave syllable continuum was generated with a multiple sine wave
synthesizer program developed for the PDP-11/45 computer at Haskins Laboratories.The frequency characteristics of the sine wave syllables mimicked those from the full-formant continuum. except that each formant was now represented as a single. time-varying tone rather than as the wider band of harmonics found al the formsuits ofnatural and synthetic speech. In the sine wave syllables. there was no tone to representthe original FO contour (see Figure 1). The isolated F3 tone continuum was made up ofthe F3 tones from the sine wave syllable continuum. presented without the tonescorresponding to Fl and F2.

Four additional stimulus series were developed for the perceptual training sequencesthat were presented in each condition before the categorization test for the sine wavesyllables. These series were designed to focus the listener's attention either on thephonetic properties of the sine wave syllables. or on their properties as three-notechords differing only in the onset characteristics of the highest note. There were twospeech bias training series, one based on the endpoint /raj stimulus of the sine wavesyllable continuum. and the other 'oased on the sine wave /la/ syllable with the flat F3(the second stimulus in the continuum). Each speech training series contained 11stimuli that provided a gradual. stepwise change from the full-formant syllable to thecorresponding sine wave syllable. The first item of each series was the pure full-formant version of the syllable; the last item was the pure sine wave version of thesyllable. The nine intervening stimuli were produced by mixing the exactlysynchronized. matching sine wave and full-formant syllables in inversely variedproportions. i.e.. the relative amplitude of the full-formant stiniulus was reduced inequal steps, while the amplitude of the sine wave syllable was correspondinglyincreased. The two music bias training series also consisted of 11 items each. but thetransformations progressed from the isolated endpoint F3 tone at the /ra/ end of thecontinuum tc the corresponding endpoint sine wave syllable. and from the isolated flatF3 tone at the /la/ end ofthe continuum to the corresponding sine wave syllable.
Procedure

The subjects were tested in groups of 2 to 5 in a sound-attenuated experimental room.The stimuli were presented to them at a comfortable listening level (75 dB SPL) overTDH-39 headsets.
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All subjects first completed the experimental task, consisting of the appropriate
perceptual training sequence for the condition randomly assigned to their group
(speech bias or music bias). followed by the categorization test with the sine wave
syllables. This task was administered first so that the subjects' performance with the
sine wave syllables could not be influenced by exposure to the full-formant and isolated
F3 sine wave continua. The speech subjects were instructed that they would be tested on
their ability to categorize computer-distorted versions of the syliaMes /la/ and /no /,
whereas the music subjects were instructed that they would be asked to categorize
computer-distorted chords according to whether or not there was a rising frequency
glide at the onset of the highest tone in the chords.

The subjects were then told that they would first receive some perceptual training to
aid in focusing their attention on the identities of the distorted syllables (speech group),
or on the steady-state vs. upg/iding properties of the highest notes in the distorted
chords (music group). Each tr mining sequence proceeded in five steps. The speech
subjects first heard the pair of full-formant clear-case stimuli (/la/ and /ra /) repeated
five times, whereas the music subjects heard five repetitions of the clear-case F3 tones
(flat and rising onsets), with 1-sec interstimulus intervals (ISIs) and 3-sec intertrial
intervals (ITIs). Next, the subjects completed a 10-item practice test to categorize a
randomi-ed sequence of these clear-case syllables or F3 tones, presented individually
with 3-sec ISIs, by entering their chlices on an answer sheet. Third. they listened to, but
did not explicitly categorize. the gradual 11-step transformation. beginning with the
pair of full-formant syllables or the pair of F3 tones. and ending with the clear-case
pair of computer-distorted sine wave stimuli. This transformation was then played in
reverse order. The forward and reverse transformation was played three times, with
ISIs of 3-sec. and interblock intervals (IBIs) of 6-sec. Fourth. subjects heard the pair of
clear-case sine wave stimuli presented five times with 1-sec ISIs and
3-sec Ma. Finally, they were given a randomized 20-item practice sequence of the clear-
case sine wave stimuli presented one at a time with 3-sec ISIs, and they wrote their
choices on answer sheets. For all practice trials. the correct answers were printed on the
answer sheets but were covered by a strip of paper, the subjects uncovered each correct
answer only after writing down their own response.

Subjects in both conditions then took a categorization test with the complete series of
sine wave syllables. The test contained 20 blocks of the 10 items in the sine wave
syllable continuum, randomized within each block. The stimuli were presented
individually, with 3-sec ISIs and 6-sec !His. Subjects in the speech group circled "la's or
um° on their answer sheets to indicate the category identity of each item in the test.
Music subjects circled 'steady" or Nupglide to indicate whether the highest tone in the
distorted chord had a flat frequency trajectory or a rising glissando at the onset.

Atter they had finished the sine wave syllable test, subjects in both groups completed
categorization tests with the two control series. the full-formant syllables and the
isolated F3 tones. Each control test contained 20 randomized blocks of the 10 items in a
given series, with 3- sec ISIs and 6-sec IBIs as before. On the full- formant syllable test,
all subjects circled la's or "roe to indicate category assignments, and on the F3 tone test
they circled "steady" or Nupglide.*

At the end of the test session. each subject answered a questionnaire about wla...± the
sine wave syllables had sounded like to them. whether they had been able to maintain
the perceptual focus intended by their group's instructions. and whether they had made
any judgments on the basis of the opposing group's perceptual set. i.e., whether the
speech listeners had categorized the stimuli on the basis of musical (or nonspeech)
properties, and whether the music listeners had heard any as syllables.
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Experiment lac Between-groups comparison

The categorization data were tabulated, for each subject on each continuum, as thepercentage of times that each item was categorized as `la" in the full-formant syllable
test and in the speech condition of the sine wave syllable test, or categorized as 'steady"in the F3 tone test and in the music condition of the sine wave syllable test.

Figure 2 displays the averaged results for the two groups. The category boundaries(50% crossovers) fall at somewhat different points on the three continua (highest for
the sine wave syllables. lowest for the F3 tones), but are essentially the same for the two
groups. The slopes of the functions clearly differ across continua (steepest for the full-
formant syllables, shallowest for the sine wave syllables), and are roughly the same forthe two groups on the F3 tones and full-formant syllables. The groups differ markedlyon the slopes of their sine wave syllable functions, with the slope for the music listeners
being the shallower.

'lb test the significance of these effects. the data of each subject were first submitted to
a probit analysis (Finney, 1971), to determine the mean (category boundary) and slope(reciprocal of the standard deviation) of the best-fitting ogive curve by the method ofleast squares.2 Table 1 lists the mean category boundaries and slopes. together withtheir standard errors, for each group on each continuum. High slope values indicatesteer Mopes; low values indicate shallow slopes. Note that file computed mean categoryboundaries and slopes, based on individual probit analyses, are not expected tocorrespond exactly with those read'from the group functions of Figure 2 (e.g., therelatively steep mean slope value of 2.30, listed in Table 1 for the speech listeners onthe full formant syllables, was due to very steep slopes given by 3 out of the 11 listeners,but is not apparent in the group function of Figure 2). On the sine wave syllables', themusic listeners were less consistent than the speech listeners in their categoryboundaries (higher standard error), but more consistent in their (low) slope values(lower standard error).

TABLE 1. Experiment 1a: Mean category boundaries and slopes, determined fr'm
individual probit analyses on stimulus items 2 through 10, for speech and music listeners.

Category Boundaries Slopes

MINEMIN=n,

Sine Full- Sine
wave F3 torment wave F3 torment

Speech Listeners (n.11)

M 6.24 5.13 5.56 0.80 1.03 2.30SE (0.17) (0.26) (0.27) (0.15) (0.18) (0.54)

Music Listeners (n.11)

M 6.69 5.18 5.67 0.14 0.96 1.70SE (1.16) (0.24) (0.20) (0.05) (0.10) (0.35;
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Figure 2. Labeling furctions for the speech and music listeners on each of the three stimulus continita in
Experiment la.

Two-factor (instruction group x stimulus continuum) analyses of variance were then
carried out on the eat4gory boundaries and on the slopes. In these analyses, instruction
group was a between-groups variable, stimulus continuum a within-groups variable.
The category boundary analysis yielded no significant effects and no significant
interaction. The slope analysis yielded a significant effect of stimulus continuum, F(2,
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40) = 15.21, p < .001, an effect just short of significance for instruction condition, F(1,20) se 3.59, p < .07, and no significant interaction, F(2, 40) = 0.67, p > .10. Scheffe tests of
the stimulus continuum effect showed that slopes were significantly steeper for the full-
formant syllables than for the F3 tones, F11,20) = 8.90, p < .05, and steeper for t ; F3
tones, than for the sine wave syllables. F11,20) = 14.19. p < .02.

The lack of an interaction in the slope analysis was unexpected, given the functions
illustrated In Figure 2. Presumably, the fact that the music group had a shallower meanslope than the speech group on all three continua gave rise to the marginal effect of
instruction condition, but the interaction failed to reach significance due to the large
component contributed to the error variance by performance on the full formant
syllables (see Table 1). Nonetheless, since a test of the slope difference betweeninstruction groups on the sinewave syllables was a key to distinguishing among the
compeung hypotheses, we carried out a planned comparison by means 3f a simple t-teston these data (for which the error variance was relatively low: See Table 1). The result
was highly significant, t(20) = 4.18, p < .0005.

Finally, as a test for category formation on the sine wave syllable continuum, wecarried out for each group a one-factor analysis of variance with repeated measures onstimulus items. For the Speech listeners there was a significant effect of stimulus item,
P18,80) 110.18, p < .0001; Scheffe tests between all possible pairs yielded significant
differences between all items in the group 2 through 5 and all items in the group 7through 10 (p < .05), but none between items within these groups, indicating the presenceof two distinct categories. For the music group there was a significant effect of stimulus
item, F18,80) = 5.88, p < .0001; but Scheffe tests between all possible item pairs yielded
significant differences only between item 2 and items 7 and 10, indicating no consistentcategorization.
Experiment lb: Within-groups comparison

The data for the 5 subjects who served in both instruction conditions were treated inthe same way as the data of Experiment la.3 Figure 3 displays the group functions, andTable 2 lists the mean category boundaries and slopes, with their standard errors. Thegeneral pattern of results is similar to that of the between groups comparison. On thesine wave syllables the Music condition yields a higher standard error than the Speechcondition for the category boundaries, a lower standard error for the slopes.
A two-factor analysis of variance with repeated measures on both factors(instruction condition and stimulus continuum) was carried out on the categoryboundaries and on the slopes. The category boundary analysis yielded a significanteffect of stimulus continuum, F12,8) = 9.70, p < .01, but no effect of instruction conditionand no significant interaction. None of the three possible pair-by-pair categoryboundary comparisons between stimulus continua was significant on post hoc Scheffetests. The slope analysis yielded a significant effect of stimulus condition, F12,8) = 6.08p < .02, but no effect of instruction condition and no significant interaction. None ofthree pair-by-pair slope comparisons between stimulus continua was significant bySchefft tests. Again, despite the lack of an interaction, we carried out the planned t test(for matched pairs) to compare the slopes of the sine wave syllable functions betweenthe two instruction conditions. The result was highly significant, t(4) = 6.02, p < .004.

Tests for category formation on the sine wave syllable continuum yielded asignificant effect of stimulus item for the speech condition, F(8,32)24.27, p.0001, withitems 2 through 5 and 7 through 10 again falling into distinct categories, according toScheffe tests (p < .06 for all between-category comparisons, but not significant for anywithin-category comparisons). For the music condition there wit, a significant effect of
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stimulus items, but none of the bcheffe tr sts between item pairs was significant.
indicating the absence of clearcut categories.
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TABLE 2. Experiment lb: Mean category boundaries and slopes, determined from
Individual probit analyses on stimulus items 2 through 10. for the 5 listeners who remold in
both speech and music instruction conditions.

Category Boundaries Slopes

Sine Full- Sine Full-
wave F3 torment wave F3 torment

Speech Listeners (n.1 I)

M 5.97 5.00 5.31 0.71 1.20 1.54
SE (0.43) (0.11) (0.44) (0.14) (0.17) (0.20)

Music Listeners (n.11)

M 7.15 4.75 5.48 0.14 1.34 1.79SE (0.68) (0.19) (0.21) (0.07) (0.20) (0.64)

Discussion
ite significant effect of stimulus continuum in the within-group comparison ofcategory boundaries disconfirmed the prediction of the simple cue extractionhypothesis that boundaries would be identical on the three continua. There were nogrounds in either experiment for rejecting the null hypothesis of equal categoryboundaries on the sine wave and full-fonnant continua.
The most decisive results came from the slope analyses. The two groups performedidentically on the two control continua (F3 tones and full-formant syllables), butdiffered on the sine wave syllable continuum. Here. the significantly shallower slopesfor the music than for the speech listeners. on both between-groups and within-groupcomparisons, suggest that attention to phonetic properties of the syllables facilitatedcategorization, whereas attention to purely auditory properties hindered it. Thisoutcome is predicted only by the phonetic coherence hypothesis.
Nonetheless, as the stimulus item analysis indicated, the identification function ofthe music listeners on the sine wave syllables was not flat. Although they gave noevidence of reliable category formation, the music listeners' functions sloped in thesame direction as that of the speech listeners in both experiments. We were thereforeconcerned that the music listeners might have been influenced by factors other thanattentional mode. Specifically, the music group might have been disadvantaged by lackof practice with the crucial acoustic features of the category exemplars (i.e., steady vs.rising F3 tones) before the categorization test on the sine wave syllables. In addition.the words "steady" vs. Nupglide* may have been more arbitrary as labels for the sinewave syllable endpoints in the music condition than were the "la" and *re labels in thespeech condition.

EXPERIMENT 2

To meet the foregoing objections, we performed a second experiment in which we hadeach group first complete the control test that would constitute practice for the sinewave syllable categorizations (the F3 categorization test for the music listeners, the
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full-formant syllable test for the speech listeners) before completing the sine wave
syllable test itself. We also provided the music listeners with nonverbal symbols of the
endpoint F3 trajectories ( vs. e"---) to use as category identifiers in the sine wave
syllable test rather than the perhaps arbitrary verbal labels used in Experiment 1.

Method
Subjects

Thirty young adults were tested. Of these. 13 were tested in the music bias condition
(six males, seven females) and 17 were tested in the speech bias condition (four males.
13 females). On the basis of their answers on the posttest questionnaires (see
Experiment 1), six subjects were eliminated from the analyses, leaving a total of 12
subjects in each group. One female was withdrawn from the music group because she
began to hear words or names in the sine wave syllables. whfle five subjects (one male.
four females) were withdrawn from the speech group for failing to hear the sine wave
speech patterns as syllables. It may be of interest that of the latter participants, one was
Lot a native speaker of English, and another was dyslexic. All remaining subjects
lacked any personal or familial history of language and speech problems, were
monuhngual English speakers, and had normal hearing. Each received tis4 for their
participation in the test session.
Stimuli

The stimuli designed for Experiment 1 were used again in this experiment.
Procedure

The procedures were identical to those described in Experiment 1, except in the
following respects. The music bias group used nonverbal labels , vs. "--- ) rather
than the words "steady' an IL "upglide" to identify the items in the sine wave syllable
and isolated F3 tone continua, and they completed the F3 categorization test before the
training sequence and test with the sine wave syllable continuum. They did not take a
categorization test with the full-formant syllables. The speech bias group, on the other
hand, completed the categorization test with full-formant syllables before the training
and test with the sine wave syllables. They again used "la" and "ra" as their category
labels. They did not take a test with the isolated F3 tones.

Results
The data were treated as in the previous experiment. Figure 4 displays the group

functions, and Table 3 lists the mean category boundaries and slopes, with their
standard errors. For the speech listeners the category boundary is somewhat higher,
and the slope shallower, on the sine wave syllables than on the full formant syllables
and the F3 tones. For music listeners the projected category boundary falls outside the
continuum for the sine wave syllables, because most of the stimuli were labeled as
" " (steady) across the whole series; their F3 category boundary falls well below the
continuum midpoint. The sine wave syllable slope for the music listeners is close to
zero, very much shallower than on the F3 tone series. The two groups differ strikingly
in both category boundary ar 4 slope on the sine wave syllable continuum. Once again,
the pattern of standard errors indicates that the music listeners were highly variable in
their sine wave syllable boundaries, but highlyconsistent in their low slope values.

To test the significance of the category boundary and slope variations, we carried out
t tests for correlated samples on the sine wave syllable and control continua for each
group, and t tests for independent samples, comparing the groups on the sine wave
syllable continuum. For the speech listeners, category boundaries on sine wave and full
formant syllables did not differ, but slopes differed significantly. being shallower for
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the sine wave syllables. 1(11) = 3.45. p < .05. For the music listeners, despite the largedifference in means, category boundaries. did not differ significantly on sine wavesyllables and F3 tones, presumably due to the very high variability of their data.However, their slopes on the two continua differed significantly, being shallower forthe sine wave syllables, 1(11) = 3.84 p < .0034. The two groups did not differ in theircategory boundaries on the sine wave syllable continuum (presumably again due to thehigh variability of the music listeners), but they did differ significantly in their slopes,t(22) = 5.62 p < .0001.
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Figure 4. Labeling functions for the speech and music listeners on each of the three stimulus continua inExperiment 2.
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TABLE 3. Experiment 2: Mean category boundaries and slopes, determined from
individual probit analyses oft stimulus items 2 through 10, for speech and music listeners.

Category Boundaries Slopes

Sine Full- Sine Full-
wave F3 torment wave F3 torment

Speech Listeners (n.11)

M 5.90 5.66 061 2.27
SE (0.24) (0.33) ,:0.10) (0.46)

Music Listeners (n11)

M 10.81 3.97 0.04 1.25
SE (7.74) (0.20) (0.02) (0.31)

Tests for category formation on the sine wave syllables, analogous to those of
Experiment 1, showed that stimuli 2 through 5 and 6 through 10 fell into distinct
categories for the speech listeners (p < .05 for all between-category comparisons; not
significant for any within-category comparisons). For the music listeners, there was no
effect of stimulus item, indicating that the slope of their mean function did not differ
significantly from zero.

Discussion
The results replicate and strengthen those of Experiment 1. The shallower slopes for

the speech listeners on sine wave than on full formant syllables indicate, not
unexpectedly, that their responses were less consistent for the phonetically
impoverished and unfamiliar syllables of the sine wave dialect than for standard
synthetic speech. Otherwise, they treated the two forms of speech identically, as the
phonetic coherence hypothesis predicts. The music listeners, on the other hand, despite
their practice with the F3 tones before hearing the sine wave syllables, performed even
less consistently than in Experiment 1. They categorized isolated F3 tones with fair
consistency, but they were quite unable to exploit this supposed cue when they heard it
in the context of the two lower tones.

Nonetheless, the possibility remained that the group differences might be
attributable to the use of labels per se. People have had so much more experience with
naming words and syllables than with labeling nonspeech sounds, particularly with
labeling slight differences in the onset properties of single notes within a chord, that
this experiential difference alone might account for the relatively poor performance of
the music listeners on the sine wave syllable task. Moreover, the memory demands of
the task, which requires listeners to remember the category exemplars in order to label
individual items from the continuum, may be much greater for the music listeners than
for the speech listeners.

EXPERIMENT 3

A categorization task that does not require labels and that provides the subject with
category exemplars on each trial would circumvent the difficulties noted above, as

But et al.
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would a discrimination task. We therefore conducted a third study, using an AXB
categorization procedure that provides clear-care exemplars on each trial, but does notrequire category labels (e.g., Bailey Summerfield, & Dorman, 1977; Best et al.,1P81), aswell as an AXB discrimination tank that places relatively low demands on short-termmemory (Best et al., 1981).

Method
Subjects

Thirty-four young adults were tested in the third ' xperiment. The speech biascondition was run on 12 subjects (6 males, 6 females), and the music bias condition on22 subjects (13 males, 9 females). All had normal hearing and a negative personal andfamily history of languar or speech difficulties, and each was paid $4 forparticipation. Subsequently, on the basis of posttest questionnaire answers, 1 femalespeech subject was eliminated because she did not hear the sine wave syllables asspeech. Nine subjects were eliminated from the music condition: 8 of these had begun tohear the sine wave syllables as words or syllables (6 males, 2 females), and theremaining subject (a female) had failed to perceive the full-formant series as /la/ and/ra/. The final samples were therefore unequal, with ns of 11 and 13 for the speech andmusic groups, respectively.
Stimuli

The stimuli were the same as in the first two experiments.
Procedure

The subjects were tested under the same listening conditions as before. All subjectscompleted two tests on each of the three stimulus continua: an AXB categorization testand an AXB discrimination test. They completed the categorization test before thediscrimination test for each continuum, in the order (1) sine wave syllables, (2) isolatedF3 tones, and (3) full-formant syllables. As in Experiment 1, the sine wave syllable testwas presented first to prevent any possible influence of exposure to the other stimulusseries on performance with the sine wave syllables. The sine wave syllable test waspreceded by the appropriate instruction and training set for the condition randomlyassigned to each subject.

On each trial of the AXB categorization tests, three stimuli were presented. The firstand third stimuli were constant throughout the test: the endpoint /ra/ or rising F3 itemfrom the appropriate continuum, and the second /la/ or flat F3 item. The middlestimulus, X, var... I randomly among the ten items of the stimulus series. The subject'stask on each trial was to indicate whether X belonged in the same perceptual category asA (first) or B (third). Each AXB categorization test contained 10 blocked randomizationof the trials for the 10 items in the continuum, with 1.5-sec ISIs, 3.5-sec Ms, and 5-secIBIs.

In the AXB discrimination tests, three stimuli were also presented on each trial.However, the first and third stimuli (A and B, respectively) were always three stepsapart on the appropriate stimulus continuum and varied from trial to trial, while themiddle stimulus (X) always matched either A or B. The subject's task on thediscrimination tests was to indicate whether X was identical to A or to B. Eachdiscrimination test contained five randomizations of the 28 possible AXBconfigurations, blocked in groups of 14 trials, with 1.5-sec ISIs, 3.5-sec Ms, and 5-secIBIs.
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Results
Categorization

The data were treated as in the previous experiments. Figure 5 displays the group
categorization functions, and Table 4 lists the mean category boundaries and slopes.
with their standard errors. Category boundaries appear to differ across continua, being
lowest on the F3 tones for both groups. The slopes on the sine wave syllables are
somewhat steeper than in the previous experiments; but they are still shallowest on the
sine wave and steepest on the full-formant syllables for both groups. The music
listeners again give a shallower slope than the speech listeners on the sine wave
syllables, and the pattern of standard errors for this continuum replicates that of the
previous experiments.
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Figure 5. AXB categorization functions for the speech and music listeners on each of the three stimulus
continua in Experiment 3.
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TABLE 4. Experiment 3: Mean .....ategiry boundaries end slopes, determined from
individual probit analyses on stimulus items 2 through 10, for speech (n11) and music
listeners.

Category Boundaries Slopes

Sine Full- Sine Full-
WEIVe F3 torment wave F3 torment

Speech Listeners (n11)

M 6.03 4.82 5.37 0.83 1.24 2.75SE (0.19) (0.27) (0.17) (0.10) (0.32) (0.90)

Music Listeners (n.11)

M 5.19 4.84 5.65 0.26 0.98 1.62SE (0.30) (0.16) (0.15) (0.06) (0.10) (C.32)

Two-factor (instruction condition x stimulus continuum) analyses of variance, withrepeateo measures on stimulus continuum, were carried out on category boundaries andslopes. For the category boundaries there was a significant effect of stimuluscontinuum, F(2,44) = 7.16, p < .002, a significant interaction between stimuluscontinuum and instruction condition, P12,44) = 3.41, p < .04, but no effect of instructioncondition. Scheffe tests on the three pair-by-pair boundary comparisons gave nosignificant differences for either speech listeners or music listeners.
Analysis of the slope data yielded a significant effect of stimulus condition, P12,44) =9.81. p < .0003, but no effect of instruction condition and no significant interaction.Scheffe tests showed that the sine wave syllable slopes were significantly Iowa thanthe slopes for either the F3 tones, F11,22) = 10.51, p < .05, or the full-fdrmant syllables,

F(1,22)25 12.56. p < .05, but that the slopes for the full formant syllables and F3 tones didnot differ. Although there was no significant interaction, we carried our the plannedt tests to assess the difference between speech and music listeners' slopes on the sinewave syllables, predicted by the phonetic coherence hypothesis. The difference wasagain significant, 422) m 4.99, p < .0001,
Tests for category formation on the sine wave syllable continuum, analogous to thoseof the previous experiments, showed a significant effect of stimulus item, P18, 80) =131.43, p < .0001, for the speech listeners, with Stimuli 2 through 5 forming onecategory and Stimuli 6 through 10 another, according to Scheffe tests (p < .05 for allbetween-category comparisons; not significant fcr any within-category comparisons).For the Music listeners, there was also a significant effect of stimulus item, P18,96) =16.58, p < .0001; Scheffe tests indicated that Stimuli 1 through 5 fell into one category,Stimuli 7 through 10 into another (p < .05 for all between-category comparisons; notsignificant for any within-category comparisons).

Discrimination

Each subject's percent correct performance was computed for each stimulus pair ineach AXE discrimination test. Figure 6 displays mean performance for the two groupson the three continua. The full-formant syllables yield a standard speech continuumpattern for both groups: performance peaks on discrimination pairs that straddle or
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abut the category boundary. We see a similar, though somewhat flattened, function for
the speech listeners on the sine wave syllables. By contrast. the music listeners show no
systematic peaks on the sine wave syllables: performance declines across the
continuum. as it does for both groups on the F3 tones, although the latter elicit a
generally higher level of discrimination than the other continua.

100
SINEWAVE SYLLABLE DISCRIMINATION

MUSIC OROUP
41. SPEECH OPOUP

F3 SINEWAVE DISCRIMINATION

100
SYNTHETIC SYLLABLE DISCRIMINATION

MUSIC ONOUP
41. SPEECH GROUP

I.. . . .? . 7.10

DISCRIMINMION NUR

Figure 6. Discrimination functions for the speech and music listeners on each of the three ttimulus
continua in Experiment 3. The markers above the abcissa indicate the status of each stimulus pair with
respect to categorization judgments. Triangles indicate pairs that straddle the category boundary for a
given group. Circles indicate pairs in which one item is at or near the boundary. Filled markers represent
the music listeners' data, open markers the speech listeners data.
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A three factor (instruction condition x stimulus continuum x discrimination pair)analysis of variance, with repeated measures on stimulus continua and discrimination
pairs, was carried out. A significant stimulus continuum effect, P12,44) = 51.99, p <.00001, indicated that discrimination performance was highest overall for the isolatedF3 tones and lowest for the sine wave syllables. A significant interaction betweeninstruction condition and stimulus continuum, P12,44) = 5.56, p < .01, combined withScheffe tests, indicated that the two groups differed in performance only on the sine.wave syllable test, on which the speech listeners outperformed the music listeners,p11,22) = 13.88, p < .05. FurtherScheffe tests showed that performance on the sine waveand full-formant syllable tests did not differ for the speech listeners, but did differsignificantly for the music listeners, F(1,12) = 75.58, p. < 001.

The effect of discrimination pair was significant, F(6,132) = 16.29, p < .000C1,indicating that overall performance level was not uniform throughout the stimuluscontinua, but rather showed higher performance on some discrimination pairs than onothers. A significant interaction between discrimination pair and stimulus continuum,P112,264) = 5.29, p < .00001. indicated further that the pattern of the discriminationfunction differed among the three stimulus continua. A three-way interaction ofinstruction group with discrimination pair and stimulus continuum, P112,264) = 3.01, p< .005, evidently arose because, according to a Scheffe test of the instruction bydiscrimination pair interaction, P16,132) = 6.01, p < .01, only the speech group showed apeak in performance level near the category boundary on the sine wave syllable test.

Discussion
ine influence of attentionsl mode on perception of the sizte wave syllablesdemonstrated in the previous experiments was replicated in Experiment 3. Evidentlythe difference in the way speech and music listeners categorize these syllables reflects atrue difference in perceptual response, and is not simply a function of differences inability to assign labels to speech versus nonspeech stimuli, nor in the influence ofshort-term memory for the speech versus nonspeech category exemplars. Althoughremoval of the requirement for overt labeling, as well as presentation of categoryexemplars for comparison with the target item on each trial, certainly permitted themusic listeners to form somewhat more consistent sine wave syllable categories thanwere observed in the previous experiments, these listeners were still less consistentthan the speech listeners, and gave no evidence of a peak at their sine wave syllablecategory boundary in the discrimination test. Evidently their categories, such as theyare, are less robust and more dependent on experimental conditions than those of thespeech listeners. Thus, support for the phonetic coherence hypothesis, over thealternative psychoacoustic hypotheses, was considerably strengthened by the thirdexperiment.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The results of these three experiments are inconsistent with the claim that speechperception entails the simple extraction, or the extraction and integration, of discreteinformation-bearing elements or cues. All listeners could correctly classify, withinpsychophysical limits. the transitions on the isolated F3 tones as steady or rising.However, music listeners, biased to listen for the transition in the context of the lowerFl and F2 tones, could not then reliably recover the target pattern. They also could noteither integrate the F3 cue with other cues in the F1 -F2 array or apprehend the auditorycoherence of the total pattern so as to arrive at a unitary, distinctive percept for eachcategory. By contrast. listeners biased to hear the sine wave patterns as speech were
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evidently immune to whatever psychoacoustic interactions blocked consistent
judgments of the patterns by music listeners, in that the former classified the sine wave
syllables only somewhat less consistently than they classified the full-formant
syllables. These results agree with those of several other studies of sine wave speech in
arguing for a specialized mode of speech perception (e.g., Best et al., 1981: Tomiak.
Mullenix. & Sawusch. 1987: Williams, 1987).

How are we to characterize this mode? What did the speech listeners in these
experiments do that the music listeners did not? Consider, first, the music listeners'
performance with the sine wave syllables. In Experiment 1, and particularly in
Experiment 3, where labeling was not required so that listeners could compare whole
signals without attempting to isolate distinctive cues. the music group's categorization
function sloped in the *corrects direction. At least some of these listeners grasped
certain contrastive properties of the signals. even though, according to the post-test
questionnaire, they did not perceive them as speech. One Suspects that, with sufficiently
prolonged training under suitable experimental conditions (such as those provided by
AX8 categorization. as used in Experiment 3). these listeners might even come to render
judgments of the sine wave syllables no less consistent than those of the speech
listeners. But if they did so. it would remain notable that they require extensive
training whereas the speech listeners require very little. Moreover. even if extensive
training aided the music listeners. would they then be perceiving the patterns as
speech? The answer would surely be yes, if they could tell us the names of the sounds
they had heardthat is. if they had discovered the articulatory patterns implied by the
signals. But if they could not tell us the names, the answer would be no. Their condition
might. in fact. be much like that of non-human animals trained to distinguish between
speech sound categories (Kluender. Diehl, & Killeen. 1987). Alternatively. they might be
categorizing the patterns on adventitious nonspeech properties, rather as a color-blind
individual might correctly classify two objects of different colors on the basis of their
differences in brightness rather than of their differences in hue.

Consider here another class of listener well-known to have difficulty with the
English /r/ /1/ distinction: monolingual speakers of Japanese. Figure 7 displays a
group categorization function for 7 such speakers attempting to classify full-formant
patterns on an /r/-/1/ continuum similar to the continuum of the present experiments
(MacKain. Best. & Strange. 1981). The function is remarkably like that of the music
listeners attempting to classify the corresponding sine wave syllables: some of these
Japanese listeners also seem to have captured certain contrastive auditory properties of
the signals. However. unlike the music listeners. who were diverted from hearing the
sounds as speech by being trained to attend to an acoustic cue rather than to the whole
pattern of which it was a part. these Japanese listeners were diverted because they had
not discovered the relevant propertiei of contrastive sounds spoken in an unfamiliar
language. However. we know that. with suffielent exposure to the English /r/-/1/
contrast in natural contexts where it serves a phonological function, Japanese listeners
can come to hear the contrast correctly and categorically (MacKain et al., 1981). What
have they then learned. or discovered? What, more generally. :.as any second language
learneror, indeed, any child learning a first languagediscovered, when the auditory
patterns of a target language drop into phonological place? Presumably, they have
learned to do more than classify auditory patterns consistently. They have also
discovered the correct basis for classification, namely, the articulatory structures that
the patterns specify.

Notice that this formulation attempts to resolve the notorious lack of
correspondence between a quasi-continuous acoustic signal and its abstract linguistic
predicates by positing an event with observable. physical contentthe articulatory
gestureas the fundamental unit of both production and perception. We are thus dealing
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with patterns of movement in sw,-.e and time, accessible to treatment according togeneral principles of motor control (Brownian & Goldstein, 1986; Kelso, 'hiller &Harris, 1)83; Saltzman & Kelso. 1987). The tusk for perceptual theory is then to uncoverthe acoustic properties that specify a particular pattern of gestures. These acousticproperties will not simply be a collection of independent cues, arrived at by(articulatorily) unconstrained manipulation of a terminal analog synthesizer, but setsof correlated properties that arise from coordinated patterns of gesture, tested bysystematic articulatory synthesis.
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STIMULUS NUMBER
Figure 7. Labeling of a rock-lock continuum by Japanese adults without extensive English conversationexperience. Adapted from "Categorical Perception of Engli" In and /1/ by Japanese Bilinguals" by K. S.MacKain, C. T. Best, and W. Strange, 1981, Applied Psycholinguistics, 2, p. 378 Copyright 1981 byCambridge University Press. Reprinted by perntssion.
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We should emphasize that we are not here arguing for a "motor theory" of speech
perception. We are not proposing that the process of arriving at a speech percept engages
mechanisms outside the auditory system that humans share with many other animals.
What is specific to speech. and to humans, is the final percept, a phonological structure
determined by the structure of the articulatory gestures from which the signal arose (cf.
Repp, 1987). Since (as the Japanese listeners show) this structure is inaccessible to aoult
humans, unless they can assimilate the sounds to the phonological categories of a
language they know (see Best, McRoberts, & Sithole, 1988), we assume ofortiort that it is
also inaccessible to the infant who does not yet know a language. The infant's task is to
discover the phonetic coherence of phonological categories in the surrounding language
by focusing attention on recurrent auditory contrasts that signal changes of meaning In
that language (see Jusczyk, 1988; Studdert-Kennedy, 1986, 1987). An articulatory
"representation" of the phonologically contrastive patterns is then an automatic
consequence of the species-specific perceptuomotor link that underlies the child's
capacity to imitate speech patterns, and so to learn to talk.

Finally, although we have couched our experimental procedures in terms of
attention. we do not mean to imply that the processes of speech perception can be
engaged or disengaged at will. For, although some listeners can choose to attend or not
to attend to particular aspects of a speech signal, such as a speaker's "accent," or even
the spectral properties of a fricative noise (Repp, 1981), it is difficult, if not impossible,
to hear natural speech, spoken clearly in a language that we know, as nonspeech. And,
as we have already remarked, listeners who have once heard a particular sine wave
pattern as speech find it difficult later to hew- that patternor any other sine wave
pattern modeled on speechas entirely devoid of phonetic structure. Evidently,
perceiving speech-like patterns as speech is as mandatory, automatic and unconscious
as, say, perceiving the rhythm and melody of a nonspeech auditory form.
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FOOTNOTES

'Perception and hychophysics, 1989, 45(3), 237-250.

tAlso esleyan University.

ttAlso University of Connecticut and Yale University.

tttMassachusetts Institute of Technology.

ttttNYNEX Science and Technology, White Plains, NY.

tIn this paper we use the term cohere, and its derivatives, to refer to the effect of a perceptual process
by which listeners apprehend a complex signal as a unitary pattern, or configuration, rather than as
a collection of discrete elements. In vision, we may add to the many examples familiar from
textbook treatments of Gestalt principles, the phenomenon of face recognition, where the identity of
a face emerges as a holistic pattern, not simply a collection of discrete features. In speech, the
unitary patterns would correspond to units of linguistic function, such as phonemes, syllables,
morphemes, words.

2Because the first tlimulus on the continuum had a slightly falling transition (originally intended to
help bias the full-to..nant series toward /1/, as noted above), listeners (particularly the music
listeners on the sine wave syllables, and both groups on the F3 tones) tended to judge this stimulus
with slightly less consistency than its neighbors (see Figures 2 through 5). As a result, probit analyses
tensed to yield lower slopes than were characteristit of the main bodies of the functions, and so to
exaggerate the slope differences between groups and conditions. We therefore omitted this
stimulus froze the probit analyses: all computed means and slopes in this and the following
experiments are based on analyses of individual functions for stimuli 2 through 10.

Note, further, that by converting the standard deviations of the underlying distributions into their
reciprocals (the slopes of the cumulative functions), we went some way toward homogenizing the
group variances, as appropriate for subsequent analyses of variance. At the same time, we reduced
the apparent differences betweengroups across stimulus continua. For example, in Table 1 the
difference between the mean slopes for the two instruction conditions is not much greater on the
sine wave syllables (0.80 - 0.14 0.66) than on the full formant syllables (2.30 - 1.70 al 0.60). But the
difference between the mean standard deviations for the two conditions is very much greater on the
sine wave syllatges (1/0.14 - 1/0.80 al 5.89) than on the full formant syllables (1/1.70 - 1/2.30 al 0.15).
The reader should bear this in mind when comparing slopes depicted in the figures with slope
values listed in the tables.

30ne of the five music subjects from Experiment la, who returned to take the speech test, later turned
out to be the one we rejected from that experiment because she had heard some of the sine wave
syllables as "sounding Hite r." However, her data were not appreciably different from those of other
music listeners, and so we retained her in Experiment lb. If her tendency to hear some of the sine
wave syllables as r-like had facilitated her categorization of these syllables, the result would
presumably have been to reduce the differences between instruction conditions. However, the
results of statistical analyses or the data of Experiment lb were unchanged when this fifth subject's
data were eliminated.
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Reception of Language in Broca's
Aphasia*

Donald Shankweiler,t Stephen Crain,t Paul Gorrell,tt and
Betty Tullerttt

This experiment tests between two competing hypotheses about the source of
failures in comprehension by Broca-type aphasics with agrammatic production.
These are characterized as 1) the hypothesis that these aphasic individuals
have sustained a partial loss in syntactic knowledge, and 2) the hypothesis that,
despite intact structural knowledge, they suffer from inability to put that
knowledge to use in comprehension tasks such as object manipulation and sentence-
picture matching. To decide between the hypotheses, this study compared the
speed and accuracy of Broca-type aphasics' with a control group of normal subjects
using an on-line grammaticality judgement task in which the anomaly involved
closed-class vocabulary items. The results are in accord with the view that the
source of agrammatic performance is not a loss of syntactic knowledge, since the
responses of the aphasic group closely mirror those of the control group (e.g., word
position effects were found for both groups). The results are interpreted, inst"ad,as support for the alternative view that agrammatic aphasics have difficulties
in processing syntactic knowledge.

INTRODUCTION

Our concern in this research is with a pattern of symptoms that is characteristic ofBroca's syndrome, the most notable feature of which is a marked reduction in fluency.The utterances of the persons we studied consist for the most part of short phrases,often haltingly and effortfully produced and with considerable constriction ofvocabulary. It is untenable to suppose that these symptoms are the result purely ofmotor interference with the execution of fluent speech because the omission of words isselective. The utterances of our subjects typically consist of nouns and verbs withrelatively few grammatical words such as particles, auxiliary verbs and prepositions.This telegraphic manner of speaking has often been called "agrammatic" (Isserlin,1922; Pick. 1913) to underscore the selective nature of the omissions: the words that areomitted in the affected individual's productions are more often the grammatical (or"closed class") words of the sentence (articles, prepositions, auxiliary verbs, etc.) thanthe content (or "open class") words. Omission of these items results in acilterees that
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are not well-formed. Thus the concept of agrammatism carries with it the idea that at
the core of Broca's syndrome is a disturbance in the structure of spoken language.
Alternatively, these individuals might retain the critical structures but suffer from
inability to put the knowledge to use due to a limitation in processing. As a step toward
developing a satisfactory understanding of the aphasics, we carried out an experiment
to test between these competing hypotheses.

Originally, the concept of agrammatism was used to designate a disorder of speech
output, but as a result of more recent developments in research on aphasia it is arguable
that the deficit that underlies this condition is in fact more general, such that both
production and comprehension are often impaired (Berndt & Caramazza, 1980;
Bradley, Garrett & Zurif, 1980; Caramazza & Zurif, 1976; Goodglass, Gleason. & Hyde,
1970; Heilman & Scholes, 1976; Parisi & Pizzamiglio. 1970; but see also Miceli,
Mazzucchi, Met,:.. & Goodglass. 1983, for an indication that comprehension deficits are
not always associated with agrammatic production). The comprehension impairments
that are often part of the symptom picture in aphasia of the nonfluent type may escape
notice because the aphasic individual usually appears to understand what the examiner
says. Practical judgment and reasoning capacities are often remarkably intact,
allowing the deficit in grammatical processing to remain hidden.

In a pioneering attempt to isolate the source of the language comprehension deficit
associated with Broca's aphasia. Zurif. Caramazza and Meyerson (1972) applied a
metalinguistic judgment procedure in which aphasic subjects were asked to indicate
which words in a sentence belong together. These investigators concluded that Broca-
type subjects failed to use syntactic categories in making their judgments. using other
grouping strategies instead. In later research. Caramazza and Zurif (1976) tested
comprehension of syntactically complex sentences containing relative clauses by
means of a picture matching task. It was found that patients diagnosed as Broca's
aphasics performed poorly on implausible sentences and sentences that were
semantically reversible, such as (1).

(1) The lion that the tiger is chasing is fat.
In the absence of contort the meaning of such sentences cannot be inferred by appeal to
world knowledge. Together, the findings led the authors to propose that their Broca
subjects were "asyntactic" in comprehension. They attributed the apparently intact
comprehension displayed by these individuals in ordinary social communication to
unimpaired "heuristic" strategies: the aphasic subject simply combines the meanings
of the individual lexical items in a plausible way, thereby compensating for the loss of
syntactic ("algorithmic") analysis. Caramazza and Zurif took a large step toward
identifying the source of the comprehension disturbances in Broca's aphasia, but it
remained an open question how these difficulties were related to the impairments in
production.

A linguistic account which explicitly ties together the production and comprehension
impairments was proposed by Bradley ar her colleagues (Bradley. 1978; Bradley,
Garrett & Zurif. 1980). This proposal focused on the role that the closed-class
morphology plays in models of normal language processing.' According to the Bradley
et al. model. the closed class portion of the lexiconcan be accessed by two routes, but
only one of these is ordinarily used in parsing sentences. In agrammatism, that route isselectively impaired, although agrammatic aphasics still retain closed class items in
their mental lexicon. This dual route hypothesis permits Bradley et al. to suppose that
agrammatice have lost only the ability to use the closed class vocabulary in
constructing phrasal structure for sentences. But as a consequence of disruption to themechanism that accesses this vocabulary. there is impairment of syntactic operationsboth in production and perception. The idea of double representation of closed-class

' '4 Shanktveikr et al.
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words in the lexicon has been challenged on empirical grounds (see Gordon, 1983;Gordon & Caramazza, 1982). Though the notion of bifurcation of the lexicon may haveto be abandoned, Bradley and her colleagues attempted to provide a compactexplanation for the deficits that commonly co-occur in Broca-type aphasia: bothproduction and comprehension failures were seen as manifestations of impairment ofsome of the procedures for lexical retrieval.
It is worth noting that the proposal of Bradley et al is consistent with the possibilitythat syntactic knowledge is retained in Broca-type aphasics who have comprehensiondifficulties. Difficulties would arise if the normal routes of access to stored linguisticknowledge were blocked. Alternatively, the source of the difficulty could be at somepost-syntactic level. Data addressing this issue were obtained by Lineberger. Schwartzand Saffran (1983a). Dissatisfied with the ambiguity in interpreting the results ofcommonly-used tests of comprehension, these investigators asked whether Broca'saphasics are capable of constructing syntactic representations by having them judgethe grammaticality of audftorily presented sentences. They found evidence of preservedsensitivity to transformational operations. subcategorization of verbs, and at leastpartial sensitivity to the syntactic functions of some closed-class vocabulary items.Since the aphasic subjects studied by Lineberger et al. had been found to fail withregularity on sentence-picture matching and acting out tests. th.tir success withgrammaticality judgments came as a surprise to adherents of the asyntactichypothesis. The findings seemed to fly in the face of previous research and theorizingwhich had sought to establish that a phonological or syntactic deficit was responsiblefor the sentence processing difficulties of agrammatic aphasics. If the judgment taskaccurately reflects syntactic competence, then some component of language processingat a higher level than the syntax must be responsible for errors that these individualsmake on standard measures of sentence comprehension?

In view of the importance of the questions raised by the findings of Lineberger et al.,the theory and methodology of comprehension testing in aphasia is deservedlyundergoing thorough scrutiny (Caplan, 1985; Caramazza & Berndt, 1985; Kolk, VanGrunsven, & Keyser, 1985). Predictably, the conclusion that Broca'c aphasics haveretained syntactic competence has not gone unchallenged (Caplan & Futter, 1986;Grodzinsky, 1986; Zurif & Grodzinsky, 1983). The debate hinges on the problem ofinferring competence fromvarious kinds of test data. In deciding how claims about thesource of comprehension failures should be evaluated, we must ask which tasks give anaccurate indication of where the problems lie. Although criteria for an adequate test arerarely specified, we suggest two. First, the taskmust allow one to draw inferences abouta single level of processing. Comprehension .tasks must be capable of teasing apart theindividual contributing factors in order to pinpoint the source of the problem withinthe language apparatus. A second criterion requires the task to reflect the routineoperations of the language understand: system. Let us see how existingcomprehension tests measure up to these requirements, which we will call theunivocality criterion and the criterion of naturalness.
'anese two criteria are often in competition, because we are trying to disentanglefactors that are intertwined in ordinary spoken communication. For this reason, somecommonly used methods for assessing comprehension fail to meet one or both criteria.For example. the method of sentence-picture matching seems to satisfy the criterion ofnaturalness, but it fails the criterion of univocality because it confounds syntactic andsemantic processing. The method of object manipulation confounds a third factor withthese two. In addition to carrying out a structural analysis of a test sentence, a subjectmust formulate a plan for demonstrating his understanding (see Hamburger & Crain,1984. 1987, for data and discussion of the role of the planning stage in sentencecomprehension). The univocality criterion will not be met in an object manipulation
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task whenever the plan associated with a sentence is as complex as either its syntactic
or semantic structure. since failure to perform accurately in this circumstance cannot
be unequivocally interpreted. This task also frequently fails the naturalness criterion,
because subjects are asked to act out sentence meanings in the absence of prior context.
This renders the task inappropriate for any construction that bears presuppositional
content. since. by their nature. presuppositions must be satisfied before an utterance is
made (for a discussion of how the failure of researchers to satisfy presuppositions has
masked children's knowledge of syntax. see Hamburger & Crain, 1982).

Let us now apply these criteria to the grammaticality judgment task used by
Linebarger et al. (1983a). Consider first the criterion of univocality: the semantic and
planning stages are largely circumvented in this task since the subject has only to
indicate whether or not the Lest sentences are grammatical, but there may be sources of
ambiguity inherent in this technique. too. Unless proper controls are built into the test
sentences, there is no way of knowing which linguistic level of representation the
subject is appealing to in making the judgment. When a sentence is made
ungrammatical. even by the substitution of a single word, the sentence that results may
be semantically anomalous as well as syntactically deviant. Also, the substitution may
alter the prosody, creating an anomaly which the subject could conceivably detect
without performing a structural analysis at all. However, if sentence meaning ane
prosody are adequately contr.:lied, the grammatical judgment task would presumably
meet the criterion of univocality.

The second criterion for evaluating comprehension tasks is naturalness: does the
grammaticality judgment task reflect normal sentence processing? In a reply to
Linebarger et al. (1983a), Zurif and Grodzinsky (1983) challenge the grammaticality
judgment task in assessing the syntactic knowledge of aphasics on the grounds of
naturalness. They contend that "given the luxury of conscious reflection permitted by
acceptability judgments, one might expect not to tap normal on-line processes." They go
on to speculate that the judgment task employed by Linebarger et al. (1983a) would
allow an agrammatic subject ... "to use processing routes other than those by which
structural information is normally made available at the appropriate time for
interpretation (p. 208)." Thus, in their view, success on this task could draw upon
metalinguistic abilities that stand apart from the usual operations of the language
understanding mechanism.

Resolution of the issue of naturalness hinges on what characteristics are imputed to
the human sentence parsing mechanism. Various conceptions of how the parser works
have been proposed, but many questions remain open. For example. no consensus
exists concerning whether the parser operates in a serial or in a parallel manner
(Frazier & Fodor. 1978; Correll, 1987), or whether its mode of operation is deterministic
or nondeterministic (Fodor, 1985; Marcus, 1980;1. There is widespread agreement on
one characteristic, however. As Zurif and Grodzinsky suggest, it is widely accepted that
the operations of the parser are carried out "on line," allowing the rapid construction of
syntactic and sema.,qc structure as the input string is received.

While we know of no explicit definition of on-line processing, we consider three
laboratory phenomena to `me indicators that the parser constructs a representation as
the scItence unfolds. Fir there is evidence from a variety of sources, including the
present study, that decisions about both syntactic and semantic structure are made
before the perceiver has heard all the words ofa sentence (e.g., Crain & Steediran. 1985;
?Aarslen-Wilson. 1975). Second, there is evidence that processing load increases as the
distance increases between words that form discontinuous corstituents, such asverb/particle constructions or agreement in number between a determiner and noun.
Discontinuity is seen to tax working memory resources by postponing the closure of
syntactic categories. Setting aside a constituent to await other elements with which it is
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to be associated is generally assumed to be costly of memory resources (e.g.. Wanner &Maratsos, 1978). This is consistent with the claim that the parser works mostefficiently when it can form constituents locally. on a word by word basis.
Evidence of on-line processing is also provided by many detection experiments whichfind that the identification ofa target segmenta specific phoneme, letter, or wordisfaster as a sentence progresses. We call this the word position effect.3 The word positioneffect probably reflects the normal on-line operation of the parsing mechanism. In thecourse of parsing. the perceptual processing system assigns structure to a sentencewithout waiting until all its words or constituents have arrived, allowing lower levelinformation to be rapidly segmented and shunted upward through the system. Thisenables the processor to work on several levels in parallel within a narrow "window" ofonly a few words (e.g.. Frazier & Fodor, 1978: Marcus. 1980). Later items are detectedfaster because assignment of a structural analysis reduces the number of subsequentstructural options that otherwise would be pursued. This. in turn. frees upcomputational resources needed for other processing tasks. Since information inverbal working memory can be stored only briefly before it decays (Baddeley & Hitch,1974: Conrad. 1964). the availability of a mechanism for the rapid on-line integrationof incoming information is essential for the interpretation of extended speech or text.

It is surprising. in view of the interest the question has generated. that the availabledata on comprehension in agrammatism leaves open the question of how wellagrammatics can process items in the closed-class vocabulary in tasks that tap normal(on-line) sentence parsing operations. The experiment of Linebarger et al. (1983a) wasnot designed to assess the on-line processing capabilities of their subjects. Nonetheless.any attempt to dismiss the grammaticality judgment task on a priori grounds isunwarranted. since ay..In post hoc judgments could in principle reflect structuralanalyses computed by the subject on line. The purpose of the present investigation wasto study the question of whether agrammatic and normal speakers use implicitknowledge of closed-class words in the same way. both in computing syntactic structurefor a given input string and in making on-line decisions about grammaticality. Indesigning the stimulus materials and procedure, we have been mindful of the criticismsraised by Zurlf and Grodzinsky because much rides on the correct interpretation of theLinebarger et aL (1983a) findings.
The present experiment satisfies the criterion of naturalness in so far as it wasdesigned to reveal whether agrammatics assign syntactic structure on line. Wedeveloped a chronometric technique to test the speed and accuracy with which normalcontrol subjects and aphasics can detect grammatical errors in sentences in whichgrammaticality turns on the use of a closed-class vocabulary item. The techniqueconverts the ordinary grammaticality judgment task into one that taps on-lineprocessing: It achieves this. first. by presenting each sentence only once at a normalconversational rate; second. by emphasizing speed of decision, requiring a response assoon as the violation is detected, thus allowing little opportunity for reflection; and,third, by controlling the location of the word that normal subjects would identify as thesource of ungrammaticality of each test sentence.

The chief goal of this investigation was to discover whether the receptive languageimpairment commonly associated with diagrammatic" production results fromimpaired grammatical knowledge involving the closed class morphology or whetherthe impairment is caused by a processing difficulty. This question is framed against abackdrop of syntactic theoryas well as a current proposal concerning the nature oflinguistic processing (e.g.. the Modularity Hypothesis of Forster, 1979, and Fodor,1983).4 Within the framework of Government-Binding theory (Chomsky. 1981),Grodzinsky (1984a) has proposed that the tendency of some aphasics to omit closed-class items in production, as well as their failures to interpret them correctly. is due to a
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selective impairment at the level of S-structure. On Grodzinsky's hypothesis. both the
production and comprehension problems of agrammatic aphasics reflect impaired
knowledge at this level of representation: what is lost in agrammatism is the lexical
content normally present at the terminal nodes of closed-class vocabulary items in the
construction of a representation at the level of S-structure.5 Items belonging to different
syntactic categories should be preserved. despite loss of sensitivity to distinctions
within a category. So. for example. if an adverb were inserted in a sentence at a
terminal node that requires a determiner. the agrammatic subject would detect this
substitution. and would find the sentence anomalous. We will call this a between-class
substitution. An example is given in (2).

(2) The cabdriver forgot to bring the senator to away rally.
It follows from Grodzinsky's hypOthesis. however. that a substitution within the same
form class would not be noticed. even if this substitution leads to grammatical
violations. A within-class substitution of this kind occurs in sentence (3). For sentences
like this. agrammatic aphasics would simply have to guess whether the correct item
was present under the auxiliary node. as in (4).

(3) *Peter have planning to see a new movie Saturday .Aght.
(4) Peter was planning to see a new movie Saturday night.

To test Grodzinsky's proposal. the ungrammatical sentences in the present study
contained violations of lexical insertion both within and between classes. Since
agrammatics cannot look* under the lexical node in (3) any more than in (2). they
might respond in the same way to both sentence types. On the other hand. a subject who
is overaccepting would respond correctly (although for the wrong reasons) to sentences
like (3). but not to sentences like (2). which contain a grammatical violation.

Method

Subjects

In the present study. our strategy is to compare performance of normals with
nonfluent aphasic subjects who have been seltcted using liberal criteria. We luired
only that the aphasics satisfy an operational definition of agrammatism by evincing
significant limitations in production of closed-class vocabulary items.

Six normal subjects and six aphasic subjects participated in the experiment. All were
native speakers of English with normal hearing. All were fully ambulatory and able to
travel to the testing site. The characteristics of the aphasic subjects are summarized in
Table 1. In each case. the aphasic symptoms were attributable to stroke which had
occurred from 3 to 14 years prior to testing. Hospital records dating from the acute
phase were scrutinized. The diagnostic workup included CAT scan for all patients
except LS. The clinical neurological examination revealed right hemiplegia in each
case and the scan data indicated infarction in the territory of the middle cerebral
artery. predominantly frontal. but with varying degrees of posterior extension into the
Sylvian region. All the aphasic subjects had received diagnostic aphasia testing prior to
the present study. including portions of the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination.
All were judged able to understand the task directions.

As may be seen from Table 1, each aphasic subject showed frequent omission of
closed-class vocabulary items and marked reduction in of speech output. Their
responses to the *cookie theft" picture are agrammatic also in the sense that most of the
sentences are not well formed. With regard to comprehension. however. the subjects
show less homogeneity. Only four of the six subjects showed significant impairment on
comprehension of passive voice sentences. Two of the group comprehended both sets
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nearly without error, and one of these was perhaps the most severely affected of all the
subjects in production.

TABLE 1

APHASIC SUBJECTS: BACKGROUND DATA

SUN AGE EDUC ETIOLOGY
COMPREHENSION

SUE Aiwa PASSIVE
12 &NM 1PrevieGrablfit

PRODUCTION
RDA! COOKIE THEFT PICTURE

P.1 47 12 LRental 1.0 99 96 Mom Is wandry Mr... defies and her .. dishes. But IEmbolism (1979) can't say N. Dishes Going .. this way. I cant say N.
Her... dishes Is uh... Wand goes down then.

*ME 55 15 Intact L Mid 0.6 98 2i Cookies dw. no L... wide lar. TIM Es Moot WashCerebral Mmy dishes. I, no. Ms Is... washing dills. She pour... Ow.
(1979)

she pour whet. (When?) She pour...pow water floor....
VS 61 12 Wm* L Mid 0.7 NI 60 Mother is wadlino the...dishes... The Data and Kathy ...CenNYM Artery rudder). Pell on. The.. me.. water. The weer Is...

(1970)
clump.. flowing. The ohait Is... the boy is COWAN.

LS 52 12 Oa: Won. L Mkt 0.4 67 12 A rnother...a dishdying.. Plate...11autteL.runNno...
Cerebral Mary a boy, eating cookies.. mem the mold's. girl.(1974)

AK 70 4 Ink" L Mid 0.7 79 42 Mother.. wading dishes. TM boy... fallno. Eal..a.s...Cerebral Army coo...Ides. GM made. Mothw.s.a... not look
(1979)

ED 68 12 Mod. L Mid 0.2 71 29 House...1dIchen... woman clean debit. The Irk IsCerebral Artery fut.. waist... spling al... over
(1980)

'ME and P) also peakicated h Sall sat et a (1W).
'VS and Lit alto parlicipeled in the OM of Linsbargec It al. (1983).
tThsee peresnuess we band an A', a nonparwrweic index of sensitivity. The mewl& consist of semantically reversible activeand passive sentanoss. (24 of each). Each was Wed Mice, once with a matching picture wed once with a picture in which

agensedent roles we reversed. A' Is theofeticadi squid to ate proportion of correct responses attainable In a two-sitemativeforoseawles pfectebse.

The normal subjects were adult speakers of English who were matched approximately
for age (mean 51 years) and education (mean 14 years) with the aphasic group. We will
refer to them as the reference group.
Materials

The stimulus set consists of 112 sentences of ten words each, half of which areungrammatical. Forty of the ungrammatical sentences contain a single grammatical
violation involving a closed-class dm. These, together with their matchedgrammatical control sentences, are listed in the Appendix.° The grammatical
violations were of four kinds; each involved a determiner, preposition. particle orverbal element. The four categories were squally represented. In each anomaloussentence a word (or a bound morpheme) occurred which, in that context, made the
sentence ungrammatical. We call this the target. Poi example, one type of violationinvolved agreement in number between a determiner and a noun, as in sentence (5).Here, the target *word" is the plural morpheme s.

(5) The banker noticed that two customer<> deposited the checks late.
Control: The sailor noticed that three shipmates left the dock early.

Detection of the ungrammaticality in (5) requires access to the grammatical feature
(singular/plural) associated with the determiner and the affix of the noun. We will referto the determiner (DET) in this case as the licensing word since the recognition of itsfeatures is essential to detection of the anomaly, even though it is not itself the wordthat we expected people to alter to make the sentence grammatical (i.e., it is not the
target word). In contrast, in violations involving particles (PART) such as (6). thelicensing word is an open class item, the verb "picking," whereas the target is a closed-class item, the particle "on."
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(6) Picking the birthday present on would be nice for Susan.
Control: Picking an expensive gift out will be pleasant for George.

For half of the sentences the substituted item preserves category membership (e.g., an
inappropriate preposition for an appropriate one): for half it does not (e.g., a
preposition for a determiner). For every ungrammatical sentence there is included a
grammatical (control) sentence matched with it in length and structure, as illustrated
above. Also controlled is serial position of the target word, i.e., whether it occurs near
the beginning (within the group consisting of words 1 - 3), middle (words 4 - 7), or near
the end of the sentence (words 8 - 10). An additional factor is the proximity of the
closed-class target item to the word which determines its appropriateness (e.g., a
determiner and a head noun). If the licensing word and the target word an adjacent. the
proximity is CLOSE, as in (5): if separated by at least two intervening wo)ds, it is FAR.
as in (6). .

The test sentences were tape-recorded at normal conversational speed and the
waveforms were digitized and stored. The test tape was prepared with the aid of a
waveform editing program at Haskins Laboratories (WENDY). The procedure was as
follows: for each ungrammatical sentence, a pitch pulse was placed in the nonspeech
channel to coincide with the onset of the word that caused the ungrammaticality (the
target word). In order to accomplish this, the waveform for each target word was
displayed with expansion of the time scale such that the onset of voicing could be
located reliably. A timing pulse was placed at that point in each of the ungrammatical
sentences. This procedure allows us to discover if the subject is responding before
hearing all the words in the sentence. The timing pulse triggered a response-time clock
(accurate to 1 cosec) which was stopped by a subject's key press. (For the grammatical
control sentences, a pulse was placed at the onset of voicing of the initial word in the
sentence. Since correct responses to grammatical sentences crust always occur after the
last word, no further use was made of response-time data for these sentences.)

Care was taken to exclude extraneous cues that might offer a spurious basis for
judgment by permitting the subject to capitalize on a prosodic or semantic anomaly.
Such extra-syntactic factors were controlled for as follows: First, the possibility of
inadvertently creating ungrammatical test sentences with anomalous prosody, which
might cue the correct response without syntactic processing, was minimized by
recording and presenting each target only once, at a normal conversational rate, and by
avoiding unnatural discontinuities that occur when tape splicing is used. Secondly, a
trained speaker was employed in preparation of the stimulus tape. The speaker was
instructed to read each ungrammatical sentence as though it contained a
grammatically appropriate word in place of the anomalous word, thereby creating a
sentence token that, though ungrammatical, conformed to normal prosodic contours.
In order to avoid confounding syntactic analysis with sensitivity to semantic and
pragmatic factors, the sentences were designed so that the meaning of the sentence was
transparent and semantically plausible despite the presence of an anomalous word.

Another so ace of possible variability needs to be addressed. Each of the
ungrammatical test sentences could be rendered grammatical by changing a sirgle
word, namely the word we designate as the target word. But, of course, each sentence
could also be corrected in numerous other ways. For example, even the simple sentence
She were writin g a letter can be corrected as She was writing a letter, or They were
writing a letter, and so on. Therefore, one cannot assume without argument that
subjects will always identify a particular word as the anomalous item. But just this
assumption is critical for our analysis of on-line processing, for example, regarding the
interpretation of the word-position effect.
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A review of the relevant research indicates that people are remarkably consistent in
the word they identify as anomalous in ungrammatical sentences like those we
constructed for the present study (Crain & Fodor, 1987; Freedman & Forster, 1985).
Returning to the example given above, this research leads us to expect that subjects
would consistenre. correct the sentence to yield: She was writing a letter. Correcting the
sentence in this way suggests that speakers of English typically pursue a strategy which.
proceeding from the left, accepts as many words as can be incorporated into a single
structural representation. A perceiver who is pursuing this strategy locates the
anomaly on the last alternative possibility. This led us to eLpect a consensus among our
subjects in how the anomalous test sentences would be construed.

We validated this expectation empirically by asking 20 undergraduate students to
correct the anomaly in each test sentence, to discover whether or not they would correct
each sentence by changing the target word and that word alone. The results of the
correction task revealed that 93% of the responses were either alterations or deletions
of the target word. By extension. we can suppose that the aphasic subjects and the
reference group of the present experiment display a comparable degree of consistency
and that their judgments reflect a common diagnosis of what is wrong with each of theanomalous sentences.
Procedure

Subjects were tested individually in a sound-treated room. They indicated their
responses to each test sentence by a key press. The response keys were labeled with
cartoon faces: a smiling face to indicate a grammatical sentence, and a frowning face toindicate an ungrammatical one. The subject's task was simply to press the appropriate
key as rapidly as possible on hearing each test sentence. Subjects were instructed to
press the frowning face key as soon as they detected an ungrammaticality, and not towait until the end of the sentence. A practice session consisting of 12 sentences, with
examples of each type. was used to ensure that each subject understood the task.
Scheme of the data analysis

Statistical treatment of the measures of response time and accuracy for theungrammatical (target) sentences was carried out to assess the between-subjects factorof group (aphasic vs. reference group) and the four within-subjects (structural) factorsthat were controlled in the test sentences. These are listed below:
(1) position: the ordinal position of the critical closed-class word in the sentence. i.e..

BEGINNING vs. MIDDLE vs. END.7

(II) substitution type: whether the substituted closed-class item preserves categorymembership, i.e., WITHIN- vs. BETWEEN-class violations.
(iii) proximity: the proximity of the closed-class item to the licensing word, i.e.,CLOSE vs. FAR.

(iv) category: four categories ofclosed-class words are represented determiners (DE T).prepositions (PREP), particles (PART), and agreement of verbal items with theirantecedents (AUX).

Results

Initially. the data from both the normal subjects and the aphasic subjects werecombined, and parallel ANOVAs were carried out on he response-time and accuracymeasures for the ungrammatical sentences. As one might anticipate, each structuralvariable had a significant effect on reaction time. Likewise, all but one had asignificant effect on error rate (only position failed to reach significance). Consideringfirst the response time measures, the results of the analysis for the combined data from
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both groups are as follows: position. F(2,22) = 21.79; p < .01; proximity, F(1.11) = 22.50; p
< .01; substitution type, P(1,11) = 4.83; p < .06. and category, P13,33) = 10.40; p < .01. With
regard to errors, three of the four variables were again significant. The results are as
follows: position, F(2. 22) = 2.04; p 1 .15. proximity. P11.11) = 9.18; p < .01. substitution
type, F(1.11) = 8.27; p < .02, and category. F(3.33) = 2.81; p < .05. We consider the
interpretation of these results presently when we discuss further analyses that test for
differences between the subject groups.

Table 2 summarizes the accuracy of responses by subject. The top half of the table
gives the percent correct for the ungrammatical sentences and their grammatical
controls for the aphasic subjects: the corresponding data for the reference group are
given in the bottom half. It may be seen that five of the six aphasic subjects performed
with a higher level of accuracy on the grammatical control sentences (column 5) than
on the sentences containing grammatical violations (column 2). The means were 80%
and 75% correct, respectively, so the level of performance was roughly equivalent for
both sets of sentences. In no subject was the discrepancy greater than 11%. In the
absence of any marked tendency for the aphasic subjects to be overaccepting, further
analyses are confined to the errors on the ungrammatical sentences. For the reference
group, the meow performance level was 97% correct on both the ungrammatical
sentences and grammatical control sentences.

TABLE 2

PERCENT CORRECT BY SiNTENCE TYPE FOR INDIVIDUAL SUBJECTS

APHASIC GROUP

SUBJECT OVERALL WITNINCLASE EETWEENCLASS CONTROL

PJ 83 80 85 II
ME 90 79 100 98
Vs 55 35 75 Se
LE 75 80 90 83
AK 78 55 100 73
ED 88 80 75 79

MEAN 75 61 88 80

REFERENCE GROUP

SUBJECT OVERALL WITNINCLASE BETWEENCLASS CONTROL

EC 90 85 95 92
KS 100 100 100 100
CS 97 96 100 92
EW 100 100 100 100
TM 100 100 100 100
AI 97 100 95 90

MEAN 97 97 98 97

In addition. Table 2 partitions scores on ungrammatical sentences in which the target
word preserves or violates category membership WITHIN-class (column 3) vs
BETWEEN -class (column 4). It should be noted that all six of the aphasic subjects and
five of the six members of the reference group were more accurate in detecting between-
class substitutions. The import of this result will be considered presently.
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The major task a the data analysis was to test between the possibility that the
aphasics' lower accuracy and longer response latencies reflect loss of syntactic
structures or, alternatively, whether they point to a deficit in linguistic pro.. ssing.
This question is examined by testing for interaction between the experimental
variables and group. We reasoned that if the aphasic subjects have incurred abreakdown in the internal t, immar that blocks full syntactic analysis of closed-class
words, we could expect to find consistentbetween-group interactions on either or both
of the dependent measures. response time and errors (where an error is failure to detect
an ungrammatical sentence).

By contrast, the hypothesis that Broca's aphasics suffer from limitations in
processing, but have preserved sensitivity to syntactic structure, would lead us to
anticipate a different pattern of results, i.e.. main effects for within-subject variables
but no between-group interactions except those that arise as artifacts ofmeasurement.
Spurious interaction would result, for example, whenever the reference group re: lied a
ceiling level of performance by responding with nearly perfect accuracy in making
rinmaticality judgments. Because the findings involving response time and accuracy
parallel each other closely, we discuss both aspects of the results together. rather than
allocating them to separate sections.

Figure 1 displays the performance of each group with respect to each of the four
structural variables. We will refer to the panels in this figure in the order from upper-
left tc inwer-right. The effects of ordinal position of the target word on response time
and accuracy are shown in the pair of graphs at the top of the figure.8 It is apparent thatwith respect to response tin .% performance increases with ordinal position for both the
aphasic group AU) = 34.57. p < .01 and the reference group 7(2,5) = 7.47; p < .04. As may
be seen frail inspection of graph at top left, both groups show slower responses to an
anomalous target word at the beginning of a sentence than at the middle or end. The
interaction of group and position is significant 7(2,20) = 10.88; p < .01, and so deservesfurther comment. The interaction occurred because the slope of the position effect is
considerably steeper for the aphasic subjects than for the reference group, but the effectof position for both groups is in the same direction. With regard to accuracy, there was
no significant effect of positirn for either group. as noted above.

The beneficial effect of increased proximi` of the closed class item to its licensingword was a significant factor in task perfol _lattice for both groups, as shown in thesecond pair of graphs. It is apparent that there is a decrement in performance for thevalue FAR. both in speed and accuracy. This decrement is significant for response time,for the aphasic group 7(1.5) = 10.67; p < .02 as well as for the reference group 7(1,6) =27.05. p < .01. It is noteworthy that there was no interactir with group (p < .3). As foraccuracy, the effe, 1 proximity was also significant for tile aphasic group F11.5) =20.04; p < .01. They responded correctly on 90% of the cases where the licensing wordwas CLOSE but only 63% when it was FAR, yielding a difference of 27%. For thereference group. the corresponding difference is only 2%, clearly not significant.Because Cale reference group was performing at ceiling in both conditions, aninteraction arises rucg I. 15.41; p < .01.
A comparison of the individual aphasic subjects' performances on the experimentalmaterials reveals sufficient consistency to justify treating the aphasics as a group andreporting summary statistics on the grouped data. as presented in the foregoingparagraphs. Figure 2 shows the individual subject response times for word position andproximity. the two factors on which our argument for on -lint proceesing rests. It isnoteworthy that the effect of both variables is consistent across the individual subjects,despite fairly marked differences in overall level of performance. Each subject showsmonotonically decreasing response times as a function of word position. and each
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shows faster response times for sentences in which the licensing word was close to the
target word.
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Figure 2. Mean perforntance of individual aphasic subjects for Position and Proximity.

We have already noted differences in accuracy of responding by substitution type. Asshown in Table 2. all of the aphasic subjects were more accurate in rejecting the
between-class substitutions. The difference was significant for the apha:dc group FI1.5)
= 27.25; p < .01. but not the reference group, presumably because the latter wereperforming at ceiling level on both types of substitutions. The reference group detected98% and 97%. respectively. whereas the aphasics detected 61% of the within-class and88% of the between-class substitutions. This led to a significant interaction by group
F11,10) me 13.88; p< .01.

There was also an overall effect of substitution type on response time, but here the
pattern was reversed. As shown in the third pair of graphs in Figure 1, the between-classsubstitutions evoked longer response times for both groups. The effect of substitutiontype on response time proved to be a significant effect for the reference group Fi 1,5) =12.13; p < .01, but not for the aphasic group F(1,5) = 0.49; p < .5. and there was no
interaction of this factor with group. (See Discussion section for comments on thedisparity iv. the findings for response time and accuracy).

The effects on performancr. of syntactic category are shown in pair of graphs at thebottom of Figure 1. Recall that, within the set of test sentences, there weregrammatically inappropriate substitutions among four categories of closed-classwords: prepositions, particles, verbal elements and determiners. There is a significanteffect across these categories on response time (but not on accuracy) for both the aphasicgroup 113.5) = 8.6r ; p < .01 and the reference group P(3.5) = 13.81; p < .01. The interactionof group and category is significant also F(3,30) = 5.63; p < .01. Further analysis shows
. hat the interaction is due chiefly to one category, prepositions. The relatively betterperformance of the aphasic group on prepositions is consistent with findings of others(e.g.. Priederici. 1982; Grodzinsky, 1984b). With this category omitted fro:, theanalysis. the interaction disappears (p < .2).
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(e.g., Friederici, 1982: Giodzinsky, 1984b). With this category omitted from the
analysis, the interaction disappears (p < .2).

In summary, the results reveal both similarities and differences in the pattern of
responses for aphasic subjects and the reference group. As for the similarities, we take
the existence of the word position effect and the proximity effect in both groups to be a
telling indication of on-line language processing. Differences between the groups are
indicated by the consistently 'ewer accuracy and longer response times of the aphasic
subjects and by the occurrence of some interactions of the structural variables with
group. In interpreting the interactions it was important to distinguish genuine
interactions from spurious statistical effects that result from a problem in
measurement arising, for example, when normal subjczts approach a ceiling level of
performance. In the following section we consider the implications of the findings for
understanding the comprehension difficulties that may occur in cases of nonfluent
aphasia and also the wider implications for the concept of aoxammatism. We begin by
examining the specific findings concerning sensitivity of the aphasic subjects to the
closed-class vocabulary. using the reference group as a basis for comparison. Then we
discuss how the findings. fit within the larger framework of current theories of
syntactic processing in aphasia.

Discussion

Applying the logic sketched in the Introduction, we looked for evidence of preserved
on-line sentence processing by Broca-type aphasics, and we sought to delimit the locus
within the language system of their comprehension difficulties. We assessed
performance on the test sentences with respect to the four structural variable
position. proximity. subattution tyke. and category. It is evident that the findings favor
the hypothesis of preserved sensitivity to the syntactic functions of the closed-class
vocabulary. This is indicated by tritical similarities in response patterns for both
accuracy and response latency for the aphasic group and the reference group on each
factor. Thus the idea that the comprehension difficulties of the aphasic subjects are due
to loss of structures is not supported. Instead. a deficit in processing is implicated. We
now discuss the results in detail.

Position. Consider first the tact of the pcoition of the anomalous word in the
sentence. Both groups displayed the word position -,tifect. showing a decrease in
response time for later-occurring (in contrast to ear her-occurring) anomalous words.
In previous work on sentence processIng in normals, this effect bas been interpreted as
a demonstration that language perceivers begin to construct a structural representation
of a sentence almost from the outvat. If this reasoning is correct. the appearance of the
word position effect in the aphasic group constitutes evidence of preserved syntactic
competence. The reference group was both faster and more accurate than the aphasic
group. as expected. but both groups displayed the same trend.

The finding that the aphasizs, like the normals were consistently faster in detecting
violations in late-arriving items calls into question a proposal by Caplan ;' 82) that
agrammatics assign minima/ structure to sentences above the lexical level. If we are
correct in supposing that the word position effect is attributable to on-line construction
of the syntactic structure. then these aphasic subjects must compute enough str-cture
above the loam' level to enable the input string to be processed as a structured entity. It
is apparent. then, that some Broca's aphasics are capably of using information about
phrase structure above the lexical nodes as the basis for grammaticality decisions, as
Linebarger et al. (1983a) claimed.

Proximity, Further evidence that the grammaticality judgment task involves on-line
sentence processing is the beneficial effect of proximity of the licensing and the target
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words.9 If a sentence is processed on-line, the difficulty of relating two lexical items
should increase with the distance between the items. It is presumably more difficult to
relate two items if other items intervene than if they are adjacent because the
grammatical features of the first item must be retained in working memory. On the
other hand, if the sentence were being processed off line its entire representation would
be held in memory and local effects of differences in proximity would be expected.

Proximity of the closed-class item to its licensing word was a significant factor in
task performance for both subject groups. Each group performed significantly better for
the grammatical anomalies in which the distance of the closed-class item to its
licensing word was CLOSE. When there was greater distance between the licensing word
and the target item. the aphasics, like the normal subjects, were slower to respond. It is
noteworthy that the effect of proximity, like the effect of word position, was in the same
direction for all the aphasic subjects. The finding that both groups had more difficulty
in the FAR condition is an indication that the more remote dependencies stress
working memory. This. together with the effect obtained for ordinal position of the
anomalous word, lends support to the conclusion that both groups processed the testmaterials on line.

Substitution-type. A noteworthy feature of the design or this study permitted acomparison of the accuracy of detection of within-class and between-class
substitutions. This comparison is of special interest in view of the recent theoretical
claims of Grodzinsky (1984b: 1986) to which we have referred. Let us review thefindings. First, we noted a main effect on response time for substitution type, with the
between-class substitutions evoking longer response times. but no interaction of this
factor with group. Both groups tonk longer to respond to between-class substitutions.
although the effect did not reach significance for the aphasic group. Substitution typealso had a significant effect on accuracy of responding. but the direction of the effectwas reversed; the within-class substitutions. as expected, evoked a greater number of
errors than the between-class substitutions. This difference was significant for theaphasic group, but not for the reference group, presumably because they wereperforming at ceiling level on both types of substitutions.

The disparity between the findings for response time and accuracy deserves comment.since it might appear paradoxical that within-class substitutions should evoke moreerrors. yet were more rapidly identified as incorrect. In our view both results areconsistent with the other manifestations of on-line processing. To show this we mustfirst explain why the between-class substitutions took longer; then we must explainwhy the within-tyiass substitutions, though faster to detect, induced more errors.
In regard to the response time differences on between-class substitutions, we suggestthat the reason an ungrammatical variant of an expected word (e.g.. were instead of was)may be easier for the sentence parser to recover from than a totally inappropriate wordis as follows: when an item cannot be fit into the current parse of a sentence, thelistener is jolted into a nevi attempt a structuring the available material. Attempts atrestructuring are costly of time because there exists no correct alternative syntacticstructure, but once the search has been exhausted, listeners would be accurate inrejecting the sentence.

In considering the response times for within-class substitutions, one must bear inmind that the analysis is based only on the data for sentences on which subjects gavethe correct, negative response. Therefore, response times to the within-classsubstitutions reflect only those trials on which the subject was able to see that an illicitvar., A of an appropriate item had been substituted for it. Since the 'ubstitute wasobviously inapt in these cases, no attempt at restructuring was made. On the etherhand, the high rate of 'misses' for within-class substitutions among the aphasic
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subjects may reflect an automatic tendency to replace an illicit item with an
appropriate one. Thus, the errors that occurred for within-class substitutions may
simply represent a confusion between the item that was actually perceived and the
spontaneously corrected item that subjects unconsciously replaced it with. Automatic
correction of ung-ammatical strings wasp prominent phenomenon in a profoundly
aphasic patient studied by Whitaker (1976). The operation of automatic correction may
help to account for the relatively poor performance of aphasics in response to
erroneous within-class substitutions. An account in these terms would not implicate
the syntactic processor as the source of the problem. Instead, the problem would be seen
as one of monitoring and suppresst'g information that the parser has automatically
computed.

Category. The findings concerning accuracy of responses to variations in category
also merit comment. Although the aphasic group was significantly less accurate on
within-class than between-class substitutions, they performed above chance on two
kinds of within-clam substitutions: prepositions and particles. The response pattern is
relevant to the proposal by Grodzinsky (1984a) and Zurif and Grodzinsky (1983), who
maintain that in agrammatism the terminal nodes immediately dominated by the
lexical nodes DET, AUX, 'NFL, COMP, etc. are left unspecified.10 As Zurif and
Grodzinsky (1983) point out, "violations of syntactic structure are permissible in
agrammatism (that is, not noticed by the patient) only to the extent that they are either
errors involving inflections, auxiliaries and determiners, or omissions of prepositions
fm. 210)." Thus, agrammatic subjects should be unable to detect any within-class
substitution but should remain sensitive to substitutions which fail to preserve
category membership. n The fact that the aphasic group responded with above-chance
accuracy in response to particles (79% correct) and prepositions (83% correct) cannot
easily be accommodated by the Zurif and Grodzinsky proposa1.12

Also recalcitrant for their proposal is the finding that the aphasic group responded
accurately to control sentences 80% of the time. As notes earlier, the Zurif and
Grodzinsky proposal applies to the control sentences as well as to the ungrammatical
target sentencesa subject who could not identify items beneath lexical nodes would err
in the same, but opposite. proportion to each sentence type. For example, a subject who
judged 80% of the control sentences to be correct should also have judged 80% of the
ungrammatical sentences to be correct, using the same criteria. This would have
resulted in only 20% accuracy for the ungrammatical items. The findings are
inconsistent with this expectation. however. The aphasic subjects were 61% correct in
responding to the target sentences. Recall, also, that the target sentences and their
controls were identical in structure, except for the critical (anomalous) word, so that
any differences in response rates must be attributed to the ungrammaticality of the test
sentences.

Having considered the effects of each of the structural variables individually, we can
now ask whether the findings form a coherent picture of the processing capabilities of
the aphasic subjects. Earlier we discussed three indicators of on-line coir:putation of
structural representations: the word position effect, the proximity effete, and the
detection of an anomaly before the sentence is complete. If the aphasic subjects ::17:e

using closed-class vocabulary items in constructing a syntactic representation on line,
we would expect them to exhibit each of these phenomena. We have presented evidence
that demonstrates a word position effect and an effect of proximity. We found that aside
from differences in overall level of performance, both the reaction-time and the
accuracy data for each group are concordant (assuming that we are correct in
attributing the interactions with subject group to ceiling performance by the normal
subjects.) With regard to the remaining indicator of on-line processing, we note that
50% of the responses of the aphasic group were made before the arrival of the last word
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in the sentence in cases where the grammatical violation was near the beginning.
Moreover. the post-sentential response times lagged an average of only 182 ms after the
end of the sentence. surely insufficient time for conscious reflection.13

Other data relevant to the issue of on-line processing by aphasics are presented in a
recent case study by Tyler (1985). Like our aphasic subjects. the nonfluent aphasic
studied by Tyler showed a word position effect in monitoring normal prose. However.
this subject did not display an effect of word position for semantically anomalous
prose. In this respect. Tyler's aphasic subject manifested an aberrant profilein
normal subjects a word position effect shows up in processing both standard text and
semantically incoherent, but grammatically correct. sentences. Since the decrement in
response time with advancing position is putatively due to the construction of a
syntactic structure as the sentence proceeds. Tyler interprets the absence of a decrement
in the anomalous prose condition as indicating the subject's inability to construct
normal syntactic representations of sentences. This leads her to speculate that the
word-position effect displayed by her subject in the standard prose condition might
have resulted from an overreliance on semantic/pragmatic information. It should be
noted, though, that whatever ability underlies this subject's processing in the standard
prose condition. it elicited the usual word position effect. rendering his performance
indistinguishable from normal. Tyler offers the interpretation that her aphasic subject
suffers from damage to two processors, resulting in deficient syntactic processing
coupled with heightened sensitivity to semantics.

Another interpretation of the performance pattern displayed by this aphasic subject
can be givenan interpretation that obviates the need to postulate opposing aberrant
systems that conspire to make processing appear normal in ordinary circumstances.
We raise the possibility that this Subject's syntactic and semantic knowledge is intact.
That is the simple conclusion to draw from the normal profile in the standard prosecondition. But because the subject also has impaired processing capabilities. his abilityto analyze language structure on line is weakened. As a consequence, the appearance ofsemantically incoherent word combinations may impose sufficient stress to disrupt
syntactic processing. Put another way. our suggestion is that the syntactic processingcapabilities of Tyler's subject are adequate under ordinary conditions, where bothsyntactic and semantic cues converge on an appropriate analysis. But in adverseconditions syntactic processing may become derailed.

In our aphasic subjects, too, we would maintain that basic syntactic knowledge isintact. Moreover, the findings of the present research show clear indications thatsentence procet ling routines that eventuate in grammaticality judgments are appliedon-line. This effectively answers the concerns expressed by Zurif and Grodzinsky(1983). Our results suggest. by extension, that the conclusion reached by Lineberger et al.(1983a) of preserved sensitivity to syntactic structure in Broca-type aphasics is notvitiated by the off-line character of their judgments task. The finding of a word positioneffect in the present study, which also used judgments of grammaticality. invites theinference that in the Lineberger study, too. these judgments reflect on-line decisions bythe subjects.14 Clearly. our aphasic subjects did not wait to apply syntactic processingroutines until after all the words of a sentence had been encountered. If a subject wereapplying these routines in this way. the appearance of an effect of serial position wouldbe mysterious. In short, there is evidence that Broca's aphasics are capable of on-linesentence processing, and that this processing is reflected in their grammaticalityjudgments.

Given our concern in this research with the issue of on-line processing in aphasia, thediscussion inevitably sought to draw out the parallels in response pattern on thegrammaticality judgments test between the aphasic subjects and the normal subjects.The value of this was to rule out a whole class of explanations of the nature of the basic
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deficit in agrammatic aphasia. What can we say, then, about the deficits which so
definitely are displayed by the aphasic subjects? All of the nonfluent aphasics we have
studied displayed major limitations in speech production that involve access to the
closed-class vocabulary, confirming earlier indications of the critical importance of
this portion the lexicon for agrammatism. And, in four of the six subjects, these
difficulties h. speech production were accompanied by difficulties in comprehension,
as evidenced by their performance on sentence-picture matching to passive-voice
sentences. But. as we noted, there are inconsistencies in comprehension; two subjects
performed almost without error on the test of passives. We cannot at present explain the
apparent disparity between the results of studies using comprehension tasks, which
present paradoxical findings concerning sparing and loss of syntactic knowledge, and
studies using judgment tasks, which consistently demonstrate sparing. We might add
that none of the current theories of agrammatism, the Mapping riypothesis of
Linebarger et al. (1983a; Scln arts et al, 1987). or Grodzinslots Trace Theory (1986), can
account for such discrepant individual patterns of response on language reception tasks
in the face of consistent severe, impairment in language production. The
inconsistencies mean that a unitary account of agrammatism that cuts across both
production and perception of language remains elusive. Future research would do well
to focus on subjects who show these discrepancies, and to explore further the
comprehension tasks which have led to inconsistent response patterns.

In summary. we conclude that the locus of the deficits in our aphasic subjects is in the
processing system and not the system that represents grammatical knowledge. Were we
to attempt to maintain that the findings reported for the aphasic group are the result of
loss of syntactic representations, we would be left without an explanation for the
basically similar performance of the reference group. The proposal that the locus of the
aphasics' deficit is in the processing system allows us to explain the parallels they
showed with normal subjects as a reflection of spared syntactic competence. At the
same time, the differences between the groupslonger response times and lower
accuracy rates for the aphasic groupcan be seen as reflections of the reduced
processing capability that the aphasic subjects bring to the task of constructing a
syntactic structure for an input string. We would pallet, then, that if normal subjects
were to perform a similar bark under adverse listening conditions (e.g., time
compressed speech (Chodorow 1976) or the rapid serial visual presentation technique of
Forster (1970)). differences between the groups in response times and accuracy rates
would narrow. We are currently investigating this possibility.
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APPENDIX

Experimental Sentences Containing Grammatical Violations and Matching
Grammatical Control Sentences

AUX

Within-class substitutions
1) Roger wants the tusks that two large Mr scan elephants gives.

Beth wants the wool that one big mountain sheep gives.
2) The baker told the helper that the bread were rising.

The farmer told the stranger that a tornado was coming.
3) Peter have planning to see a new movie Saturday night.

Mark is training to win the big race next week.
4) The Indian said that several bass was getting very large.

The hunter said that one deer is gettingawfully scaml.
5) Otte of the sheep were sipning water from the trough.

Two of the fish were eating worms off our hooks.

Between-class substitutions
1) One of the faculty the selling tickets for the dance.

Four of the bison were chasing hunters across the field.
2) The mechanic told the driver that the fender there dented.

The waiter told the diner that the pies were fresh.
3) The clerk said that six fish here getting quite hungry.

The farmer said that two sheep ware getting closely sheared.
4) Harry that attempting to reach the tall branch all day.

George was going to visit his best friend on Sunday.
5) Paul wants the fillet that on tasty Alaskan salmon give.

Torn wants the battle that many huge rainbow trout give.

DET

Within-class substitutions
1) Several man begged to be allowed into the movie theater.

Several men begged to be admitted to the murder trial.
2) The realtor remembered to visit a newly listed country houses.

The teacher remembered to bring two large clean glass jars.
3) The banker noticed that two customer deposited the checks late.

The sailor noticed that three shipmates left the dock early.
4) Bill thinks many of the best tool disappeared last night.

Terry thinks one of the worst players left this morning.
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5) The astronaut forgot to bring the cmnpass to a spaceships.
The bellboy forgot to bring the luggage to. the room.

Between-class substitutions
1) The cabdriver forgot to bring the senator to away rally.

The paratrooper forgot to bring the map to the plane.

2) Sam thinks out of the old factories exploded after midnight.
Harry thins several of the new lambs arrived before lunch.

3) The carpenter noticed that on homeowner bought the wood yesterday.
The lawyer noticed that one client paid the bill late.

4) Above child begged to be admitted to the football stadium.
A youngster begged to be invited to the birthday party.

5) The old seamstress remembered to donate what ragged cotton dresses.
The young salesman remembered to take a heavy wool jacket.

PREP

Within-class substitutions
1) The machinist pointed to the lathe that Max fell out

'The plumber pointed to the wrench that Allen fel' Tr.

2) Out up the street an old truck was approaching noisily.
Out of the window an engineer was waving his arm happily.

3) The janitor pointed to the broom that Phil swept of
"The gardener pointed to the sprinlder that Larry tripped over.

4) The milkman was speaking out a man who needed advice.
A policeman was talkLeg to a woman who needed directions.

5) Of the overgrown snowy woods a rancher carried his saddle.
Across the parched sar_dy desert a soldier was carrying his canteen.

Between-class substitutions
1) The mailman was looking must a dog that needed food.

The fireman was shouting at a child who needed help.
2) Away here a goal a soccer coach was running wildly.

Away from the plane a stunt pilot was walking jauntily.

3) The electrician point-xl to the wire that Chunk fell what.
*The plumber pointed to the wrench that Allen fell over.

4) Never the grassy rolling hills a family carried their picnic.
Through the dense evergreen forest a lumberjack carried his axe.

5) The operator pointed to the switchboard that Barbara worked where.
'The gardener pointed to the sprinkler that Larry tripped over.

PART

Within-class substitutions
1) The wife of the owner took the new hobby down.

A friend of the manager took a big sign out.
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2) The chef reheated the stew that the customer pushed beside.
The programmer designed the game that the company brought out.

3) Picking the birthday present on would be nice for Susan.
Picking an expensive gift out will be pleasant for George.

4) The good natured baker put at a white floppy hat.
The well mannered butler put outs large grey cat.

5) Making on funny songs is difficult for choir directors.
Making up long grocery lists is boring for busy housewives.

Between-Class substitutions
1) Making then ghost stories is hard for young children.

Making out bad checks is easy for clever criminals.
2) Picking a tasteal tie the could be simple for ministers.

Picking a suitable prize can be fun for winners.
3) The pitcher delivered the ball that the batter swung now.

The ranger relit the fire that the campers put out.
41 The child of the driver took a tiny truck was.

The mother of the thief took the shiny jewel away.
5) The well attired banker put is a fine silk scarf.

The well groomed barber put on a new white coat.

Note: Sentences preceded by serve as controls for more than one ungrammatical target
sentence.
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lAn alternative proposal by Kean (1977) argues that the core problem in agrammatism is in the
phonological component. Kean supposed that components of the language apparatus are
hierarchically organized, with a unidirectional flow of information between levels. Thus, a disturbance
at a lower level in the system (i.e., the phonology) could masquerade as a breakdown at a higher level.
In this way Kean attempted to explain the nature of the apparent ` agrammatic" output associated with
nonfluent aphasia. She maintained that the Broca's aphasic tends to reduce the structure of a sentence
to the minimal string of elements which can be lexically construed as phonological words. This idea can
be extended to account for both their production and comprehension impairments: The Broca's
aphasic fails to produ -e or attend to suffixes and other elements which do not occur independently as
phonological wordselements which r critical for subsequent syntactic and semantic analysis.
Kean's is an elegant attempt to apply linguistic theory to explain a broad set of phenomena in aphasia.
However, this viewpoint runs into the difficulty that Broca's aphasics are apparently sensitive to tne
meanings of many function words (e.g., Lukatela, Crain, Sc Shankweiler, 1988).

2Linebarger et al. propose that the deficit resides in the mapping relation between the syntax and the
semantics. They advance this "mapping hypothesis" to explain why their agrammatic subjects'
performance on the grammaticality judgment task surpasses their performance on comprehension
tasks like picture verification (see also Schwartz, Lineberger Sc Saffran, 1985). This hypothesis is
extended in Schwartz, Lineberger, Saffran and Pate (1987) where the deficit is characterized as an
inability to map syntactic functions onto appropriate thematic roles.

3An experiment by Foss (1969) presents an example of this phenomenon: it was found that response
times are faster for detection of a target phoneme that comes late in a sentence, in comparison to one
that comes early. It was Foss's view that this pattern required a structural explanation. Holmes and
Forster (1970) reported the same pattern with a click-monitoring task, but they propose a different
interpretation, attributing the longer reaction times for detecting early items to grater processing load
at the early stages of sentence processing than at later stages. The inequality comes about putatively
because at the beginning the subject is carrying out two tasks at the same time: making a decision
about a target word and, in addition, processing the words that follow the target word. But if the
detection of a target item is on-line, then it is unclear why varying the position of the target word should
affect processing time in any systematic way.

Th- Interference account also predicts that there should be no difference between detection tasks that
present t ,mmatically structured material and those that present unstructured word strings. But just
this difference has been reported repeatedly in the literature. Marslen-Wilson and Tyler (1980) and
Marslen-Wilson (1984) demonstrated that the word position effect is obtained with syntactically
organized material, but it doss not occur with syntactically scrambled 1.,,, sad strings. Moreover,
Aaronson (1968) reported that for presentation rates appropriate to conversational speech, response
time to detect a target segment does not decrease but actually increases with serial position in a list of
unrelated words. These findings suggest that the word position effect occurs only with syntactically
organized material. Taken together, they lend considerable support to Foss's view that the word
position effect reflects the processing of structure.

4For proposals of this kind to pay dividends it must turn out that agrammatism represents an underlying
unity, theoretically and empirically. From th I standpoint of theory, the notion of agrammatism must be
characterized within a viable modal of language performance; that is, it should conform to natural
seams in the language apparatus. It is clear from the work of Crodzinsky (1984b), Kean (1980; 1982)and
Lapointe (1983) that the phenomenon associated with agrammatism, the incorrect use of the closed-
class morphology, satisfies this criterion.

Badecker and Caramazza (1985) question the status of agrammatism as an empirical entity in view of
significant variations in language performance among aphasic individuals so designated. This is not
the place for a discussion of the issues raised in their critique (see Caplan, 1986). We would point out
that although we do not accept their conclusion that the concept of agrammatism should be jettisoned,
we share a concern with the problems for classification that are created by intersubject variation, and
we concur that the practice of grouping data over subjects should never Je undertaken lightly.

Shankweiler e! at.
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The proposal was extended by Crodzinsky (1984b) to take account of c is-language differences in the
manifestations of agrammatism. In marking syntactic distinctions, Grodzinsky predicts misselection of
closed-class items within the same syntactic category, with the proviso that closed-class items will
usually be omitted in a relatively uninflected language like English, but not in a morphologically
complex language like Hebrew, where faflure to inflect the stem properly could result in a nonword.

6In addioon, 32 simple conjoined-clause filler sentences were interspersed among the test items. These
too consisted of equal numbers of grammatical and ungrammatical sentences.

7An idiosyncruy of the stimulus set should be noted. Since it is impossible to construct sentences in
which the position of the closed-class item is at the Lginning of the sentence and also distant from the
licensing word, there is unavoidably an Imbalance in the data set. We have dealt with this
circumstance in the following way: when we wished to analyze the effect of position as a factor, we
deleted the sentences where the value for proximity was FAR. When we wished to look at proximity, we
deleted the sentences where the value for position was BEGINNINC '.cco-dingly, analyses of variance
were carried out tram the between-subjects factor of group, and within-subjects factors of position,
substitution type, proxim* and category.

sOn the ungrammatical sentences, the :neon response time was 2606 msec for the aphasic group and
1616 mime for the reference group. The difference was significant F(1,10) 15.62; p <.01.

The present study does 7.1' address the issue of the precise :haracterization of 'distance.' It may be
that the rnount of structure between the closet -class item and its licensing word is the relevant factor,
or it ma, ta the number of words, or amount cf time However distance comes to be defined, we will
assume that our results are the effect of a single factor influencing the performance of both groups.

"'An unexpected aspect of the ability to detect within-class substitutions is the detrimental effect on
xformance of the deter_ liner substitutions. We do not have an adequate explanation of this effect.

We do, however, consider it significant that the effect, whatever the cause, was evident for both groups.
One might speculate that the increased response times result from the fact that the recognition of this
type of error often depends upon a violation of number agreement between the determiner and its
head noun. This type of error is often encountered in everyday contexts where the long latencies might
reflect the time required to (unconsciously) correct this type of error (see Crain 4c Fodor, 1987).

111n a Later
paper, Grodzinsky (1984b) states the generalization as folk .vs: if a terminal element at S-

structure is not lexically specified (see Chomsky, 1981), then it will be unspecified at this level in an
agrammatic's representation. In a reply, Sproat (1986) presents theoretical reasons against
wars .erizhig the agrammatic deficit u a structural deficit. He argues against the claim that in
agranunaesm traces ne unspecified at S-structure. The argument has two parts. First, Sproat observesthat the .oposal entails that agrammatism involves the violation of a central tenet (the ProjectionPrinciple) of the linguistic framework in which Grodzinskys hypothesis is placed (Government-BindingTheory). Sproat then points to evidence from the study by Lineberger et al. (1983a) showing that, in fact,
the Projection Principle is respected in the grammars of the aphasics they tested.

12Tc explain the disparity between the aphasic subjects' ability to detect between- .and within-class
substitutions, we would suggest an alternative to Zurif and Crodzinsky's (1983) proposal. Our proposalinvoices the concept of degrees of acceptabil;ty (Chomsky, 1965). Since a substitution that violates
category membership constitutes a more egregious violation, it has greater perceptual saLence than aviolation that preset tee category membership. On this account, it is not surprising that the subjects inboth groups were suite accurate in identifying tha more salient between-class substitutions (3% errorsfor the reference group: 12% for the aphasic group).

"These response times contrast sharply with post-senteiltial judgment tasks used to evaluate structural
parsing p--nmces. For example, Frazier (197M reports response times averaging over 1200 ms for thepreferred reading of structural ambiguities,. Although there are important differences between the
stimulus materials in the present study and those used by Frazier, the different n in response times
suffice to illustrate the pain'.
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'sue unebarger, Schwartz and Saffran (1983b), we find it implausible to suppose that the judgmem task
could permit syntactic structure to be computed by an alternative processing mute. As these authors
point out, this supposition amounts to the claim that there exists a separate, redundant sentence parser
that is employed. solely off line in certain tasks. It should also be mentioned tliti !t Zurif and
Crodzinsky proposal, which envisions such a delay between the arrival of an utter Ace and its structural
analysis, entails unrealistic demands on working memory. That is, suppose that Broca's aphasics are
unable to carry out on-line parsing. In order to judge grammaticality, then, they would be forced to
accumulate and store a sentence as an unstructured aggregate of words that are subsequently fed into
the special off-line parsing device. However, it seems to us that the verbal memory limitations of
agrammatic aphasics would render them even less capable of such a feat than normal subjects.

1%52 Shankweiler et at.



SyAltactic Comprehension in
Young Poor Readers*

Suzanne T. Smith,t Paul Macaruso,tt Donald Shankweiler,tt
and Stephen Craintt

Children with specific reading disability fail to understand some complex spoken
sentences as well as good readers. This investigation sought to identify the source
of poor .readers' comprehension difficulties. Second-grade good and poor readers
were tested on spoken sentences with restrictive relative clauses in two
experiments d.signed to minimize demands on working memory. The
methodological innovations resulted in a high level of performance by both
reader groups, demonstrating knowledge of relative clause structure. The poor
readers' performance closely paralleled that of the good readers both in pattern
of errors and in awareness of the pragmatic aspects of relative clauses. The
findings suggest that limitations in processing account for comprehension
difficulties displayed by some poor readers in previous investigations.

INTRODUCTION

This study investigates the syntactic abilities of poor readers, children who show amarked disparity between their measured level of reading ability and the level ofperformance that might be expected in view of their intelligence and opportunities forinstruction. Much research on children with specific reading disability finds the sourceof their problems in the language domain, not in visual perception or general analyticability (Liberman, 1983; Perfetti, 1985; Vellutino, 1979). Within the language domain,the research literature indicates that the difficulties poor readers display are usuallyassociated with some aspects of phonological processing.'
Recently several investigations have raised the possibility that poor readers'limitations may include other components of language processing. For example, it hasbeen found that poor readers fail to comprehend complex spoken sentences accuratelyin some circumstances. These findings have led some researchers to question whetherpoor readers have mastered all of the complex syntactic properties of the adultgrammatical system.2 However, it is important to appreciate that another explanationfor their sentence processing difficulties can be given. It is possible that the problemspoor readers have in comprehending sentences ma: ultimately derive from the same
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linitation in processing that accounts for their failures on lower-level tasks involving
the phonology. The present research seeks to gain a better understanding of the basis of
poor readers' failures in sentence comprehension by testing between these competing
possibilities.

The first hypothesis, which we will call the Syntactic Lag Hypothesis, '- a natural
outgrowth of a large body of research on language acquisition that suggests that
complex syntactic structures are late to develop. On this view, language is assumed to be
acquired in a stage-like progression from simple to complex structures, with complex
structures mastered later in the course of language acquisition (see Crain &
Shankweiler. 1988. tor further elaboration). Young poor readers are unable to
comprehend certain syntactic structures as well as good readers because poor readers
are considered to be developmentally delayed in the acquisition of syntactic knowledge
(see e.g., Byrne. 1981; Fletcher, Satz. & Scholes. 1981; Stein, Cairns & Zurif, 1984). The
Syntactic Lag Hypothesis is buttressed by findings indicating that, in samples of
spoken language, poor readers tend not to use complex sentence structures, and their
utterances often contain morphosyntactic errors (de Hirsch. Jansky, & 'ngford. 1966;
Fry, Johnson. & Muehl, 1970; Morice & SlaghuLs, 19°5; Vogel. 1975). Further evidence
shows that poor readers have difficulties with metal' t guistic tasks such as correcting
or explaining syntactically anomalous sentences (Bohannon, Warren-Leubecker, &
Hepler, 1984; Bowey, 1986; Forrest- Pressley & Waller, 1984; Fowler, in press; Menyuk &
Flood, 1981).

For an adherent to the Syntactic Lag Hypothesis, the reading comprehension failures
of poor readers cannot be blamed on decoding dikTiculties alone, since on this account,
poor readers have. in addition to their problems at th , word level, a syntactic
immaturity that predisposes them to difficulties in under ,sanding some sentences.
Moreover, the difficulties poor readers display in comprehending spoken sentences
cannot be a result of their inadequacies in decoding. Thus, to account for poor readers'
difficulties in reading and in comprehending spoken sentences with complex syntactic
structures, proponents of the Syntactic Lag Hypothesis must invoke deficiencies in at
least two components of the language system: the phonology and the syntax. On the one
hand, a deficit in phonological processing must be invoked to account for weak
decoding skills which are so often present in poor readers. On the other hand. their
impaired sentence comprehension would reflect jointly the phonological processing
problems and a delay in the acquisition of syntactic knowledge.

In contrast to this dual deficit account of poor readers' reading and comprehension
difficulties, an alternative hypothesis explains both word-level and sentence-level
problems as the result of the same underlying deficit. On this view, which we call the
Processing Limitation Hypothesis, all of poor readers' language-related difficulties are
considered to derive from a limitation in phonological processing. In other words, this
hypothesis maintains that poor readers' performance deficits at higher levels of
language processing are symptoms of an underlying phonological deficit (Liberman &
Shankweiler, 1985; Mann, Shankweiler, & Smith, 1984; Perfetti, 1985; Shankweilfr &
Crain, 1986; Stanovich. 1986). In addition to creating difficulties in decoding. the
phonological deficit gives rise to comprehension problems. both in reading and spoken
language, by exhausting the resources of verbal working memory which must be shared
by lower-level and higher-level language processes.

Evidence for the link between phonological processing and verbal working memory
is based on research demonstrating that short-term memory for verbal material relies
upon phonological coding (Conrad, 1964, 1972; Conrad & Hull, 1964; Crowder, 1978)
and research Indicating that poor readers show selective impairment on tests of verbal
memory. Poor readers' impaired memory for verbal material has been demonstrated
for a wide range of stimuli including nonsense syllables (Liberman. Mann,
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Shankweiler, & Werfelman. 1982). unrelated words (Mann, Liberman, & Shankweiler,
1980; Smith. Mann. & Shankweiler, 1986). and sentences (Mann et al., 1984; Mattis.
French & Rapin. 1975; Roit, 1980; Shankweiler. Smith, & Mann. 1984; Weinstein &
Rabinovitch. 1071; Wiig & Roach. 1975). In contrast. memory for a variety of nonverbal
stimuli is unimpaired (Liberman et al., 1982: Nelson & Warrington. 1980; Vellutino,
Pruzek. Steger. & Meshoulam, 1973).

With regard to sentence processing, the Processing Limitation Hypothesis supposes
that because information in language is conveyed sequentially, phonological coding in
verbal working memory is needed to retain linguistic information temporarily in
verbatim phonological form while syntactic and semantic relations are determined.
This approach advances the view that all the symptoms of reading disability arise from
an underlying difficulty in phonological processing. thus eschewing the proposal that
poor readers are delayed in the acquisition of syntactic knowledge. Instead, tipt
Processing Limitation Hypothesis predicts that poor readers, because of their
phonological processing deficit, will be unable to fully exploit their syntactic
knowledge and will encounter difficulties with just those sentences that exceed the
resources of vestal working memory. By contrast, on sentences that are less taxing of
those resources, their performance level should approximate that of good readers.

To summarize, the Syntactic Lag Hypothesis and the Processing Limitation
Hypothesis present sharply contrasting explanations of poor readers' problems in
sentence comprehension. Since spoken language comprehension surely sets an uprtr
bound on the ability to comprehend sentences in reading. it is imperative to reach a
diagnosis of poor readers' comprehension problems. Neither of the hypotheses under
consideration can be rejected at present, The aim of this research is to discover which
one provides the best account of poor readers' problems in spoken-language
comprehension. In the following experiments, the relative clause was chosen as a test
case for evaluating the two hypotheses.

COMPREHENSION OF RELATIVE CLAUSES

Several studies of language acquisition have found that relative clauses emerge late
in the course of normal language development (see Sheldon, 1974; Tavakolian, 1981).
This has led proponents of both hypotheses to ,r.41t whether reading-disabled children
are inferior in performance to age-matched gold readers in comprehension of
sentences containing these structures. Before we review studies that address this
question, some preliminary comments are in order about the properties of relative
clauses.

Relative clauses are of special interest because of their syntactic, and
semantic/pragmatic properties. Four types of relative clause sentences are illustrated
below. These are distinguished by a two-letter code indicating the noun phrase. subject
or object, in the main clause that bears the relative clause and the site of the
superficially empty noun phrase in the relative clause. For instance, in the OS sentence(3) the object noun phrase of the main clause is modified by a relative clause whichlacks an overt noun phrase in subject position. The empty noun phrase is marked by"_" in these examples.
(1) SS The girl who pushed the boy tickled the clown.
(2) SO The boy who the girl pushed tickled the clown.
(3) OS The girl pus1,-.'d the boy who tickled the clown.
(4) a) The boy pushed the girl who the clown tickled _.
In relative clause sentences, coreference must be established between the missing nounphrase in the relative clause and a controlling noun phrase in the main clause.

Comprehension in Poor Readers
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Coreference relations are governed by structural constraints involving the notion of c-
command. These constraints rule out certain, coreference possibilities and therefore
restrict the semantic interpretations that a sentence can be assigned.

In addition. relative clauses serve several pragmatic functions. One pragmatic
function distinguishes restrictive and nonrestrictive relative clauses. Restrictive
relatives act to specify a particu'ar subset from a larger set of items. This means that
restrictive relatives are used felicitously in situations in which there is a group of
objects corresponding to the head noun phrase of the relative clause. For example, in
sentence (5a) the relative clause that had a bow around its neck" acts to pick out a
particular teddy bear from a group of teddy bears. In contrast, nonrestrictive relative
clauses function merely to comment upon the noun phrases they modify, not to funher
delimit them. Sentence (5b) contains a nonrestrictive relative clause "which had a bow
around its neck." In this case. the relative clause serves only as a further comment
about the one teddy bear in the context. namely that it had a bow around its neck.

(5a) The boy was holding the teddy bear that had a bow around its neck.
(5b) The boy was holding the teddy bear, which had a bow around its neck.

Having reviewed the relevant properties of relative clauses, we turn now to studies of
their comprehension by good and poor readers. Several recent investigations have
indicated impaired performance by reading-disabled children on various forms of
relative clause sentences (Byrne. 1981; Goldsmith, 1980; Mann et al.. 1984; Stein et al..
1984). The findings have generally been regarded as supporting the Syntactic Lag
Hypothesis. However. a dissenting note way sounded at the conclusion of the study by
Mann et aL (1984). in which two of the present writers were co-investigators.

In the Mann et al. study. third-grade good and poor readers were tested for
comprehension and (on another occasion) for repetition of the same relative clause
sentences. On the comprehension test, the poor readers made more errors than the good
readers; however, both reader groups made similar types of errors and there was no
interaction between reader group and sentence type. On the repetition task. too. the poor
readers performed less accurately than the good readers. Thus. the poor readers were
impaired in both comprehension and repetition of test sentences, but their errors,
although more numerous. were similar to those of the good readers. Mann et al.
maintained that the higher error rate 1, the poor readers can be explained as
stemming from their limitations in the effective use of phor llogical structure in the
service of verbal working memory.

Giving credence to poor readers' limitations in processing, the present study sought to
identify ways to reduce the processing load in order to permit them to demonstrate their
knowledge of relative clauses. Until this step is taken, the source of poor readers'
observed comprehension failures remains an open question; either the Syntactic Lag
Hypothesis or the Processing Limitation i -ypothesis could explain some portion of the
findings. In planning the present study. several potential sources of processing
difficulty that may have adversely affected poor readers' performance in earlier
research were identified and steps were taken to minimize the difficulties. Success in
reducing or eliminating the performance gap between good and poor readers would
constitute support for the Processing Limitation Hypothesis. We now describe the
factors that may affect difficulty of processing and the steps that were initiated to
control these factors in the present study.

First. most of the previous studies of relative clauses failed to take into account their
pragmatic functions. In other words. these studies did not meet the "felicity conditions"
associated wit), the use of restrictive relative clauses. For example, the Mann et al.
study used an object manipulation test in which the stimulus array consisted of one
token of an object for each noun phrase. As discussed earlier, restrictive relative
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clauses are used felicitously only in contexts which establish a set of objects
corresponding to the head noun phrase of the relative clause. To satisfy this pragmatic
condition. more than a single item corresponding to the head noun phrase of the
relative clause should be made available in the experimental workspace. Evidence from
recent studies of language acquisition has demonstrated the importance of satisfying
the felicity conditions associated with the presuppositions of restrictive relative
clauses and the detrimental effect that failure to meet these conditions has upon young
children's comprehension For example. Hamburger and Crain (1982) found significant
improvement in preschool children's comprehension of relative .lause sentences when
felicity conditions were satisfied. They present evidence that improved performance
derives from a reduction in processing demands associated with the planning required
to make a response in an act out task. It is possible that poor readers' diMculties with
relative clause sentences might also be tied to excessive demands imposed by failure tomeet felicity conditions.

Another finding from the literature on language acquisition suggests that poor
readers' impaired performance in the Mann et al. study may have been due, in part, to
the number of relations among animate noun phrases that needed to be determined and
acted out. In a study with preschool children. Goodluck and Tavakolian (1982)demonstrated that performance on an act-out task similsr to the one used in the Mannet al. study improved significantly when the number of animate noun phrases in
relative clause sentences was reduced from three to two (e.g., by replacing a transitiveverb in the relative clause with an intransitive verb). Improved performance in this
case may also be explained in terms of a reduction in processing demands associated
with the respons- plan needed to act out these sentences (Hamburger & Crain. 1984).

Finally, it was observed by Goldsmith (1980) that poor readers' comprehension of
semantically constrained sentences surpassed that of unconstrained sentences.Semantically anomalous relations which have often characterized sentences used inearlier studies (e.g., Byrne. 1981; Mann et al., 1984) may require additional processingin order to recover the intended relations among the constituents. Poor readers. with
special weaknesses in verbal working memory, are presumably at a particular
disadvantage under any circumstances that require reanalysis (Shankweiler et al..1984).

Since only performance. not competence, is observed in tests of language ability,failure to cmatrol for factors that can unduly tax limited processing resources can mask
expression of underlying linguistic knowledge. We suspect that previous studies of poorreaders' comprehension of complex syntactic structures have often resulted inunderestimates of their line,uistic knowledge because, unwittingly, the experimentaltasks posed extraneous demands on processing. When the goal of the research is to drawinferences about linguistic competence, experiments with the potential fordisentangling deficits in structural knowledge from processing limitations arerequired. Bearing in mind the potential benefit of reducing processing demands forpoor readers' comprehension of relative clauses, we incorporated four methodologicalchanges to minimize processing load: (i) the restrictive function associated withrestrictive relative clauses was satisfied; (ii) each of the test sentences indicated a singleaction relating two animate noun phrases; (Hi) in each test sentence, a third nounphrase was inanimate and conveyed descriptive information; (iv) all test sentencesindicated plausible events. Together these steps were expected to minimize the demandsassociated with the comprehension task and permit the subjects to display their fulllevel of linguistic competence.

This investigation was designed to permit a direct comparison of the findings withthose of the Mann et al. study. By comparing performance in the two studies, we canbegin to evaluate evidence for the two hypotheses uncle* consideration. If the Syntactic
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Lag Hypothesis is correct, we would expect that poor readers should show no
improvement when the task is made easier by minimizing processing demands because
in the absence of requisite structures, impaired performance should be observed even
under the simplest conditions. On the other hand, if the Processing Limitation
Hypothesis is correct, we would expect poor readers' performance to improve as the task
is simply`` ducting the disparity with good readers.

EXPERIMENT I: OBJECT MANIPULATION TEST

An object manipulation test was constructed in accordance with the methodological
prescriptions described in the preceding paragraphs. This test incorporates the same
structures studied in the research of Mann et al. and is intended as a sequel to that
investigation.

Method

Subjects

The subjects were selected from four second-gracie classes in a suburban public school
system. All children for whom parental consent was obtained were given the Decoding
Skills Test (DM) (Richardson and DiBenedetto. 1986) as a test of reading ability and the
Peabody Picture Vocabulary TestRevised (PPVT) (Dunn and Dunn, 1981). The PPVT
was included to ensure that any obtained reader group differences could not be
attributed to limitations in word knowledge, which is an indicator of general verbal
ability.

Nonoverlapping groups of good and poor readers were formed on the basis of three
criteria: a combined word and nonword DST score less than 64 (poor readers) or greater
than 83 (good readers),3 teacher confirmation of reading ability and a PPVT score
between 90 and 130. Grouping by these criteria yielded 18 children in the poor reader
group (8 boys: 10 girls) and 16 children in the good reader group (6 boys; 10 girls). The
groups did not differ significantly in age, (range: 90 to 104 months), nor in PPVT scores
(range: 90 to 126). 4 Additionally, all subjects were native speakers of English and had
no known speech or hearing deficiencies. The mean age PPVT score, and DST score for
each group are summarized in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Characteristics of the subjects.

Good Readers Poor Readers

(N.16) (N.18)

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Age in Months 97.75 3.64 97.05 4.77
PPVT-Revised Scoeo 114.93 9.8P 110.00 8.53
DST Score 98.37 8.63 47.77 15.53

'Maximum DST score .120
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Materials
A. Test Sentences: Four types of relative clause sentences were included in the test

materials. An example of each is given below:
(6) SS The lady who held an umbrella kissed the man.
(7) SO The man who the lady kissed held an umbrella.
(8) OS The lady kissed the man who held an umbrella.
(9) 00 The lady kissed the man who an umbrella covered.
Each sentence contains two animate noun phrases and one inanimate noun phrase

and denotes plausible events among highly recognizable objects. The relations between
animate noun phrases are reversible. In order to preserve the plausibility requirement.
an action verb is used in the relative clause in 00-type sentences. For SO sentences, the
inanimate Tv..iun phrase is placed in the main clause instead of in the relative clause to
preserve plausibility and to allow for the possibility of a conjoined-clause
misanalysis.5

Conjoined-clause sentences (CC). derived from the OS prototypes, were also included.
It has been claimed that these structures are syntactically less complex than relative
clause sentences and are mastered earlier in development. Each CC sentence contains
an empty noun phrase in the second clause that is coxeferential with the subject of the
first clause. A sample CC is given in (10):

(10) CC The lady kissed the man and held an umbrella.
B. Test Design: The test consisted of five sets of sentences in which the relations

among nouns were varied the five sentence types (SS, SO, OS, 00, CC). This yielded
five sentences of each type. making a total of 25. These were randomized and two test
orders were prepared. Each test order was preceded by a short pretest which consisted of
three simple sentences and one complex sentence. The pretest and test sentences were
recorded on audiotape at a natural conversational rate. Each sentence was preceded by
an alerting bell. The pretest and test sentences are listed in Appendix A.
Procedure

The subjects were tested individually in three sessions during the last quarter of theschool year. The DST and PPVT were administered in the first session and one of theexperimental tests was administered in each of the remaining sessions. Half of eachreader group was tested on the Object Manipulation Test in the second session and halfreceived the Sentence-Picture Matching Test. This order was reversed in the thirdsession. thus counterbalancing the presentation of the two tests.
At the onset of the Object Manipulation Test, the subject was shown all of the toyobjects to be used in the task and asked to name them. Any name that did notcorrespond to the name used in the test sentences was corrected. Before each testsentence was presented. objects corresponding to the nouns in the sentence were placedon the tabletop in front of the subject in a fixed, random order. As indicated earlier, twoobjects corresponding to the head noun in the relative clause were presented to meet thenormal presuppositions associated with use of restrictive relative clauses. Althoughthere are no such presuppositions associated with conjoined-clause sentences, an extraanimate agent was placed in the work space to keep constant the number of items acrosssentence types. The subject listened to the test sentences using earphones at sound levelsadjusted for comfortable listening.

The subject was instructed to listen to the entire sentence before proceeding to act outits meaning. Responses were coder: by the experimenter to indica..e the actions andrelations enacted. an well as their order of occurrence. A sentence was repeated a secondtime if the subject requested it.
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Results

Separate analyses were performed on the relative clause sentences and the conjoined-
clause sentences in order to permit comparison with the results of the Mann et al. (1984)
study. A response was considered correct if the relations indicated in both the main
clause and the relative clause were properly enacted regardless of which clause was
acted out drst. Since there were no effects of test order. the remaining analyses were
performed on the combined test orders.
Relative Clause Sentences

Both the good and poor readers acted out the relative clause sentences with a high
level of success. The reader groups did not differ significantly in mean percentage of
errors (good readers: 11.3%; poor readers: 18.1%). Table 2 displays the mean percentage
of errors and standard deviations for each type of relative clause sentence for both
reader groups.

TABLE 2. Object Manipulation Test.

Mean percentage of errors and standard deviations
for relative clause sentences.

Relative Clause Good Readers Poor Readers
Structure

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

SS 2.6 6.8 3.4 7.6
SO 25.0 28.8 35.6 26.2
OS 11.2 14.6 20.0 22.8
00 6.2 12.0 13.2 21.8

The main effect of sentence type (SS. SO, OS, and 00 relative clause sentences) was
highly significant. F(3,96) = 17.94, p < .001. There was, however, no significant
interaction between reader group and sentence type, indicating that the good and poor
readers were similarly affected by variations in sentence structure. Scheffe post hoc
analyses (p = .05) indicated that SO sentences were more difficult than 00 and SS
sentences. but were not more difficult than OS sentences. The SS sentences did not
differ from 00 sentences. but did differ from OS and SO sentences. Finally, OS and 00
sentences did not differ from each other.

Analysis of errors. The distribution of errors was examined to determine whether
errors previously identified in the literature as possibly signifying an immature stage
of syntactic development occurred more often for the poor readers than for the good
readers. Although the incidence of conjoined-clause errors difftred significantly across
sentence types. F12.64) = 3.52. p = .03 (with SO sentences producing the most errors of
this type). there was no main effect of reader group and no reader group x sentence type
interaction. The good and poor readers did not differ in the number ofconjoined-clause
errors. and the pattern of errors across sentence type was similar for both reader
groupb. Also, other error types noted Jr previous investigations, e.g., minimum distance
errors. that were noted in the Mann et al. (1984) study. failed to distinguish between
reader groups in the present study.
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There was no difference between reader groups in the order in which the information
in the two clauses was acted out. In general. both reader groups acted out the descriptive
information first. For example. in the SO sentence (7) *The man who the lady kissed
held an umbrella.* both the good and poor readers put the umbrela in the man's hand
before they had the lady kiss him.7

Conjoined4:lanse Sentences

The good readers made significantly fewer errors (2.6%) than the poor readers (17.8%)
on the conjoined-clause sentences t (32) = 2.71, p = .01. Despite the poor readers' greater
percentage of errors on this sentence type, the order in which they acted out the clauses
did not differ significantly from that of the good readers. Enactments in which the
second-mentioned clause was acted out first occurred 67.6% and 78.8% of the time for
the good and poor readers, respectively.

Discussion

As noted in the Introductio t, an examination of both error rates and pattern of
errors by good and poor readers is critical for evaluating the two hypothesized sources
of poor readers' difficulties in comprehension. We are justified in concluding that the
Syntactic Lag Hypothesis is correct only if poor readers' percentage of errors. types of
errors and items on which they err are discrepant from that of good readers. The
Processing Limitation Hypothesis is correct only if the following k. _ iteria are met: (1)both reader groups are similarly affected by syn' :ctic complexitythat is. those
relative clause sentences that are most difficult for poor readers are similarly the most
difficult for good readers: (U) the types of errors made by poor readers are notqualitatively different from those made by good readers; (iii) these is improvedperformance on tests in which processing demands have been reduced as compared totests in which they were not reduced: (iv) the performance of poor readers is well above
chance on some examples of the structure being investigated.

The findings of this experiment cleirly support the Processing LimitationHypothesis. The following facts are indicative: First, there was no difference in theincidence of errors between the reader groups on relative clause sentences. Second. bothreader groups were similarly affected by syntactic variation as demonstrated by thelack of a reader group by sentence type inters Ion. Finally, the types of errors that thepoor readers made were similar to those z^.41 by the good readers, and no error typewas mad,' more often by the poor readers. iese findings are inconsistent with theSyntactic Lag Hypothesis. Instead, they suggest that the Processing LimitationHypothesis may provide a better account of poor readers' inferior performance inearlier studies.
The effects of the steps we adopted to ease processing demands can be evaluated bycomparing the good and poor readers' performance in this study with th?. reader groups'performance in the Mann et al. (1984) study in which animacy, plausibility, and felicityconditions were not controlled. Figure 1 presents a comparison of the percentage oferrors for the good and poor readers on the Object Manipulation Test in the two studies.
Both reader groups in the present study performed at a significantly higher level thanthose in the Mann et al. study (even though the subjects were a year younger in thepresent study). The good readers made 11.3% errors compared with 25.7% in the Mannet al. study t (32) a 2.81. p < .01. and the poor readers made 18.1% errors compared with40.8% in the earlier study t (33) a 4.01, p < .001. However, it should be noted that thesame pattern of errors across sentence types was found in both studies. Also, in contrastto the Mann et al. study. there were no differences between the reader groups in thisstudy for any of the prevalent error types. In sum, the reduction in percentage of errorsthat occurred in the present study strongly suggests that poor readers' impaired
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performance in earlier studies is attributable to processing factors, and not to a delay in
the acquisition of syntactic knowledge.
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Figure 1. Comparison of the percentage of errors for the good and poor readers on the Object
Manipulation Test in this study and in the Mann et al. (1984) study.

A further aspect of the poor readers' performance on the Object Manipulatim, Test
supports this conclusion. This concerns the unexpectedly high incidence of errors on
the conjoined-clause sentences. The difficulty, we suspect, may have been due to the
unusual construction of these sentences. As explained earlier, these sentences were
derived from the OS relative clause sentences in order to investigate the possibility that
some subjects were adopting the conjoined-clause analysis posited by Tavakolian
(1981). In the conjoined-clause test sentences, the descriptive tnfo-mation specified in
the OS relative clause appears alter the overt action is specified, as in (11), creating a
conflict between the conceptual order of the information and its order of mention.

(11) CC The lady kissed the man and held an umbrella.
Intuitively. one might suppose that in normal conversation the information in this
sentence would have been conveyed in the following manner:

(12) The lady held an umbrella and kissed the man.

This intuition is supported by the finding that the second clause was enacted first in
72.3% of all responses. The subjects appear to have treated the information in the
second clause as if it were descriptive information representing some prior condition.
even though conjoined-clause sentences do not have the inherent ordering of clauses
characterestic of sentences with restrictive relative clauses. Given that these conjoined-
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clause sentences conveyed information in a way that may have unintentionallyviolated conversational conventions, they may have imposed a heavy processing load.Consequently. the poor readers were adversely affected.8 This finding underscores ourcontention that poor readers' performance on tests of comprehension is closely tied toaspects of processing. and not necessarily to aspects of syntactic complexity.
In summary, the main finding was that the poor readers' performance on the relativeclause sentences in the Object Manipulation Test did not differ from the good readers'performance either in percentage of errors or in pattern of responses. Also, theincidence of errors was significantly reduced in comparison with the Mann et al. study.even though the subjects were a year younger. Taken together, these findings support theProcessing Limitation Hypothesis over the Syntactic Lag Hypothesis.

EXPERIMENT II: SENTENCE-PICTURE MATCHING TEST

The second experiment was designed to test further for the possibility that certainsentences containing relative clauses are misconstrued by poor readers as sentencescontaining conjoined clauses. This type of error in comprehension occurred relatively
frequently in some previous research on interpretations of relative clause sentences byreading disabled diildren (Mann et al., 1984; Stein et al., 1984). It was reasoned that ifthe Syntactic Lag Hypothesis is correct, we would expect poor readers to be moresusceptible to a conjoined-clause interpretation than good readers. The ProcessingLimitation Hypothesis, on the other hand. would expect no qualitative differencesbetween reader groups.

A sensitive test of a tendency to construe sentences containing a relative clause asthough they contain conjoined clauses can be made by forcing a choice between twopictures. one of which depicts the conjoined-clause analysis. (This technique was usedsuccessfully in examining comprehension of relative clauses by much youngerchildren; see Crain and Fodor, forthcoming). Accordingly. a two-choice Sentence-Picture Matching Test was constructed by modifying the sentence . material inExperiment I and providing appropriate pictures. For each SO. OS. and 00 relativeclause sentence one picture foil depicted the incorrect conloined-clause analysisinterpretation. Since a conjoined-clause analysis interpretation is equivalent to thecorrect interpretation of an SS relative clause sentence, corn 3rehension of thissartence type was examined by contrasting the correct interpretation with a foil whichdepicted the interpretation of the information in the main clause only.

Method
Materials

A. Test Sentences: The five types of stimulus sentences used in Experiment I weremodified in this experiment by changing the verb tense from past to present progressiveto accommodate the use of a two-choice Sentence-Picture Matching Test. A sample set oftest sentences is listed below:

(13) SS The lady who is holding an umbrella is Id, 'ng the man.(14) SO The man who the lady is kissing is holding an umbrella.(15) OS The lady is kissing the man who is holding an umbrella.(16) 00 The lady is kissing the man who an umbrella is covering.(17) CC The lady is kissing the man and is holding an umbrella.
Additional sentences. with different nouns and verbs. were added as controls toascertain that the subjects were attending to the entire sentence. These controlsentences were of the same form as three of the experimental sentences (SS, OS, CC). but
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their respective foils differed. The picture foils for all sencence typ..1 are deJcribed in
section C below.

B. Test Design: The test contained 40 sentences: the five (modified) sets of sentences
(SS, 50, OS, 00, CC) from the Object Manipulation Test plus five sets of the three control
sentences (SS, OS. CC). Two test orders were prepared, corresponding to those in the
Object Manipulation Test. but with control sentences interspersed. A pretest (modified
from Experiment I) was provided. All the items are listed in Appendix B. The test
sentences were recorded on audiotape at a natural speaking rate by the same speaker
who recorded the sentences in Experiment I. Each sentence was preceded by an alerting
bell.

C. Picture Foils: The notation introduced by Sheldon (1974) is used here to describe
the foils for : 'ntences in the Sentence-Picture Matching Test. In this notation, noun
phrases are numbered consecutively in the order in which they appear in the sentence.
The subject and object relations of each verb phrase are indicated by a pair of numbers.
Fm example. the correct interpretation of an SS sentence is 12,13. Thus, the correct
response to sentence (18) has the woman (1) holding an umbrella (2) and kissing a man
(3).

1 2 3

(18) SS The lady who is holding an umbrella is kissing the man.
As we have seen, there are two possible conjoined-clause analyses for SO sentences

(12,13 and 21.23). One of these (12.13) was the most commonly observed conjoined-
clause response in both the Tavakolian (1981) and the Mann et al. (1984) studies. It was
therefore selected as the foil for this sentence type. This analysis of sentence (14) results
in the interpretation, 'the man is kissing the lady and is holding an umbrella."

For OS sentences, only one conjoined-clause interpretation (12,13) is possible. For
sentence (15) this interpretation yields "the lady is kissing the man and is holding the
umbrella." The 00 sentences, like the SO, offer two conjoined-clause analyses (12,13
and 12.31). Young children in the Tavakollan study gave one of these responses (12,31)
slightly more often than the other. This was also the predominant error response to 00
sentences in the Mann et al. study. Therefore, this error was incorporated into the foil
for the 00 sentence type. For sentence (16) the foil picture had the lady kissing the man
and the umbrella covering the lady.

A foil depicting a main-clause only interpretation was used for the target SS
sentences. For sentence (13) this yields an interpretation of "the lady is kissing the
man.* For the conjoined-clause sentences, an erroneous minimum-distance principle
interpretation (12.13) was selected as a foil. For example, in sentence (17), this shows
the lady kissing a man and the man holding an umbrella. For the control SS and OS
sentences, a relative - clause -only interpretation was depicted in the foil (12 and 23,
respectively). Finally, a first-clause-only (12) interpretation was used for the cuntrol CC
sentences.

D. Picture Specifications: In order to satisfy the felicity conditions associated with
restrictive relative clauses (Hamburger & Cram, 1982), two tokens of the object
corresponding to the empty noun phrase in the relative clause were presented in each
correct picture. The additional objects were placed in the background. For the foils, an
extra object which did not satisfy the felicity condition of the relative clause, but which
was appropriate for the sentence context, was included in the background to maintain
the same number of objects in each picture.

Each picture measured 4 x 6 inches, and was displayed on an 8 1/2 x 11 inch sheet
with a one-inch border on the top, bottom and right side, and a 1 1/2 inch border on the
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left side to accommodate binding. In half of the arrays. the correct picture was placed atthe bottom. A sample OS picture array is displayed in Appendix C.
Procedure

Adm!-Ustration of the Sentence-Picture Matching Test was counterbalanced with theabject Manipulation Test (see Experiment I: Method). The subjects. each of whom alsoparticipated in Experiment I, were tested individually. For each trial. the picture array
was presented immediately before the onset of the tape-recorded sentence. The subjectswere instructed to listen carefully to the entire sentence, to look carefully at bothpictures in the array. and then to point to the picture that showed the meaning of thesentence. Headphones were used with the sound level adjusted for each subject'scomfort. A sentence was repeated a second time if the subject requested it.

Results

Separate analyses were performed on the relative clause sentences. the conjoined-clause sentences, and the control sentences. Since there was no effect of test order. the
remaining analyses were performed .on the combined test orders.

Table 3 displays the mean percentage of errors and standard deviations for each typeof relative clause sentence for both reader groups. ""1.e good readers averaged 11.3%errors and the poor readers 18.6% errors, F11.32) = 4.69. p = .04. Although the poorreaders chow the erroneous conjoined-clause interpretation of relative clausesentences slightly (but significantly) more often than the good readers, both readergroups achieved a high overall level of success. In fact, the difference between the meanpercentage of errors for the two groups on this test was very similar to the differenceobtained with the Objtct Manipulation Test. Further. as was the case with the ObjectManipulation Test, there was a highly significant effect of sentence type, F(3.96) =21.89. p < .001. but no reader group x sentence type interaction. Post hoc Scheffeanalyses (p = .05) indicated that SO sentences were more difficult than all othersentence types. The 00 and OS sentence types were not different from each other, burboth were more difficult than 3S sentences.

TABLE 3. Sentence-Picture Matching Test.

Moan percentage of errors and standard deviations
for relative clause sentences.

Relative Clause Good Readers Poor Readers
Structure

Moan S.D. Mean S.D.
SS 0.0 1.2 4.8
CO 22.6 17.4 38 8 31.8
OS 5.0 11.4 14.4 17.800 12.6 17.8 20.0 19.4

There was no significant difference between reader groups in the percentage of errorson conjoined-clause sentences (good readers: 7.6%: poor readers: :?.4%). Only a singleerror ok wed on the control sentences.
---.
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Discussion

On the Sentence-Picture Matching Test, there was a small, but significant difference
between the reader groups in the mean percentage of errors, i.e., incorrect conjoined-
clause interpretations, for the relative clause sentences. However, no subjects
consistently chose this interpretation across all sentence types. Further, the difference
between the mean percentages of errors for the two groups on the Sentence-Picture
Matching Test was very similar to the difference found on the Object Manipulation
Test, and both reader groups were similarly affected by variations in syntactic structure
introduced by the different types of relative clause sentences. The fact that the poor
readers gave a high percentage of correct responses on the Sentence-Picture Matt. 'ng
Test (any on the Object Manipulation Test), together with the fact that they showed s
similar pattern of errors across sentence types as the good readers in both tasks,
suggests that the difficulties poor readers have shown with relative clause sentences in
past studies cannot be attributed to a syntactic lag.

In contrast with the results from the Object Manipulation Test, in which the reader
groups differed only on conjoined-clause sentences, in the Sentence-Picture Matching
Test conjoined - clause sentences yielded no reader group difference. We can only
speculate about the reasons for this disparity. Certainly, the fact that the pocr readers
did not differ from the good readers in the percentage of errors on conjoined-clause
sentences in this experiment is in keeping with the lower overall processing demands
imposed by a forced-choice selection procedure (see Shankweiler et al., 1984). In this
case, the subjects merely had to affirm or deny the accuracy of what was depicted, rather
than plan and execute a set of actions demonstrating comprehension of this
information. This interpretation gains cogency in light of the analysis by Hamburger
and Crain (1984). who have explicitly characterized the processing demands associated
with the planning step in act-out tasks. They demonstrated, moreover, that by
minimizing the processing demands associated with the planning step, young
children's performance is enhanced. The (hiding that the poor readers were not
impaired in comprehension of conjoined-clause sentences when the processing load
was minimized is, of course. consistent with the Processing Limitation Hypothesis.
This finding cannot easily be assimilated by the Syntactic Lag Hypothesis.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The aim of this research was to pinpoint the source of poor readers' comprehension
failures on spoken sentences containing complex syntactic structures. Sentences with
relative c.1 uses provided a vehicle for testing between two hypotheses either of which
could, in principle. explain the comprehension difficulties uncovered in previous
research. AS we saw, the Syntactic Lag Hypothesis views poor readers as delayed in the
acquisition of comply:.: syntactic structures. Deficits in comprehension thus reflect a
lack of full linguistic competence on the part of poor readers. On this account, poor
readers are expected to encounter difficulty with putatively late-developing complex
syntactic structures such as relative clauses. Their errors, too, should reflect their
relatively immature grammars. For instance, poor readers might be expected to make
more conjoined-clause analysis errors than good readers if adult-like recursive rules
have yet to become a part of their grammatical knowledge. Further, since the requisite
structures are hypothesized not to be in place, poor readers should be expected to make
more errors than good readers in spite of steps one might take to reduce processing
demands.

By contrast, the Processing Limitation Hypothesis maintains that even the most
complex syntactic structures are in place at the o.,set of reading instruction. Errors in
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comprehension on the part of poor readers are not the result of gaps in linguisticcompetence, but instead, are taken to reflect performance failures derivir.z, from
deficiencies in verbal working memory due to limitations in phonological processing.The Processing Limitation Hypothesis, but not the Structural Lag Hypothesis.
anticipated that poor readers would achieve a higi, level o. performance on the tasks
employed in the present study, which reduce the burdens on verbal working memory.Further, the Processing Limitation Hypothesis anticipated a substantial reduction inerrors in the present study as compared to previous studies in which steps were nottaken to hold processing demands to a minimum. Finally, this hypothesis predictedthat poor readers' overall performance should parallel that of good readers.

In keeping with these predictions, the poor readers in the present study performed ata high level of success on Loth experimental tasks. On the alect Manipulation Test,they were not differentiated from the good readers either with respect to percentage oferrors or types of errors. Further, there was a significant reduction in the percentage oferrors as compared to the object manipulation test of Mann et al. (1984), a edference
that must reflect the effectiveness of our attempt to simplify the task. Finally, the poorreaders responded in the same conceptual manner as the good readers. On the Sentenct-Picture Matching Test, there was a marginally significant reader group difference.However, in neither experiment did the poor readers deviate from the good readers onany measure that could be taken to indicate delayed acquisition of ayntactic knowledgeof relative clauses. e.g., different types of errors, or a different rank order of difficulty
across types of relative clause sentences. Taken together, these findings support theexpectation of the Processing Limitation. Hypothesis that both reader groups areindistinguishable in syntactic competence, and that any differences in comprehensionin children differing in reading ability must be attributable to other causes. We shouldnot lose sight of the fact that the subjects in tne present study were a year younger thanthose tested in the Mann et al. study. This adds to the weight of the evidence in favor ofthe Processing Limitation Hypothesis. Under the Syntactic Lag Hypothesis, youngerpoor readers would more likely show evidence of delayed acquisition of complexsyntactic structures. But since the younger children in the present study were able tocomprehend sentences containing complex relative clause constructions whenprocessing demands were held to a minimum, the Syntactic Lag Hypothesis is renderedless plausible as an explanation of poor readers' comprehension difficulties.

Earlier. we noted that findings over a range of measures indicate that poor readersare deficient in phonological processing. It has been hypothesized that one consequenceof such a deficit is failure to apprehend the phonological structure of words, making itinordinately difficult for the child to discover how the spelling of the word is related toits phonological structure. Thus, on this hypothesis. the development of efficient wordrecognition strategies is hampered because the affected individual has not learned todecode. As indicated earlier. there exists c. lsiderable empirical support for this claim.But decoding difficulties are not the only consequence of a deficit in phonologicalprocessing: a phonological deficit may also impose severe limitations on the operationof verbal working memory. Sentence comprehension may be affected adversely both inreading and in the apprehension of spoken language.
Let us now spell out how a phonological processing deficit may result in failures insentence comprehension throug:. its impact on verbal working memory. On thisaccount, which is presented in greater detail elsewhere (see Crain et al., in press;Shaninveiler & Crain, 1986), the well attested deficiencies of poor readers on tasks ofordered recall lead to the expectation that higher level processes such as syntacticcomprehension would be compromised by poor readers' failures to adequately retainphonologic... information during sentence processing. In effect, there is a "bottleneck"that constricts the flow of information from lower levels to higher levels (see Peri-mil,
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1985. for a related account). This follows from a very general assumption concerning
the architecture of the language apparatus. To explain how a deficit at one level can give
rise to dysfunction at other levels, we have appealed to the proposition that the
language apparatus consists of hierar::hicall-, organized subcomponents with
information flowing unidirectionally from lower to higher levels of the system.9 A role
for verbal working memory is posited to support processing within each structural
component of language and to effect the orderly transfer of information between
components. (Other accounts which emphasize the control functions of working
memory in addition to !Ls short-term storage functions have been advanced by
Baddeley & Hitch. 1974. and Laneman & Carpenter. 1980).

This ..inception of poor readers' difficulties in processing spoken sentences applies
with even greater force to reading. because reading imposes an additional step upon the
language understanding systema phonological interpretation must be assigned to an
orthographic representation by a decoding step. Whereas in spoken language word
recognition is carried out quite automatically by machinery which evolution has
crafted for this purpose. reading depends on orthographic skills that are not part of the
biological endowment for language (see Liberman. 1988. for discussion). When
orthographic decoding skills are poorly established. as in UT e case of a beginning reade:
or a person with a persistent reading disability. syntactic and semantic processing is
severely hampered because the limited v. -1,a1 working memory resources are used up in
attempts to identify the words of the text. Thus. until word recognition skills are well
established. reading may be expected to impose greater demands on processing
capacities than speech (Shankweiler & Crain. 1986). Here, as in the case of spoken
sentence comprehension. failures to understand complex structures may be
attributable to limitations in phonological processing and not to a delay in the
acquisition of syntactic structures. Therefore. in reading comprehension, as in spoken
language comprehension. we should observe improved performance in higher level
processes when demands associated with lower level components of the task are
reduced.

1 CS
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APPENDIX A

Stimulus Sentences for Object Manipulation Test
SS The lady who held an umbrella kissed the man.
SO The man who the lady kissed held an umbrella.
CS The lady kissed the man velo held an umbrella.
CO The lady kissed the man who an umbrella covered.
CC The lady kissed the man and held an umbrella.
SS The lady who carried a suitcase ` ouched the man.
SO The lady who the man touched carried a suitcase.
OS The man touched the lady who carried a suitcase.
CO The man touched the lady who a scarf was on.
CC The man touched the lady and carried a suitcase.
SS The boy who carried a banana chased the monkey.
SO The boy who the monkey chased carried a banana.
OS The monkey chased the boy who carried a banana.
CO The monkey chased the boy who a hat was on.
CC The monkey chased the boy and carried a banana.
SS The girl who hugged a teddy bear pushed the boy.
SO The boy who the girl pushed hugged a teddy bear.
OS The girl pushed the boy who hugged a teddy bear.
CO The boy pushed the girl who the ice cream fell on.
CC The bay pushed the girl and hugged a teddy bear.
SS The giraffe that ate the hay followed the elephant.
SO The giraffe that the elephant followed ate the hay.
OS The elephant followed the giraffe that ate the hay.
CO The elephant followed the giraffe that a rope hung from.
CC The giraffe followed the elephant and ate the hay.

Pretest

The girl pushed the boy.
The man touched the lady.
The monkey followed the giraffe.
The bay held a teddy bear and the girl carried a ball.

APPENDIX B

Stimulus Sentences for Sentence-Picture Matching Test
SS The lady who is holaing an umbrella is kissing the man.SO The man who the lady is kissing is holding an umbrella.
OS The lady is kissing the man who is holding an umbrella.
CO The lady is kissing the man wl.o an umbrella Is covering.
CC. The lady is kissing the man and is holding an umbrella.
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The lady who is carrying a suitcase touched the man.
The lady who the man is touching is carrying a suitcase.
The man is touching the lady who is carrying a suitcase.
The man is touching the lady who a scarf is on.
The man is touching the lady and is carrying a suitcase.

The boy who is carrying a banana is chasing the monkey.
The boy who the monkey is chasing is carrying a banana.
The monkey is chasing the boy who is carrying a banana.
The monkey is chasing the boy who a hat is on.
The monkey is chasing the boy and is carrying a banana.

The girl who is hugging a teddy bear is pushing the boy.
The boy who the girl is pushing is hugging a teddy bear.
The girl is pushing the boy who is hugging a teddy bear.
The boy is pushing the girl who the ice cream is falling on.
The boy is pushing the girl and is hugging a teddy bear.

The giraffe that is eating the hay is following the elephant.
The giraffe that the elephant is following is eating the hay.
The elephant is following the giraffe that is eating the hay.
The elephant is following the giraffe that a rope is hanging from.
The giraffe is following the elephant and is eating the hay.

Control Sentences

SS The lady who is wearing a hat is hugging the baby.
OS The lady is hugging the baby who is wearing a hat.
CC The lady is hugging the baby and is wearing a hat.

SS The clown who is holding the flowers is hitting the girl.
OS The girl is hitting the clown who is holding the flowers.
CC The clown is hitting the girl and is holding the flowers.

SS The girl who is holding a ball is kicking the boy.
OS The boy is kicking the girl who P4 holding a ball.
CC The boy is kicking the girl and is holding a ball.

SS The boy who is eating the ice cream is pulling the girl.
OS The boy is pulling the girl who is eating the ice cream.
CC The girl is pulling the boy and is eating the ice cream.

SS The cat that is wearing a bow is licking the rabbit.
OS The rabbit is licking the cat that is wearing a bow.
CO The cat is licking the rabbit and is wearing a bow.

Pretest

The girl is pueling the boy.
The man is touching the lady.
The monkey is following the giraffe.
The boy is holding a teddy bear and the girl is carrying a ball.
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APPENDIX C

Sample Picture Array for Sentence-Picture Matching Test

OS The lady is kissing the man who Is holding an umbrella.
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FOOTNOTES

Applied I sycholinguistics, in press.

'Also University of Connecticut, Storrs. Now at Neurolinguistics Laboratory, Institute of Health
Professions, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston.

"Also University of Connecticut, Storrs.

tThe evidence that poor readers share in common difficulties in decoding words in print is
overwhelming (see Chall, 1967; Perft.tti, 1985; Stanovich, 1986). Evidence that the decoding problems are
a reflection of wider deficiencies in processing the phonological components of language is
summarized in several places (Liberman & Shankweiler, 1985; Rozin & Cleitman, 1977;Shankweiler &
Liberman, 1972). Verbal working memory is another aspect of phonological processing that is deficient
in poor readers (see Jorm, 1983; Liberman & Shankweiler, 1985; Wagner & Torgesen, 1987).

2It should be noted that the difficulties poor readers encounter in sentence comprehension would often
be missed in everyday settings, but may come to light in tasks that present complex structures without
the contextual support that is found in ordinary spoken discourse.

3In this study, a subject's score for each DST subtest consisted of the number of items read cor ectly
prior to making ten et,Jrs in a row or completing the 60-item list. The maximum combined score was
122.

4Considelations governing the selection of an appropriate control group in investigations of the cr . ses
of reading disability are discussed in Shankweiler, Crain. Brady, & Macaruso (in press).

sErrontous conjoined-clause interpretations of each type of relative clause sentence are described in
Tavakolian (1981). For example, in SO sentence (71 4 conjoined-clause misanalysis yields two possible
interpretethms: either the man kissed the lady ano neld an umbrella, or the lady kissed the man and
held an umbrella. Tavakolian supposed that her preschool subjects may have applied preexisting
phrase structure rules for ronjoined clause sentences to relative clause sentences.

6Minimum distance errors are based on the minimum-distance p.A.....?le which holds that a noun most
proximal to the verb is interpreted as its missing subject (Chomsky, 1969; Rosenbaum, 1967) that were
noted in the Mann et al. (1984) study, failed to distinguish between reader groups in the present study.
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'For the SO sentences, in which the descriptive information is contained in the main clause, subjects ia
the present study acted out the main clause first 80.6% of the time (good readers: 74.7%; poor readers:
86.4%). This contrasts with the findings of a follow-up study by Crain, Shankweiler, Macaruso and Bar-Shalom (in press) in which the test sentences contained no descriptive information. In that study boththe good and poor readers acted out the relative clause first 100% of the time for the SO sentences.Since, in the present study, the descriptive information appears in the relative clause for the SS, OS and00 sentences, the two response tendencies cannot be separated for these sentence types.

ht is Important to note that the poor readers did not have more difficulty than the good readers with OSsentences, although in these sentences, too, the descriptive information followed mention of the overtaction, as in the conjoined-clause sentences. The absence of reader group differences on OS sentences
can be understood in light of the difference in pragmatic function of the two sentence types.
Conceptually, the second conjunct of a conjoired-clause sentence is generally the (temporally) secondevent in an action sequence. In contrast, the relative clause, which appears second in an OS relative,has been found to denote the conceptually prior event in sentences which contain two action
sequences (see Hamburger & Crain, 1982, for discussion).

9This explanation is developed within a framework that has long guided research on speech aid readingat Haskins Laboratories (see Liberman, Cooper, Shankweiler, & Studdert-Kennedy, 1967). Relatedviews of the language processing system have been advanced by Forster (1979) and Fodor (1983).
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Phonological Deficiencies:
Effective Predictors of Future
Reading Problems

Virginia A. Mannt and Patricia Ditunnot

This chapter describes a recent longitudinal study which illustrates the role of
phonological deficiencies in developmental reading problems. In that study, apopulation of children received a battery of phonological tests and a test of
reading ability each year between kindergarten and first grade. The test battery
was concentrated on three areas of phonological skill: 1) awareness of
phonological structure, 2) retrieval and perception of phonological structure and 3)the use. of phonetic representation in working memory, and it paired tests of theseabilities with non-linguistic tests that controlled for extra-linguistic demands onattention, logical deduction, grapho-motor skill, etc.
The analysis of the results involved cross-longitudinal time lag correlations,
partial correlations, regressions, and factor analysis as well as direct comparisonsbetween good and poor readers. Three major conclusions are supported: 1)
Phonological deficiencies play a causative role in early reading problems 2) Incontrast, deficiencies in non-linguistic realms of cognition are not strongly
associated with reading problems and 3) Poor readers tend to be "phonologicallydelayed"relative to their more successfully-leading peers, rather than"phonologically deviant."

In many different countries, certain spoken language skills are strongly andsignificant! related to early reading skill. Good and poor beginning readers have beendistinguished by the status of these skills more reliably than by their generalintelligence or other general cognitive abilities (for recent review, see. for example.Liberman. 1982; Mann. 1986a; Stanovich Cunningham, & Freeman, 1984; Wagner &Torgesen, 1987). That children's ability to read should be related to their ability to usespoken languagr is anticipated by two major findings about the psychology of reading.First. there is the theoretical insight that writing systems are transcriptions of spokenlanguage (see Liberman, Liberman, Mattingly. & Shanloveiler, 1980). Second. there isthe experimental observation that skilled reading is mediated by certain spokenlanguage processing skills (see. for reviews: Crowder, 1982 or Perfetti, 1985. orStanovich. 1982 a and b).

Haskins Laboratories
SR-97/98

Status Report on Speech Research
1989
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In this chapter we will review some of the evidence that links reading ability to
spoken language skills, and we will be describing in some detail a longitudinal study
which shows how certain spoken language skills can actually presage the success with
which a kindergarten child will learn to read in the first grade. The language skills
which we will examine are phonological skillsthose skills which operate on the basic
sound elements of language and the regular patterns among them. These are of
particular importance to beginning readers of alphabets (Liberman & Mann, 1980:
Lundberg. Oloffson. & Wall, 1980; Mann, 1986a; Stanovich, Cunningham, & Cramer,
1984; Wagner &Torgessen. 1987), because alphabets are transcriptions of phonological
elements (see Liberman et al.. 1980). Above and beyond their role in decoding an
alphabetic writing system, phonological processing skills are also important because
they mediate all spoken language conununirntion.

One phonological skill which relates to children's ability to read an alphabet is the
ability to manipulate phonemes and syllables. An explicit (metalinguistic) awareness
about phonemes is particularly critical to the child's realization of what the alphabet is
Nall about" because phonemes are more-or-less what the letters represent. This insight
about the demands of an alphabetic writing system has led many investigators to
consider beginning readers' awareness of phonemes as a factor in their reading success.
They have examined children's reading behavior (Mann. 1984; Shankweller &
Liberman. 1972) and spelling errors (Liberman et al., 1986; Mann et al.. 1987) as well as
performance on various tests that directly measure the ability to count, delete or
otherwise manipulate phonemes and syllables (another aspect of phonological
structure). All of these diverse approaches have shown that insufficient awareness
about phonemes is a common trait of poor beginning readers whereas superior
awareness about phonological structun.i associates with superior reading ability (for
reviews. see: Liberman, 1983; Mann, 1986a; Mann & Liberman, 1984; Mattingly, 1984:
Stanovich. Cunningham, & Cramer, 1984; Treiman & Baron, 1981, or Perfetti, 1985).

Other, more fundamental, phonological skills are also linked to early reading, and
they involve the ability to process spoken language. Several types of phonological
processing skills are now known to distinguish poor readers from good readers. For
example, reading problems often associate with a problem in retrieving and perceiving
the phonological structure of words. With regard to the retrieval of phonological
structures, good readers make fewer errors than poor readers when naming letters or
picturestasks which require them to retrieve spoken words from their mental lexicon
(Katz, 1986: Wolf and Goodglass, 1986). With regard to perception, good readers'
perception of speech in noise tends to be superior to that of i--.. )r reacins, although the
two groups do not differ in audiometry and perform at more or less the same level when
the test items are nonlinguistic sounds such as a cat meowing or a door slamming
(Brady et al., 1983). Thus the problems of poor readers appear to be confined to the
linguistic domain.

Another area of phonological processing which is linked to reading skill has been
identified by studies of short-term (working) memory (see, for example: Brady, 1986:
Jorm, 1979; Mann et al., 1980: Mann & Liberman. 1984). It has been shown that good
readers surpass poor readers in the ability to recall sequences of letters, whether
written or spoken (Shankweiler. Liberman, Mark, Fowler, & Fischer, 1979). Good
readers also surpass poor readers in the ability to repeat strings of spoken words (Brady
et al., 1983: Mann et al., 1980) and even in the ability to repeat meaningful sentences
(Mann et al., 1980). However. studies which have examined the recall of non-linguistic
material such as unfamiliar faces, nonsense drawings or visual-spatial sequences on
the Corsi block test reveal no differences between good and poor readers (see Liberman
et al., 1982 and Katz, Shankweiler, & Liberman, 1981, for example). It is only in those
cases where the to-be-remembered material is either spoken utterances or nameable
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visual stimuli that we tend to find significant differences between good and poorreaders.

Further studies of the pattern of children's responses when they attempt to holdlinguistic material in memory, and their susceptibility to a manipulation ofphonological structure (i.e., rhyme) offer an explanation of the poor readers' difficultywith holding phonetic information in working memory. These children may fail torecall linguistic material as well as good readers do because they encounter somedifficulty with using a speech code (phonetic representation) in working memory (see,for a review Brady, 1986; Mann, 1986a). The impact of this working memory problem isquite far reaching; it leads to problems in such *higher" levels of language use assentence comprehension (Crane & Shankweiler, 1986; Mann, Smith, & Shankweiler,1984).

In summary, then, poor readers in the early elementary grades can be distinguishedfrom good readers by phonological deficiencies in at least three areas 1) awareness ofphonological structure 2) retrieval and perception of phonological structures and 3) useof phonetic representation in working memory. In further studies of these deficienciesand their relation to reading skill, some investigators have recognized the need forlongitudinal research which asks whether phonological deficiencies presage readingproblems. Longitudinal research is an attractive approach because it both validates andenhances research into the basis of reading disability. It is the only effective means ofdetermining whether incliadual differences la phonological skills actually causedifferences in reading ability, as opposed to being their consequence. It also addressestwo very practical needs that teachers and school systems must facethe need forpreschool screening and the need for more effective remediation and enrichment.
To date, of the many studies that have concerned early reading problems, relativelyfew have used a longitudinal design to probe the determinants of those problems. Thosefew studies, however, have been quite promising. They have revealed that children whobecome poor readers in the first grade tend, as kindergartners, to be less aware ofphonological structure (Blachman, 1983; Bradley & Bryant, 1985; Mann & Liberman,1984; Stanovich et al., 1984), less able to perform naming tasks (Mann, 1984, Wolf &Goodglass, 1986) and less able to repeat strings of words (Mann. 1984; Mann &Liberman, 1984). Children who become good readers excel in each of these three areasand average readers fall somewhere between.
What has been lacking is a longitudinal study which systematically examines therelation between reading ability and the three areas of phonological awareness,phonological retrieval and perception. No study has examinPA_ all three areas. Also,many studies have lacked effective controls for kindergarten reading ability and timeof testing, and many have also failed to compare non-linguistic tests to the linguistictests which seem to predict reading ability. Such controls are essential to theconclusion that the phonological demands of a given test are the basis for its predictivepower; they are the lest means of excluding demands on attention, logical deduction.grapho-motor skill etc. as confounding factors.
There has also been little attempt to discern the basis of the poor readers' problews.For example, their language difficulties could reflect some type of maturational delay(as discussed by Mann. Cowin. & Schoenheimer, in press; Mann & Liberman, 1984) asopposed to a real deviance in development. Delay or deviance could be specific tolanguage, or could extend to non-linguistic areas of cognition as well. The possibilitythat poor readers are 'phonologically delayed' with respect to other children hasreceived some support from a recent study conducted in our lab (Mann et al., in press).Further consideration of this possibility will require comparisons of the differencesbetween good and poor readers and those that exist between older vs. younger children.
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Longitudinal research makes such comparisons readily available. These
considerations led us to conduct a study which addressed three questions: 1) Do
phonological deficiencies actually cause reading problems as opposed to being their
consequence? 2) When the extraneous demands of individual tests are taken into
account, do phonological deficiencies :emain the best effective of future

:ding problems? and 3) Should poor readers be charterized as ,,honologioally
delayed," or o they 'phonologically deviant" relative to normal and superior rer.d.vs?
We now turn to a detailed report of the methodology and the analysis of the results.

Method

Subjects. All subjects were recruited from three public elementary schools in the
northwestern suburbs of Philadelphia. They participated with the permission of their
parents and at r' e convenience of thtir teachers.

The design called for two years o: longttcdinal test g beginning with the
kindagarten year. At the onset of the study, 106 kindergarten children participated,
and they were divided into two groups. One group of 51 children was tested in the fall of
each year (betweei. the second and fourth months of the school year), and the other
group of 55 children was tested in the spring (between the ninth and tenth months).

The following year. 70 of these children were available for first grade testing, 31 in
the fall group and 39 in the spring group. Children tested in the fan of kindergarten
were seen in the fall of first grade; those tested in the sping of kindergarten were tested
in the spring of first grade,

After the study had been completed, 50 of the children were available for a reading
test which was administered at the end of the second grade. The results of this test
appear in the tables, although we All focus our analysis on the prediction of first-grade
reading ability.

Mat .rials
..tach year between kindergarten and first-grade, e administered a battery of tests to

determine whether certain phonological skills pre. !Acted future reading ability. The
battery inducted five different phonological tests and five non-linguistic control tests
that made similar demands on attention, logic, motor skills etc. without demanding
linguistic skills, per se, 'iNvo linguistic tests examined childr..n's awareness of
phonolorlai structure: a test of syllable awareness (as employed in Mann & Liberman,
1984), and an inverted spelling test (as discussed in Mann et al., 1967). The
nonlinguistic controls for these tests included a test of angle awareness (from Mann,
1987) and the Goodenough Draw-a-Man test (Harris, 1963). Two linguistic tests
examined retrieval and perception of the phonologica' struaure of words: a speeded
letter naming test (from Mann. 1984) and a test of word perception in noise (from Brady
et al., 1983). The nonlinguistic controls for these included a test of environmental
sound perception in noise (also from Brady et al., 1983) and the Denckla test for speeded
fine motor coordination (Denckla, 1973) which was only given in Phase II. The final
linguists; test was a word string recall test (the nonrhyming word strings from Mann,
1984), which examined the ability to make use of phonetic representation in working
memory, The control for thy. test was a test of memory for visual-spatial sequences on
the Corsi blocf.cs (as discussed in Mann & Liberman, 1984).

In addition to the ex -erimental test battery, we also administered a reading test each
year of the stud, ..e., the Word Identification and Word Attack sul'tsts of Form A of the
Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests; Woodcock. 1973). A measure o. , (the vocabulary and
block design subtests of the WPPSI) was also taken during kindergarten testing. A
detailed d scription of each part of our battery follows, with each non-linguistic
control tests described following tLe phonological test that it concerns.
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1. Awareness of Phonological Structure

1.1 Syllable Counting

This test was a shortened version of the syllable counting test developed by Libermanet al. (1974) and employed in Mann and Liberman (19r4). The child was asked to deducethe rules of a "counting" game 1..hich involved using markers to count the number ofunits (syllables) in spoken words. The instructor presented four different series of threetraining items like "but, butter, butterfly" which systematically illustrated that onesyllable words receive one marker, two syllable words receive two markers, etc.,without referring to the term "syllable." Feedback was 0"..n until the child could
correctly "count" each item in each of the trainil ig series, z 1 test items then followed
without response .:eedback (Le., the first 21 of the 42 items from the Liberman et al. test).Scoring was as in Mann and Liberman (1984): the total number of correct items (ASC.Max.=21) and a pass/fail score (ASTI", Max.=1) in which pass denoted at least fivecorrect responses in a row.
1.2 Angle Counting

This test was analogous to those in the syllable counting test described above. Theonly difference was that the items were drawings which contained between one andthree thirty degree angles embedded within their contours: the child's task was to countdie number of thirty degree angles in each drawing. The four training trials presenteddrawings which varied 9rogressively along a dimension of complexity from explicitangles to angles embedded in figures. The 21 test items presented drawings of familiarscenes and objects. Scoring was the same as in the syllable awareness test, the totalnumber of correct items (AAC, Max. = 21) and a pass/fail score (AAPF, Max. = 1).
13 Invented Spelling

This test was recently described in Mann, Tobin and Wilson (1987). In it, childrenw, . presented with fourteen words to which young children often give "invented'spellings that reflect a growing appreciation of phonological structure (as discussed inRead, 1986). The children were asked to try to "write" ea& word as best they can (or todraw a pictur: if they cannot write it), and the instructor er.,..mraged them to try to writeas many sounds as they hear. The scoring of each word involved a four point scale: 4points we.e given to words that were correctly spelled, but up to 3 points were given tounorthodc.A spellings that capture( the phonological structure of the word (u.s in 'L"for "people"). The score was the sum of points across individual words (ISC, Max. = 56).
1.4 Draw a Man

This test. taken from Harris (1963) required children to draw a human figure. Scoringconsidered the accuracy of the drawing they produce (DAM, Max. = 73). described inHarris (1963).

2. T .trieval and Perception of Phonological Structures
2.1 Speeded Letter Naming

This test, taken from Mann (1984), presented children with a five-by-five array ofcapital letters arranged in a random sequence. The child was required to name theletters, row by row as quickly and as accurately as possible. Two scores were computed,the elapsed time (fl and the number of errors (LNE, Max. = 25).
2.2 Denckla fine-motor coordin....on

As described in Denckla (1973), this test required children to make successivemovements of the thumb and fingers of the dominant hand. After the child hadpracticed the required movement, the instructor determined the time required to maze5 complete sett of movern^nts (1 set = index finger to thumb, middle finger to thumb,
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etc.) The score was the elapsed time (DEVI. This test was introduced into the study after
the kindergarten phase of testing had beer, completed.

2.3 Perception of Spoken Words in Noise

This test, adapted from the materials of Brady et al. (1983), consisted of 24 high
frequency words, each masked by signal correlated ncete. These were divided into two
lists of 12 words each, one for use in kindergarten and one for use in first grade. Each
list was preceded by two practice items; children's task was to identify each word. Three
points were given for each correct item and one point if the vowel alone was correct. The
score was the sum of points across words (PWN, Max. = 36).

2.4 Perception of Environmental Sounds u, Noise

This test. also adapted from Brady et al. (1983), included 24 environmental sounds
that had been masked in broad-band white noise. Twelve of the stimuli were used for
kindergarten testing and twelve were used in first grade. Practice items preceded the test
items, and children were asked to ident y each sound (i.e., a plane, an orchestra, a cat,
etc.) Each correct response merited 3 points, and a scoring system (as in Brady et al.,
1983) gave 0, 1 or 2 points according to how closely an incorrect response matched the
correct one. The score was the sum of points across stimuli (PSN, Max. = 36).

3. Use of Phonetic Representation in Working Memory

3.1 Word Siring Recall

The materials for this test were taken from Mann (1984) and consisted of seven word
strings, each four words long. The words were drawn from the A and AA sets of the
Lorge-Thorndike ccunt and each occurred only once. For the purpose of testing, the
strings were prerecorded by a female native speaker of English who kept intonation
noutral and spoken one per second. During testing, the child was told that he/she would
hear tour words, and that he/she should remember them and repeat them in order as
soon as the fourth word was heard. Responses were scored in terms of the number of
correct resporses, summed ¶cross the seven word strings. Following Mann r' al. (1980),

flo scores were computed. one was independent of order (WSF. Max. = 28) and the other
w. order-strict (WSS, Max. = 28).

3.2 Corsi Block Recall

This test. as described in Mann and Liberman (1984). was administered with a set of
nine black cubes scattered about a flat black base. Each block was identified by a
number which only the experimenter could see: during testing, predetermin
sequences of blocks were "tapped" at the rate of one per second; the child watched d
attempted to reproduce each sequenc.4. Testing began with four sequences of two blocks,
followed by four of three blocks and four of four blocks. Two scores were computed, an
order independent scam (CBF, Max. = 36) and an order-strict score (CBS. Max. = 36).
Procedure

Each year, testing began with group administration of the Invented Spelling Test and
the Draw-A-Man test. then proceeded to individual administration of the remainirg
tests which were given in a fixed, counterbalanced order over the course of two
experimental sessions. In the first session, the WPPSI subt -sts were administered (in
kineergarten only). followed by one of the -perception-in-noise" tests, one of the
"counting" tests tad the Denckla test I (in first grade only). In the second ses ,ton, the
letter naming test, the reading tests. the word string recall test, the remaining
'perception in noise" test, the Corsi test and the remaining "counting" test were
administered.
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kasults
The results are summarized in Tables 1-5 and in Figures 1-3. Examination of Table 1will indicate the appreciable gains in reading ability that children achieved over thecourse of the study and some analogous gains in performance on the test battery. Theprimary question to be asked is whether performance on the phonological tests predictsfuture reading ability. To this end. we first report an analysis of the data which hasinvolved: 1) Time-lag and Partial Correlations, 2) Multiple Regressions and 3) FactorAnalysis. A second question concerns the characterization of poor readers' problemswith phonological tests, and the possibility that they exhthit some type of maturationaldelay. In seeking to answer this question, we will make comparisons between good andpoor readers, relating their stores to the mean score that was obtained in each phase ofthe st.dy (i.e.. fall of kindergarten, spring of kindergarten, fall of first grade, spring offirst grade).

TABLE 1. Mean Scores (and standard deviations) on Reading Tests and on the Experimental Battery atEach Time of Testing.

Kindergarten
Fall Spring Fell

First Grade
Spring

Reading Ability:
Word ID 1.55 ( 5.05) 8.11 (2051) 17.86 (22.10) 71.89 (21.96)Word Attack 0.00 ( 0.00) 0.00 ( 0.00) 6.60 ( 6.69) 24.96 (15.30)

Phcnological Awareness:
Counting tests
Linguistic: ASC 7.28 ( 2.77) 8.11 ( 4.31) 10.27 ( 4.13) 12.49 ( 5.22)ASPF 0.10 ( 0.30) 0.15 ( 0.36) 0.40 ( 0.50) 0.55 ( 0.50)Control: MC 7.90 ( 2.37j 7.56 ( 2.45) 7.80 ( 2.22) 7.53 ( 2.49)AAPF 0.10 ( 0.30) 0.09 ( 0.29) 0.11 ( 0.32) 0.22 ( 0.42)

1-honological Awareness:
Invented Spelling
Linguistic: SC 12.36 ( 7.67) 20.60 (12.04) 30.52 ( 9.78) 51.54 ( 4.72)Control: DAM 15.61 ( 5.59) 20.44 ( 6.23) 16.20 ( 3.87) 20.58 ( 5.65)

Phonological retrieval:
LNT 61.16 (42.65) 41.67 (28.49) 32.76 (22.67) 1 .32 ( 4.20)LNE 4.67 ( 4.67) 1.42 ( 1.42) 0.93 ( 1.20) 0.09 ( 0.29)

Phonological Perception:
Linguistic: FWN 16.39 ( 1.74) 1...o6 ( 2.35) 16.13 ( 1.68) 19.84 ( 2.25)Control: PSN 9.80 ( 3.72) 6.36 ( 2.96) 10.56 ( 3.02) 10.33 ( 2.62)

Phonological Working Memory:
Linguistic: WSF 20.22 ( 4.50) 20.56 ( 4.86) 23.78 ( 2.98) 23.56 ( 3.44)WSS 13.98 ( 7.71) 15.76 ( 8.29) 19.58 ( 5.83) 20.53 ( 0.83)Control: CBF 32.90 ( 2.01) 33.87 ( 2.13) 34.87 ( 1.27) 35.78 ( 1.12)CBS 27.33 ( 4.53) 29.54 ( 4.80) 31.71 ( 321) 32.46 ( 2.64)

WPPSI subteen.
Vocabulary 16.98 ( 3.45) 18.84 ( 4.10)
Block design 12 22 ( 3.23) 14.93 ( 2.49)IQ 104.65 ( 8.34) 103.91 ( 6.40)
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Cross -lag and Partial Correlations
There are several ways to determine whether performance on a given test predicts

future reading ability. One is to use longitudinal cross-lag correlations. a form of
analysis which asks whether kindergarten scores on the experimental battery bear a
stronger relationship to first grade reading ability (forward) than first grade scores on
that battery skills bear to kindergarten reading ability (backward). Do phonolosicai
skills predict reading ability to a higher degree than reading ability predicts
phonological skills? Table 2 indicates that. for seven of the eiglAt linguistic tasks the
forward-directed "predictive" relation is indeed a higher value than the reverse-
directed "contra' relation. These tests include seven out of the eight measures of
phonological skill: thQ two measures of syllable counting performance (ASC and ASP),
the invented spelling test of phonological awareness (ISC), the two measures of letter
naming ability (LNE and LNT which is only greater in the case of the fall testing), the
two measures of word-string recall (WSOF and WSOF which is only greater in the case of
spring testing). In contrast, only one of the seven nonlinguistic control tests is more
predictive of reading ability than vice versa (i.e.. the order-strict Corsi block test,
WSOS) :.ad this is apparent lnly in the spring sample. For one test (the Praw-a-Man
test. DAM) the control relationship was actually stronger than the predictive one, and
in all other cases the relation4 were either equivalent or non-significant.

A secor..d means of evaluating the predictive power of a test is to consider partial
correlations. Performance on many of the tests within the experimental battery was
'elated to performance on the Woodcock subtests (measured in terms of the combined
Amber of correct responses), as can be seen in Tables 3 and 4. However. kindergarten

reading ability is also related to first grade reading ability and to performance on many
of the battery tests. For this reason, it is possible that any correlations between the
kindergarten scores on the test battery and first grade reading ability are by-products of
kindergarten reading ability; phonological skills could be consequences of reading
rather taan causes. To control for this possibility we can set a criterion, following
Perfetti (1985) and Wagner and Torgesen (1987) L at any test which truly predicts
reading ability should remain correlated with first grade reading ability when the
contritratien of kindergarten reading ability is removed by the technique of partial
corriations. Many of the phonological tests in our battery pass this control. which we
take as evidence that they are true predictors of future reading ability.

Specifically, the tests which remain significantly correlated at p <.05 include the fall
testing of syllable awareness (both ASC 08)=2.38 and ASPF, m.37. 128)=2.11),
invented spelling (r ,59, t(28)=3 86) and naming speed (both speed r= -.36, 028)=2.12 and
errors r=-.40. 08)=2.12). In the fall testing. the ordered word string recall fell Just short
of significance (r=.29 t(28)=1.6). Forspring testing. the predictive tests included the tests
of syllable awareness (both ASP. r=.51. t(36)=3.28 a,d ASPF, m.51, 036)=2.62), the
invented spelling test (r=.34. 06)=2.17). letter naming speed (r=-.41, 036)=2.84), and the
word string recall (ordered score, r=.40 036)=2.88). The WPPSI vocabulary test was also
predictive in both fall (r=.25. 028)=2.76) and spring 036)=2.18. r= .33). although the
block design test was not. Finally, the Corsi block o-iered score was significantly
related to future reading ability in the spring testing, (m.35, 036)=2.24), but not in the
fall. consistent with the time-lag analyse;,.
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TABLE 2. Predictive vs. Ccntrol Correlations: Relation between the Experimental TestBattery and Reading Ability.

Fail Testing
Predictive Control

Spring Testing
Predictive Control

Phonological Awareness:
Counting tests
Linguistic: ASC .50 .06 .55 .31

ASPF .47 .25 .59 .28Control: MC .27 .07 .28 .13
AAPF .22 .07 .16 .04

Phonological Awareness:
Writing & Drawing
Linguistic: ISC .71 .49 .41 .22Control: DAM .27 .42 .23 .46

Naming Speed
Linguistic: LNT -.33 -.10 -.25 -.38

LNE -.41 .10 -.47 -.08Control: DF1T NA .06 NA .05

Sound Percept -n
Unguittic: ,'WN .02 .04 .11 .27Coro I: PSN -.11 .03 .04 .04

NorIcirg Memory
Linguistic: WSF .36 .02 .52 .23

WSS .16 .09 .54 .30Control: C8F .09 .08 .09 .12CBS .26 .10 .35 .18

Reading ability .56 .56 .51 .51

N 31 3, 39 39

Significance levels
p < .05 .31 .31 .27 .27p . r .0 i .42 .42 .37 .37

One phonological test is noteworthy for its lack of significance according to eithercorrelational analysis: the test of speech perception in noise. Apparently, that test wasnot a very effective kindergarten predictor of future reading ability. However, the datathat appear in Table 4 suggest that this test becomes predictive when it is given in firstgrade. rirst grade scores or speech perception in noise are positively correlated withfuture reading ability, and a negative correlation is obtainea between first gradeperception of environmental sounds in noise and future reading ability. Both of thesecorrelations are consistent with the findings of Brady et al. (1983), who reportedsignificant differences between good and poor readers !n a third grade sample. The factthat this result did not obtain among the kindergartners we tested might suggest thatthe predictive power of a given test may depend on the age at which it is administeredand the age at which reading ability is assessed

Phonological Deficiencies: Effective Predictors of Future Reading Potlents 18 4
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TABLE 3. Correlations between the Test Battery and Reading Ability: Kindergarten
Administration.

Readi Abil' in:
Fall Testing

Kd n 1st 2nd
Spring Testing

Kdgn 1st 2nd
Phonological Awareness:
Counting tests
Linguistic: ASC .33 .50 .07 .31 .55 .28

ASPF .33 .47 .23 .62 .59 .31
Control: MC .14 .27 .31 .09 .28 .15

AAPF .11 .32 .35 .08 .16 .09

Phonological Awareness:
Writing & Drawing
Unt Jistic: ISC .54 .71 44 .26 .41 .31
Control: DAM .26 .27 .17 .21 .23 .29

Naming Speed
Linguistic: LNT -.21 -.39 -.43 -.25 -.25 -.33

LNE -.22 -.41 -.68 -.19 -.47 -.48
Control: OPT NA NA NA NA NA NA

Sound Perception
Linguistic: PWN .10 .02 .13 .28 .11 .16
Control: PSN 414 -.11 .22 .27 .04 .23

Working Memory
Linguistic: WSF .24 .36 .06 .37 .52 .26
WSS .09 .16 .18 .37 .54 .33
Con rol: CBF .03 .09 .20 .08 .09 .16
CBS .07 .26 .17 .12 .35 .20
WPPSI
Vocabulary .27 .44 .52 .34 .33 .35
Block Design .43 .51 .40 .19 .39 .34
IQ .37 .52 .57 .23 .32 .30

Age .30 .26 .08 .17 .13 .07

Gender -.14 -.05 -.15 .03 .12 -.01

Reading Ability NA .56 .51 .36

N 51 31 19 56 39 32

Significance level
p <.06 .23 .31 .40 .23 .27 .31
p <.05 .32 .42 .54 .32 .45 .42

1 E 5
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TABLE 4. Correlations between the Test Battery and Reading Ability: First Grade
Administration.

Reading Ability in:
Fall

Kdgn
Testing
1st

.04

.20
.08
.09

2nd

.13
.34
.22
.17

Spring Testing
Kdgn 1st 2nd

.31 .45 .39
.28 .41 .20
.13 .06 .08
.14 .02 .03

Phonological Awareness:
Counting tests
Linguistic: ASC .06

ASPF .25
Control: MC .07

AAPF .07

Phonological Awareness:
Writing & Drawing
Linguistic: ISC .49 .45 .85 .32 .74 .75Control: DAM .42 .02 .36 .46 .16 10

Naming Speed
Linguistic: LNT -.10 -.38 -.82 -.38 -.50 -.6:WE .10 -.42 .72 -.lib -.10 04Control: OM -.06 -.14 -.27 .05 -.12 .04

Sound Perception
Linguistic: PWN .04 .47 .47 .27 .36 .21Control: PSN .03 -.01 -.:+3 .04 -.23 -.34

Working Memory
Linguistic: WSF .02 .03 .07 .23 .40 .25WSS .09 .12 .04 .30 .45 .23Control: CBF .08 .06 .06 .12 .16 .05CM .10 .21 .17 .18 .38 .20

Reading Ability .50 NA .52 .51 NA .83

N 31 31 18 39 39 32

Significance level
pc .05 .31 .31 .40 .27 .27 .31p < .01 .42 .42 .54 .37 .37 .42

Multiple Regression
Multiple regressions represent another means of determining whether kindergartenperformance on the test battery predicted first grade mac ng ability. For the Fall andSpring testing, we have computed a multiple regression on reading ability, using thetests that were identified by the partial correlation analyses. These indicate thatperformance on the phonological tests accounts for approximately 50% of the variancein reading ability. Among children tested in the fall, the multiple correlationcoefficient is .78, among those tested in the Spring the multiple correlation coefficientis .76.

More specifically, for Fall testing, the invented spelling test score accounted for 51%of the variance in reading ability, syllable awareness (pass fail score) accounted for anadditional 7%, letter naming speed accou T. ted for an additional 1% and word stringmemory for an additional 2%. When these are accounted for, performance on the
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WPPSI vocabulary contributes less than 1% and kindergarten reading ability
contributes an additional 15%. In the Spring grottp, performance on the angle counting
test (pass fail score) account for 35% of the vallance and performance on the invented
spelling test accounts for an additional 4%. Memory for the word strings accounts for
an additional 13%, erro 3 in letter naming for an additional 4% and speed of letter
naming for an additional 2%. When the contribution of the phonological tests is
accounted for, performance or the Corsi block test contributes an additional 11%.
WPPSI vocabulary contributes 2%, and kindergarten reading ability contributes 2%.
Factor Analyses

Factor analysis can offer yet another way of examining the relation between
performance on the experimental battery and reading ability. For each time of testing.
we have computed a varimax rotated factor analysis that includes kindergarten
performance on the experimental battery, WPPSI performance, age, gender and both
kindergarten and first grade reading ability. in the fall sample, the analysis converged
on 9 factors after 13 iterations, in the spring, on 9 after 21. Table 5 lists the factors
which were relevant to reading scores at a level of > .20, and also gives the other tests
which loaded on each factor (at a level > .20).

TAW.E 5. Factor Analysis: Kindergarten Performance Reading Ability.

FAIL
I II

Word ID .4873 Word ID .2232
Word Attk .4971 Word Attk .1490
Kdgn .2337 Kdgn .2698
Word ID Word ID

LNT -.8203 MWF .8983
LNE -.8140 MWS .8368
ISC .6958 gender -.6907
IQ .6891
WPPSIV .6878
WPPSIP .6205
Age .2350
DAM .3429
MNOS -.2029

SPRING

Word ID .5250 Word ID .4782 Word ID .3482 Word ID .3001
Word Attk .5536 Word Attk .2473 Word Attk .1381 Word Attk .2432
Kdgn .3730 Kdgn .1391 Kdgn .3303 Kdgn .2012
Word ID Wont ID Word ID Word ID

AS:, .8521 MWOS .7204 MBF .3459 Age .6263
ASPF .8288 LINT -.7128 MBS .7451 ASPF -.4350
ISC .7105 kW ..6274 ASC -.4312
LNE -.3907 AAPF .3303
PSN -.3810
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In general. it can be seen that the factors which related t., reading ability also relatedto performance on the phonological tests, and this relationship was more systematicthan relationships involving performance on the non-linguistic control tests. For theFall testing. only two factors are related to reading ability: Th.! primary factor forreading ability is also the primary factor for the tests of phonological awareness andletter naming ability and also for the WPPSI vocabulary test, the second factor relatesto word string memory. For the spring testing. folir factors are related to readingability: The primary factor is again the primary factor for performance on the tests ofphonological awareness, a second factor relates to letter naming ability and wordstring memory. a third relates h. Cohil block performance and a fourth is related to age.

Comparisons of. Good and Poor Readers
Aside from evaluating the possibility that reading disabilities are caused byphonological deficiencies, our analysis was designed to consider the passibility thatpoor readers are "delayed" in the acnuisition of phonological skills. To this end, weasked the children's teachers to identify the "good" readers who were reading more thanone grade level above acpectat on, and the "poor" readers who were reading more thanone grade below expectation. This yielded rpoor readers and 9 good readers in the fallsample. and 6 poor readers and 6 good readers in the spring sample. Although thesamples are small in size, we may still pose certain questions about th:: performance ofthe poor readers in relation to that of good readers and in relation to slightly youngerchildren. If the poor readers resemble slightly younger children in their performance

on the experimental tests, it would be consistent with a "maturational delay* account ofreading ability (as discussed in Mann. 1986). To the extent that good readers resembleslightly olrler children, it would support a "maturational acceleration" account ofchildren vleho are "gifted" readers. If, however, the behavior If poor readers isconsiderably worse than dll other children and follows a different course ofdevelopment, we may consider the possibility of deviant d..Ivelopment.
In Figures 1-3 we have plotted the performance of the good and poor readers in theFall and Spring of first grade against a reference curve which is the mean i trformanceof children at each time of testing (i.e.. Fall of Kindergarten. Spring of Kindergarten.Fall of First Grade and Spring of First Grade). Figure la presents the predictions of a"maturational delay" account of poor readers performance (and a maturationalacceleration account of good readers' superiority). That figure also plots the children'sperformance on the two reading tests and it will be noted that the reading ability of thepoor readers is quite consistent with a maturational delay account. The plots for thetests within the experimental battery appear in Figures 2 and 3. where Figure 2 preant.Jthe results obtained with the linguistic tests and Figure 3. the non-linguistic ones. Ingeneral. the results obtained with the linguistic tests are in keeping with the predictionsof the maturational account: The good readers tend to perform at a higher level thanaverage whereas the poorer readers tend to perform at a lower level. Also consistent isthe observation that, within each reading group, there tends to be improvement withage and the extent of the effect of age is much the same as that seen in the referencecurve. In contrast, the results obtained with the non-linguistic tests are much lesssystematic: The effects of age are less clear cut and only the Draw-A-Man and Corsiblock test gives the result predicted by the "maturational lag" account. Hence there aremixed results as to whether the delay is specific to language dev lopment, and moreresearch is needed to address this point.

las
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Figure 1. Comparisons of good and poor readers at two times of 'esting, in relation to the performance ofnormal children. A) Predictions of a "maturational delay' account of reading disability. B) Children'sability to identify words. C) Children's ability to read phonologically plausible nonwords.
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Summary and Concluding Remarks
The findings of this study can be summarized in terms of three major points. The

first and most important of these is that future reading problems can be predictee by
deficiencies in each of the three areas of 1) awareness of pl.onological structure, 2)
retrieval and perception of phonological structure and 3) use of phonetic representation
in working memory. The cross-lag correlations between reading ability and
performance on the experimental battery reveal that such phonological deficiencies
predict future reading problems more successfully than deficient reading ability
predicts future phonological problems. Even in the case of letter naming. a skill where
one might expect reading experience to have a strong effect. the ability to name letters
rapidly is a better pred...ctor of reading ability than vice versa. Likewise, the partial
correlations indicate that. even when kindergarten reading ability is taken into
account. phonological skills remain effective predictors of first-grade reading ability.
Skills involved with memory, retrieval and awareness of phonological structure are
more than concomitants of reading ability: they actually presage it. Indeed. the results
of the multiple correlation analysis reveal that these skills may account for up to 60%
of the variance in children's future reading ability.

To some extent, the three areas of memory. retrieval and awareness appear inter-related. yet there are some indications that they involve separable factors. Those
indications follow from a consideration of the factor analysis, which revealed that
phonological skills tended to load onto two different factors. each of which also loadsonto reading ability. One factor includes skills concerned with the awareness and
retrieval of phonological structure which appear to be related: the other concerns
temporary memory processes. Retrieval processes load on factors associated with
either awareness or memory. depending on whether Le fall or spring group is at issue.
Thus it would seem that phoneme awareuess skills and verbal short-term memoryskills make a somewhat independent contribution to reading ability and this isconsistent with some previous indications (Mann & Liberman, 1984) about the relationbetween these skills r ad reading ability. These indications, together with the results ofthe multiple correlation, suggest that an effective predictive battery should include
multiple mem.ures of phonological skill.

A second major point concerns the fact that Door performance on tests ofphonological skills is a considerably move consistent and effective predictor of futuie
reading problems than is performance on non-linguistic tests which make the samecognitive demands. It is performance on phonological tests which is systematicallyrelated to reading ability in the partial correlations analysis and the cross-laganalysis, and performance on these tests tends to load upon the same factors as a«
associated with reading ability in the factor analysis. As for the possibility that IQ isthe primary factor which determines reading ability. Stanovich, Cunningham, andFreeman (1984b) have presented data which argue that phonological awareness is amore important factor in early reading ability than general IQ. Our own results areconsistent with this fact and we note that the only component of the IQ test whichsuccessfully predicted reading ability was a vocabulary test which surely involved
perception and retrieval of phonological structures.

In general, the results obtained with the non-linguistic controls indicate that the testbattery can only predict reading ability to the extent that it places special demands onphonological skills. Some poor readers in the spring sample did encounter difficultywith the Corsi block test, t this result is not apparent in the fall sample. nor has itbeen obtained it at least -e other study (Mann & Liberman, 1984). Also, Corsi-blockperformance has not been associated with reading ability in the second and fourthgrades (Mann et al.. in press). Perhaps a more interesting result concerns the test of
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environmental sound perception: On that test. some poor readers actually surpassed
good readers. This result. together with the general pattern of our data. is consistent
with the biological model of developmental dyslexia that was proposed by Geschwind
and Galableda (1985). According to their model. dyslexia arises out of an imbalance of
hemispheric development which favors the right hemisphere to the detriment of the
left hemisphere. an imbalance that gives rise to low scores on tests of left-hemisphere
processing and superior scores on tests of right-hemisphere processing. Poor readers
would be expected to excel on teats of right-hemisphere processing. and theperception of
environmental sounds is well-Imown to recruit the right hemisphere (for references.
see Brady at al.. 1083). whereas they should fall behind good readers on language tests.
as these recruit the left hemisphere.

The third and final point concerns the observation that the phonological s'eills of
poor readers tend to reaemble those Of slightly younger children. This pattern of results
supports a picture of "phonological delay that is consonant with other suggestions in
the literature on reading disability (for reviews. see Mann. 1988a: Mann & Liberman.
1984, Mann at al., in press). Rather than being deviant in their acquisition of
phonological skills. poor readers in the early elementary grades may merely be
maturing more slowly than other children of the same age. Our use of the word 'delayed'
is not meant to imply that language skills of poor readers ultimately 'catch up' with
those of their better reading peers. Indeed. current research is showing us that many of
the special characteristic's of disabled readers at this age appear to hold in adolescence
(McKeever & van Deventer, 1975) and beyond (Jackson & McClelland. 1979: Read &
Ruyter. 1985; Russell. 1982: Scarborough. 1984).

We therefore use the word 'delayed' to describe the salient characteristics of poor
readers in the early elementary grades, and remain open to the possibility that a delay
in early development can associate with inferior language skills at maturity. or even
cause them.

Pbr the beginning leader. language skills seem to be the most consistent area of delay.
as non-linguistic abilities are considerably more variable and delays are less
consistent. This possibility warrants careful consideration and further research, given
the popular use of grade retention as a form of remediation. If confirmed, the notion of
a language-specific delay implies that at least some poor readers could be capable of
normal progress in math and geography as long as they are not hindered by their
inferior reading skills. It also suggests that remediation in specific areas or school
mak will be more effective than repeating or delaying an entire grade.

In summary. this study of American children has illustrated that phonological
deficiencies can be harbingers of reading failure. fii the future it will be important to
ask whether the relation between phonological skills and future reading ability
generalises to beginning readers in other countries which employ alphabetic
orthographies. We will also enhance and extend this line of research by considering the
determinants of reading ability in those countries where syllabarles and logographies
are employed. Having begun to isolate the deficiencies which give rise to reading
problems, we should contemplate the use of this valuable information, for it is not
enough to determine which children are at 'rise for reading failure, we should also
learn how to remediate their problems most effectively. Training procedures that can
Improve phonological awareness have been of interest in recent research and the
results are quite promising (see Bradley and Bryant. 1985. for example). The time is ripe
for considering whether training methods can improve working memory and lexical
access as well.

...

' *Ai A.
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ConsCeration of the Principles of
the International Phonetic
Alphabet*

Arthur S. Abramsont

As part of the preparation for the meeting on the revision of the International
Phonetic Alphabet. I have been asked to write a short summary of my correspondence
with a number of members of the Association on the principles on which the alphabet
should be based. To this Ind, I have sought the views of the 34 respondents who gave
first or second rank to this topic on the pre-registration form for the 1989 conference.

Unfortunately, by the time I was able to send out my letter with a few suggestive
questions and the relevant passage from Ladefoged and Roach (1986: 25-26), only 13
scholars were able to send me their thoughts by the deadline or very shortly thereafter.
They are: Michael Ashby. John 13aldwin, J.. C. Catford, Erik H. Erametsa, Eli Fischer-
Jorgensen. Caroline G. Renton. Antti livonen, Klaus Kohler, Peter Ladefoged. Asher
Laufer, Andre Martinet. Richard C. L. Matthews, and Francis Nolan. A few of them
offered penetrating remarks on the topic as a whole; others commented briefly on mostor all of the principles, and some chose one or two principles for discussion.

THE HISTORIC PRINCIPLES

For the convenience of the reader. the principles are reprinted here;
1. There should be a separate letter for each distinctive sound: that is. for each soundwhichbeing used instead of another in the same languagecan change the

meaning of a word.

2. When any sound is fotind in several languages, the same sign should be used in all.This applies also to very similar shades of sound.
3. The alphabet should consist as much as possible of the ordinary letters of theRoman alphabet, as few new letters as possible being used.
4. In assigning values to the Roman letters, international usage should decide.
5. The new letters should be suggestive of the sounds they represent y theirresemblance to the old ones.

6. Diacritics should be avoided, being trying for the eyes and troublesome to read.
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SUMMAR' OF THOUGHTS

Perhaps the six principles st'.nuld be kept in print for their historical interest. A good
way to do it might be to promulgate new principles. while preserving the old ones in a
short statement of the history of the Association. In this connection. it should be borne
in mind that an early goal was the fostering of good writing systems for the languages of
the world. This may no longer be an important aim of the IPA.

Since Principle 1 implies the concept of the phoneme, we could consider expanding
and clarifying it to make room for various theoretical approaches to the choice of
phonologically relevant units. At the same time, perhaps it is not our business to go out
of our way to accommodate various approaches to phonological theory or to take a
particular stance: we are concerned, rather. with ways of representing graphically the
human capacity for the production and perception of speech. In any event, to the extent
that we are concerned with phonemic distinctiveness, do we want to obscure a basic
relatednesssuch as nasality or vowel lengthbetween groups of phonemes by refusing
to form symbols by combining a diacritic with several letters (The latter point
impinges upon Principle 6.) In addition. we surely need a large enough array of symbols
to handle all the phonetic categories permitted by human physiolpgizal and
psychoacoustic constraints. even if they have not all been found as yet in languages.

Principle 2 is going to have to be clarified. There is s sense in which the reader can
accept it without quibbling. If certain sounds have the same structural status in a
number of languages but differ qualitatively in a rather limited way, we may be content
to assign the same symbols to them for tads in each of the languages; however. for
comparative analysis and for language teaching. it may be useful to write them
differently.

Principle. 3 does not seem troublesome, although in practice some Greek letters, as
well as a few others. are useful.

Opinions range widely on Principle 4, from rejection through skepticism to
acceptance. We might ask whether there is really a reliable canon of international
usage for Roman letters beyond correlation with rather gross phonetic categories. One
interpretation offered is the notion that from nation to nation local orthographic
biases might prevail. Another is that the phonological concept of markedness, together
with universal occurrence. might guide us.

Principle 5 seems reasonable.

Principle 6. which seems to be in conflict with Principle 3, bothers many of us. While
avoiding massive diacritics. which are hard to print and read, we certainly want to
have a number of them available. They can be very useful for symbolizing systemic
relations and for the notation of fine detail in field work. Indeed. Principle 5 can
sometimes best be carried out with the help of diacritics.

CONCLUSION

Given the important advances in our field since the days of the founders of the
Association. the principles of the IPA need to be revised somewhat. as part of our
undertaking to improve the alphabet itself. The collection of responses underlying the
present summary will. I think. furnish an excellent starting point for a fruitful
discussion and good outcome in Kiel.
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Language Specificity in Lexical
Organization: Evidence from Deaf
Signers' Lexical Organization of
ASL and English*

Vicki L Hansont and Laurie B. Feldman

A sign decision task, in which deaf signers made 14 decision about the number of
hands required to form a particular sign of American Sign Language (ASL),
revealed significant facilitation by repetition among signs that share a base
morpheme. A lexical decision task on English words revealed facilitation by
repetition among words that share a base morpheme in English and ASL, but not
among those that share a base morpheme only in ASL. This outcome occurred for
both deaf and hearing subjects. Results are interpreted as evidence that the
morphological principles of laziest organization observed in ASL do not extend to
the organization of English for skilled deaf readers.

Repetition priming studies have demonstrated an appreciation of morphological
structure by users of spoken languages. Specifically, studies have shown that when atarget word folic Is the presentation of either an inflectionally or a derivationally
related prime word. responses to the target are facilitated. For elcample, responses to thetarget word awl!' be facilitated when preceded by the inflectionally related verb sits orby the derivationally related noun sitter (Fowler. Napps. & Feldman. 1985; Stanners.Neiser. Hernon. & He.. 1979). Note that the triad sit, sits, and sitter share the basemorpheme alt, but differ with respect to final morpheme (specifically 0. -s, -er).
Therefore, they represent a set of morphologically related words.

In contrast, no significant facilitation is obtained for targets following thepresentation of orthographically related (but morphologically unrelated) items(Feldman, 1.987; Feldman & Moskovljevie. 1987; Murrell & Morton, 1974; Napps &Fowler, 1987). Thus, for example. there is no demonstrable facilitation for the target sitfollowing the presentation of the word site. Sit and site, although formally (visually)
similar, do not share a base morpheme. This outcome has been interpreted as evidencethat formal similarity alone cannot account for the pattern of facilitation produced bythe repetition priming paradigm.

Morphologically related words are obviously also related semantically andsometimes associatively. Facilitation due to semantic or associative priming has been
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experimentally demonstrated to persist only at short intervals between prime and
target, specifically, lags of 1 or 2 items (Dannenbring do Briand, 1982; Henderson.
Wallis. & Knight. 1984; Radcliff. Hockley. do McKoon, 1985). In contrast, the studies
reporting effects of morphological priming have found these effects to be more long
lasting. In fact. these effects nave been obtained at lags as longas 48 items (Fowler et al..
1985).

The finding that facilitation is produced under conditions of morphological priming
has been interpreted as evidence that morphologically related words are stored close
together in the internal lexicon. The particular form of this organization has been
debated: it has variously been characterized as a base entry with associated tags for
related words (Murrell & Morton, 1974: Stanners et ai., 1979; Taft & Forster, 1975), as
fully formed words that are lir.ked to relatives (Lukatela. Gligorgevid. Kostie. 8c Timmy.
1980) or as some combinstion of the two (Fowler et al.. 1985). Despite discussion about
how best to represent this lexical knowledge, the general claim that facilitation in the
repetition priming task reflects a morphological principle of organization within the
lexicon is widely accepted.

In the present study, we examine lexical organization by deaf bilinguals ofAmerican
Sign Language (ASI) and English. We are interested in whether the lexical
organizations of the two languages are the same. or whether there is language
specificity. such that signs of ASL are organized in accord with relationships inherent
in ASL morphology. while words of English art organized In accord with relationships
inherent in English morphology.

ASL Is the common form of communication used by members of deaf communities
across the United States and parts of Canada. Deaf children may acquire ASL as a first
language either through contact with the deaf community or from deaf parents. It is a
primary visual-gestural system. autonomous from other languages. It is not based on.
nor derived from. any form of English. Contrast, for example, lociral structuring for
S:T in English and ML In English. base lexical items are composed of sequentially
structured phonemic segmentsle.g., Is/ /I/ /t/). In ASL, however. base lexical items are
composed of the co-occurring formational parameters of handshape, movement, and
place of articulation (Stokoe. Casterline, do Croneberg, 1965). For example. in ASL the
sign for SlT is produced, as shown in Figure 1, with H-handshapes, the place of
articulation in neutral space in front of the signer, and the movement of the dominant
hand being a single sweeping motion contacting the non-dominant hand.

One of the intriguing aspects of ASL structuring is that, is contrast to English in
which morphological processes generally operate by the affixing of a sequence of
morphemes (composed of phonemic segments), for example, -ing, -ed, -er. to base
morphemes, morphological processes in ASL may involve embedding the base
morpheme within a specific pattern of movement, such that the base morpheme of the
sign and the inflectional or derivational morphemes of the sign cc -occur. As an
example. one of the many morphological relationships marked in ASL is a Noun-Verb
distinceon. According to the linguistic analysis of derivationally related Noun-Verb
pairs such as CHAIR-S1T (Sups& & Newport. 1978), the sign for CHAIR and the sign for
SIT share an underlying representation (base morpheme) in which information is
stored about such features as handshape. place of articulation, movement and direction
of movement. The surface forms of these signs are presumed to be derived by
modulations applied to this common base. As shown in Figure 1, the verb SIT has a
single. relatively free movement, while the noun CHAIR has the same movement in a
duplicated and restrained (or smaller) form.

While morphological processes of ASL have been linguistically described, it isunclear under what conditions, if any, these relationships influence signers' lexical
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organization. Earlier work has shown that deaf signers decompose morphologically
complex signs into their base and morphological marker whmi remembering single
signs and signed sentences (Hanson & Benue. 1982: Poizner, Newkirk, Bellugi. &
Klima, 1981). For example, in a short-term memory task, Poizner et al. (1981) presented
short lists of inflected signs to Jed subjects. In recalling these lists of signs. the subjects
would sometimes recall a base sign with an inflection from a different item in the test.
For example, when presented with lists of signs containing the morphologically
complex signs corresponding to the English phrases TAKE-ADVANTAGE-OF-THEM
and PAY-ME, a typical error was recalling the signs TAKE-ADVANTAGE-OF-ME and
PM-THEM. This outcome was taken as evidence that the signers were remembering the
base entry and the inflectional tat) separately. This result, however, does not address
the issue of how these base signs (or composites of signs) are organized in the signer's
lexicon.

SIT CHAIR

Figure 1. An example of a derivationally related Noun-Verb pair in ASL the signs SIT and CHAIR.
(From Baker, C., Cokely, D. (1980). American Sign Language: A teacher's resource text on grammar and
culture. Silver Spring, MD: T. J. Publishers, p. 105.)

If, as ocnns in experimental tasks conducted with English materials, the underlyingmorphological structure is abstracted from signs, then we would expect the lexical
organisation of ML to reflect morphological relationships. Experiment 1 examinesthis question. As the test case, we have chosen to examine the case of morphologicallyrelated noun-verb pairs because this morphological relationship has been well studied
(Supalla & Newport. 1978). Because the morphological structuring in ASL, as in the caseof the noun-verb pairs used In Experiments 1 and 2, represents a departure from how
morphological relationships are marked in English, we are interested here in whether
a morphological distinction that is marked by a global feature (in this case, movement)
can be abstracted in a manner functionally equivalent to the way a user of Englishabstracts the underlying morphological structure of that language. Given that ML hasbeen shown in the linguistic (see Padden. 1987. for a discussion) and psycholinguistic
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(see. for ersinple. Poi:rarer. Benue. & Klima. 1987) research to date to operate according
to the same principles as other natural languages, we expect that evidence of lexical
organization based on ASL morphology will be obtained. If so, then we can proceed to
the present question of primary interest, which Is whether deaf readers' lexical
organization of English reflects relationships inherent to ASL.

In order to examine how morphological relatives are stored in the ML lexicon of deaf
signers. a teak requiring subjects to respond in a *sign mode was necessary. For this
purpose we developed a sign decision task. In this task. as in most repetition priming
studies. subjects were presented with printed target and prime items. Rather than
decidarg if these items were words in English. however, in the sign decision task they
were required to indicate the number of hands that they use to produce the sign for each
word. Therefore. as each English word was presented, they had to think of the sign for
the word. and then make a decision 'based on the phustcal form of that sign. Note that it
would not have been possible to perform this task based simply on the English forms of
the words. Thus. the sign decision task is not an English reading task it is a task that
uses the subjects' knowledge of ASL. Nevertheless, as in a lexical decision task. items
were presented individually and the subjects were asked to respond as quickly and as
accurately as possible and motion time was measured.

The analysis of subjects' accuracy in the sign decision task is not as straightforward
as the analysis of a logical decision task. There are, for example, dialectal differences
that cause signers from different parts of the country to produce different signs for a
given English word. For this reason. following the sign decision task subjects were
given an =speeded paper and pencil version of the task in which they were again asked
to indicate. this time in writing, the number of hands that they used to produce the sign
for each word listed. The correctness of each subject's answers in the timed sign
decision task was then determined relative to each subject's own stated sign
productions.

Assuming that sign priming can be demonstrated for deaf subjects, we can then ask
whether deaf bilinguals also organize their English lexicon according to morphological
relatedness among signs. In Experiment 2, we investigate lexical organization of
English by deaf bilinguals. Experiments 1 and 2 each used a set of words that am
morphologically related only in ML and a set that are morphologically related in both
ASL and English. The same set of ASI. Only words were used in the two experiments. The
words In the ML and English sets in the two experiments were not identical, although
there was substantial overlap in the two sets.

The ML Only stimuli were derivationally related NounVerb pairs that shared a bane
morpheme and were morphologically distinguished by a change in moveme .t
superimposed throughout the production of the sign. Examples are EA1 /FOOD,
SAL/BOAT. DRIVE /CAR. LOCK /KEY. and SHOOT/GUN. Note that these items are also
associatively related.

The English + ML set of stimuli were words that are morphologically related in both
English and ASL. Examples of pairs from this condition are JUMP/JUMPING,
TEACHER/TEACH. and CREATING /CREATE. For these pairs, the morphological
relationship in ASL was sometimes structurally different than that of the ASL Only set.
For =ample. in pairs such as TEACHER/TEACH. the morphological marker used
sequential rather than simultaneous structuring. Note that although these pairs are
semantically related. they are not associatively related in that when given the word
teacher subjects are much more likely to free associate student than they are to free
associate teach

lo guard against influences of associative and semantic priming, the present study
used an average lag of 10 items, a lag that is too great to produce such priming
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(Dannenbring & Briand, 1982; Henderson et al.. 1984; Rate liff et al.. 1985).
Consequently, any facilitation obtained in the present priming study can be
convincingly attributed to morphological, not associative or semantic, priming.

To summarize. In Experiment 1 we examined whether signers' lexical organization of
ASL is hued on relationships inherent to ML morphology. For this purpose. the sign
decision task was developed. The experimental materials consisted of target words and
their morphologically related primes. The analyses focused on decision latencies and
errors to targets facilitated by the prior presentation of a related prime. The purpose
was to nivestigate morphological priming under conditions in which subjects are
responding based on their knowledge of ML. In Experiment 2, the same materials were
presented to deaf and hearing subjects in a lexical decision task of English. Analogous
to Experiment 1, the analyses focused on decision latencies and errors to targets
preceded by morphologically related primes. In Experiment 2, subjects responded based
on their knowledge of English. The purpose of Experiment 2 was, therefore, to examine
whether deaf signers' organization of English words is based on relationships inherent
to English or to ML morphology. Stated differently, in Experiment 2 the role of the
morphological structure of ASL in the lexical organization of English was investigated.

EXPERIMENT I

Method
&Medi

All were prelingually and profoundly deaf, with hearing losses of 85 dB or greater in
the better ear. Twelve of these subjects were native signers of ASL and another two camefrom deaf families (Le.. older deaf siblings and deaf grandparents). The remainingsubjects had acquired ML before they entered school and reported ASL to be theirpreferred means of communication with deaf and hearing friends. All were paidvolunteers for this 15 min experiment. As measured by comprehension subtest of the
Gates-MocOtnitie Reading Mats (1978. Level F. Form 2), their median reading grade
level of English was 7.4 (N18, Range 12.9 to 3.3).
Stimuli

The experimental materials consisted of 28 pairs composed of target word and a
morphologically related prime. Two sets of materials, distinguished by the language inwhich they were morphologically related, were created: ML Only, and English + ML.Each set included 14 pairs.

In the MI. Only set. all paired items were derivationally related noun-verb pairs. Forexample, the target word CHAIR was paired with the derivationally related prime wordSIT. As described earlier and shown in Figure 1, CHAIR and SIT share the samehandshape and place of articulation, but differ in their movement. SIT has the singlemotion of a verb. while CHAIR has the more constrained double movement of a noun.These word pairs were taken from the list of Noun-Verb pairs in Supalla and Newport(1978). The experimental set represents all the words that at within the followingexperimental constraints: 1) the items in the noun-verb pairs correspond to differentEnglish words (thus, .excluding pairs such as SKI/SKI), 2) there was on unambiguous
English interpretation for each item in a noun-verb pair (thus, excluding pairs such as
CIGARETTE/SMOKE in which SMOKE could be correctly translated as the verb, or. forthis study. incorrectly translated as the noun). and 3) each item does not require

Signers' Label Organisation of ASL and English
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multiple English words to translate the ASL sign (thus excluding pairs such as
RABWROCIC-BABY-IN-ARMS).1

In the English + ASL set. base words served as targets. while words inflectionally and
derivationally related to these base words served as primes. The pairs were subject to
the following constz Lints: in both target and prime. the stem undergoes 1) no change in
spelling. and 2) no change in pronunciation in English. For example. in this set the
target word *wish* was paired with the morphologically related prime word °wishing.*
A complete list of the stimuli is given in the Appendix.

Two test orders were created. Each included equal numbers of primed and unprimed
trials for both ASL and English + AS'. items. The lists were constructed so that targets
preceded by morphological primes in one list were preceded by unrelated words in the
second list and vice versa. Each subject saw only one test order. thus responding to each
target only once. in either a prim( d or an unprimed context.

Each list consisted of one block of 118 trials. presented in a fixed order. Prime and
target items were separated by an average of 10 intervening item (The range was 8 to
12). Filler items were included to preserve appropriate lags. These filler items were
words, chosen to maintain approximately equal numbers of one- and two-handed sign
responses

Procedure

The start of each trial was signaled by a 250 ins fixation point (+) presented in the
center of a CRT display. followed by 1 250 -ms blank interval. The letter string was then
presented in the center of the CRT display. The stimulus remained in view either until
the subject pressed a response key or until 5 s had elapsed. Feedback was given on each
trial. The feedback was the subject's RT (in ma) for that trial. If the subject had failed to
respond within the 5 s time limit. the words TOO SLOW appeared as feedback. The
feedback. displayed for 250 ms. was centered six lines below the fixation point.
Following the message. there was a one second interval before the start of the next trial.
Prior to testing with the ocsertmental stimuli. subjects received one practice block of 15
trials.

The subjects were instructed that on each trial they would see a letter string and that
their task was to decide. as quickly and as accurately as possible. whether they made
the sign for that word with one or two hands. There were two response keys: one was
labeled '1' and the other was labeled '2'. They were instructed to sit with their index
linge.-a resting one on each key and to respond as quickly as possible. The subjects were
also informed about the nature of the feedback. The experimenter was a deaf native
signer, a former Gallaudet student. who communicated with the subjects by signing.

Following completion of the sign decision task. subjects were given a paper on which
49 words were typed from the test order that they had been presented. These 49 words
consisted of the 28 target items (14 from each set). the 14 morphologically related
primes that had occurred in the teat order for that subject. and 7 of the 14 =elated
`primes' from that list order. Each word was typed. in uppercase letters. with a line
preceding it. The following instructions were typed at the top of the paper:

Below are listed the words you just sew In the sign decision task
on the computer. Different people sometimes sign a few of these
words In different ways. For each word, please Indicate If yQ.0
sign the word with one hand or two hands. For example:

2 BABY

1 EYE

Hanson & Feldman
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Results
Subjects' own judgments in the paper and pencil task were used to determine the

correct answer for each item in the sign decision task. Thus, the correct response in the
sign decision task was conditionalized on each subject's answers in the paper and
pencil task. RTs were stabilized by eliminating responses whore RN differed by more
than two standard deviations Brim a subject's mean. The resulting mean RTs and mean
percentage errors are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1: The mean RT (in ms) for the deaf subjects in the sign
decision task of Experiment 1. The mean percentage
anon are given in parentheses.

English ASL ASL Only

Unprimed 1085 (13.5) 1183 (12.8)

Primed 1013 (12.8) 1038 (8.0)

An analysis of variance was performed on the latencies for the within-subject
variables of prime condition (primed vs. unprimed) and language of morphological
relation (English + ASL vs. ASL Only). The analysis forRTs revealed a significant main
effect of prime condition. F(1.18) 5.76. Ade 31978.23. p < .03. On an Items analysis,
with language of morphological relation being treated as a between-items factor, the
main effect of prime condition was also significant. P(1.28) 14.08. MSe 10835.81. p <
.02. There was no effect of language of morphological rely' ton, F(1.18) 2.90, MSe
17249.42. p > .10 ',Or subjects; IP < 1 for items. The interaction of the two variables was
not significant Pb < 1 for both subjects and items. No significant effects were revealed
in the error analyses, all Pb < 1.

Finally a t-test r, that the 125 ms facilitation with the ASL Only set was
significant 518) 2.w. p< .06 for subjects; 513) 3.02. p < .01 for items. This outcome Is
critically important in the interpretation of both this experiment and Experiment 2
and will be treated in the Discussion of Experiment 2.

Discussion
In Experiment 1. significant facilitation for morphologically related items was

obtained with materials of both the English + ML set and the ML Only set.
Interpretation of the facilitation for English + ASL is ambiguous as to whether lexical
organization is based on relationships derived from English or from ML. However, the
fact that comparable facilitation was obtained for the ML Only set indicates that
lexical organisation can be based on principles of ASL. The obtained facilitation for the
ASL Only stimuli cannot be explained as being due to associative priming. as the lags
Introduced in the present study were too great to permit such priming (Ratcliff et al.,
1985; see also Dannenbring & Briand. 1982). This pattern of results suggests that users
of ASL tend to organize their lexicons according to morphological relationships.

It is worthy of note that the results were obtained usirg prime-target pairs in which
the morphological relationship was Indic. ted by a process quite different from the
morphological processes that generally operate in English. In Experiment 1. the noun-
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verb distinction of the pats was indicated by a change in the move:nit...at throughout the
sign production.

Arguably, the effect here could be visual. based on the visual similarity of prime and
target signs for the pairs in the ASL Only set. This argument is difficult to support,
however. This argument for facilitation based on the visual similarity of signs would be
analogous to an argument based on the visual (orthographic) similarity of printed
words or the phonetic similarity of spoken words. Evidence from different paradigms
(e.g.. ledcal decision, recognitlop has established, however, that formal similarity, in
the absence of a shared base morpheme, does not facilitate responding for any but the
briefest intervals (Feldman & Moskcrrljevid. 19417; Hanson & Wilkenfeld, 1985; Kirsner,
Dunn. & Standen. 1987: Murrell & Morton. 1974; Heppe & Fowler, 1987). As noted
earlier, the linguistic and psychological evidence give no reason to suggest that ASL
signs would be processed differently (e.g., Padden, 1987; Pointer et al., 1987). For
example. in early research on ML there was much discussion of the role that iconic
aspects of signs would play in signers' processing of signs. This turned out not to be
relevant. Signers. in short-term memory situations, have been found to process signs as
linguistic events. not as iconic ' pictures' (Pointer. Haug & Tweney. 1981) or as
unanalysed `wholes* (Hanson & Bellugi. 1982: Polzner et al., 1981). There is little
reason, therefore. to expect that it is the visual/motoric similarity between the signs for
words in the ASL Only set that is responsible for producing the respcnse facilitation
observed in Experiment 1.

Given that the ASL lexicon of signers suggests a principle of organization based on
the morphology of ASL, how is their lexicon of English organized? In Experiment 2 we
investigate whether the English lexicon is influenced by the morphological
relationships of ML.

From the bilingual literature. there is reason to expect that ML organization would
not influence the organization of a signer's English lexicon. For example, in studies
that have looked at whether a word in one language activates its translation in another
language, influences of one language on the processing of the other have not been
obtained. provided that the experiment has not been set up to encourage such
translation (Eimer. Brown. Abrol. Chadha. & Sharma, 1980: Kirsner. Smith.
Lockhart, King. & Jain, 1984; Scarborough, Gerard, & Cortese. 1984; Watkins &
Peynlrcioglu, 1983; see also Beauvillain & Grainger. 1987). The lexical decision task of
Experiment 2 is not one that requires translation from one language into another. That
is. it does not test whether the printed words SlT and CHAIR are translated into their
corresponding ASL signs.

Another finding from the bilingual literature also would lead us to expect that ..4SL
principles would not guide the organization of the English lexicon for the subjects used
in the present study. Research with bilinguals has found evidence for translation into
the first language only for readers who have poor mastery of the second language (Kroll
& Horning, 1,47). The deaf subjects of the present study have a fairly good mastery of
their second language, Erglish. As we will see, the deaf subjects in Experiment 2 were
reading. on average, at the tenth grade level.

The present study differs from these previous bilingual studies, however, in terms of
the radically different structuring of the two languages studied. Consider the difference
between the case of a bilingual of two spoken languages and of the ASL/English
bilingual. For bilinguals of two spoken languages, the building blocks of the two
languages will be simitar. That is. the phonological and morphological segments in
both languages ere articulated by gestures of the vocal tact. This is true whether the two
languages are similar. such as English and Spanish, or relatively different, such as
English and Chinese. In contrast. the building blocks of ML and English are quite

4g06
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different. Whereas in ASL the phonological2 and morphological elements are visible
gestures articulated by the hancls, face, and body of the signer, in English these elements
are audible gestures articulated by the vocal tract of the speaker. Moreover, not only do
the building blocks differ for ASL and English, but in learning English, its building
blocks are not readily accessible to the deaf individual. If tests of the speaking and
lipreading skills of deaf individuals are used as an indicator, it is apparent that the
underlying phonemic representation of English words is not always well-mastered by
deaf individuals (e.g.. Smith, 1975).

Accordingly, the differences in processing in sign and speech may be so great, that for
the deaf individual who has ASL as a first language and has established mental
processing based on sign language parameters, language operations will continue to be
carried out in ASL moderegardless of the language of input. This is the primary
language notion of Shand (Shand, 1982; Shand & Klima, 1981). This notion would
predict that English words would be translated into their corresponding ASL signs,
regardless of task requirements. As a consequence, the lexical organization revealed in
an English task would be expected to reflect ML organizational principles.

In summary, an argument can be made from the existing literature to support either
the presence or the absence of an influence of ASL lexical organization when reading
English. In Experiment 2. we sought to resolve this issue. In this endeavor, we employed
a standard lexical decision (word /nonword) task in order to ask whether deaf signers
exploit morphological relationships among ASL words while reading English
materials. Two groups of subjects were tested. There was a group of deaf college students
who reported ASL to be their first language. In addition, there was a control group of
hearing college students. Based on the English repetition priming literature, we would
expect hearing subjects to show facilitation to target words primed by morphological
relatives in the English + ML set, since both inflectional and derivational
relationships have been shown to facilitate responding (Fowler et al., 1985; Steamers et
al., 1979). Because only an English relationship can benefit the hearing subjects,
morphological priming should be absent for items that were morphologically related
only in A.% (Ws., the ML Only set). Due to the rapid decay of associative priming, any
associative relatedness between pairs in the ML Only set would not facilitate
responding under the lag conditions of Experiment 2. Of particular interest is whether
the deaf subjects will show significant priming in both the ML Only and the English +
ASL sets, or only in the latter set. Experiment 1 demonstrated significant priming inboth sets. If due to experiences in sign. deaf signers organize their English lexiconsalong the same morphological principles that apply to ML, then we would expect to seefacilitation in English reflecting morphological relationships of ML. Specifically,
both stimulus sets should show facilitation. By contrast. if deaf readers maintain
distinct morphological principles in their English and ML lexicons then words that
are related in their ML lexicon need not be linked in their English lexicon. In this case,
we would expect to see facilitation restricted to the English + ML set.

EXPERIMENT 2

Method
Subic&

The deaf subjects for this study were 19 paid volunteers from Gallaudet University.
All were prelinguall deaf, with onset of deafness occurring pr to one year of age.Seventeen of thrz4 subjects had deaf parents; the other two subjects had learned to signbefore entering school. Further, all sustained a profound hearing loss of 85 dB or
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greater. pure tone average. Available reading azhievement test scores, measured oaL the
omprr.hension subtest of the Oates-MacGirritte Reading IV.sts (1978, Level F. Form 2).

indicated a median reading level of grade 10.2 (Range 12.9 to 6.0. N 14). This sample
group of subjects therefore represented a relatiely skilled subset of the population of
deaf readers.

The hearing subjects for this study were 20 undergraduates at the University of
Delaware who participated in partial fulfillment of the research requirements in an
introductory Psychology course. All were native speakers of English with normal or
correctedtonormal vision.
Stimuli

The experimental materials overlapped those of Experiment 1. The ASL Only set
contained the same 14 primetarget pairs used in Experiment 1. The 14 prime-target
pairs in the English + ASL set differed from those of Experiment 1, but were selected
according to the same criteria.3 A complete list of the stimuli is given in the Appendix.

The experimental materials consisted of two lists of 118 stimuli. Both lists were
composed of equal numbers of words and pseudowords. Each target (word or
pseudoword) was separatml from its prime by an average of 10 intervening items (range
7 to 13). Half of the items in each list were preceded by morphologically related primes
and half were not. Across lists, each target was preceded by its related prime.4 Each
subject saw only one of the experimental lists, which assured that the target word was
viewed only once by a subject. in either a primed or an unprimed context and that all
subjects viewed both primed and unprimed targets.

Paeudowords were created by changing one or two letters in the words. Consequently.
for English + ASL pseudowords. prime and target were physically similar (e.g..
LELPER/LELP for HELPER/HELP). whcreas for ASL Only pseudowords, there was no
similarity of prime and target (e.g., GOOM/a- for FOOD /EAT.)

Procedure

The procedure was identical to that of Experiment 1, except for instructions as to task
and some change in feedback. The feedback was the subject's RT (in ms) for that trial
which, if the subject had made an error on that trial, was preceded by a minus sip.

The subjects were instructed that on each trial they would see a letter string and that
their task was to decide, as quickly and as accurately as possible, whether or not the
string was a real English word. The two responses were associated with different keys;
the right-hand one was labeled YES and the left-hand one was labeled NO. The subjects
were instructed to sit with their index fingers resting one on each key and to respond as
quickly as possible. They were also informed about the nature of the feedback. For the
deaf subjects, the etpeTimenter was a deaf m...ive signer, a former Oallaude student.
who communicated with the subjects by signing. For the hearing subjects, the
experimenter was an undergraduate at the University of Delaware. Prior to testing with
the experimental stimuli. subjects received one practice block of 15 trials. The total
duration of the experiment was about 15 min.

Results
A preliminary items analysis indicated that the target word STRUM was missed by

the hearing subjects on 80% of Its presentations and by deaf subjects on 100% of its
presentations. For that reason. this item was eliminated from all analyse,' for both the
deaf and hearing subjects. As in Experiment 1, RTs that deviated more than two
standard deviations from the cell means were eliminated from analysis. The resulting
mean correct Ms and the mean percentage errors are shown in Table 2. There were IY.)
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significant interactions involving subject group in any of the analyses reported below.
all pa > .05. Thus, the same pattern of results was obtained for both the the hearing and
the deaf subjects.

TABLE 2: The mean RT (in ms) to words and nonwords for the hearing and deaf
subjects in the lexical kiedsbn task of Experiment 2. The mean percentage
errors are given in parentheses.

English + ASL
Hearing Deaf

ASL Only
Hearing Deaf

WORDS

Unprimed 525 ( .7) 519 (2.2) 546 (2.4) 558 (2.2)
Primed 484 (.7) 479 ( .0) 552 (3.4) 530 (.7)

NONWORDS

Unprimed 633 (15.3) 667 (4.1) 608 (2.5) .,21 ( 2.7)
Prkned 627 (10.0) 827 (10.7) 832 (9.9) 633 (11.7)

For wont :Agencies, an analysis of variance on the within-subjects factors of prime
condition (unprimed vs. primed) X language of morphological relation (English + ASLvs. ASL and the between-subjects factor of group (deaf vs. hearing) indicated a
significant interaction of condition by language of morphological relation. F11.37) =6.91, MSe = 2143.20. p < .02. This significant interaction also generalized acrossstimuli, as indicated by the items analysis* with language as a between-items factor,
F(1.48) = 5.61, 3 =1386.53, p< .03.

Separate post hoc analyses on condition by group for each language revealed
significant facilitation for English + ASL materials. F(1.3Z = 14.87, MSe = 2152.03. p <.001, for subjects; P(1,26) 13.23, MSe as 1629.68. p < .002 for items, but not for ASL Only
materials, Fh < 1 for both subjects and :tens analyses. There was no interaction withsubject group in either of these post hoc tests (both Rs < 1). Most critically, while the deaf
subjects in Experiment 1 had shown a significant 125 ma facilitation with the ASL Onlyset, in Experiment 2. the deaf subjects showed only an 9 ma nonsignificant decrease inRTs, is < 1 for both subjects and items. Thus, for both subject groups, significantfacilitation was obtained following English + ASL morphological primes, but notfollowing ASL morphological primes.

Finally, the overall ANOVA on RTs also revealed significant main effects of primecondition. F(1,37) = 10.54. MSe = 1836.48, p < .005 for subjects; F(1.48) = 9.17. MSe1366.53. p < .005 for items, and language of morphological relation, F(1.37) = 46.24, MSe2071.31, p < .001 for subjects; F11,48) =15.96. MSe = 3831.47, p < .001 for items. Theeffect of condition reflected faster RTs for primed than unprimed trials, and the effect oflanguage reflected faster RTs for the trials in the English + ASL stimulus set.
An analysis of the errors on words Indicated only a significant effect of language inthe subjects analysis. 1(1,37) a 4.34, MSe = 14.81, p < .05, reflecting somewhat fewererrors on the words used in the English + ASL set than the ASL Only set. This effect wasonly marginally significant in the items analysis, F(1.48) = 3.64, MSe =19.70, p < .07.
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In studies of repetition priming, the data from the nonword trials can be used as an
index of whether the obtained facilitation is due to an experiment-specific (episodic)
effect or to a lexical effect (Feustel, Shiffrin. & Salasoo, 1983: Fowler et al., 1985).
Nonword facilitation is generally not considered to be lexical in origin. If significant
facilitation is obtained in the nonword data, then episodic. rather than lexical,
influences might also contribute to the outcome observed with words. The mean correct
FtTs and mean percentage errors for the nonwords are shown in Table 2. In the analysis
of nonword Mt, the only significant finding was an interaction of prime condition by
language of morphological relation in the subjects analysis, F(1,37) = 5.59, MSe =
3049.80, p < .05. This effect failed, however, to reach significance in the items analysis,
P11,52) = .16. MSe =1912.77, indicating that the effect in the subjects analysiswas due to
a couple of problematic stimuli. In the analysis of the nonword error data. there was a
significant effect of prime condition, 1(1,37) = 5.73, MSe = 135.21, p < .05. and a
significant interaction of prime condition by language of morphological relation,
F(1,37) = 4.25, lee. = 132.05, p < .05,. neither of which reached statistical significance in
the items anstods. Ph < 1 for both. The results of the nonword data, therefore, give little
reaszon to fifer that episodic influences contribute to the pattern of results obtained for
the word data.

Discussion
The same pattern of results was observed for the hearing subjects as for the deaf

subjects in the English lexical decision task. That is. there was an interaction of prime
condition by language of morphological relation such that significant facilitation was
obtained only for prime-target pairs that were related in English. The significant
facilitation with the English + ASL -materials replicates earlier -.Nark by Hanson and
Wilkenfeld (1985). namely. significant facilitation for targets preceded by primes that
were morphologically related in both languages. The finding of interest in the present
experiment is the absence of facilitation on trials in which ASL provided the only
relationship of prime to target. This pattern of results suggests that the lexical
organization of English materials by deaf readers is based on morphological
relationships that are evident in English, not on those present in AM. Thus, the lexical
organization of ese signers tends to be language specific, in that processing of ASL
involves a structuring based on principles of ML morphology. and processing of
English involves a structuring based on English morphology.

The subjects' better performance ou she English + ML set than on the ASL Only set,
as indicated by faster RTs and fewer errors, cannot be interpreted as reflecting an
inherent difference in cognitive processing for English and ASL. Rather, this effect
simply reflects subjects' differential familiarity with words in the two sets. During
stimulus creation. these two sets were not equated for word frequency or familiarity.

GENERAL, DISCUSSION

ImpOrtant to our interpretation of language specificity in lexical organization are the
different patterns of facilitation of the ML Only morphologically related prime-target
pairs in Experiments 1 and 2. In a task that required decisions on words of English
(viz,, the lexical decision task of Experkment 2), the deaf subjects were not facilitated in
their responding to pairs that were morphologically related only in ASL. In a task that
required decisions. on signs of ASL, however (uiz., the sign decision task of Experiment
1). the deaf subjects' responses were facilitated when prime-target pairs were related in
ASL. To be able to conclude that the obtained facilitation reflects the ML relatedness of
the noun-verb pairs. it is necessary to rule out possible explanations of this effect that
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attribute it to the associative relatedness of the signs in the ASL Only set or,alternatively. due to the visual/motoric similarity of those signs.
As the pairs in the ASL Only set were associatively related, it bears consideringwhether the facilitation in Experiment 1 could be attributed to associative relatedness.To begin, we can use the pattern of facilitation across experiments to dismiss anaccount based on associative priming. In the AS!, Only set. response facilitationoccurred In the sign decision task of Experiment 1, in which responses were based onsigns of ASL, but not in the lexical decision task of Experiment 2. in which responseswere based on words of English. Had associative factors been responsible for theoutcomes In Experiment 1, they should have been evident in Experiment 2 as well. Itcould be argued that such reasoning across experiments does not apply in the presentcase due to the fact that different tasks were used in the two experiments. Althoughthere is evidence that some priming tasks produce associative priming while others donot (Henik, Friedrich, & Kellogg. 1983; Smith, Theodor, & Franklin, 1983), primingeffet.la have been obtained only over lags of 1 .:r 2 items (Henik et al.. 1983: Meyer.Schvaneveldt, & Ruddy, 1975; Ratcliff et al., 1985; Rugg, 1987; Smith et al., 1983; seealso Dannenbrtng & Briand. 1982) even with tasks favorable to associative priming.The lag of 10 items in Experiment 1 is clearly beyond that at which associative primingcan be expected to persist.

As discussed above, an account of Experiment 1 based on formal priming (i.e.,physical similarity) is also inadequate. In consideration of the difficulty indemonstrating facilitation based on the formal similarity of prime and target inseveral lexical decision and recognition tasks at comparable (or longer) lags (Feldman& Moskovljevid, 1987 Hanson & Wilkenfeld, 1985; Murrell & Morton, 1974) or even atshorter lags (Napps & Fowler. 1987), we conclude that formal similarity cannot governthe outcome in the sign decision task of Experiment 1.
Thus. the facilitation on the prime-target pairs that were morphologically relatedonly in ASL in Experiment 1 can be attributed to lexical organization based on ASL.The absence of facilitation in the English ledcal decision task for deaf subjects car theprime-target pairs that were morphologically related only in ASL suggests that theEnglish lexicons of these signers is not organized according to relationships inherentto ASL. How is their English lexicon organized? We know from previous research thatthe English lexicons of deaf skilled readers are not organizedvisuallyjorthograpb1c.ally (Hanson & Wilkenfeld, 1985). Because the evidence in thepresent study indicates that it is not organized along principles ofASL morphology, theobtained facilitation in the present experiment and the earlier work on repetitionpriming with deaf readers (Hanson & Wilkenfeld, 1985) suggests that for deaf skilledreaders the English lexicon is organized along a principle of English morphology.

The present evidence that principles ofASI. morphology influence how deaf skilledreaders process ASL signs but not how they process individual words of English isinconsistent with the primary language notion suggested by Shand (Shand, 1982;Shand & Klima, 1981). Although the exact meaning of "primary language" as used byShand has always beenvague, the basic assumption is that the language processing ofdeaf signers will be carried out in sign, regardless of whether the langusie input is signor print. This notion clearly predicts, therefore, that deaf signers will show a tendencyto process printed English words in teams of their sign equivalents.
In understanding the results of the present study. it is necessary to recall that thesubjects of the study were quite skilled deaf readers. As noted earlier, they may not berepresentative of all deaf signers in that the average of their reading scores wasexceptionally high. This leaves open the possibility that less skilled deaf readers mightperform differeely than the subjects who participated in the present study. It is still
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possible, therefore, that the primary language notion may better describe the English
processing of less skilled deaf readers.

In conclusion. the outcome of Experiment 2 revealed no evidence that the lexical
organization of English is influenced by characteristics of ASL. It should be recalled.
howlver. that in Experiment 1 evidence was obtained for lexical organization based on
ASL morpholqty in a task that required a decision based on signs of ASL. This pattern
of results suggests that deaf skilled readers use morphological principles of ASL in their
lexical organization of ASL, but that their lexical organization of English does not
reflect morphological characteristics of ASL. In sum, lexical organization is language
specific.
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APPENDIX

experiment I
English + ASL ASL Only

Morphological
lialga Prim{

Morphological
Isisci hi=

WISH WISHING EAT FOOD
CRASH CRASHED SAIL BOAT
WALK WALKED SHOOT GUN
CREATE CREATING TELEPHONE CALL
HELP HELPER BROOM SWEEP
COMPLAIN COMPLAINING WAITRESS SERVE
DEMAND DEMANDED DRIVE CAR
RELAX RELAXED CHAIR SIT
JUMP JUMPING LOCK KEY
KILL KILLER SCISSORS CUT
TEACH TEACHER ICE CREAM LICK
BORROW BORROWED SHOVEL DIG
RIDE RIDER LAWNMOWER MOW
LOVE LOVER STRUM GUITAR

Experiment 2
English + ASL ASL Only

muse

HELP
TURN
CRASH
WALK

DEMAND
HANDLE
CREATE
RELMC

LOVE

SLEEP
NEED
RIDE
JUMP
CREDIT

Morphologies

Lunt
Morphological
Ell=a`dat

HELPER EAT FOOD
TURNING SAIL BOAT
CRASHES SHOOT GUN
WALKER TELEPHONE CALL
DEMANDED BROOM SWEEP
HANDLER WAITRESS SERVE
CREATES DRIVE CAR
RELAXED CHAIR SIT
LOVER LOCK KEY
SLEEPER SCISSORS CUT
NEEDED ICE CREAM LICK
RIDER SHOVEL DIG
JUMPING LAWNMOWER MOW
CREDITOR STRUM GUITAR
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FOOTNOTES

Memory & Corgion, 17, (1989).

tAlso, IBM 1611111111=11 Division, Thomas J. Watson Research Center, l'orktown Heights, New York.
1ln the case of two stimuli, SAIL and LICK, the ASL signs are usually translated as CO-BY -BOAT and
LICK-ICE-CREAM (Supalla & Newport, 1978). Given the consistency of the subjects and items analyses
in Experiments 1 and 2, these deviations from the exact translations do not appear to have caused
problems.

2The term phonological need not be limited to use with spoken languages. In the case of American Sign
Language (ASL), for example, the term phonology has been used to describe the linguistic primitives
related to the visible gestures articulated by the hands, face, and body of the signer.

3Experiments 1 and 2 were run in reverse order. The changes in the English + ASL set were ne enlisted in
order to have approximately equal numbers of one- and two-handed sign responses in Experiment 1.

41'be morphological prime KEY was incorrectly typed as KING in the stimulus list shown in Experiment 2
only. The target word LOW_ was therefore omitted from analysis in this experiment.

Signets' Lexical Organisation of ASL and English
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Anomalous Bimanual
Coordination Among Dyslexic
Boys*

Marshall Gladstone,t Catherine T. Best,tt and Richard J.
Davidsonttt

Most neurepsychological models of dyslexia have focused on left hemisphere dys-
functions; however, several recent studies also suggest difficulties with
interhemispheric integration. We assessed that possibility by testing bimanual
coordination in 18 dyslexic and 18 nondisabkd dextral boys (9-14 years) of above
average intelligence on an Etch-a-Sketch 4ike apparatus. The task measured
various ratios and directions of hand rotation with and without visual feedback.
Group performance was equivalent on trials requiring parallel movements of the
hands (both clockwise). In contrast, on trials requiring mirror movements
(clockwise + counterclockwise), dyslexics were slower and less accurate than
controls, particularly with their left hands. Moreover, dysiex1.3 had notable
difficulty on the mirror movement trials without visual feedback, often
unknowingly reverting to parallel hand movements. The dyslexics' deficits were
largely consistent with previous observations of partial commissur.donnj patients,
supporting the hypothesis of impaired interhemispheric coordination. However,
the inability to performs mirror movements seen among the dyslexics has never
before been observed in any other population. We propose that a combination of
deficient interhemispheric collaboration plus anomalous organization of the
ipsilakral motor hard pathways may account for the dyslexics' performance.

Recent theoretical proposals suggest that efficient interhemispheric integration is
important in reading development (Gladstone & Best, 1985; Kershner, 1985a), and that
dyslexic children may have deficits in interhemispheric collaboration (Davidson.
Leslie, & Saran. 1988; Denckla. 1986; Gladstone & Best, 1985; Kershner. 1985b). Anumber of empirical investIaations lend support to this proposal. Compared to normal
readers. reading impaired 4illdren show less interhemispheric EEG coherence (Sklar,
Hanley. & Simmons, 1973). Anatomical measures of the corpus callosum. the major
neocortical commissure, have been reported for two dyslexic brains; both showed
abnormal thinning (Drake, 1968; Witelson, cited in McGuinness. 1985). Behaviorally.
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certain tachistoscopic (Gross-Glenn & Rothberg. 1984; Yeni-Komshian. Isenberg, &
Goldberg. 1974) and dichotic (ltershner, Henninger. & Cooke. 1984; Obrzut. Obrzut,
Hynd. & Pirossolo. 1981) studies of reading-disabled children have also suggested
abnormal interhemispheric sharing of sensory information. Whereat normal age-
matched children display a stable right-ear advantage on verbal dichotic tests. reading-
disabled children switch the direction of ear advantage as a function of which ear is
attended (Obreut at L. 1981) and whether the response mode is oral or written
(Kershner at al., 1984). This "attentional switching." a phenomenon usually seen only
among younger normal children. has been attributed to the inadequate regulation of
attentionid resources between the hemispheres filiscock & Kinsbourne. 1980).

Thus, while contemporary views of dyslexia have more commonly attributed reading
failure to left hemisphere impairment (Rudel. 1985). recent evidence has also
implicated deficient interhemispheric attentional regulation and sensory integration.
However, a number of questions about interhemispheric coordination among disabled
readers remain unanswered. For ellample, relatively little is known about the role of
interhemispheric processes in the bilateral motor anomalies that have been clinically
observed for many years in reading-disordered children (Denckla. 1985; Tbanaino. in
press). Recently, Denckla (1986) has stated that "Orton's concept of mixed dominance
may be important not in terms of 'competing engrams' in the visual field. but rather in
terms of linterliemispherically) competing motor coordination systems in the anterior
portions of the brain." (p. 193), In light of. the theory and data suggesting impaired
interhemispheric comanmication among dyslexics. it would be important to determine
whether their atypical motor performance is also indicative of anomalous
iumrhemispheric processes.

The motor anomalies of "pure dyslexic children (.e., children with primary reading
impairment without other significant language. neurodevelopmental or emotional
disorders) appear to be largely confined to fine and/or repetitive movements of the
distal musculature of the fingers and hands. For example. impairment in rapid
alternating finger movements was the only distinguishing motor characteristic found
in one group of dyslexics (Owen. Adams, Forrest, Stolz.. & Fisher. 1971). Similarly,
dyslexic children have shown difficulties in a sequential finger to thumb oppositicn
task (Denckla. 1985). Of particular importance to the issue of interhemispheric
collaboration are findings that indicate poor coordination between the hands. Notably.
certain types of motor imprecision among dyslexics appear only when bilateral
coordination is required (Radian & Wolff. 1981: Denckla. 1985; Wolff, Cohen. & Drake,
1984). When unilateral movement is required, synkinetic or mirror movements may
occur in the opposite hand (Denckla. 1985). Moreover, there is often a large left-right
asymmetry, with poorer than normal left hand performance among right-handed
dyslirdcs (Leslie. Davidson. & Batey. 1985).

Any of these motoric landings may implicate disturbances in interhemispheric
coordination or left hemisphere processes. Manual performance in dextral brain-
damaged populations has suggested that the left hemisphere is dominant for finemotor
control of both hands. influencing the left hand via callosal connections to the right
hemisphere motor centers (Geschwind, 1975). Thus, deficits in left hand performance
have been found in both left hemisphere-damaged individuals fWyke, 1971a) and
commissurotomy patients (Kreuter, Kinsbotune. & Trevarthen. 1972). The impaired left
hand performance of dextral dyslexics suggests the possibility of poor collaboration
between the hemispheres (Denckla, 1986: Leslie et al.. 1985) or impaired left
hemisphere function (Rude!. 1985).
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When the motor deficits of reading-disabled children are exclusive to conditions
requiring bimanual coordination. interhemispheric processes are implicated.
Specifically. deficits on an alternating bimanual tapping task have been interpreted as
evidence of impaired interhemispheric coordination Median & Wolff, 1977; ICicpera,
Wolff, & Drake. 1981). The general relation between intermanual coordination and
interhemispheric collaboration has been most clearly demonstrated by Pr eilowski
(1972. 1975). In this study, epileptic adults whose anterior neocommissures had been
sectioned were compared to normal and unoperated epileptic adults. The subjects were
required to learn a bimanual coordination task similar to Etch-a-Sketch. While seated
in front of a screen. participants were required to turn two cranks in order to guide a
stylus along a prescribed pathway. Control subjects learned to coordinate their hands
to produce a relatively straight line within the required diagonal pathway. In contrast.
the commissurotomy patients failed to develop the smooth intermanual motor control
seen among other sects. Rather. they appeared to r ly on visual feedback mecha-
nisms to correct their movement errors. Moreover, when visual feedback was removed.
the control subjects were able to retain their learned pattern of intermanual
coordination. In contrast. the COMMissurotomy patients were largely unable to do so,
indicating their reliance on inefficient visual feedback. Further, they demonstratk.1
particular difficulty *ant:offing their left hands. Preilowski's findings indicate the
specific role of the anterior portion of the corpus cal osum in left hand control and the
acquisition of intermanual coordination.

Impaired intermanual coordination. however. has also been associated with specific
left hemisphere damage. Left hanisphere damaged patients produced more errors on a
bimanual pantograph task than did normals or right hemisphere damaged patients
(Wyke, 1971b). Although Wyke's task did not assess Individual hand contributions to
overall bimanual ability. since a pantograph links the two hands to control a singlesillus, her data nonetheless suggest a left hemisphere contribution to bimanual ability.

In light of the evidence for both left hemisphere and interhemispheric contributions
to manual and bite:manual coordination. it is not clear to what extent the manual
coordination deficits of dyslexics may derive from left hemispheric and/or
interhemispheric anomalies. Wolff and his coworkers have attempted to address this
issue Madan & Wolff. 1977; Klicpera at al., 1981; Wolff at al., 1984). They assessed"reading retarded" boys on a tapping task that required them to maintain variousmetronome entrained tapping rates. Unimanual. synchronous bimanual, andalternating bananual modes of this timed tapping precision task were utilized. Thisprocedure permitted the measurement of individual hand contributions to variousmodes of manual coordination. Specific left hand deficits appeared only in thebimanual alternating mode, which the authors interpreted as evidence of impairmentin rapid communication between the hemispheres (Badian & Wolff, 1977; Klicpera etal., 1981). Since the bimanual condition alone revealed deficits, the results seemanalogous to Prelim/ski'. (1972) findings with partial commissurotomy patients.However. a later report by Wolffand colleagues (Wolff at al, 1984) failed to support theirearlier conclusion. That study found that when the absolute rate of motor productionwas measured on a variety of speeded motor tasks. including some unrelated tobimanual coordination. the performance of the reading Impaired children was bettercharacterized by the rate at which motor thning broke down, rather than byintermanual ability per se. It appeared that the rapid motor timing ability of thedyslexics was impaired. and that this had been most evident in the birmAnualalternating tapper task. Consequently, their use of a rapid timing precision taskconfounded intermanual coordination ability and rapid motor, timing control. Giventhe evidence that the left hemisphere is specialized for rapid motor sequencing ability
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(Rimura. 1977). the Wolff et al. (1984) report suggests that the earlier observed
intermanual anomalies of poor readers may not be due specifically to interhemispheric
collaboration deficits. It should be noted that Davidson and his colleagues (Davidson at
al., 1988) have proposed that problems in the timing of interhemispheric transfer in
dyslerdca may actually interfere with left hemisphere response processes and thus
reveal themselves as let hemisphere deficits. No study to date has shown the
differences in intennanual coordination between normal and Impaired readers to be
independent of rapid motor sequencing ability. Clarification of this Issue might shed
some light on the role of interhemispheric processes in developmental dyslexia.
Consequently, In the study rcActed here. the performance of dyslexic and nondyslexic
boys was compared on a bimanual line motor coordination task designed to measure
manual abilities independent of absolute tming precision. Following Prellowski
(1972), we utilised a task similar to Etch-a-Sketch to assess bimanual performance. but
designed our apparatus to measure the independent contributions of left and right
hauds. Also following Preilowski, both visual feedback and no visual feedback
conditions were used to evaluate the role of visual guidance in the performance of this
bimanual task.

Method

Subkids
Eighteen impaired (mean age = 12.08 yr.; range = 10.0 to 14.1t, yr.) and 18

nonimpaired readers (mean age = 12.31 yr.; range = 9.8 to 14.7 yr.) were selected from
schools in Westchester County. New York. All children were right handed boys (as
assessed by the Harris 'hat of Lateral Dominance. Harris. 1958) and participated in a
previously published study of dyslexia (Leslie et aL,1985). Each child was paid ten
dollars per research session. Children with histories of head trauma. seizures,
psychiatric illness. recent use of psychotropic medication or uncorrected visual or
auditory acuity deficits were excluded from the study. Subjects were of At least average
Intelligence (WISC-R > 90; Block Design Subtest > 7). Reading level wao measured by
word recognition (Woodcock Reading Mastery Test: Woodcock. 1977). Reading
Impairment was determined by the Mykiebust Quotient ((2 x reading age) /(mental age +
chronological age)). Impaired readers had Mykiebust quotients below .85. while
controls scored above .95. Additionally. all impaired readers were deficient In object
naming (Neurosensory Center Comprehensive Examination for Aphasia (NCr.:EA).
Spreen & Benton. 1977) or in Rapid Automatized Naming (Denckla & Rudd. 1976). None
of the control subjects had naming deficits.

Table 1 lists the group differences on tests related to the Inclusion criteria.
Apparatus

A Hewlett-Packard model 70350 x-y plotter was used to assess bimanual
coordination. The plotter pen was controlled by two small. remote 10 turn hand-
manipulated potentiometers. with one knob contr7Ing the x axis and the other
controlling the y axis. The apparatus functioned muce like the children's game Etch-a
Sketch. The position of the potentiometers was counterbalanced so that the left had. -
controlled the x axis fir half of the subjects In each group, but controlled the y axis for
the other half. The movement of the two knobs allowed the subject to steer the plotter
pen through various predetermined pathways Additionally. an opaque screen was
hinged to the base of the plotter to occlude the subjeCt's view of the pen and plotter
during the no-visual feedback trials.

IMMI1111.11.1..1.
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Potentiometer movement was monitored by optical counte-s mounted below the
potentiometers. The counters were triggered by movement of the gear teeth in the knobs.
and fed two decade counters (Thornton Model DEC 110). Knob movement of approxi-
mately 12' rotation. in either direction. registered as a single count on the LED readout
of the decade counter. At the end of a trial. the readout value was recorded by hand.

To assess memory for line orientation, as a control measure for the no vismal
feedback condition (see Procedure). a simple apparatus was used It consisted of a 11 in.
z 14 in. (280 mm z 3tS0 mm) Mutate board onto which a 8-1/2 in. it 11 in. (243 mm z
280 mm) lueite frame had been glued to hold a sheet of paper of the same size. A clear
Lucite pointer with a black line scribed in it was attached so as to pivot from the
midpoint of the base of the frame.

TABLE1. Scores for criterion measures and reading tests.

DYSLEXIC CONTROL

%Vainly intelligence
for ChIckinrRevised
(Verbal 10) M.S. (12.spb 126.84 (11.69)

(Palominos 0) 119.74 (11.96) 1':6.79 (13.87)

(Full Soya 10) 117.21 (12.50) 124.84 (12.28)

%Voodoo* Reading
Watery Word
idend6cation % 17.89 (16.94) 81.79 (10.79)

Her* Lastly % 98.11 ( 8.50) 97.22 (4.61)

Rapid Automatized
Naming: Cobra % 43.94 (35.88) 80.39 (15.19)

Rapid Atikornatized
Naming: Nods % 33.11 (23.60) 72.50 (14.04)

Repid Automatized
Naming: Numbers % 18.44 (28.44) 77.50 (21.54)

Rapid Automatized
Naming: Letters % 10.11 (21.22) 82.78 (18.29)

Mt:CEA Visual Naming 61.78 (29.53) 75.29 (11.14)

QM Audis/ Disc: quid % 92.00 (16.26) 73.39 (24.40)

Myklebust Reading Quotient 72.00 (.09) 1.21 (.17)

110 test expressed In standard score unks (M.100, S0.15); all other tests except
1410dsbust quotient expressed as percentlie
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Stimuli
Each stimulus for the Etch-a-Sketch-like task consisted of a "path," defined by paral-

lel straight lines drawn 5 millimeters apart on 8 1/2 in. x 11 in. (243 mm x 280 mm)
white paper, which was positioned on the plotter screen. The subject was to guide the
plotter pen between the two lines. There were two test conditions: Visual Feedback (VF)
and No Visual Feedback (NVF).

In the VF Condition the paths were 180 mm In length, varying only in the angle of
line orientation on the page. Six trials were presented: a 26.5° angle and its
supplementary and complementary angles (83.5°, 118.5° and 153.5°). as well as a 45°
angle and its supplement (1351. The 26.5° angle required a bimanual ratio of 2:1 for left
to right hand (or right to left hand) movement of the potentiometer knobs. At 26.5 °,
both hands moved in a clockwise direction. At 83.5°, the hand ratio for each subject was
reversed (1:2). with both hands moving in a clockwise direction. At 116.5° and 153.5 °.
the left to right hand ratios were also 1:2 and 2:1. but one hand turned clockwise while
the other turned counterclockwise. At.45°. the two hands turned clockwise at the same
rate (1:1 ratio). At 135° the 1:1 ratio was retained, but the hands turned in opposite
directions (clockwise and counterclockwise). The six angles thus assessed equal and
unequal rates of left and right hand movement. as well as unidirectional (clockwise)
and bidirectional (clockwise/counterclockwise) movements. In the analyses, the
former factor is der prated as movement ratio, and the latter as direction.

The stimuli for the NVF Condition were identical to those for the VF Condition.
except that a line had been drawn perpendicular to the pathway. 60 mm from the start
of the 180 mm pathway, in order to mark the beginning of the no-visual feedback
portion of the trial.
Procedure

The two bimanual tasks thus comprised a total of 12 trials presented to each subject.
The two conditions were presented to all subjects in the same order. VF followed by
NVF. Both condition were preceded by a single practice trial. Within both the VF and
NVIP conditions, presentation order 'of pathway orientations was randomized across
subjects. At the conclusion of all trials, the memory of line orientation task was
administered.

At the beginning of the session. the subject was seated in front of the plotter screen
and situated so that each potentiometer knob could be controlled with the thumb and
index finger of the assigned hand. All subjects were allowed approximately one minute
of practice with the apparatus to familiarize themselves with the movement of the
plotter pen. Prior to the start of each trial the counters were set to zero. During each
bimanual trial. verbal encouragement was given freely, but no assistance with the task
nor feedback about performance was provided until the trial ended. Subjects were
instructed to steer the plotter pen through different pathways quickly, with an
emphasis on accuracy in staying between the lines. They were told that if they strayed
outside the lines, they should try to reenter the pathway at the point where tney had
exited it. Time and individual left and right hand scores were recorded at the conclusion
of each trial.

VP Condition

For this condition, th, subjects steered the plotter pen through the six straight
pathways in free viewing. At the beginning of each trial, the examiner placed the sheet
containing one of the blank pathways on the plotter screen and moved the pen to the
beginning of the pathway. Time was recorded by stopwatch to the nearest .1 sec,
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beginning from when the subject began steering the pen. Left and right hand
potentiometer readings were recorded from the decade counters for each trial.

NVF Condition

At the conclusion of the VF trials. subjects were given a brief rest and were then given
the six NVF trials, preceden by a practice trial. They were instructed to begin as in the
VF trials, but to stop moving the pen momentarily when it reached the small
perpendicular line drawn across the path. so that the experimenter could lower the
screen that occluded the subject's subsequent view of the plotter. This screw was
marked with an "X' ii& the center as a visual fixation point, approximately at eye level,
to keep the subjects firm watching their hands as they completed the path without
visual feedback. Time and potentiometer output scores were recorded separately for the
first 60 mm (visual feedback) and last 120 mm (no visual feedback) portions of each
trial. When the subjects reached either the end of the path or a point 120 mm from the
Mart of the no visual :eedback portion of the trial (determined by an arc drawn 120 mm
from the origin of that segment of the path). the subjects were stopped and the time and
potentiometer readings were recorded. Subjects were permitted to see their performance
at the conclusion of each trial. but no cues about performance were given during the
trial.

Memory for Line Orientation

lb assess the effect of visual memory for line orientation on performance In the NVF
condition. a separate line orientation memory task was administered at the conclusion
of the 'cession. Subjects were presented with a sheet of paper placed in the apparatus
described earlier. unto which was drawn a line segment starting from the midline of the
bottom of the page and oriented at one of the six stimulus angles. Subjects were
instructed to remember the orientation of the line. Following a 15 sec presentation and
a 10 sec delay. subjects were represented with a blank sheet of paper in the same
apparatus. They were asked to reproduce the orientation of the line segnumt by pivoting
the lucite pointer to the correct angle. The subjects' response in angular degrees was
recorded for each of the six trials. Presentation order for the six line segments was
randomized across subjects.

RESULTS

VP Condition

Erse Scores
For each trial. in each condition. an ideal score (nun) was computed to reflect the

minimum it and y axis inputs necessary to complete the path without deviation from thecenter. The subject's obtained scores were compared to these ideal scores on each trial:
error scores for each hand were calculated as obtained score minus ideal score for the xand the y

A 2 X 2 X S X 2 analysis of variance (ANOVA) was computed for error scores in the VF
Condition with Group as a between-subjects factor and Hand. Movement Ratio, andDirection as within-subjects factors. "Direction" refers to the direction of bimanualmovement required for the trial. (unidirectional vs. bidirectional) and "MovementRatio" refers to the ratio of right to left hand movement required (1:1, 1:2, or 2:1) (seeStimuli).

There were no main effects for Group. Movement Ratio. Hand. or Direction. However,
the interaction of Group X Direction. F(1,34) 4.88, p < .04, and Group by Direction byHand, F(1,34! 4.1, p .05. were both significant. Figure 1 suggests that the Group by
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Direction interaction was attributable to a greater error rate by dyslexics in the bidirec-
tional triabk and greater error rate by controls in the unidirectional trials. However,
the simple effects teats for this two-way interaction were nonsignificant.

In contrast, the simple effects tests were significant for the Group X Direction X Hand
interaction, which was attributable to Group X Direction differences in left hand
performance. The control subjects showed significantly greater left hand errors in the
unidirectional trials than in the bidirectional trials. P11.34) s 5.99. p < .02. The reverse
effect for the dyslexics (see Figure 1) was not significant, but they did show significantly
greater errors for the left hand than the right hand in the bidirectional trials. F(1,34) =
5.15, p< .03. However. there was no group difference in left hand performance on either
the bidirectional or the unidirectional trials.

VISUAL FEEDBACK CONDITION

40-

30

20

10

Left
III Right

IT

0 -

Dyslexia Oentrets Dyslexics Controls

UNIDIRECTIONAL BIDIRECTIONAL

DIRECTION OF BIMANUAL MOVEMENT

noun 1. Mean error scores in the Visual Fiedback (VF) condition. Error bars represent standard error
of the mean.

Completion Time Scares

The analysis of completion time also indicated group differences (see Figure 2). A 2 X
3 X 2 ANOVA, with Wow. Movement Ratio. and Direction as factors. failed to find a
significant main tact for Group. There was a significant effect for Direction. F(1.34)
5.14. p < iO3, and for the interaction of Group X Direction. F(1.34) u 5.09, p < .03.
Although Movement Ratio was also significant. F(2.66) 12.69. p < .001. with longer
completion times associated with equal rather than unequal hand movement ratios,
this did not interact with either Group or Direction X Group.
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Simple effects tests of the Group X Direction interaction indicated that dyslexics were
slower than controls in the bidirectional trials only. F(1.34) NE 4.07. p = .05. While the
dyslexics showed no completion time differences between Directions, the controls were
faster in the bidirectional than the unidirectional trials. FT1.34) = 10.23, p = .003. Thus,
in the visual feedback trials. the dyslexics were slower than controls only on trials
requiring opposing hand movements.

VISUAL FEEDBACK CONDITION

40

0

Dyslexics
El Controls

Unidirectional Bidirectional

DIRECTION OF BIMANUAL MOVEMENT

Figure 2. Mean completion times for the VLual Feedback (VF) condition.

NVF Condition

Error Scores

In the NVF trials, the last 120 mm of thu pathway was performed without visual
feedback. and therefore relied primarily on memory of performance during the first
60mm. Subjects' error scores on this last 120mm were analyzed by a 2 X 2 X 3 X 2
ANOVA. with Group as a between-subject factor. and Hand. Movement Ratio, and
Direction as within-subject factors, as in the VF condition. There were no main effects
for Group or Direction. but Movement Ratio, FILM =14.96. p < .001. and Hand, F(1.34)
= 5.09. p < .04. were both significant. Overall. the right hand produced fewer errors thanthe left, and trials requiring a 1:1 ratio of input from the two hands (45° and 135°)
produced fewer errors than 1:2 or 2:1 ratios. The latter effects did not, however.
significantly interact with Group, and thus were not specific to the dyslexics.
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Although this analysis failed to indicate any significant Group differences, we
noticed that some subjects compaetely reversed the direction of rotation of one or both
hands after visual feedback was removed, and that this pattern appeared strikingly
different for the dyslexic versus the control subjects (see Figure 3). Since the hand error
scores were computed from the amount of hand 'input to the potentiometers. regardless
of direction, such reversals could yield a near zero error score by a turn of the
potentiometer knob of the correct magnitude. but in completely the wrong direction.
These directional reversals can be treated in two different ways, which led us to develop
two new measures of error. First. we computed the arc degrees of difference between the
subjects response line and the center of the prescribed path (see Figure 3), referred to as
w error scores. Second, we noted that directional reversals placed the response line in
the spatial quadrant opposite to the stimulus path. For example, if the stimulus path
was at 135°, which is in the negative x. positive y quadrant, and the response line was in
the positive x. positive y quadrant. the subject had reversed the direction of rotation of
the hand controlling the x axis. Therefore, reversal frequency served as another
dependent measure.

Figure 3. Tradng oh a reversal error produced by a dyslexic subject on one of the bidirectional NVF trials.

Are Envy Saw'
Arc (nor scores were analyzed in a 2 X 3 X 2 ANOVA. with Group as a between-subject

factor. and Movement Ratio and Direction as within-subject factors. There was a
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significant main effect for Group, P11.34) =14.61. p < .005, but not for Movement Ratio
or Direction. The interaction of Group X Direction was significant. P11,34) a 8.96. p =
.005) Simple effects tests on this interaction revealed that the dyslexics had a greater
error magnitude on the bidirectional trials in comparison to the controls, F(1,34) =
15.09, p < .0005. and in comparison to their own unidirectional performance. F(1.34) =
12.17. p < .002 (see Figure 4).

Reversal Frequency Scores

Reversal frequency scores were submitted to binomial probability tests, which
yielded no group differences for any of the unidirectional trials. However, for each of
the bidirectional trials, dyslexics produced significantly more reversals than controls
(see Table 2).

TABLE 2. Number of reversals in bidirectional trials of the No Visual Feedback (NW)
Condition.

Till
Angle DOW= Controls

Binomial
Probability

116.5'
135.' I
153.5

7
8
5

0
0
0

.008

.004

.031

This finding. in conjunction with the nonsignificant Group effect in the hand error
scores. indicates that the group differences in arc error were largely a function of
reversal frequency on bidirectional trials. Group differences attributable to this
combination of large arc and low hand error scores are possible only when the errors
are caused by complete reversals in the direction of hand rotation.

To assess whether the reversals were preferentially influenced by one hand or by one
direction of movement (clockwise vs. counterclockwise), we examined the quadrant of
actual response on each trial for which a reversal occurred (Figure 4). Among the 24
reversals found in the dyslexic group (20 in the bidirectional trials. 4 in the
unidirectional trials). 13 were attributable to the left hand alone (11 on bidirectional
trials, 8 of these involving a switch from counterclockwise to clockwise motion), 10 to
the right hand (8 on bidirectional trials. 5 of these involving a counterclockwise to
clockwise switch), and 1 to both hands (bidirectional trial). According to binomial
tests, neither the hand difference nor the difference in direction of switching wassignificant. Nor was there a significant association between hand and switchingdirection. by a Fischer's Exact Probabilities test. However, the dyslexics were morelikely to revert to unidirectional (parallel) movement of the two hands (19 instances)
than to revert to bidirectional (mirror) movements (5 instances), p < .003 by binomial
test. Moreover, re.-sals to unidirectional (parallel) movement were more likely toresult in clockwise motion of both hands (13 instances) than in counterclockwise
motion (6 instances). p a .05 by binomial test. Only three reversal errors occurredamong the control subje N, all in unidirectional trials, that is, reverting to mirrormovement.

It is notable that 15 of the 18 dyslexic subjects produced reversals at least once.whereas only two of the 18 controls did so. Seven of the dyslacics, and one control.reversed on more than one trial. even though they had been shown their errors at the
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end of each trial. Thus. awareness of their reversal errors did not stop a number of
dyslexics from reversing on subsequent trials.

Completion Time Scores

Thal completion times were also analyzed. by a 2 X 3 X 2 ANOVA with Group as a
between-subject factor and Movement Ratio and Direction as within-subject factors.
Results indicated no significant main effects. Although the dyslexics appear to have
performed somewhat more slowly than the controls on the bidirectional trials (36.62
sec. vs. 28.54 sec.) and on the unidirectional trials (33.02 sec. vs. 29.7 sec.). the effect was
not significant. However. the interaction of Group X Movement Ratio was significant.
F(2.62) 3.72, p < .04. -Tilia effect was the result of the dyslexics' slower performance on
the 45° (unidirectional. 1:1 ratio of hand inputs). 135° (bidirectional. 1:1 ratio). and
153.5° (bidirectional. 2:1 ratio) trials. No other completion time effects were
significant.

NO VISUAL FEEDBACK CONDITION

40 -

30'

20

10-

0

Dyslexics
FE Controls

Unidirectional Bidirectional

DIRECTION OF BIMANUAL MOVEMENT

Figure 4. Mean arc error scores for the No Visual Feedback (NVF) condition.

Several findings in the NVF cxondition thus parallel those found in the VF Condition.
Dysladcs were slower and less accurate on bidirectional trials. and showed a bias
toward greater left hand errors. However. in contrast to the VF condition, hand error
scores did not reveal significant Group X Direction differences for the NVF condition.
The lack of group differences 2n NVF hand errors can be accounted for by the incidence
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of reversals among dyslexics, which were evident in arc error scores and reversal
frequencies.

Counterbalandng of Hand and Plotter Axis

The effect of counterbalancing hand of control with plotter axis was examined by
analysis of variance for the VF and NVF trials. There were no significant effects in any
condition.
Mornay for Line Orientation

For the line memory task. error scores were computed as the average difference in an-
gular degrees between the target lines and the subjects' responses on the six trials.
Scores among the dyslexics appeared to contain several extreme values, so group scores
were tested for homogeneity of variance. Since the group variances were significantly
different. F(1,34) is 5.62, p -.023, a t-test for unpooled variances was conducted to
comport group means. There was no significant group difference in memory for line
orientation.
Age as a Factor

In order to assess the Influence of age on group performance, age at time of testing was
entered as covariate with the dependent measured of time and left and right hand error
scores in the VF condition. and arc error scores in the NW condition. The ANOVA in-
dicated no significant effect for age in any condition.

DISCUSSION

In the present study. the performance of dyslexic children on an intermanual
coordination task unrelated to the reading process was consistent with the well-
accepted position that they have atypical functional cerebral organization. The
disabled readers showed impairments in bimanual coordination, relative to their
nondisabled controls, under several conditions. Group differences were evident on both
speed and accuracy measures; Impaired readers performed more slowly and less
accurately with visual feedback, particularly with their left hands during bid._ siIional
trials, and also performed less accurately without visual feedback. A primary
difference between the two conditions was that under visual feedback monitoring, the
dyslexics were able to correct the direction of their left hand movement. Their high
error scores, however, reflect the inefficiency of this approach. In contrast, without
visual feedback, these subjects were unable to monitor their hand movements visually.
and unknowingly reverted to unidirectional bimanual movement. This wasdemonstrated in both their are error and frequency of reversal scores.

Most striking was the tendency of nearly all the dyslexics, but none of the controlsubjects, to revert unknowingly to unidirectional (parallel movements) of the twohands under requirements of bidirectional (mirror) movements without visualfeedback. This pattern of reversals more often resulted in clockwise, rather than
counterclockwise, movements of both hands. Thus, the dyslexics had difficultymaintaining mirror-image movements. and/or showed a strong preference forunidirectional bimanual movements, usually clockwise.

At a general level, the Impaired intermanual coordination of our dyslexic subjects co-incides with Preilowski's (1972.1975) report of intermanual deficits among partialcommissurotomy patients. Both the commissurotomy patients and our disabled
readers showed greater left- than right-hand impairment which Preilowski attributedto a failure in the interhemispheric coordination of motor commands from the
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dominant left hemisphere in his subjects. In addition, both these groups had difficulty
maintaining certain preestablished biannual movements without visual guidance. and
unknowingly reverted to movement patterns that were presumably less demanding for
them. Prellowski explained this behavior in his commissurotomy patients as a failure
to deve -Jp efficient motor feedforward. a putative function of the anterior portion of the
corpus callosum. The parallels In the two sets of findings suggest that there may be sim-
ilar interhemispheric deficiencies among dyslexics.

The present results are also consistent with other reports of impairments among
poor readers on intermanual (Radian & Wolff. 1977: Kllcpera et al.. 1981) and left hand
(Leslie et al., 1985) performance. which were interpreted as evidence of deficient
interhemispheric processes. However. as we noted in the Introduction. Wolff et al.
(1984) found that impaired readers differed from normal controls in timing precision
on a variety of speeded motor tasks, and not only on bimanual coordination. The
tapping task used in the earlier Wolff studies had thus confounded intermanual
coordination with timing precision. which is dependent on specialized left hemisphere
processes (Kimura. 1977; Vaughn & Costa. 1982: Wyke. 1971a). These considerations
suggest the possibility that the poor readers' bimanual tapping deficit reflected a left
hemisphere rather than an interhemispheric dysfunction, thus limiting comparisons
between Wolfs and Preilowskrs findings.

In contrast. the present study assessed intermanual coordination independent of
absolute timing precision. Therefore. the bimanual impairments we found in reading-
disabled boys cannot be ascribed solely to deficits in left hemisphere control of rapid
sequential motor output. However. it is premature to draw the alternative conclusion
that interhemispheric processes alone are responsible.

A primary limitation in interpreting our findings is that there are no previous
reports of Impaired performance on bidirectional, or mirror-like. movements in any
population. Thus. there is no precedent for relating the bidirectional movement deficits
to hemispheric or interhemispheric function. No such deficits are present in
Preilowskrs studies with commissurotomy patients: in fact. both his patients and
normal control subjects showed better performance on bidi-ectional. mirror
movements than on unidirectional. parallel ones (see also Sperry. Gazzaniga. & Bogen.
1969). However. it should be noted that Preilowskfs task required movements of the
lower arms (proximal musculature) ta turn cranks while ours required fine movements
of the thumb and forefinger (distal musculature) to turn small knobs. Therefore.
differences is the pattern and degree of cortical control over the distal versus proximal
musculature (Brinkman & Kuypers. 1972) might seem to suggest an explanation for the
disparity between our findings and those of Preilowski.

Two observations. however, mitigate against the possibility that our findings
completely depend on the requirement for distal ruotor control. First. our lontrol
subjects. like Preilowskrs control and commissurotorny subjects, demonstrated clear
preferences for mirror movements. They were feel., and more accurate on
bidirectional (mirror movement) than unidirectional (parallel movement) trials with
visual feedback. and the few reversals they produced without visual feedback all
occurred on unidirectional trials (parallel movement requirement) and resulted in
mirror movement of the hands. Second. using unimanual finger-thumb appositon
tasks. Dendda (1986) found overflow of mirror movements in the contralateral hand
among 'pure dyslexics. Tho difference between our finding and Denckla's needs
explanation, given that both Involved distal motor control. In this regard. it should be
noted that her study employed a unimanual rather than bimanual coordination task to
examine mirror movement preferences. Based on these two considerations. our
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findings with dyslexics appear to be specific to the relationship between their distalmotor coordination abilities and our bimanual task requirements.
Can the anomalous parallel bimanual movement tendencies observed among ourdyslexics be explained by existing neural models of the more commonly observedmirror movement patterns? Current theory argues that both commissural action andthe distributica of ipsilateral (uncrossed) vs. contralateral (creased) pathways frommotor cortex in each hemisphere to each hand contribute to the appearance orinhibition of mirror movement (Haerer & Currier, 1966; Naas, 1985; Preilowski. 1975).Evidence from unilateral brain-damaged and hemlapherectomy patients suggests thatthe ipsdateral motor pathway from each hemisphere contains a niirnas representationof the movement pattern projected via the larger contralateral pathway. This wouldlead to an underlying preference for mirror movements, which is norrecilly suppressedbecause the ipsilateral message is overridden by the contralateral message transmittedvia the corpus callosum from the opposite hemisphere. Increased mirror movementtendencies in congenital acaliosals (benrds, 1976), and in commissurotomized patients(Preflowidd. 1975). Indicate that corpus callosum plays an important role in thissuppression of mirror movements.

tia illustrates the neural model proposed by Prellowski (1975) to account forthe mirror movement preference in normal subjects. In our diagram. the solid blackline descending from the kit hemisphere to the right hand (crossed or contralateralpathway) and to the left hand (uncrossed or ipsilateral pathway) represents thedominant influence of the left hemisphere on bimanual performance. The dark gray'ridge between the hemispheres represents the corpus callosum; the arrow within thecorpus callosum indicates that the left hemisphere has a dominant influence over theright hemisphere for manual control via the corpus callosum. The greater thickness ofthe contralateral than of the ipsilateral pathways illustrates the greater degree ofcontralateral influence over manual control. The pathways emanating from the lefthemisphere are darker and thicker than those emanating from the right hemisphere, toillustrate left hemisphere dominance in manual control. The arrows within the circlesrepresent commands for the direction of hand rotatiou. Note that the ipsilateralpathway from each hemisphere is assumed to represent the mirror image motion ofthat specified by the contralateral pathway from the same hemisphere, followingPrellowski (1976).
Figure 5a thus illustrates that for normal subjects. bidirectional (mirror) movementsof the hands should be relatively easy because each hand receives identical movementcommands through its contralateral and ipsilateral pathways. However,unidirectional (parallel) movements should be more difficult due to the conflictingcommands to each hand through the -contralateral versus the ipsilateral pathways. Inthe latter case. there is greater conflict for the left hand than for the right hand becausethere is greater ipsilateral influence from the dominant left hemisphere to the left handthan there is from the nondominant right hemisphere to the right hand.This model If mirror movement tendencies. exemplified in Preilowski (1975) andNess (1985). characterizes quitewell the performance of various clinical populations aswell as normal children and adults under certain task demands. It cannot, however,account for our dyslexic subjects' reversals to unidirectional, parallel action of thehands without some modification. A general hypothesis of poor interhemisphericcoordination would be consistent with the unwanted appearance of an underlyingmovement preference under increased task demands. such as removal of visualfeedbeck, which would indicate deficient inhibition of the ipsilateral messages.Moreover, it is in line with other suggestions of abnormal interhemispheric functions
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In disabled readers (e.g., Davidson etAL, 1988: Gladstone & Best. 1985: ftershner, 1985:

Obrzut et al., 1981). Yet the direction of the dyslexics' underlying movement preference

is obviously incompatible with Preilowskfs (1975) neural model of mirror movements

as it stands. If, however, we modify the model by hypothesizing anomalous
organization of the ipsilateral motor pathways in our disabled readers, in addition to
interhemispheric deficiency'. it may extend to our findings. That is, parallel

movements could occur if the ipsilateral pathway in dyslexics represents a spatial

match el the movement direction projected in the contralateral pathway rather than

the mirror-image representation proposed by Preilowski (1375).

m1'7 Neff UM MONT

J/9 fle9 %\;tk

NORMAL SWAMI

Sidirostimmi Condition

NORMAL SUBJECTS

Unidireetionel Condlilon

figure Sa. Diagram of proposed influences from each hemisphere during bimanual performance by

normal subjects (based on Prellowsld, 1975). See text for detailed explanation.

Figure 5b illustrates our modified neural model of the unidirectional (parallel)
bimanual movement preferences of our dyslexic subjects. As with the normal subjects.

the left hemisphere is assumed to dominate in control of both hands, as illustrated by

the darker pathways emanating from the left hemisphere than from the right
hemisphere. Likewise. the contralateral pathways are assumed to be more influential

than the ipsilateral pathways, as shown by their greater thiclmess. However. it is

proposed that dyslexic children have deficient corpus callosum function. as illustrated

by the lightly stippled corpus callosum and by the absence of callosally mediated
influence of the left hemisphere over the right hemisphere. Furthermore. the
ipsilateral pathways are presumed' to convey a movement pattern that is spatially

identical (rather than a mirror image. as in normals) to that conveyed by the
contralateral pathway from the same hemisphere.
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Figure Th. Diagram of deficits in interhemispheric coordination and anomalous ipsilateral influences
during bimanual performance by dysledin. See text for detailed explanation.

Figure 5b thus Indicates that unlike normal subjects, dyslexics should have greater
difficulty with bidirectional (minor) bimanual movements than with unidirectional
(parallel) movements. In the former situation. conflicting commands would arrive at
each hand from the contralateral versus the ipsilateral pathways. This would lead to
left-hand performance deficits in. particular, resulting from conflict between the
contralateral pathway from the nondominant right hemisphere to the left hand versus
the ipsilateral r athway from the dominant left hemisphere to the left hand.
Unidirectional blmannal movements should be easier because each hand would receive
spatially identical movement commands from its contralateral and ipsilateral
pathways.

Furthermore, the combination of poor interhemispheric communication, anoma-
lous ipsilateral representation and left hemisphere dominance for bimanual control
(e.g.. Kreuter et al.. 1972; Wyke, 1971a. 1971b) could account for specific deficits in le,ft
hand performance especially when bidirectional (mirror) movements are required of
dyslexics. Ibis deviates from the pattern that Preilowskra model would predict for
normal subjectspoor lsit-hand performance under requirements for unidirectional
(parallel) bimanual movements (Figure 54.

The possibility of a parallel-movement preference in some subpopulations. as
opposed to the more typical mirror-movement preference, is supported by a study of
bknanual drawing patterns In normal right- and left-handed children (Reed & Smith.
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1961). Although most children chose to drew in rungs for two side-by-side ladders"
with simultaneous extensor (mirror) inovements of the hands, a subset of the right -
handers instead produced simultaneous left -to-right movements (parallel). Thus, the
mirror preference does not appear to be universal, even in norms' right-handed
children. The proposal of ar ralous ipsilateral representation of movement as an
explanation of either our findings or those of Reed and Smith is, of course, post-hoc and
quite speculative. However. as discussed earlier. no other existing model can account
for a parallel movement preference. The present hypothesis would need to be tested in
clinical populations known to have abnormal organisation of both cranial and
pyramidal pathways. such as callosal agenetics.

A number of additional questions:remain to be addressed in future research. For
example, the assumption that the bimanual pattern seen among the impaired readers is
specific to that population, and not simply a phenomenon characteristic of general
cerebral impairment. should be tested.2 Also unanswered is whether the observt.1 bi-
memal (bilateral) deficits reflect a general characteristic of interlimb coordination
among dyslexics, which might be found even for movements of ipsilateral limbs.3
Systematic developmental studies of bimanual coordination would also be useful.
Although the analysis of covariance attempted to determine the effect of age on
bimanual performance. the issue would be more adequately addressed through the
inclusion of a younger control group. Our bimanual task presumably tapped
interhe gspheric coordination of frontal motor functions. It would be of interest to
assess for anomalous interhemispheric coordination of cortical functions in other
regions. Finally, while this t k demonstrates deficits among dyslexics on a task that
presumably requires interht.mispheric interaction. the preen mechanism of the
interhemispheric transfer anomaly remains to be determined. Recent research
(Davidson et al.. 1988) suggests that one such mechanism may be a deficit in the timing
of interhemispheric transfer. The examination of the relation between
interhemispheric transfer time and performance on the bimanual coordination task
used in this study would provide valuab:a information on one possible mechanism for
the interhemispheric trans = deficit.

There are also methodological limitations in our design that nu., warrant further
study. Following Preilowksi (1972, 1975), we Ad predicted that dyslexics would have
difficulty under bimanual conditions requiriag different ratios of hand movements.
Because we had not expected that the direction of hand movement would showgroup dif-
ferences, we did not assess bimcnual movement in all directions. The condition omit-
ted wand have required counterclockwise movement of both hands. Inclusion of this
condition might fire n chul the observed bias for pare I clockwise action of the
hands. It should be however. that parallel counterclockwise movements do not
seem to pose a particular problem for dyslexics, given that several of them
spontaneously produced such movements during reversals. A further design limitation
was present in the NVF condition. While the apparatus oceuded the subjects' view of the
plotter screen. it did allow them to monitor their own hand movements visually. The
elimination of all v ,sal feedback in the NVF condition woul i provide a more adequate
control condition.

In summary, our findings support the hypothesis that dyslexics manifest
intermanual coordination deficits. The specific pattern of deficits that we found,
however, was neither predicted nor previously reported. As a result, it Is not readily
explained by current models of interhemispheric collaboration. As an attempt to
explain the observed pattern. we hypothesized that dyslexics may show both definient
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interhemispheric processes and anomalous organization of the ipsilateral motor
pathways. The novelty of the finding% however, indicates the need for further research.
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Expressive Microstructure in
Music: A Preliminary Perceptual
Assessment of Four Composers'
"Pulses"

Bruno H. Repp

According to a provocative theory set forth by Manfred Clyne, there are
composer-specific cyclic patterns of Ittnnotated) musical miavatructure that, when
discovered and realized by a performer, help to give the music its characteristic
expressive quality. Clyne, relying mainly on his own Judgment as an experienced
musician, has derived suck personal " pulse" for several famous composers by
imposing titne and amplitude perturbations on computer-controlkd perfonrunwesof clerical music and modifyhtg than until they converged on some optimal
expression. To conduct a preliminary test of the general musk lover's appreciation
of such 'pulsed' performances, two sets of piano pieces by Beethoven, Haydn,
Mozart, and Schubert, one in quadruple and the other in triple meter, were
selected for this study. Each piece was synthesized with each composer's pulse
and also without any pulse. Thee different versions were presented in random
order to listeners of varying musical sophistication for preference judgments
relative to the impulsed version. There were reliable changes in listeners' pulse
preferences across different composers' piece, which affirms one essential
prerequisite of Clyne' theory. Moreover, in several instances the 'erred" pulse
we plena: Inost, which suggests not only that these pulse patterns indeed
capture composep-specific qualities, but also that listeners without extensive
musical experience can appreciate them. In other cases, however, listeners'
preferences were not as expected, and possible causes for these deviations are
discussed.

INTRODUCTION

It is widely agreed that, in the performance of notated music, particularly Western artmusic from the 18th and 19th centuries, literal reproduction of the written score doesnot result in a very satisfying experience. The notation, in its rigid subdivision of notevalues and its lack of dynamic instructions for individual notes, omits many of thecomposer's intentions. To make the performance interesting, expressive, and
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musically satisfying, much variation not conveyed by the written score must be
introduced by the performer. This variation may be relatively small (but nevertheless
important) with respect to timing of note onsets, relative note durations. and pitch,
where the scare makes specific prescriptions: it may be much larger with respect to
relative note intersities and other aspects of articulation, where the notation provides
few constraints. All this variation constitutes the *expressive microstructure* (Clynes,
1983) of a performance. The principles musicians follow in generating this
microstructure are not well understood and are only to a very limited degree made
explicit in traditional music instruction. A great interpreter's skills may seem
mysterious and beyond explanation. The psychology of musical expression is still in its
infancy. but there Is rich lode waiting to be mined.

Performers' expressive devices may be divided roughly into four categories according
to their origin and motivation:

(1) First. there are those variations that are contingent on local musical events. such
as the structure ti phrases. the shape of the melodic line. and the harmonic
progression. These deviations emphasise structural properties and thus help realize
some of the expressive potential inherent in a musical composition. They are relatively
amenable to introspection. instruction. and scientific investigation. as they are likely
to follow certain general rules that are observed. more or less, by all competent
musicians. They also apply to a wide range of music by different composers. Progreso
towards understanding these rules has been made by several researchers (e.g.,
Bengtsson & Gabrielsson. 1980; Clyne', 1983; Gabrielsson. Bengtsson, & Oabrlelsson.
1983; Shaffer, 1981; Shaffer. Clarke. & Todd. 1965; Sundberg. Fryd6n. & Askenfelt,
1983; Sundbag & Ryas]. 1985; Todd. 1985).

(2) Second. there are those aspects of expressive microstructure that reflect a
performer's understanding of a composer's individual characteristics as they are
conveyed in his musical oeuvre as a whole. These aspects ar.. much more elusive and
difficult to investigate. as they seem to be the province of truly gifted interpreters whose
performances have the "ring tf authenticity.* Nevertheless. one very intriguing attempt
to understand these composer-specific principles of expressive microstructure has been
made (Clynes. 1989. 1983. 1988. 1987).

(3) Third. there are those deviations that reflect an individual performer's style and,
perhaps, mannerisms. It is these characteristics that shape distinctive interpretations,
and that enable the experienced listener to recognize certain artists from their
performances. To a Loge extent. they may reflect the specific use a performer makes of
the rules mentioned under (1) and (2), but theremay also be genuinely personal patterns
of expression. Thin is uncharted territory for the music psychologist.

(4) Finally, there are various piece-specific factors which may derive from notated
dynamic instructions, performance conventions. explicit "programs," and also from
motoric limitations in executing difficult passages.

In general. therefore, the expressive microstructure of a musical performunce reflects
general, composer-specific, performer-specific, and piece-specific factors. Ine present
investigation is concerned with only one of these factors. the composer-specific one,
based on the theory of expressive microstructure developed by Clyne* (1983, 19881.

The idea that different composers have different personalities that are conveyed in
their music and that need to be understood and expressed by performers is very old, of
course: it is part of the general lore of music history. performance. and atheism. Until
recentlY however. these composer-specific characteristics. especially as they go beyond
the printed score, have eluded quantification. Efctending the method of "accompanying
movements* (Begleithewegungen) developed.by the German philologist Eduard Sievers
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(1924). the German musicologist Gustav Hocking (1928) made an interesting. though
still wer rough and introspective. attempt at more precise description by observing his
own movements as he conducted along while listening (more precisely. as he let
himself be conducted by the music"). He found characteristic movement trajectories of
his conducting index finger for music by different composers. which he interpreted as
reflections of the composers' personality and general attitude to the world. However. he
did not relate these dynamic patterns to performance microstructure. which at the time
was only beginning to be measured objectively (e.g.. Hartmann. 1932; Seashore,
1936/1967). It remained for Manfred Clynes. a noted inventor, neuroscientist. and
musician, to achieve a more precise quantification of these dynamic characteristics.
thus making them amenable to scientific investigation.

Clynes' initial step. some two decades ago. consisted in going from movement to
pressure. using a pressuresensitive recording device called the sentograph (Clyne..
1969). At that time. Clynes asked severe praninent musicians (including Pablo Casale
and Rudolf Serkin) to 11-Anducr by rhythmically pressing the senturaph with their
finger about once a second while mentally rehearsing specific compositions ofseveral
different composes, The resulting periodic, pressure curves were averaged to yield a
single 'pulse" shape for each musician and each composition. It emerged that these
pulse shapes were remszkably sends/ across several different compositions (both slow
and fast) by the same composer. and also across different musicians imagining the
same piece. They were very different for different composers. however. These rather
limited but striking observations confirmed Becking's idea of composer-specific
"pulses" that can be acternalivxl as movement patterns.

The second important step taken by Clyne. more recently were his investigations
into how these pulses might be conveyed in the actual microstructure of music
performance (Clynes. 1983. 1986. 1987). The central assumption underlying this effort
is that composer-specific pulses are not restricted to people's musical thought and
accompanying movements, but that they can be physically instantiated in the musical
sound pattern. with benefits for the listener. These pulses are defined as patterns of
systematic deviations from the notated relative durations' and (usually unspecified.
hence nominally equal) relative loudnesses of the notes within a time unit (e.g.. one
bar). Thus there are two indepexlent components in each pulse pattern. According to
Clyne.' theory . the pattern applies throughout a composition: that is. it repeats itself in
a cyclical fashion (e.g.. bar by bar) from beginning to end. The motivation for this
requirement lies in earlier ideas of Clyne. (see Clyne. & Walker, 1982) concerning
form printing"; Recurring time-amplitude patterns are assumed to set up expectancies
in the central r ivous system for the patterns to continue. The pulse, despite its rigid
recurrence, is assumed to imbue music with living qualities' that specifically reflect
the composer's personality and that may also enhance the expressiveness of his
characteristic melodic contours. Clynes (1963) has likened the pulse to such other
individual motor characteristics as gait, handwriting, and speech. As a personal "style
of movement." It is assumed to apply to all works ofa composer.

Rather than measuring the time-amplitude patterns of actual performances by great
artists. Clyne. has devaloped composer-specific pulses bymeans of computer synthesis.
relying mainly on his own judgment as an enceptionally sensitive musician. He has
developed software2 that enables him to enter a musical score into the computer and tospecit pattern of relative durations and intensities. which then determines the exact
values of the notes within each time unit (chosen to coincide with a notated time unit
close to one second in duration). Depending on the time signature of the composition.
the time units are divie Jd into either three or four (sometimes two) subunits, with
separate correspond! pulse patterns. Notes lasting longer than one subunit are
assigned the sum of t1.4 component durations and the amplitude of the first component
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they occupy.3 The pulse is often also implemented at a second. higher level, with three
or four time units as subunits. Thus, for example, in a fast piece in 3/4 measure. the
basic 3-pulse would comprise one bar and the higher- -level pulse (usually a 4-pulse.
reflecting the phrase structure) would comprise four bars. In a slower piece in 3/4
measure. on other hand. there would be a basic 4-pulse for the sixteenth -notes
within each qt..ater-note and a higher-level 3-pulse comprising one bar.

By experimenting with meny different compositions and pulses and by carefully
listening to the results (see Gyres. 1983). Clynes has arrived at what he considers
appropriate pulse specifications for a number of famous composers. Four of these-the
Beethoven. Haydn. Mosart. and Schubert pulses--are illustrated in Table I. each in a
quadruple-meter, a triple-meter. and (If used in the present study) a duple-meter
version. In each pulse specification. the Brat line indicates the relative durations (in
percent) of successive notes (1 e.. onset-to-onset intervals) of equal nominal durations.
and the second line indicates their relative amplitudes (in linear proportions). The
duration and amplitude components! do not follow the same pattern: they are
independent parEneters. In the Beethoven 4-pulse, for example. the rank order of the
four beats is 4-14-2 in teams of duration. but 14-4-2 in terms of amplitude. The 4-
pulse, 3-pulse, and 2-pulse patterns for the sone ccanposer are related (see Clyne*. 1987).
For a detailed discussion of the characteristic features of these composers'4-pulses and
their interpretation in terms of dynamic qualities. see Clyne' (1983. pp. 134-135).

TABLE 1. Pulse specifications in quadruple, triple and duple maw for four composers. The first
fine indicates relative note durations (Le., onsetaronset intervals) In percent; the second line
moments *elm amplitudes on a anew scale. These pulses are the ones actual,/ applied in the
present matelots (Ctines, p.o.) the hip* meter pubes differ from the prelkelney specifications of
Clyne, (1983, 1986). Note that triple-mete? *Om pulses are not normalized, so the eight tempo
changes result, and the d amplitude pulses result in various dowses of attenuation.

Composer Quadruple meter Triple meter Duple meter

Beethoven 106 89 98 111
1.00 0.39 OA 0.81

105 88 107
1.00 0.46 0.75

(not used)

Haydn 108 94 97 102 108 06 103 100 97
0.661.00 0.42 0.88 1.11 1.03 0.35 0.60 1.00

Mozart 101. 105 95 106.5 102.5 97.5 100 1 00
1.00 0.21 0.51 0.23 0.78 0.25 0.30 1.00 0.51

Schubert 98 115 99 91 103 114 97.5 (not used)
1.00 0.65 0.40 0.75 0.92 0.45 0.72

Clynes' pulse patterns reflect the musical insight and extensive efforts of one
individual; they quantify a subjective experience. It remains to be shown that the pulse
patterns chosen generalise to other listeners: perhaps they require cszeptional musical
sensitivity to be appreciated at all. and perhaps they are entirely idiosyncratic. At
public occasions and on recordings accompanying some of his publications (Clyne..
1983, 1988. 198?), Clynes has presentedinany temples of music synthesised with
appropriate composers' pulses. though their impressions on listeners were never
documented in fraud way. Some recent demonstrations (dynes. 1987) have included
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the same piece synthesized with several different composers' pulses. including the
'correct * one. In the fall of 1985. the author received such a demonstration tape from
Clynes containing the final movement of a Haydn Piano Sonata synthesized with six
different composers' pulses. A small informal group of listeners agreed that the "Haydn
pulse* version indeed was the most pleasing of the lot. whereas several other versions
were perceived as rhythmically irregular and/or inappropriately accented. That one set
of time-amplitude irregularities sounded simmer while others sounded uneven was
an interesting experience: it suggested that even the average listener could appreciate
the appropriate expressive microstructure. However. it could have been that the Haydn
pulse was simply perceptually more regular than the others on psychoacoustic or
general musics' grounds. If so. it might also have been preferred if the piece had been by
Mozart or Beethoven. For a rigorous test of the prediction that. for ear' of several
composers' music. that composer's pulse should be perceived as more appropriate than
any other composer's pulse, a set of balanced materials was required in which each
composer's piece was performed with each composer's pulse. The author, not having the
necessary synthesis capabilities at the time. approached Clynes. who agreed to generate
two such sets of materials for the experiments described below.

The experiments tested the following flue pntdictioro:

(1) Listeners' preferences for individual pulses should vary as a function of composer.
That is. with composer and pulse as orthogonal far 3 in the experimental design. a
staVatical interaction should be obtained. Conversey , the null hypothesis was that.
while some pulses may be preferred over others, these preferences would hold regardless
of composer. Rejection of the null hypothesis would support the general claim of
Clynes' theory that different composers require different pulses.

(2) For each composer listeners should prefer the "correct" pulse over all others. This
hypothesis concerns the validity and generality of the specific pulse patterns devised by
Clynes.

(3) Listeners should also prefe.. the correct pulse over a literal rendition of the score
that has no pulse applied to it. Such "neutral" versions were included in the present
materials. Clynes' theory admits the possibility that other pulses besides the correct
one are preferred over a neutral version. but it seems essential that the correct pulse be
perceived as an improvement over no pulse at all.

(4) The correct pulse should be preferred in all compositions by the same composer.
This hypothesis. which concerns the generality of the pulses across each composer's
oeuvre. could be tested only to a very limited extent in the present experiments, due to
the small sample of materials.4

(5) The degree to which listeners are able to appreciate the correct pulse and, more
generally, expressive microstructure in music. may be a function of their musical
training and experience with classical music. That is. the strongest support for Clynes'
theory might come from the most sophisticated listeners, though the responses of less
experienced subjects were also of interest in this study.

EXPERIMENT 1

pertinent 1 used a set of pieces with even (2/4) time signature. to which Clynes' 4-
pulses (and 2pulses) had been applied. The experiment was conducted in two versions.
referred to as la and lb. It wall initially assumed that the performances with the
" correct" pulse should be the most satisfying on general musical grounds; thus. the
subjects in Experiment la were instructed to indicate simply how much they liked each
version. It was later pointed out to the author by Clyne. (personal commtmicAon) that
the correct pulse may not always be the most &ailing one. especially to the less
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experienced listener: for estample. the rough Beethoven pulse may be less pretty than the
gentle Haydn pulse when applied to a Beethoven piece. but it nevertheless characterizes
the composer better. Some data collected independently by Thompson (submitted) with
some of the same materials (the Beethoven piece) reinforce this point. Therefore. the
experiment was repeated with modified instructions that emphasized composer-
appropriate expression as the criterion for subjects' judgments (Experiment lb). In
addition. the quality of sound reproduction was improved in that experiment.

Methods

Subic&
Experiment la. Sixteen unpaid volunteers (7 women and 9 men, including the author)

served as listeners.5 All were investigators or graduate students in psychology or related
areas at Haskins Laboratories or Yale University. mostly 25-35 years old. though two
were in their forties. Most of them had received a musical education, and the majority
were active amateur was and/or spent much time listening to classical music. A
few musically less eqxfflienced subjects were included to attend the range for purposes
of correlational analyses. According to a questionnaire filled out by the subjects at the
end of the experiment. they had had between C and 25 years (summed over all
instruments) of formal instruction on various instruments (including piano, violin.
cello, oiler. saxophone, and voice), spent between 0 and 23 hove a week playing their
instruments. and listened to serious music 0 to 15 ha s per week.

Experiment lb. Thirteen different subjects participated here; their age and gender
were not recorded. Four were faculty members at Trinity College (Hartford. CT): most of
the others were undergraduate students enrolled In a music course there: one was a
researcher at Haskins Laboratories. They included a professional pianist. a composer.
an accomplished organist. several musical amateurs, and a few musically naive
individuals. According to the questionnaire, they had had between 0 and 23 years of
formal musical tio.... played their instruments from 0 to 14 hours per week, and
listened to classical music between 0 and 45 () hours per week
Materials

Four piano compositions, one each by Beethoven. Haydn, Mozart, and Schubert, were
selected by the author. All were in 2/4 time signature and had a fast tempo. except for
the Schubert. which was both longer and slower than the other pieces. They were:

Beethoven: last movement (Presto) of the Piano Sonata in F major. op.10. No. 2
(complete, without repeats)

Haydn: last movement (Presto) of the Piano Sonata in F major, HV XVI/23 (complete,
without repeats):

Mozart: exposition (Lc.. the first part) of the last movement (Allegro) of the Piano
Sonata in C major. K. 279 (without repeat):

Schubert: Moment Musical No. 4 (Moderato) in c-sharp minor, op. 94, D. 780
(complete, without repeats: the contrasting middle section is in D-flat major).

The initial bars of these pieces are shown In Figure 1.
All computer performances were generated by Manfred arms at the Music Research

Institute of the New South Wales State Conservatorium of Music In Sydney. Australia,
using his special software developed there. These computer realizations. in contrast to
arise' recorded example" (e.g.. Clyne*, 1983). included all the notes. not just the
melody. Each piece was recorded on cassette tape (with Dolby B noise reduction) In fiveversions: without any pulse (the anemear version) and with each of the four composers'pulses. The pulse patterns used are shown in Table 1. They were applied at two
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TABLE 2. Hierarchical pulse patterns (see Table 1) and attenuation
factors for the timing pulses used in synthesizing the pieces of
Experiment 1 (Cyrus, p.c.).

Composer Lower level Higher level

Beethoven 4-pubs (1.1) 4 -pubs (0.5)
Haydn 2 -pulse (1.0) 4-puise (1.0)
Wart 2 -pulse (1.0) 44puise (1.0)
Schubert 4 -pulse (1.0) 4-puise (0.15)

The Mozart and Schubert pieces were reproduced on a Roland MKS-20 piano sound
module. the Beethoven on a Prophet 2000 synthadzer with an 'early 19th century
pianoforte' sound.? Since the Haydn piece was already availableon the donation
tape mentioned in the introduction. it was not resynthesized by Clyne.. Since
computer-genezated sinusoids were used in its synthesis. it had a more artificial sound
quality; on the other hand. since it was free from the envelope constraints of a
simulated piano. It included 'predictive amplitude shaping" (see Clyne*. 1983) of
individual tones in all versions. Unfortunately. the demonstration tape did not include
a 'neutral" version of the Haydn. but versions with two other composers' pulses
instead: so the version with the Schumann pulse was substituted for the neutral
version.

An esperimental tape was generated by dubbing from the master tape. The order of
the four pieces WOW Haydn. Mozart. Schubert. Beethoven. The Ave versions of each piece
occurrer; in succession. separated by appradmately 10 seconds of silence. The first
version A always the neutral version. and the four pulsed versions followed, in an
order that was different for each piece and represented a 4 x 4 Latin square design.
Procedure

Experiment 1a. Some subjects were tested at Haskins Laboratories. others at Yale
University. The subjects were seated in a quiet room and listened to the music over a
single loudspeaker connected to a high-quality cassette deck (at Haskins) or over the
stereo loudspeakers of a portable cassette recorder (at Yale). Each subject received
detailed written instructions. including the following:

You will hear a number of short piano pieces reproduced by a synthesizer.
Each of these pieces will be played in jive versions. The first, "neutral' version
will be an almost literal rendition of the score. with only a few essential
deviations from the written notation. The four subsequent versions will include
dditional attjustments in the timing and relative loudness of the individual

notes. Each version will follow a different pattern. and some versions may be
more successfisl than others. That is while some versions may sound more
lively. expressive. and Idiomatic than the neutral version. others may sound
slightly distorted in rhythm and accent pattern. (One way of thinking about
these versions is that they represent performances by four different pianists of
equal technical competence but different musical sensibilities.) Your task will
be to Indicate whether or not each particular version constitutes an
improvement over the neutral version.

Your judgments are to be made on an 11-point rating scale ranging from -5 to
6. The neutral version of any piece is identified with the midpoint (zero) on this
scale. so you don't have ta give any rating after hearing this first version. For
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each of the following four versions. you should enter your rating of that version.
circling one number on the rating scale. Please, make your judgment relative to
the neutral version: Assign a positive rating ifyou prefer the version just heard
over the neutral version (because it seems more lively. expressive. and
idiomatic) and a negative rating if you prefer the neutral version over it (because
it seems irregular, distorted. and unidiomatic).

The answer sheet illustrated the rating scale and listed the numbers -5 through +5 for
each version. one of which the subjects were to circle. For the neutral version, the
subjects were to indicate instead their familiarity with the piece by circling *very.*
moderately,' *barely; or not at all.* The composer of each piece was named on the
answer sheet The whole session lasted about one hour.

Experiment lb. One possible concern with Experiment la (Clyne*. personal
communication) was that the sound reproduction equipment was not optimal; in
particular. the portable recorder used at Yale did not have the Dolby B option, which
distorted the amplitude profile, of the pulses. In Experiment lb, the tapes were played
with Dolby 8 noise reduction. either at Trinity College or on the subject's home stereo
equipment. More importantly. there was a change in instructions, as follows:

While some versions may sound expressive in a way that seems to befit the
composer, others may sound less convincing or even ridiculous. (...) Your task
will be to indicate whether or not each particular version constitutes an
improvement over the neutral version in that it captures some of the comp-
characteristic expressionthat is, whether each version sounds more of
13eethovenieuf or Haydniare or Mozartiare or l'Schubertian. than the
neutral version.

Results and Discussion
Experiment 1a

One initial question was whether the subjects would be able to make consistent
judgments at all. Not nnly were they not professional musicians, but also musical tastes
are often said to be highly variable and idiosyncratic. The statistical analysis dispelled
these fears. In a repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the subjects'ratings with two crossed factors, composer and pulse. th. main effect of pulse was
highly significant P13.45) 10.09. p < .0001, which indicates that there were consistent
preferences for certain pulses over others. Moreover. and much more importantly.
there was a significant composer by pulse interaction. F(9,135) 4.43, p < .0001. Thus
the pattern of pulse preferences varied reliably with composers (pieces). which support3the first of the five predictions made in the introduction. There was no significant maineffect of composer.

The average ratings are represented in Table 3. with the italicized numbers in the
diagonal representing the correct* composer-pulse combinations. It is evident that in
three of the four pieces (N2ydn. Mozart, Schubert) the correct pulse was indeed the one
prehrred most, although In the Mozart piece the Mozart and Haydn pulses were tied.Moreover. in each of these three cases the correct pulse received positive ratings that
clearly exceeded the neutral baseline (subjects tended to be conservative in their
ratings, using mostly the range between 4 and +3). although this difference is notmeaningful in the case of the Haydn piece, whose `neutra version really had an
inappropriate pulse in it. Only the Beethoven piece produced disappointing results. Forit. the listeners clearly preferred the Haydn pulse (which perhaps can be explained bythe somewhat Haydn-like quality of that movementClynes, personal
communication). whereas the Beethoven pulse received a negative average rating. Thus,
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in three out of four cases the results provide support for predictions 2 and 3, which
concern the adequacy of the composers' pulses.

TABLE 3. Average ratings of the computer performances in
Experiment 1a.

Composer Pulse

Bastin, ran Haydn Mozart Schubert

Beethoven -1.13 2.25 -1.13 -0.13
Haydn 0.06 1.69 0.69 -0.69
Mozart 0.38 1.56 1.56 -0.75
Schubert -0.25 1.19 -0.38 1.94

A look dawn the columns of Table 3 reveals that the Beethoven pulse was not liked
much in any piece, whereas the Haydn r Alse was liked In all compositions. Listeners'
judgments of the Beethoven and Haydn pulses thus did not seem to vary much across
compositions. This was confirmed by conducting an ANOVA on these two pulses only
The pulse main effect was highly significant P(1.15) 28.73, p .0001, indicating that
the Haydn pulse was preferred over the Beethoven pulse, but the composer by pulse
interaction fell short of significance. Thus it could be argued that listeners' preference
for the Haydn pulse in the Haydn piece was due to a general preference. not to composer-
specific factors.

The situation was ubfferent for the Mozart and Schubert pulses. however. Although
the Mozart pulse was tied with the Haydn pulse as the preferred pulse for the Mozart
piece. it was liked better in the Mozart than in any other piece. Even more strikingly.
the .:4.,Abert pulse was liked only in the Schubert. being mildly disliked with all other
eompose.s. The reliability of this interaction was confi rmed in an ANOVA. on this half
of the data: There were no significant main effects, but a significant composer by pulse
interaction was obtained. F(3.46) 6.90. p .0006. This part of the data. therefore.
provides unequivocal support for Clynes' Mozart and Schubert pulse patterns, as well
as for the present subjects' ability to appreciate them.

The data were analyzed in yet another way. by first averaging the ratings of the three
incorrect pulses for each piece and then entering the data into a 4 x 2 ANOVA with
et:farmer and correct/incorrect pulse as factors. There was a significant main effect of
pulse. F(1.15) 10.96. p .0048. which confirms that. overall, correct pulses received
higher ratings than incorrect pulses. However, since this was not true in the Beethoven
piece. there was also a highly significant composer by pulse interaction. F(3.45) 9.43. p.0001. In a separate analysis of the correct pulse ratings only, the grand mean was
significantly larger than zero. P11.15) 8.67, p .0101, which confirms that, overall.
correct pulses were preferred over no pulse at all, again with the exception of the
Beethoven, which resulted in a significant effect of composer. 11(3.45) 8.64. p .0001.

Prediction 4 (generality of wises) could not be addressed within the present
experiment. since only a single piece of each composer was used. (However. " e footnote4.) Therefore, we turn to prediction 5, concerning the role of subjects' musical
experience. As pointed out earlier, the sbcteen subject. represented a rather wide rangeof musical experience, with only the professional level missing. For each subject. ameasure of the degree to which he or she appreciated the correct pulses (a °pulse
appreciation index* or PAZ) was computed by subtracting the average rating of the 12
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Incorrect composerpulse combinations from the average .ating of the 4 correct
dons. (Thirteen of the sixteen subjects had positive indices.) Three indices of

musical experience were available: number of years of musical education. added up over
all iristruments studied: number of hours spent playing music per week and number of
hours spent listening passively to serious music. Correlations were computed between
all three neasures and the PAI. The first and third nacasures did not correlate at all
with the PAL I whereas the second (active playing hours) showed a small positive
correlation (r 0.36) that. however, fell short of significance. Thus there was only a
hint that listeners with greater active musical experience might show greater
appreciation for composers' pulses.

Two subsidiary questions were addressed in similar correlational analyses. First, it
was noted that some subjects gave mostly positive ratings, while others gave mostly
negative ratings. A subj'ct's overall average rating is an Jr -tect measure of the extent
to which he or she land the neutral version. relative to the pulsed versions. The
correlations between aVects' average ratings and the three measures of musical
experience were mild'iy negative Ind nonsignificant. If musically more experienced
subjects liked the ne utral version somewhat more than did musically inexperienced
subjects, a xenon for this may have been that the more mph's' tkated subjects expected
too much from the pull o-i: versions as "performances: This point will be taken up in the
general fAcussion. Second. a familiarity index was computed for each subject by
averaging 'Ws or her familiarity ratings for the four pieces (very 3. moderately 2,
barely is 1. not at all = 0). On the whole. the subjects were not very familiar with the
pieces: Twelve subjects had average ratings of 1 or less. and only two subjects (the
au. .or being one) were r.c least moderately familiar with all of them. No piece was much
more familiar than the others. The correlation between the familiarity index and the
PAL was -0.06, Indicating that familiarity did not increase the appreciation of the
correct pulses.

4011 al I

Experiment 1b

Experiment lb. it will be recalled. presented the same test +o a comparable group of
subjects with new instructions that emphasized composer-sp.:el& expression, and will:
Dolby B sound reproduction. It is clear from Table 4, however, that these combined
changes did not :cad to results that were more favorable to Clynes' theoryon the
contra.y. In the Beethoven piece. the Beethoven pulse was disliked even more than
previously. in striking contrast to findings of Thompson (submitted), which showed a
preferenc., for the Beethoven pulse in the very same materials under similar
instructions. (The reason for this discrepancy is not clear.) The Haydn pulse, which
listeners had liked in Experiment 1a. was not preferred significantly over the neutral
version. though it still came out on top. In the Haydn piece, the previous preference for
the oopropriate pulse was no longer evident, and the listeners showed a preference for
the Beethoven pulse instead. In the Mozart piece. where in Experiment la the Haydn
and Mozart pulses had beers preferred equalb. the Haydn pulse was now preferred over
the Mozart pulse. Only in the Schubert piece did the Schubert pulse still come out on top.but It was virtually tied with the Hardn pulse and rated only slightly above the neutralversion.

A look down the colum-o of Table 4 is only slightly more encouraging. At least it wasstill the case that the Mozart pulse was 111; d best in Mozart, and the Schubert pulse in
Schubert. However, the Beethoven pulse was liked best in Haydn (and was strongly
disliked in Beethoven), and the Haydn nusse was liked best in Mozart.

Expressive Microstructure En Music
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TABLE 4. Average ratings of the computer performances in
Experiment lb.

Composer Pulse

Beethoven Haydn Mozart Schubert

Beethoven 4.08 0.15 -1.31 -1.69
Haydn 1.62 0.15 0.06 0.08
Monet 0.06 1.54 0.62 -0.46
Schubert -0.31 0.69 0.00 0.77

The data were also less consictent in this experiment. The ANOVA showed a
marginally signifirant main effect of pulse. P13.36) 3.07, p 0.0399. due to a general
preference for the Haydn pulse. and a marginally significant composer by pulse
interaction. F19.108) 1.97. p a 0.0492. In contrast to kxperiment la. therewas a highly
significant main effect of composer. F13.38) 7.18. p 0.0007, which reflected the
strongly negative ratings for the Beethoven piece. Moreover, correlational analyses of
average ratings and individual PA values (5 positive. 8 negative) in relation to indices
of musical experience and familiarity ratings revealed not a single significant
correlation. Thus, the more experienced listeners did not give responses that were more
in conformity with Clynes' theory. At the same tine. the present group of subjects gave
higher familiarity ratings than that of Experiment Ia. so the results cannot be
attributed to general inexperience.

In summary, this experiment showed that instructior-% to rate the composer-specific
expressive quality of the computer performances did not increase subjects'
appreciation of composers' pulses. If anything. responses were more variable, which
suggests that the instructions proved confusing. While it is relatively easy to express a
simple preference for one or another performance. it is much more difficult (and
perhaps presunii..c-ous) to make judgments about the. *Beethoveniare or *Mozartian"
quality of expression. The subjects may have felt that they should not trust their
immediate response to each performance, but they apparently had no consistent
criteria for composer -specille qualities of expression.

EXPERr,IENT 2

Experiment 1 had used a somewhat heterogeneous at' i materials, Experiment 2 used
a different, more controlled set of pieces, all Minuet movements from piano sonatas by
the same four cm valets, selected by the author. Each movement had three sections:
Minuet, Trio (or second Minuet). and repeat of the Minuet. Each section had a two-part
structure. each part typically comprising 8 bars. In several ways, this choice of
materials provided a rather =blame test of subjects' abLiity to appreciate composers'
pulses. First, the basic meter was 3/4, so a 3-pulse was used for at least one level of the
pulse hierarchy (the higher level. because of the moderately slow tempo of Minuets).
Three-pulses have one degree of freedom less than 4-pulses and therefore are less
effective in differentiating individual composers (Clynes, 1987). Second, the Minuet is a
traditional dance form and thus not only imposes some constraints on the expression
of a composer's individual characteristics. but also may require an additional `Minuet
pulse" that was not implemented in the present materials (Clynes, personal
communication). Third. the pieces were all similar in structure. tempo, duration. key
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:signature, and sound quality. Finally, judging from Clynes' publications, the
microstructure of the 3-pulses may not be as confidently established as that of the 4
pulses.

Experiment 2 was conducted in three versions, referred to as 2a, 2b, and 2c.
Experiment 2a took advantage of the possibility that the Trio (or second Minuet), whose
character was generally quite different from that of the (first) Minuet. could be
considered as a separate composition. By conducting separato tests for Minuet and Trio,
Experiment 2a examined whether the same pulse preferences would be obtained for
these different parts and thus tested the hypothesis (prediction 4 in the introduction)
that a composer's pulse should apply to all of his music, (For some qualificatior k of
that hypothesis, see below.) In addition. the Minuet test was repeated to assess the
reliability of subjects' judgments and possible effects of test sequence. The instructions
were the same as in Experiment la. To counter possible objections against the
separation of Minuet and Trio from a musical (rather than methodological) perspective
(Clynes, personal communicatton). Experiment 2b replicated Experiment 2a using the
integral Sonata movements as well as (in part) improved sound reproduction and
modified instructions. Experiment 2c, finally, was a replication of Experiment 2b using
amended versions of two pieces, further improvements in sound reproduction, and the
instructions of Experiment lb.

Methods

Sub 'xis

Experiment 2a. Twelve subjects (4 women, 8 men) participated in this experiment.
Eight of them (including the author), all with musical capers =e, were also subjects in
Experiment la (which, chronologkellly, followed Experiment 2a). The ether four
subjects were two proficient amateur musicians (French horn, trumpet) and two
relatively inexperienced individuals. all graduate students ok young researchers. In this
subject group, years of musical education ranged from 0 to 25, active playing hours from
0 to 11, and passive listening hours from 1 to 20. In addition. four professional pianists
were tested. Three of them (one woman. two men) were young performers and teachers
residing in New Haven; the fourth was an experienced, middle-aged, female piano
instructor at a local music school.

Experiment 2b. Five of the most reliable amateur subjects participated here, all of
whom had been subjects in Experiment 2a.

..:''Veriment 2e. Eleven of the subjects of Experiment lb. plus du ee new subjects from
Trinity College, participated here.
Materials

The four pieces selected by the author were Minuet movements from piano sonatas by
Beethoven. Haydn, Mozart. and Schubert. Thus they were all of similar form, duration.
and time signature (3/4). and they even had similar key signatures, although this was
an irrelevant fact. Specifically, they were:

Beethoven: Menuetto (Moderato e grazioso) from the Sonata in E-flat major, op. 31.
No. 3 (with Trio in the same key and a Coda after the repeat of the Minuet);

Haydn: Menuetto (no tempo indication) from the unnata in E-flat major. HV XVI/28
(with Trio in e-flat minor):

Mozart: Menuetto (Allegretto) in B-flat major from the Sonata in E-flat major, K. 282
(with Menuetto II in E-flat major):

Schubert: Menuetto (Allegretto) from the Sonata in E-flat major, op. 122,1. 568 (with
Trio in A-flat major).

Expressive Microstructure ix Music
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The initial bars of the Minuets and Trios (or second Minuet in the Mozart) are shown
in Figure 2.
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pulse (see Table 1) was employed at the higher level (cowrie- 1g the three quarter-notes
within a bar), a 4-pulse was used at the lower 'evel (sixteenth-notes). (For the treatment
of triplets, see Clynes, 1987, p. 214.) Thus the lower-level pulses were largely the same as
in Experiment 1. though there were far fewer notes at that level in the present Minuets.

TABLE 5. Hierarchical pulse patterns (see Table 1) and attenuation
factors for the timing pulses used in synthesizing the pieces of
Experiment 2 (Clynes, p.c.).

Composer Lower level Higher level

Beethoven Four-pulse (1.0) Three-pulse (0.5)
Haydn Foursuise (1.0) Three-pulse (1.0)
Mozart Four-pulse (1.0) Three-pulse (0.75)
Schubert Four-pulse (1.1) Three-pulse (1.1)

Procedure

Experiment Es. The experimental tape contained three tests, each structured like the
single test in Experiment 1. The first test contained only the Minuets, the second the
Trios (or second Minuet), and the third the Minuets again (identical except in the case of
the Beethoven, where the Coda was mchided). Each test had a different order of
composer's and a different order of versions for each piece. following a different Latin
square design in each test. As in Experiment 1, the neutral version always preceded the
four pulsed versions. Instructions and answer sheets were the same as in Experiment
la, with only minor changes reflecting the different materials. The procedures were
also the same. The nonprofessional subjects were tested dt Haskins and Yale using a
portable stereo cassette recorder without Dolby B. Three professional pianists were
tested in a studio or in their home using the same equipment; the fourth used her home
efts() system. The repeat of the Minuet test was omitted for the professionals .n view of
their busy schedule.

Experiment 2b. Here a sirsile test was e. Aployed. using a new Latin square design.
Each presentation of each piece was to consist of Minuet, Tri% (or second Minuet), and
repeat of the Minuet (plus Coda in the Beethoven). The Beethoven and Haydn were
available in this integral form on the master tape. For the Mozart and Schubert.
however. the master tape omitted the Minuet Ameat. In a first version of the test tape,
the pieces were played in this form. that is, without the Minuet repeat in the Mozart and
Sch. that, using a portable cassette recnrder without Dolby B and the same instructions
as in Experiment 2a. Subsequently, bear a precisely the Mozart and Schubert pieces
did not yield the predicted results, a new test tape was created in which the Minuet
repeats of the Mozart and Schubert were dubbed in from the master tape. That second
version was presented to the same subjects a few months later using a different portable
stereo cassette recorder with Dolby B and attached mini-loudspeakers. (One subject
listened at home using his stereo equipment, with Dolby B.) The instructions were
modified somewhat in the direction of those employed in Experiment lb by omitting
the term "lively" and emphasizing the term "idiomatic" (defined explicitly as
"expressive in a way appropriate for that composer").

Experiment 2e. A new test tape was created with the same test sequence as in
Experiment 2b. but with newly recorded versions of the Mozart and Schubert pieces
furnished by COnes. which avoided some amplitude distortions that had occurred in
the earlier versions due to a nonlinear response of Um sound module at high intensities
(Clyne*. personal communication). The tapes were played back on equipment at Trinity
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College with Dolby B. The instructions were those of Experiment lb, which emphasized
the criterion of `composer-appropriateness."

Results and Discussion

Experiment 2a

The overall repeated-measures ANOVA in this experiment included not only
composer and pulse as factors but also test (Minuet. Trio, &Orme As in Experiment la,
there was a hignly significant main effect of pulse, F(3,33) a 13.46, p <.0001. Indicating
that so= pulses were generally preferred over others. In addition. there was a highly
significant composer by pulse interaction. P19,99) 5.64, p < .0001. which shows that
pulse preferences changed reliably with composer, as in Experiment la. Thus,
prediction 1 was again upheld. even for pulse patterns that were less differentiated and
operated on similar time scales. There was also a marginally significant main effect of
composer. _1343) a 3.15. p a .0377, and a significant composer by test interaction,
P16.66) a 6.75, p < .0001: both are of little interest. Importantly, however. the triple
interaction was highly significant, F(18.198) a 3.82. p < .0001. suggesting that pulse
preferences changed not only with composer. but also between Minuets and Thos.

Since this last interaction may also have reflected. in part. a change in judgments
between the two presentatirns of the Minuet. a separate analysts was conducted on the
Minuet data only. Significant effects included the main effects of both composer and
pulse. as well as the crucial composer by pulse interaction. F(9.99) a 5.26, p < .0001. That
had no main eiri ct. interacted only weakly with composer. and engaged in a triple
interaction that fell just short of significance. F(9,99) a 1.96. p a .0515. It may be
concluded. therefore, that the pulse preference pattern did not change substantially
between the two presentations of the Minuets. Since the two Minuet tests followed
different Latin square designs, this result also means that there were no obvious
artifacts of test order. These conclusions were further supported by a significant
correlation (r 0.74. p < .01) between the average ratings for the 16 pulsed versions in
the two Minuet tests, which gives some indication of the reliability of the judgments of
the subject group as a whole. Considering that there was only a single judgment per
stimulus and subject. the reliability is quite satisfactory.

A separate analysis of the Trir data revealed. besides a pulse main effect, a
significant t...omposer by pulse interaction, Ft0.99) a 5.36, p < .0001. This interaction
thus held for both Minuet and Trio separately and combined, but its precise pattern was
different for the two. This was confirmed by low and nonsignificant correlations
between the average Trio rat.ngs and the that and second Minuet ratings, respectively (r
= 0.18 and 0.32).

The response patterns may oe examined in Table 6. It is evident that prediction 2.
that the correct pulses would receive the highest ratings. was not well supported by the
present results. Only the Beethoven pulse sworked", both in the Beethoven Minuet and
in the Trio. (Paradcodcaliy. it was precisely the Beethoven pulse that caused problems
in Experiment 1: note the differences in meter and tempo, however.) In none of the other
pieces did the correct pulse conic out first or even receive troy positive ratings. Some
clear preferences for trtcorrect pulses emerged in the Haydn iVio (Mozart pulse) and the
Mozart Trio (Haydn pulse). Some striking dislikes must also be noted, especially for the
Mozart pulse 114 the Beethoven Minuet and in the Schubert Trio, and for the Schubert
pulse in the Haydn and Mozart Minuets. At least, no strong dislikes occurred for correct
pulses anywhere.

Expressive Migraine :tun 21e Music
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TABU S. Average ratings of the oomputer performances in
Experiment 2a (12 nonprofessional sublets).

IComposer Pulse

Beethoven Haydn Mozart Schubert

MNUET

Beethoven 1.33 0.75 -3.25 -1.42
Haydn 0.58 4.08 0.25 -2.33
Mozart 0.58 0.17 0.17 -1.33
Schubert 1.50 1.42 1.08 0.75

11113

Beethoven 2.33 0.33 0.92 0.08
Haydn -1.00 0.41 1.83 -0.83
Mozart 0.17 1.42 -0.50 -1.08
Schubert 1.17 1.17 -1.67 -1.08

MINUET (REPEAT)

Beethoven 1.33 -0.42 -1.75 -0.42
Haydn 1.25 0.58 0.33 -1.33
Mozart -0.83 0.33 aoe -1.83
Schubert 0.75 1.42 0.83 -0.42

The patterns described above were all significant when tested for each composer
separately: The pulse main effects were significant in each case. and the pulse by test
interaction was significant for all pieces except the Mozart. Thus there were reliable
dependencies of pulse preferences on composers and pieces (Minuet vs. Trio). which
implies that the pulses do not apply equally to all parts of a musical composition.

EvIn though there was little support for the specific predictions overall. an overall
PAZ was nevertheless computed for each subject, and its relation to the three measures
of musical experience was examined. just as in Experiment 1. Half the subjects had
positive PAls, half had negative ones. While the correlations with years of musical
education and hours of passive listening were negligible, the correlation with active
playing hours per week reached significance (r 0.61, p .05). This correlation reinforced
a weak trend in the same direction observed in Experiment la. suggesting that listeners
with more active musical experience are more appreciative of the correct pulses. This
raised the question of whether professional musicians might give judgments that are
more in conformity with the predictions.

The average judgme.-:s of the four professional pianists are shown in Table 7.
Because of the small number of subjects. only -ma/native comparison can be made
with the data in Table S. Clearly, there are sonic milarities and some differences. In
the Beethoven, the professionals, too, showed a consistent preference for the Beethoven
pulse. A striking difference from the earlier data is their liking of the Schubert pulse in
the Beetim 4in Trio. to which the nonprofessional subjects had been indifferent Their
opposite reactions to the Schubert pulse in the Beethoven Minuet and Trio are
interesting. In contrast to the nonprofessional subjects' results, the Haydn pulse came
out best in the Haydn Minuet, but not impressively so, as it was not much preferred over
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the neutral pulse. (Also, only one subject actually gave the Haydn pulse the highest
rating; each of the other three subjects preferred a different pulse, and one of them
ranked the Haydn pulse last.) In the Haydn Trio, the Haydn pulse ranked second to the
Schubert pulse, but neither was preferred over the neutral version. The professionals
disliked the Mozart pulse in the Haydn Trio. in stark contrast to the nonprofessional
subjects. No clear preferences emerged in the Mozart pieces, but in both the Mozart pulse
ranked last. In the Schubert Minuet. the Schubert pulse, which had ranked last with the
nonprofessional subjects. cane out first. (However, only one of the four professionals .

actually preferred the Schubert pulse, for two it was tied with other pulses for first
place. and one ranked it last.) In the Schubert Trio, the Beethoven pulse was clearly
preferred.

TABLE 7. Average ratings of the computer performances in
Experiment 2a (4 professional pianists).

Composer Pulse

Beethoven HaV Mozart Schubert

IANUET

Beethoven 0.75 -1.25 -4.00 -3.50
Haydn 0.25 0.50 -2.00 -2.00
Mozart -0.50 -1.25 -1.75 -0.75
Schubert 0.00 -025 -2.00 0.75

IRO

Beethoven 100 1.25 0.00 .50
Haydn -1.25 -0.25 -1.75 0.00
Mond 0.00 0.00 -1.50 -1.00
Schubert 1.25 -1.75 3.00 -1.25

In summary, the four professional musicians' results yielded a somewhat more
positive response to the Haydn and Schubert pulses In the Minuets. but not in the Trios.
The Mozart pulse remained unsuccessful throughout. There were also large individual
differences among the professionals. In terms of the PAL the measure of individual
conformity to prediction 2, two of the four professionals would have ranked among the
top four subject3, had they been included with the other subjects; the other two,
however. would have ranked at the low end. Therefore, inclusion of their data would not
have increased the correlation between the PAI and musical experience .9

Several additional correlations were computed for the 12 nonprofessional subjects.
Their average ratings (i.e.. their overall tendency to give positive ratings, or to dislike
the neutral version) correlated positively with years of music instruction but negatively
with active playing hours (r p < .10) and passive listening hours. Though none of
these correlations mulled conventional levels of significance, they tupport a tendency
observed in Experiment is for musically more active subjects to like pulsed versions
less. This tendency is further supported by the results of the professional ',maidens (bee
Table 7), who tended to give even more negative ratings overall. Perhaps, these subjects
expected more 'interpretation` from the pulsed versions than they actually provided.
The subjects' familiarity rah* were also examined. A somewhat wider range than in
Experiment is was found, though the ',kcal were again relatively unfamiliar to most
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subjects. There was no correlation between familiarity and the average PAI (averaged
over Minuet and Trio). Finally, for those eight subjects who participated in both
Experiments la and 2a, the correlation of PAls across the two experiments was
computed and found to be significant (r: 0.74, p < .02). Thus there seemed to be reliable
individual differences in the extent to which subjects gave judgments in agreement with
prediction 2that is, in the degree to which they ageed with Clynes.
Expertme 2b

"..rne possible concern with the results of Experiment 2a was that the Trios might be
less characteristic of a composer's style, and that their separation from the Minuet may
have disrupted the continuity of the musical composition and impeded listeners'
appreciation of the pulses. Of course. the Minuet results in the first third of the test
cannot be explained away in this fashion. However, it is conceivable that judgments of
the Trio would change when it follows immediately upon the Minuet; and it Pt uld also
he that subjects modify thew judgments of the Minuet after hearing the Te.o. Is also
passible that the absolute duration of the music plays a role in stabilizing the pulse.
Therefore. Experiment 2b presented the integral Sonata movements. In the first
version of the test. the Minuet repeats of the Mozart and Schubert were missing. In the
second version. all pieces were complete, and there were modified instructions and
Dolby B playback.

The data from both versions of the test (presented to the same group of subjects) were
submitted to a repeated-measures ANOVA with the factors version, composer, and
pulse. There were two significant effects: a main effect of pulse. P(3.12) a 7.79. p .0038.
due to a general preference for the Haydn pulse. followed by Beethoven. Mozart. and
Schubert. and a composer by pulse interaction, F(9.38) 4.09, p El .0011. None of the
effects involving versions was significant; thus it may be concluded that addition of
Minuet repeats In two of the pieces. changes in instruction, and Dolby B had little effect
on subjects' judgments.

The results are shown in Table 8. They are not unlike the average results of the 12
subjects in Experiment 2a (cf. Table 6), with one striking exception: The Haydn pulse
suddenly emerged as a clear winner in the Haydn piece. The magnitude of the effect
seems almost miraculous: since it was present in both versions of Experiment 2b, it can
only be attributed to the integrity of the Sonata movement. For none of the other three
pieces. however, did the integrity of the composition have a similarly enhancing effect
on the appreciation of the correct pulse. In fact, in the Beethoven piece. the Beethoven
pulse was now liked less than the Haydn pulse, and the Mozart and Schubert pulses
remained quite ineffective for their respective composers.

Even though the statistical analysis did not reveal any significant differences
between the two versions of Experiment 2b. this could have been because of the small
number of subjects. Therefore, the average ratings for the two versions were also
compared by eye. Compared to version 1, the ratings for version 2 were lower overall;
this difference actually approached significance. This was particularly true for the
correct pulses in all four pieces; there was no indication whatsoever that any correct
pulse was appreciated more in version 2 than in version 1. Thus the experiment was
entirely negative with respect to possible effects of addition of the Minuet repeat in the
Mozart and Schubert, instructions, and Dolby B playback.
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TABLE 8. Average ratings of the computer performances in
Experiment 2b.

Pulse

Composer Beethoven Haydn Mozart Schubert

FIRST VERSION OF TEST
Beethoven 0.83 1.00 -2.83 0.33
Haydn -0.50 3.00 -0.17 -2.83
Meat 0.87 0.33 -0.17 -2.67
Schubert 1.33 1.67 -0.83 0.87

SECOND VERSION OF TEST
Beethoven 0.87 1.00 -1.50 0.00
Haydn 0.67 2.17 -0.67 -2.33
Mozart -0.17 -0.67 -0.17 -2.00
Schubert 0.67 0.17 -0.17 -2.00

Experiment 2c

The results of this further replication. with modified instructions and technically
improved versions of the Mozart and Schubert pieces, are shown in Table 9. In the
Beethoven piece. a preference for the Beethoven pulse emerged again. as in Experiment
2a. In the Haydn piece. the Beethoven pulse was preferred somewhat over the Haydn
pulse. which also resembles the results for the Haydn Minuet in Experiment 2a
(nonprofessional subjects, Table 8): the striking preference for the Haydn pulse
obtained in Experiment 2b (Table 8) was not replicated, even though the integrality of
the composition was preserved. In the Mozart piece. there was a marginal preference for
the Mozart pulse. though it was not rated much above the neutral version. Relatively
speaking, this constitutes a slight improw !tent over the previous results. Finally, in
the Schubert piece the Schubert pulse re..,e ed a positive rating but ranked behind the
Hit3 dn and Beethoven pulses. This may ale be taken as a alight improvement. but it is
certaia- not impressive.

1

TABLE 9. Average ratings of the computer performances in
Experiment 2c.

Pulse

Composer Beethoven

111.
Haydn Mozart Schubert

Beethoven 1.71 -0.50 -1.00 0.50
Haydn 1.57 1.21 0.50 0.50
Mxtart -1.00 0.29 0.43 -0.50
Schubert 1.50 1.57 0.43 1.38
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As in Experiment lb, which employed the same instructions with largely the same
subjects. the results were less consistent than in previous runs of the test. In the ANOVA
there was a significant main effect of composer, F(3,39) 5.51. p = 0.0030, due to higher
ratings for Sch ubert and Haydn than for Beethoven and Mozart. There wan no
signifkant main effect of pulse, but the crucial composer by pulse interaction did reach
significance. F(9,117) 2.47. p = 0.01S0. As in Experiment 2b, there were no significant
correlations between average ratngs, familiarity ratings. PAI scores, and the several
indices of musical experience.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The results of these very preliminary experiments establish quite clearly that
listeners' rela,tve preferences for different pulse patterns vary with the piece they are
listening to. Whether or not this composition by pulse interaction is caused by
listeners' appreciation of composer-specific characteristics. it is an impartant finding
in itself. It indicates that the listeners judged the time-amplitude deviations it relation
to the musical content of each piece (Le.. as the expressive variations theywere intended
to be), tot just as physical deviations of varying magnitude. Their judgments
presumably represent some measure of the degree to which the pulses fit the musical
struLture.

The pulses devised by Clynes were, of course. intended to provide an optimal fit for
each composer. Experiment la indeed revealed largely the expected pattern of pulse
preferences (with on';: the Beethoven pulse being not convincing), though the results of
Experiment lb were less encouraging. Nevertheless, these data may be taken to provide
some support for Clynes' choice of time-amplitude patterns for quadruple meter. at
least for Mozart and Schubert. Curiously, the results of Experiment 2 were
complementary to those of Experiment 1 in that they provided clear support for the
Beethoven pulse and occasional support for the Haydn pulse. but littleevidence in favor
of the Mozart and Schubert pulses. Moreover, in Experiment 2a listeners' judgments
differed for the Minuet and Trio parts.

The majority of the present subjects were moderately competent judges of the general
quality of a musical performance. They may be considered representative of that
valuable subpopulation of concert (or radio) audiences whose members actually attend
to the music and to the manner In which it is performed. Moreover. their judgments
were reasonably consistent clearly, they were not just guessing. Possible weaknesses in
the methodology (memor requirements, less than perfect sound reproduction) cannot
be held responsible for consistent response patters, only for noise in the data.
Although an inappropriate pulse (Le., that of a composer other than the composer of the
piece) may occasionally have a positive effect, it is not clear why the appropriate pulse
microstructure should ever be less appealing than an inappropriate or neutral one to
the moderately sophisticated listener. Such reversals of judgment may be mused by
general pulse preferences or aversions. but the negative findings in the present study
cannot be explained on these grounds. Therefore, these findings indicate problems with
the pulses themselves and their implementation, or possibly with the musical pieces
chosen.

As to the pulses themselves, Clynes (1983, 1987) has stated that they are subject to
continuing refinement and improvement (though presumablyby artists like, not by the
consensus of ordinary music lovers). The 3-pulses especiallywere called 'tentative' by
Clynes (1983). though acme have been revised by him in the meantime. These patterns
are still not optimal. and perhaps they have some idiosyncratic features that are
=weep Able to other listeners. Each of the two independent parameters of the pulse.
duration and amplitude. has a certain depth of modulation; that is. each pulse is a
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member of a whole family of similar patterns varying in the magnitude of the
prescribed deviations. Even if the basic pattern is right, the modulation depth may be
either too large or too Innen, with the resulting pulse either sounding exaggerated or
being ineffective. It may be noted. in that connection, that Clynes developed the pulses
using sine wave synthesis, whereas most of the present pieces were performed with a
synthetic piano sound. The different sound quality, with its different overtone
structure and spectral balance, may require an adjustment in the pulse modulation
depth. The pulse may also need to adjust somewhat to different tempos, overall
loudnesses, and the presence of multiple voices. Clynes' *attenuation factors*
attempted to achieve these goals, but perhaps not with full success.

Another relevant issue concerns the maintenance of the pulse throughout a piece. As
pointed out in the introduction, this follows from Clynes' earlier ideas on 'time -form
printing' in the central nervous system and is an important part of the theory. Clynes
(1986) links it to psychobiological clocks and repetitive motor activities such as
walking: he claims that listeners expect repetition of the pattern and would consider
substitution of a different pattern disturbing. Essentially. the physical pulse. as
instantiated in computer performances, is modelled after the inner (mental, subjective)
pulse, which (according to Beddng's. 1928. and Clynes' introspectional does possess the
postulated constrncy. However, Clynes (1987) also notes that actual performances are
likely to contain *noises' in the form of random and planned deviations from the pause.
as one should expect from a human performer. Also, Decking (1928) conmiented that a
composer's characteristic dynamics are not expressed equally throughout a
composition. so the modulation depth of a pulse may have to vary in the course of a
piece. In addition. of course, there ere many other expressive devices (such as crescendi
and &minuend!. special accents. Martian& and acc elerandi. phrase-final lengthening,
etc.) that would be laid on top of a pulse in an actual performance. Few of these devices
were used in the present computer performances, so as not to introduce too many
complexities. However, the result may have been :hat the pulses were too obvious and
exposed to be wholly pleasing. The precise, naked repetition of the pulse identifies the
performance as that of a machine, even though the pulse itself is intended to impart
*living qualities.* While expert listeners (such as Clynes himself) may be trained to
evaluate such bare pulses in terms of the musical thought they evoke. other listeners
may appreciate pulses. If at all. only as the background carrier for other, stracturally
determined modulations of the musical flow. All this goes to say that the present
materials were deliberately simple performances for laboratoryu e. and that perhaps a
sweeping success of the pulses with untrained listeners should not have been expected.
particularly in Experiment 2. where the Minuet dance characteristics were deliberately
absent.

Finally, we turn to the issue of the generality of the pulses across all works of a
composer. Although Clynes has likened composers' pulses to stable individual
characteristics such as handwriting or voice quality (Clynes. 1988) and has stated that
they do not seem to change with a composers' age (Clynes. 1987), in personal
communications he has expressed reservations about some of the present pieces on the
grounds that they represent compositions from the composer's youth (e.g., Beethoven's
op. 10. No. 2, used In Experiment 1). He has also dated out to this author that, in his
opinion. the Trio sections of Minuet movements a often not characteristic of their
composers' style. and that this may explain some of the poor results in Experiment 2a.
However, while random results would be consistent with this suggestion, systematic
preferences for inappropriate pulses are more difficult to explain. Moreover, the
suggestion that a pulse applies only to music that is characteristic of its composer
threatens to make the theory circular, since there is no objective measure of
*characteristicness.* An unlimited number of pieces could be exempted on these
grounds. Similarly. it is not clear where to draw the line between early and mature
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c.eupositions. (Mozart for example, hod written almost A00 other works before the
piano sonatas from which the present excerpts were taken. and he wrely had developed
his personal style by that time.) It would he quite reasonable to rurend Clynes' theory by
allowing composers' pulses to become more pronounced and clearly defined with age:
thus listeners may have greater difficulty appreciating the "'correct* pulse in earlier
compositions. It seems. however, that even such an amended theory would not allow for
preferences of other composers' pulses over the correct one, as occurred in several
instances.

The generality of a composer's pulse over his whole r-euvre is clearly implied by
Clynes' theory as presently stated. Obviously, a much larger set of compositions will be
needed to test this part of the theory thoroughly. However. it is clear that the idea of a
single characteristic pulse for a composer is an abstraction derived from intimate
familiarity ith his total oeuvre. This ideal pulse can perhaps be appreciated by artists
who are able to experience any given piece in the context of *tom' knowledge about the
composer's total output. Knowing that a piece is by Beethoven, say, they would find the
S. ethoven pulse appropriate because they recognize It as 13eethovenian." Individual
compositions of a composer. however, may require an expressive microstructure that
deviates more or less from the ideal composer's pulse. in accordance with the specific
structural properties of the piece. (An analogy to the mean and variance of a statistical
distribution might be appropriate.) DependiLt; on the composer's expressive rata ;e and
stylistic consistency. that piece-specific pulse may be a variant of the ideal pulse. or it
even may be in conflict with it. Moreover. it may vary in the course of a piece as the
musical structure unfolds.10 The subjects in the present experiments may have judged
the performances in such a piece-specific frame of reference, despite the revised
instructions in Experiments lb and 2c. If so. their ratings may indeed be a measure of
the *typicality' of a piece among all compositions of a composer, assuming that Clynes'
pulse patterns are dote to the Min ideal. The negative results in Experiment 2. for
example. could be interpreted as suggesting that the Mozart and Schubert Minuet
movements were not typical of their respective composers. that the Mozart Trio could
be mistaken for Haydn. the Haydn Trio for Mozart, and so on. Some independent
perceptual or musicological criterion will be needed to judge whether these suggestions
are tenable.
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FOOTNOTES

Music Perception, 6, 243-274 (1989).

'The term "duration" is used by Clynes, though it if meant to refer not to the time from the onset of a
note to its offset (which depends on the degree of legato or staccato) but to the time from the onset of
one note to tho onset of the next note, or the onset-to-onset interval (001).

2Part of a "Computerized System for Imparting an Expressive Microstructure to Svccession of Notes in a
Musical Score" that was awarded U.S. Patent No. 4,704,682 (November3,1987).

Vlore" notes within a pules beat are treated according to a pulse at that level (Clyne*, personal
communication).

4Nevertheless, the fact that the present materials (with one exception) had not been tried out previously
with composers' pule= made tL ze experiments a teat of the generality of the pulses.

5Although the author had made up the stimulus tapes and this was the only subject to have heard the
materials before, he had no recollection of the test order at the time of testing and had not yet learned
to idt the individual pulse patterns.
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4Because of .nee attenuation factors, the higher-level pulses were not strictly the same across the
different co positions. This methodological complication had to be ignored for purposes of analysis. It
might also be noted that the basic pulse patterns for different composers (Table 1) are not equal with
respect to average modulation depth.

7The Mozart-pulse version of the Beethoven, however, was recorded in regular piano sound; this did not
seem to affect listeners' judgments. The other versions were also used by Thompson (submitted, Exp. 3)
and can be heard on the record accompanying Clynes (1987).

`1Thb was also true when yen.s of musical education were computed for the dominant instrument only
or for piano only. To illustrate some of the individual variability: The subject with the highest PAI (3.00)
is an ants amateur cellist; the parson with the secondhighest PAI (2.52) never had any n- ic
education; the person with the lowest PAI (4.33) had the longest music education of all, though al* no
longer plays her instruments (piano and violin).

'It was not attempted to estimate numerically the musical experience of the professionals. Clear 17, it was
far above that of the other subjects; therefore, computation of convictions across all subjects was not
advisable.

10It would exceed the scope of the present study to investigate this hypothesis further, in view of the
length aLd complexity ,f the musical materials. It was observed informally by the author and other
listeners ::eat the positive or negative impressions evoked by a pulse did vary in the course of a piece. A
more detailed investigation of the interaction of structural properties and pulse effectiveness would
require tracking listeners' judgments continuously or presenting shorter, structurally homogeneous
musical excerpts for evaluation.
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